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BOOK 0: P ROLOGUE
0.1 THE ENCHIRIDION ROLE-PLAYING GAMES
The Enchiridion Engine is a set of rules and guides designed to help players and judges maximize their
gaming experience. One of the goals of the Enchiridion System is to provide clear, logical, and
understandable rules that enable fun, fast, and imaginative play. To this end the Enchiridion System is
individually constructed, from a core rules set additional features are shaped and tailored to each
individual player’s needs. Enchiridion is a universal system that allows players and game masters to
conceive and create any characters or settings they can imagine.
Unlike so called “Generic” Systems, The Enchiridion Metaverse is also a place, it is that vast
interconnected multitude of parallel and alternate universes built using the Enchiridion Rules. As such it
has a kind of celestial cartography, or hierarchy of realities, as well as characters and places that every
setting in The Metaverse could touch. So, it is at once a setting and system to create settings.
Enchiridion allows players to construct virtually any character, species, profession, and ability, Judges
can create virtually any setting with virtually any story. This is because the very setting of Enchiridion is a
spiraling infinity of near and far worlds, all bound together inextricably by the higher order of The
Metaverse.
The primary objective of Enchiridion was to build a well-balanced, well rounded, universal system, with
maximum adaptability. By setting out all the simple rules, clearly, and presenting them in a logical order,
players gain the most from reading the text. So read that text.
The hope is that this role playing game, however, is more; that it is also a tool to harness and direct
imagination in to a fun and constructive social outlet. The nature of role playing games is one of
community, camaraderie, and adventure. These elements are exemplified in The Metaverse, the focus
of all characters and settings should be one of adventure and teamwork, as well as personal exploration,
problem solving, and having a good time!
Role playing games have really come in to their own in the last few years, and though a lot of the social
stigma associated with them has declined, so has an important element of what role play games offer
and teach players; think for yourself, question authority, keep an open mind. Although companies like
Hasbro™ have done wonders for bringing RPGs and the genre in to the light of day, they did so at the
expense of one of the most vital aspects of what made role playing such a great experience:
Rebellion.
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0.2 PLAYING AN RPG
A Role playing game is two parts improve theater, and one part mechanics for determining out-come.
The first table top role playing games evolved from board games. The newest generation is strongly
influence by video-games and interactive media (and vice-versa).
In Enchiridion (as with most RPGs) Players will take on the role of imaginary characters they themselves
have crafted; one person will take on the mantel and responsibility of the Judge - the story teller,
director, and arbiter of the rules. With the power of the imagination the Judge sets the stage and
adventure for the players who, as their characters, must face the challenges that await them in the story
of the Judge is crafting.

0.2.1 HOW TO PLAY
Set the Cast
As a player you will take on the persona of a character of your own devising. Hopefully this character will
be interesting, unique, and more than just the numbers and rules used to describe them. Your fellow
players each with their own characters form the cast. You must use your imagination and you must play
the role of this persona you have crafted. This is the heart of any role playing game.
You will spend perhaps an hour developing your character, purchasing his or her Disciplines, Specialties,
Techniques, Talents and Modifiers to build out a robust and unique creation. You will select Flaws if you
want to balance and give your character depth. Above all you will develop a history, personality and
outlook unique to your character.
Chaiden, Marduke, and Isbeth could not be more different - Chaiden: the merciless assassin and former
weapon of the Zaibatsu. While he is free of the mind control that turned him in to the perfect weapon, he
can never be free of the memories of the things he has done. Marduke: cybernetic eco-terrorist and
soldier in the war to save the planet from the Zaibatsu's Manatechnology. He was once a loving father,
husband, and scientist, but they took that when they tried to take his life. Isbeth: the daughter of the
genius mind that gave rise to manatechnology, she fights now to protect the world from her father's
creations.
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Set the Stage
You will imagine the Scene that the Judge has described, and your character in it. You will see and act
upon this scene through your character, in the guise of your character's persona. The Judge will tell you
where you are, what you see, and what the situation is like. It will be your job to act upon this
information in character, thus, as a Player Character.
The Judge says: You arrive at the reactor a little after sundown. The wind is like a thousand ice needles
cutting through your cloths. You stand at the cliff top overlooking the mana reactor - the blue-green glow
the manatech lights drifts up through the snow. The reactor is like an enormous pillar rising from a crater
in the ground, the ring of the crater is a huge wall. Metal grated walkways snake out from the reactor
pillar. Below you can see the security patrol walking the causeways and walls. There are maybe ten
guards you can see - all armed. As you look down through the snow storm you see the movement of an
automated security drone as well. A big one. What do you do?
Action!
The hardest part is deciding what YOU the player character do. Do you leap down from the cliff and
attack the guards head on? Or do you wait till you have an opportunity to attack from the shadows? If
you're really clever you might be able to get in unnoticed and disable the security system. The best thing
about an RPG is that the character you are playing can do almost anything. There are no limits on what
choices or actions you can take, although there are limits to what you can know and do based on the
abilities of the character you are playing.
Marduke is neither patient nor subtle; with a gruff "I'll make a distraction" The cyborg leaps from the cliff
and on to the wall a few dozen meters below. Meanwhile Chaiden has already begun scaling down the
cliff to make best use of the guards’ surprise. Isbeth is shocked and was completely unprepared for
Marduke's brash attack, so she waits to see what unfolds before she gets caught in the middle.
As you choose that actions you as your character take remember that you are experiencing the events
through your character’s eyes not your own. While you are not there, your character is and your
character, and there for you, should act in a manner consistent with their outlook, knowledge, and
personality.

0.2.2 WHAT YOU NEED TO PLAY
Role Playing games require at least two and as many as ten (or more) players. One player is the Judge the story teller and director. The other players are Player Characters, who experience and shape the
story through their character personas. All of this requires a great deal of Imagination - the ability to
visualize the events that the Judge and other players describe.
Besides your Imagination - you will need a pencil and paper, and a few polyhedral dice with ten sides
called D10. You probably want at least five dice. Some Judges may also use the Optional Rules that
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include different dice types. In that case you will want some 4, 6, 8, 12, and 20 sided dice as well.
Experienced gamers tend to have huge dice collections and keep them in weird bags.
Players will record their characters on a character record sheet, a blank copy of which is provided at the
end of this book, and Judges may wish to have "cheat sheets" available that include quick reference for
many of the rules used in action.
Paper and pencil too analogue for you? We live in an era of massive computing power, a world where
virtually everyone has access to a mobile computer. So why not use those tools for playing the game?
The electronic version of this text includes an editable version of the character record sheet, which can
also be found online on our web site.

0.2.3 READING THE TEXT
As a player, you do not need to memorize the text. As a matter of fact you won’t if you have a life. For
the rest of us, it’s actually a breeze. First of all, you don't have to learn everything there is to know about
this game, however if you don’t your Judge is going to hate you, seriously, they will hate you more than
any of the other players unless you’re really good and have great fun characters. So you had better start
over compensating now. Otherwise you can use the books as a reference, or keep it as a constant
companion to memorize page after page of information as complicated as a tax return...
Just kidding! Before you get dismissive, remember a lot of this is fun to read, to pour over the text and
think about the heroes, villains, and the mysteries; and where your character fits in to that. Admittedly
some parts are bone dry - and that is solely the fault of the author.
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0.2.4 IMPERIAL AND METRIC MEASUREMENTS
The Enchiridion system, as you will notices uses the Metric system for measurements of mass and
distance. Many Americans are not familiar with the metric system, as such there is a conversion chart
below to help you understand the measurements used throughout this book.
Distance
Imperial
Metric
1 Inch (in, ")
1 Foot (ft, ')
1 Yard (yrd)
1 Mile (mi)
1 Nautical Mile (nmi)
1 Astronomical Unit (AU)
1 Light Year (LY)

-12 Inches
3 feet or 36 Inches
1760 yrd or 5280 ft
2025.4 Yrd, 1.151 mi
92,955,807.273 mi
5.8786×1012 mi

Metric

1 Millimeter (mm)
1 Centimeter (cm)
1 Meter (m)
1 Kilometer (km)
1 Nautical Mile (nmi)
1 Astronomical Unit (AU)
1 Parsec (pc)

2.54 cm
0.3048 m
0.9144 m
1.6093 km
1.853 km
149,597,870.7 km
9.4607×1012

Imperial

--

0.03937 in
0.3937 in
1.0936 yd
0.6214 mile
1.151 mi
92,955,807.273 mi
19.174×1012 mi

--

28.35 grams
0.454 kg
6.35 kg
50.8 kg
907 kg

10 mm
100 cm
1000 m
1.835 km
149,597,870.7 km
30.857×1012 km

Mass
Imperial

1 Ounce (oz)
1 Pound (lb)
1 Stone
1 Hundredweight
1 Short Ton (ton)

16 oz
14 lb
112 lb
2000 lb

Metric

1 Milligram (mg)
1 Gram (g)
1 Kilogram (kg)
1 Tonne (t)

1000 mg
1000 g
1000 kg

--

Metric

Imperial
-0.0353 oz
2.2046 lb
1.1 ton

Obviously, stones and hundredweight are not common measurements to the average American, and
have been include for the sake of completeness.
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BOOK 1:

ENCHIRIDION SYSTEM MECHANICS

One of the beauties of the Enchiridion System is that all dice are rolled in basically the same way. These
are called Action Rolls and Effect Rolls. Whenever a character is attempting to do something, the player
must make an Action roll. Whenever a character has done something, and the exact outcome is in
question or varies, the Player must then make an Effect roll.
Action rolls are made whenever a character tries to take some action that is either difficult or contested,
it is the roll used when one character attempts to attack another, as such, you will see a great deal of
Action Roll examples in Section 1.2 and 1.3.
Effect rolls are somewhat simpler that Action Rolls, in that they are more direct. Effect rolls include
damage done by an attack in combat, variable outcomes of the application of Disciplines or Talents, as
well as random situational modifiers.
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1.1 ROLLING DICE
Rule One: You don’t always need to roll
Action Rolls are made whenever there is a significant chance of failure, or the player is trying to
accomplish something far outside the bounds of day to day tasks. Any character is assumed capable of
performing any Discipline, Specialty, or Talent that they have at least one Action die in, with no chance
of failure, under normal, uncontested, ordinary situations. For instance, a character with a programming
ability can write programs given enough time; a character with gymnastics can perform maneuvers that
are well rehearsed. Players should only be rolling for their character’s abilities when there is not an
assumed level of success.

1.1.1 THE BASICS
ACTION DICE
Action rolls are any roll in which the character is attempting to accomplish some task that has a
reasonable chance of failure. This includes using a discipline or talent in a manner that is challenging or
is contested, attacking, or attempting to take any action that affects or is affected by the environment or
something in it. As stated above all players capable of taking an action get to roll 1D10 per Rank
associated with the – the Action Dice.
When a player attempts an action roll, they roll a number of Action Dice, almost always ten sided dice
(D10), and the number of action dice the player rolls is usually determined by the Specialty, Talent or
Ability Rank. However, there are additional dice a player can use when rolling, these are the character’s
Action Pools. A character’s Action Pools usually range between 3 and 6, some characters may not have
any dice in their Action Pools, but this is very unlikely.
There are only a couple of types of action rolls to worry about; Specialties, Techniques, and Talents.
Unless stated otherwise all action rolls function the same way:
Trained Specialty Action Dice: Specialty Rank D10
Untrained Specialty Action Dice: Up to Ability Score ÷ 10 dice from a Pool
Technique: Usually None
Talent: Varies

ACTION POOLS
If a character is attempting to perform a skill they do not have (Rank 0), they don’t get any Action Dice,
and must use their Action Pools. The Action Pools are extra dice a character can roll on any mental or
physical action, and the number of Dice in the Action Pools is usually higher than the number of Action
Dice. But the Action Pools are limited, if a player decides to use Dice from the Action pool, these dice are
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lost until a hero has a chance to recover. Lastly, all dice a player rolls explode, that is, if they roll a 10 on
the ten sides dice, they roll that D10 again, and add the value to the sum.
Now, there are three Action Pools that a character will regularly use: the Endurance Pool, the Focus
Pool, and the Initiative Pool. When a character uses dice from their Endurance or Focus Pool, they can
add as many dice as are in there pool to their roll, however, those Dice is deducted from their pool until
they have had a chance to recover. Additionally the player does not need to declare the total number of
Dice rolled before they roll, after rolling a player can declare the use of additional dice, up to their
maximum.

VICTORY SUMS
(Or simply VS)
When a player rolls an Action, they are trying to reach or beat a preset value on their dice, this is the
Victory Sum. All the dice that the player rolls added together must meet or exceed the victory sum of
their action. Most actions that are challenging will be 15 to 20, but below twenty five. Difficult tasks will
hover in the 25 to 30 range, where as a very difficult life or death challenge is 35 or even 40, maybe as
high as 50. The Judge or the rules will set most VS that the player is trying to beat, but at the same time,
the player can control the some of this by Taking Chances or using Dice from their Pools.

CHANCES
The basic system, if you have read the preceding sections is XD10+YD10 where X is the character’s
Specialty, Talent, or Ability Ranks if applicable, and Y is the number of dice that the player chooses to
allocate from his or her character’s Acton Pools, if any. Hypothetically, a player could be rolling 6, 7, or
8D10. That’s an average of about 68, way higher than most VS the character will have to beat. If the
point is just to beat the VS, why use dice from your Action Pool? What if you want to do something
really amazing? This is when you take a Chance.
A Chance is like a bet, you are increasing the difficulty (VS+5) of whatever you are trying to do, in hopes
that you will gain more out of it, like a trick shot in basketball or special stunts in BMX biking, it’s harder,
but might be worth it if you can pull it off. Different Actions have different Chances that you can take,
but each Chance will raise the VS you are trying to beat by 5. Chances can do lots of things, most of the
time the will be used to increase the effect of something, or accomplish something difficult.

CHALLENGES
When an action faces a situation that impacts its chance of success or inhibits the skill of the character
taking the action, it faces a Challenge. Each challenge applied to an action or situation Increases the VS
of the action by 5, or decreases the Dice rolled by 1. These are VS Challenges and Dice Challenges,
respectively. Judges will assign Challenges based on the circumstance and situation.
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EFFECT ROLLS
When the outcome of an action or circumstance is questionable or variable, this uncertainty is
determined by what is called an Effect roll. An Effect roll is a number of D10, the sum of which is a
numerical value which represents the outcome in question. For instance, a Damage 3 firearm deals 3D10
damage if the wielder accurately strikes his target with the weapon, the Specialty “Jury-rig” will return a
machine to working condition for (Action Roll) Rounds. These are Effect rolls.
A second kind of effect roll is called a check; a check is a kind of effect roll that is countering another
effect roll or a VS set by the Judge. All checks are circumstantial; the situation will determine the
necessary sums. The best examples of Checks are Resistance Checks.

OPTIONAL RULE: DICE STEPS
While Enchiridion is a D10 based system, it doesn't have to be. With this optional rule in effect, the dice
a character uses will depend on their Dice Steps. This is a system that should only be included in more
challenging and complicated games, as it greatly changes the overall dynamic of the system, as
everything will need to have a power level associated with it, to determine the dice that are rolled for it.
These rules tie in closely to the Level of Success rules, as the Level of Success of any action will dictate
the Effect dice or situational dice used. If these rules are in play, along with the level of Success rules,
Critical Success and Failure (exploding dice) should not be used.
Dice Step

Feeble
Poor
Ordinary
Heroic
Epic
Mythic
Legendary

New Dice
D4
D6
D8
D10
D12
D20
D30
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Modifier
-3
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
+3

1.2 ACTION RULES
Understanding that all rolls in the Enchiridion System are fundamentally identical, it’s time to get in to
the more advanced rules: Action Pools, Chances, Victory Sums and Exploding dice. The previous section
covered each of these, so you should have a fundamental understanding of each, and how they work in
the context of character actions.

1.2.1 USING ACTION POOLS
A character’s Action Pools are reservoirs of Dice that a player can choose to use at any time when an
Action Roll is called for, on any action roll unless explicitly stated otherwise. Dice drawn from the Action
Pools are temporarily expended, and the character must rest to recover from the mental or physical
strain of calling upon that ‘something extra’. In a game sense, a character’s Action Pools represent their
mental and physical endurance and stamina, a character can go a few days without using up that
internal reserve, but when situations become intense they will need to give it everything they have. This
is what Action Pools represent; a character’s full capability.

DECLARING ACTION DICE
The player can declare the use of dice from the character’s action pool at any time before the effect or
outcome of an action roll is calculated or declared by the Judge. This means that a player can decide to
use dice from the Action Pool before they roll, when they are rolling their Action Dice, or just after they
have rolled their action dice (if the roll failed, for instance), a player cannot however, draw upon their
Action pools if they have already rolled effect dice, or the judge has declared the success or failure of
the roll, so it’s all about timing. Once characters have exhausted all the dice in an action pool, they are
considered fatigued, and must wait for that action pool to recover before they can draw dice from the
Pool. How long that takes is generally one Scene, but may be faster if the character has a special ability
that allows for rapid recovery. Also see Fatigue in section 1.4.
The Endurance Pool
Players may use dice from their character’s Endurance Pool on any Action roll that is based upon one of
the five physical abilities. Like the Focus Pool, Endurance dice may not be spent on Effect rolls. However,
a player may use Endurance Dice on physical Resistance checks and other physical Ability checks. For a
rough and tumble character, the Endurance Pool is the most valuable.
The Focus Pool
The Focus pool is much more indirect than the Endurance pool. Dice form the Focus pool may be
allocated to any Action that is based solely on one of the character’s five mental Abilities. Because the
Focus Pool represents reservoirs of mental energy, Focus Dice may be used on mental Resistance and
Perception Checks, but not other mental effect rolls.
The Initiative Pool
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This Pool is explained in great detail in the following section. The Initiative Pool is used only in combat,
players use dice from their Initiative Pool to act each round. When a player rolls initiative, they compare
that roll to all other combatants and act in order of the highest roll to the lowest roll. Unlike the other
Endurance or Focus, Initiative is based upon a character’s Reason and Reflexes; a mental Ability and a
physical Ability.
Special Pools
A special pool is a Dice pool that exists exclusively for some small set of actions, for instance, a character
in a fantasy game might have a Magic pool or Powers Pools. Other characters may have a Weapon skill
specific Pool.
(Optional Rule: Action Pools: Fatigue)
If the Optional Fatigue rules are in use, any time a character exhausts their Focus or Endurance Pool,
they suffer from one Fatigue Rank. See Section 1.4.3: Fatigue.

1.2.2 VICTORY SUMS
The goal of any Action Roll is to meet or exceed the target Victory Sum; this part you know, so let’s
move on to how the Victory Sum is calculated, and optional rules for Levels of Success.

DETERMINING VICTORY SUMS
A Static VS is number that is preset by the rules and the situation. Some tasks or situations also set static
VS, for instance when a player must roll a Resistance check against a poison or infection; the nature of
this attack will have a Static VS. A Contested VS is when two characters are comparing action rolls, the
highest winning. This is used most frequently in combat as defenders attempt to overcome an attacker’s
combat Specialty action roll, but there are other examples – detecting lies would be a contested roll,
nullifying another sorcerer’s enchantments would be a contested roll.
It might seem the judge is faced with a daunting task when it comes time to setting the VS for on the fly
game play; they will be called upon to determine the difficulty of every Action a player character
attempts. Luckily, the VS for most actions is set pretty clearly by the rules, and Judges will rarely be
required to arbitrarily determine the VS for an action. When the situation becomes complicated, the
Judge can rule that the Action faces a number of Challenges, or use the Levels of Success rules to
determine the outcome of the action on a gradient, rather than simply in terms of success or failure.

LEVEL OF SUCCESS
When the outcome of an action is not black or white, but rather a gradient of accomplishment, the
Judge may use the Levels of Success to determine the outcome of an Action roll. Level of Success can
also be used to set the minimum roll needed to achieve a specific roll, while a lesser roll may not be a
complete failure. For instance, a character with the Surgery Specialty may be trying to repair the injury
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caused by a bullet wound. A Mythic roll is going to be needed to reverse all damage, and return the
patient to peak condition. But as long as the Surgeon rolls above an Ordinary VS, the patient’s life will be
spared. However, a Poor roll or lower will probably kill the patient.
Chances are closely related to Levels of Success. Most VS set for an action is considered an Ordinary
Success. Taking Chances aims for a Higher Level of Success, at the risk of complete failure if the action
roll is not high enough. There are a number of ways that Level of Success can be used.
Success Level
Feeble
Poor
Ordinary
Heroic
Epic
Mythic
Legendary

VS

VS -15
VS -5
VS
VS +15
VS +45
VS +75
VS +135

Example

Reciting the alphabet
Correctly remembering one’s phone number or address.
Performing any trained skill under duress
Mountain climbing a 50 foot sheer cliff with some training in 20 minutes
Juggling knives with little prior training
Accurately counting every card drawn from a deck of shuffled cards
Using a defense specialty to survive a direct missile strike

1.2.3 CHANCES AND CHALLENGES
One of the more unique aspects of the Enchiridion System is the ability for players to gamble with their
success, and for the judges to clearly define increased levels of difficulty. This mechanic is the Chances
and Challenges system. When a player declares that they are taking a Chance, they are willingly
increasing the VS of their task by 5 in hopes of reaping the benefits of an increased level of
accomplishment. Meanwhile, Judges may rule that the increased difficulty of an act do to some outside
handicap or obstacle increases the target Victory Sum by 5, or decreases the number of dice rolled by 1,
simply to reap the same ordinary level of success. In this way, Chances and Challenges scale the
difficulty of an action up and down depending on the way the players and Judges choose to influence
the chance of success.

USING CHANCES
Unless specifically stated otherwise, the total number of Chance a player may take on any one Action
Roll is (Fate Ability Score ÷ 10). This means that a character with a 20 Fate can take up to 2 (20 ÷ 10)
chances on any Action roll. Different Action rolls will have different Chances associated with them,
taking a chance could increases the effect dice rolled or the outcome of the roll in some way. For
instance, in combat a player can take a chance to add an extra die of damage, or to ignore some Armor
Rank, in magic, players can take chances to cast their incantations or evocation at a higher rank. Chances
can also affect outcomes that have no measurable value in numbers, such as taking chances on a
Seduction roll to gain a target’s intimate trust, or taking a Chance on an art Discipline to create a truly
lasting and beautiful piece of art. These are examples of how chances can be used.
Unlike Action Pools, which a player can draw from even after the initial roll, players must declare
Chances and Free Chances (see below) before the Action Roll is made, if the player fails to do so, they
may not take a Chance on the roll in question. Further, if a player fails to make a roll that they have
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taken chances on, but they still beat the original VS, the roll is still a failure. The point of taking a Chance
is that it’s a gamble on the player’s part: It is all or nothing.

FREE CHANCES
At some point a character is going to be in a position where everything is on their side, and
accomplishing great feats won’t require great feats; positions of superiority in combat, having the best
tools for a particular discipline, or being empowered by some supernatural or super technological effect.
In these situations, the character may be granted a Free Chance. Taking a Free Chance is in all ways
exactly like taking a regular chance – except that it does not raise the VS by 5. With a free chance a
character could simply achieve an ordinary success by beating a VS 5 less than their target. Free chances
still count towards the number of Chances that a player can take on a roll. In situations where a
character receives more free Chances on an action than he is allowed to take on an action, those free
Chances are not lost, but applied to the action normally.

CHANCES AND LEVELS OF SUCCESS
When in doubt, a chance can be used increase the Level of Success. However, unlike actions where
outcome can be determined on a gradient for effects, taking a Chance to increase the Level of Success is
an all or nothing gamble.
Success Level
Ordinary
Heroic
Epic
Mythic
Legendary

Chances
0
1
3
5
9

USING CHALLENGES
A Challenge is a modifier to a character chance of success either through a reduction of skill or through
an increase in difficulty. There are two kinds of Challenges: Dice Challenges which decrease the number
of dice the player may roll by 1, and VS Challenges that increase the Target VS by 5. There are a number
of challenges that characters may encounter, and many are accounted for, be it wounds and injuries to
situational modifiers, these challenges and their specific VS penalty has been determined already. This
makes using challenges relatively easy. However, no system can account for every possible circumstance
of event, meaning that it is on the Judge to assign unique challenges when players are faced with them.
Challenges are principle is how most of the situational modifiers were designed, and with that in mind it
is important to understand that some challenges have degrees, or ranks. For example a poison could
have three distinct stages of progression, each adding 5 to the VS of all actions by the poisoned
character. Each rank of such a Challenge should add 5 to the VS of Actions associated with said
Challenge. It is up to the Judge to assign Challenges appropriately to actions and circumstance.
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1.2.4 CRITICAL ROLLS
When a player’s dice result in the worst or best outcome, it is considered a Critical Roll. A Critical Roll
usually results in a sharp change in the number the player rolled. There are two types of Critical Rolls, a
Critical Success, where the player rolls one or more Maximum on their dice, and Critical Failures, where
the player rolls more than one Minimum on their dice.

CRITICAL SUCCESS: EXPLODING DICE
When a player rolls a Critical Success on their dice in the Enchiridion System, the dice Explode! No, this
doesn’t mean that the dice are dangerous, Exploding Dice is a term used to describe dice that are rolled
again when the maximum number is rolled, i.e. if a player ever rolls a 10 on a D10, that one dice is
rerolled, and the next roll is added to the total. This can only happen once, even if the next roll is also a
10. However, some things prevent dice from exploding at all.

OPTIONAL RULE: CRITICAL FAILURE: IMPLODING DICE
When a player is rolling more than one dice there is the potential for Critical Failure; if one of the dice
should role a 1, it is rolled again, and subtracted from the roll! This is called Imploding dice, and only
occurs if more than one dice is rolled and one of the dice rolls a 1. Normally only one of the dice will
implode if multiple dice rolled a 1. For example, if a player rolled 5D10, and three of them rolled a 1, the
player will choose one of those dice to implode.
Although negative results are possible, these are considered 0 for most mechanical purposes.
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1.3 COMBAT RULES
Combat is an essential part of any action story, conflict is at the heart of drama, and though not all
conflict is violent, all violence is conflict. The Combat rule presented here can be easily adapted to be
used for other kinds of conflict; this is how they were designed. The basic system of Action Rolls, Action
Pools, Combat rounds and Combat turns is designed to be a broad encompassing system of rules used to
determine the outcome of conflicts, not just combat. Almost any kind of contest can be played out with
these rules, things like sports matches, skill based tournaments, and more unusual conflicts, like a
hacker battle in cyberspace, or the duel of wills between to supernaturally powered characters.

1.3.1 COMBAT IN ACTION
Base VS To Be Hit is Reflexes Ability Score, or 15+ Defense modifiers
An Attack Roll is (Specialty Rank)D10 VS Opponent’s Reflexes or VS 15
Number of Actions Per round depends on Initiative Pool
All Characters can use Basic Combat Maneuvers
The flow of playing out conflict in the Enchiridion System is fairly simple; once the conflict has been
initialized, the first round begins and players roll Initiative. After each player has rolled their actions,
their target is entitled to roll a contested roll if applicable, effects are then rolled, and Resistance is
counter rolled in the case of things that allow, such as Soaking. This continues until all combatants cease
to attack, and the conflict is resolved.
Time in combat is measured in Rounds, which are divided into more abstract Turns. Each Round is about
20 seconds in game time, but could take several minutes to sort out in real time. Each Turn is one action
by each combatant. At the beginning of each Turn, combatants decide how many initiative dice they
would like to roll from their Initiative Pool. The individual with the highest roll acts first, and the Round
continues until every combatant has taken an action.
The next Turn then begins, players choose how many of their remaining Initiative Dice they want to roll,
and take actions from the highest initiative down. When all combatants have used up all of their
initiative dice, the Round ends, and characters that have taken damage modifiers to rolls and Pools
suffer these penalties to their Initiative Pool for the next Round.
Thus, conflicts play out like this:
1. Combatants roll as many dice as they choose from their initiative pool, or declare Hold or Full
Defense, and do not roll.
2. The combatant who rolled highest declares their action, action dice are rolled. If this roll is
contested by another player or NPC, contest dice are rolled.
3. Effects are applied, if the effect is contested, effect contest checks are rolled.
4. Next highest initiative acts…
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1.3.2 INITIATIVE
INITIATIVE POOL
Players will only use the Initiative Pool in conflict/combat situations, and only roll them for initiative or
combat maneuvers. When a player chooses to take Action in conflict situations, they must roll or use up
at least one initiative die from their Initiative Pool. Thus the number of actions that a player can take in a
round is equal to their Initiative pool, however, to ensure that their character acts before other
combatants, players can invest multiple initiative dice on their turn of a round. Some Combat
Maneuvers, Talents, or Specialties may require that a character invest more or all of their Initiative Pool
in the action, this is especially true of advanced combat maneuvers where initiative dice may be turned
in to Action or Effect dice. Normally only two Combat Maneuvers do not use an Initiative dice, they are
as Full Defense, or Hold. Since Initiative dice are used for every other action, players must allocate
initiative dice when they use most Defensive specialties, such as Dodge or Deflect, as well.
As stated above, the Round is divided into turns, each player receiving a turn in order of highest
Initiative rolled until all combatants have exhausted their initiative pool, but as noted above, there are
situations where a combatant may not have used an initiative die at all during the round. If a player gets
to the end of the round with a full Initiative pool (i.e. if all other combatants have used all of their
initiative dice before the combatant) the round enters sudden death, and the player with the full
initiative can take one action. If the player chooses not to take action, the round ends, and a new round
begins, all combatants recover their initiative pool (modified by any effects/injuries), and combat
continues.

INITIATIVE MODIFIERS
But initiative is not always cut and dry, there are situations that will modify a combatant’s initiative roll.
For instance, firearms often have high initiative bonuses but drawing a weapon before acting has an
initiative penalty. Weapons will list any initiative modifiers associated with them in Section 3.2, so let’s
focus on situational Initiative Modifiers.
Surprised
A Surprise situation is when one set of combatants is intentionally ambushed by another set of
combatants; such as lying in wait, attacking form a blind spot, or attacking from a hidden or invisible
position. Surprised characters may only allocate 1 die from their Initiative Pool at the beginning of the
first round.
Ambushing
The opposite side of a surprised party; a combatant or combatants gains an ambush bonus when they
have purposefully been waiting for an unsuspecting target. When the attack is launched, Ambushers
gain an additional die to spend on initiative for the first round.
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Over Watch
A combatant that is actively expecting an attack from a narrow vector is considered in Over Watch. In
this state they are a bit jumpy, and gain a +1 Initiative Dice bonus to the first turn of combat so long as it
initiated form the Expected Attack vector, conversely, if an attack is initiated form another vector, the
Over watch combatant is considered Surprised.
Retreating
A combatant in retreat is only allowed to spend Initiative Pool dice on defensive and movement actions.
This can change however if the character is blocked or otherwise prevented from removing themselves
from the combat area. Retreating is not a controlled withdraw from combat, it’s an all-out duck and run
bailout.
Incapacitated
An incapacitated character is not as much a combatant as a victim, Incapacitated can mean unconscious,
bound or tided, or pined in such a manner as to be unable to move or act. In such a situation the
character can take no actions that require physical movement, cannot dodge or defend, and if attacked
will likely be killed outright.

1.3.3 ATTACKING AND DEFENDING
ATTACKING AND DEFENDING: MELEE
The VS to hit is a target’s Reflex Ability, or 15.
Using a defensive Specialty takes one initiative dice.
Using a Combat skill is a contested Specialty Action roll, and the target VS is the opponents Reflex Ability
Score, or 15 for targets with no Ability Score. Some specialties may allow the victim to attempt to dodge
or deflect as well. Depending on the Setting, Melee Combat may be the most common form of conflict
in your game. This is especially true of Fantasy and Far future settings where firearms don’t exist or are
not practical.
The fundamental rules are simplest when applied to melee combat; combatants may take a number of
actions based on their initiative pool, each attack results in one defense roll, and one effect role, and
effects one target. Targets may use virtually every defensive specialty such as dodge, deflect, and soak.
Dodge, Deflect, and Soak are all specialties, just like all weapons skills, and work exactly the same way:
the defender rolls a number of dice equal to their Specialty rank, and if the number is greater than the
attacker’s roll, they succeed in defending. In the case of Dodge this means that the character moves out
of the way, in the case of Deflect this means that they parry with the weapon in hand or block with a
shield, in the case of Soak this mean that they attempt to overcome the damage with Armor or
Resistance Dice (see below). However, with the exception of Deflection specialties and Soak gained from
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Techniques, all defensive Specialties cost the defender one Initiative dice from their Pool because they
are taking an action!
Parry
Some weapons skills can be used to defend as well as attack. The weapon parry Combat Maneuver is a
deflect action, and functions the exact same way. When a weapon skill can be used in defense it will be
listed in the description that the specialty can be used for defense. For more on parry see combat
maneuvers, below.

ATTACKING AND DEFENDING: RANGED
The VS to hit a ranged target in combat is equal to the target’s Reflexes.
The VS to hit a target in melee combat with a ranged weapon is equal to the target’s Reflexes +10.
Ranged Combat is slightly more complicated with distance and rate of fire changing how the attack
sequence is resolved. Furthermore situational modifiers like visibility and cover have much more
dramatic effect on the outcome of ranged combat. Depending on the weapon’s category and rate of
fire, different types of basic attacks are available to a character using a ranged weapon. There are four
categories of ranged weapons: Manual, Single Action, Double Action and Semi-Automatic, and Fully
Automatic. The skill level and rate of fire of ranged weapons dictates the types of actions that are
available to the attacker. Defenders are entitled to use specific defensive specialties such as dodge and
soak at the cost of Initiative Dice.
A character in melee can also fire or throw a ranged weapon. Either as a point blank shot or to cover a
short distance faster than normal. The issues is that dancing around incoming attacks and using a ranged
weapon is challenging, and the VS to hit a combat ready opponent in melee with a range weapon is
actually increased by 10!
Firing a ranged weapon into a melee conflict from has some small risk of unintentionally striking a target
besides the one intended on a miss, or if the target successfully dodges. However, these circumstance
are up to the judge, and not arbitrary rules.

ATTACKING AND DEFENDING: FX
Attacking with FX powers is slightly more difficult. FX Actions can be resolved like weapons in the case of
attacks that generate a bolt, blast, beam, or wave of energy or force – in these cases the energy is
created and directed at the victim, with the casting roll (the Action Roll made with the FX Specialty), if
successful, followed by an attack roll on the same specialty.
However if an FX generates energy but has an area of effect such as a radius, contact with the caster, or
even a cone in front of the caster, the victim is only entitled to a defense specialty roll, VS the caster’s
casting roll. In the case of FX that effect a victim by sight, or effect a target by some specific criteria, the
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victim is entitled to a resistance roll VS the caster’s casting roll. If the victim has a Specialty the explicitly
allows them to resist the spell, much like a combat defensive specialty, they may use that specialty in
place of Resistance.
Additionally many FX actions will require a number of initiative dice to charge up. In cases where this
number is more than the total the character has in one round, they must split the action over two
rounds. Otherwise the actions, attacks, defense, and outcome are all resolved the same way.

COMBAT RANGE
In combat, weapons and some FX that effect targets at a distance have Range Steps: each increment of
the range step (1, 2, 3, or however many)) increases the VS Challenge to hit the target. Many firearms
have a range steps like 30, 50, or 100 meters. In the first range step, the combat is resolved much like a
melee round, there are no modifiers to the attack or defense rolls. At each following range steps the VS
to hit the target increases: first by 5 then by 15 – however, at or beyond range step 3 for most weapons
the target maybe completely unaware they are being targeted, giving the attacker surprise or sniping
advantage.
Lethal Range: Sometimes called point blank or, if the ranged weapon is in melee, a contact shot; Lethal
range is the distance where only sheer reflexes can save you. The problem with lethal range is, of
course, the defender can counter attack with melee weapons, and use melee specialties. The lethal
range for all weapons is the same: 0, and lethal range only comes in to play when a contact shot is used.
A skilled fighter can probably disarm an opponent in this range before they can fire. Optionally, a
firearm used on a contact shot may cause injuries to the location of the shot, ergo a contact shot to the
head may instantly kill a target.

ATTACKING AND DEFENDING: SITUATIONAL MODIFIERS
Any number of things can change attacking and defending, but below we will focus on specific positions
and situations in combat. Most of these modifiers address Positions in combat, as well as the stance of
combatants.
Flanked
When a character or party is attack from both sides by an equal or superior number of foes, they are
considered flanked, or, if the attackers are of a lower number but possess the tactical maneuver to
enforce a flanked situation. Being outflanked present serious limitations to mobility and may prevent
tactical maneuvers, in addition to the effects outlined below.
Flanker: In large scale combat the party that engaged in the flanking maneuver has made a risky call
dividing their force to attack from two sides. Attackers receive 1 bonus initiative die on the first round of
combat, and the added mobility gives the attackers a +5 VS to be hit for the first round as well.
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Outflanked: Being attacked on both sides can be devastating. Outflanked combatants cannot flee or use
tactical retreat for the first two rounds of combat, nor can they charge or take ground. On the first
round the outflanked combatants loose one initiative dice.
High Ground
When two combat parties are at significantly different elevation, the party on the higher ground has a
number of advantages:
Attacking and Defending in Melee: The combatants on high ground have a +5 VS to be Hit, and are able
to attack more effectively, resulting in the combatants on low ground suffering a -5 penalty to their VS
to be hit. Combatants on the low ground cannot charge, take ground, or retreat up to the higher ground
without spending twice the number of initiative dice for the associated maneuver.
Attacking and Defending at Range: The major advantage of attacking at range from the high ground is
the increase in effective range: Attacks see their effective range increased by 50% while attacked form
at least 3 meters above the surrounding elevation.
Prone
Unless a character has the Prone fighting Technique, being knocked down in combat means almost
certain death.
Attacking and Defending while Prone: The prone combatant in melee may only use deflect and soak
defensive specialties, and suffers a -1D10 to all attack rolls. While prone they may not use and
movement maneuvers, but mat choose to spend 3 initiative dice to stand.
(Optional Rule: Attacking and Defending: Levels of Success)
Finally, if the Judge wants to add a comprehensive level to combat, they can use the levels of success
table in combat. This means that attach role must always be contested, generally, or they successfully
hit. However, if these rules are in play, the Damage Dice Step optional rules should also be in play.

1.3.4 COMBAT MANEUVERS
Understanding now how the rounds, turns, and initiative pool work, and understanding how action and
effect rolls are made, let’s move on to the meat of any combat situation: Combat Maneuvers. Combat
maneuvers describe the general kinds of actions that a character can take in combat. In theory, any
action that a character takes is covered by one of these rules; there should be little or no confusion
about who can do what in combat. Fundamentally there are two kinds of Combat maneuvers, Basic and
Advanced. Advanced Combat Maneuvers are broken up in to modern, martial arts, and tactical
maneuvers.
The Basic Combat Maneuvers are actions that any able character can choose. That means so long as the
character is conscious and capable of making decisions at least one action type is available.
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Advanced Combat Maneuvers are more complicated, these are the kinds of tactics employed by people
with real combat or martial arts training or lots amateur talent. In order for a character to use advanced
combat maneuver, certain prerequisites must often be met.
Ranged Maneuvers are advanced forms of ranged combat with bow or thrown weapons.
Tactical Combat Maneuvers cover battle field team combat, and are usually reserved for trained fighting
units who know how to work together and operate as a cohesive team.

BASIC MANEUVERS
Melee Attack
The most basic action available: One character attempts to affect another with a tool, their bare hands,
or some kind of special ability. In all cases an Attack roll will be a Specialty or Talent, either a combat skill
or ability of some kind that directly affects or influence another.
Pummel
The most primitive of all attacks, a character with no combat specialty can attempt to pummel an
opponent with the fists or with an improvised weapon. Such an attack uses a number of initiative dice
invested from their initiative pool or endurance pool in the attack roll, and cannot be combined with any
combat maneuvers.
Ranged Attack
Because ranged attacks are slightly more complicated, character’s attacking with firearms or crossbows
have different options when attacking.
Hurl
Characters can attempt to use rocks, debris, or other objects as thrown weapons. Like Pummel, the
character invests dice in the attack form their initiative and endurance pool in the attack, and may not
use any combat maneuvers.
Point and shoot
Someone who is not trained in the use of firearms or projectiles like the crossbow may understand the
principle of aiming, but they are not use to the recoil, shock, and sound of firing a weapon. As such they
can only perform the Point and Shoot – point the weapon at the enemy, pull the trigger, and flinch. See
advance combat Maneuvers for a list of attack types available to character trained in ranged combat.
Attacking with Two Weapons
If a character that is not trained in the use of two weapon fighting techniques attempts to attack with
two weapons, they may only attack with one weapon per Action, and the weapon in the offhand is used
at a 2 Dice Challenge penalty. A character attacking with two hand sized ranged weapons is in a different
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position, as long as they are targeting a single enemy they may attack with each weapon for each
Initiative Dice. However, each weapon’s rate of fire comes in to play here as well.
Character’s skilled in two weapon fighting or shield fighting may have the ability to attack with both
weapons per initiative dice spent, or attack and defend on each initiative die, but these are Techniques
and not available untrained to characters and there is still a penalty to the offhand weapon.
Defend
Naturally when one comes under attack, they will try to defend. Defensive actions are almost always
Specialties or Resistance rolls. Defensive actions are not always reactionary; one can enter a defensive
posture, assuming one has such an ability, to protect from an incoming attack. Defending, like attacking,
requires the player allocate initiative dice to defense, even though they may not be rolled like they are
at the beginning of the turn. When a character chooses to defend as a reaction to an attack with out a
defense specialty, such as using Parry or Duck, following an opponent’s action role, they must spend
Initiative Dice. If they do not have any Initiative Dice, they may not defend.
But don’t despair! No one wants to get hit, so all characters naturally defend to some degree. This is
why the VS to hit an enemy in combat equals the target’s Reflex Ability Score! Thus if you have a
character with a Reflexes of 30, their VS to be hit is 30! Furthermore, character trained in defense (i.e.
with the Deflect or Dodge Specialties) can defend as a free action.
Duck
The most basic combat defense – ducking involves spending initiative dice into a defensive action.
Essentially the character rolls a number of initiative dice form their pool as an action role VS the
opponents attack roll. Assuming they succeed, the character successfully dodges.
Ready
Some weapons and Specialties take time to prepare, other times, conflict starts before all parties have
prepared. The Ready action includes things like: drawing a weapon, preparing ingredients for a spell,
notching an arrow. Surprised and flatfoot combatants must spend an action to ready their weapons
unless they are already ready (drawn and expecting combat), similarly some special abilities may require
that the character ready components if not done prior to the start of the round.
Move
Move actions are pretty self-explanatory; a character is changing position but not leaving the conflict,
examples of a move action would be rushing to a comrade’s aid, trying to cross the battle ground to
engage a new opponent, or even moving to maximize the offensive capabilities of a special ability. With
a standard Move action a combatant can move 6 meters (plus Size Modifier, see 1.4 Situational
Modifiers), unless the character has some unique modifier to their combat movement rate. Combatants
are not limited to simply moving with a Move Action, they may also attempt to attack in transit.
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This is not the same as charging or rushing an opponent, that is considered a Charge or Blitz, a Move
Attack involves shooting, swinging, or firing a weapon in transit, either for cover or to simply dispatch an
obstacle. However, as the goal of a move action is to get from point A to point B as fast as possible, a
Move Attack suffers some penalties to strike while moving. While moving, Attacks made with a melee
weapon, pull bow, or unarmed specialty suffer a 1 Dice Challenge penalty on to hit rolls (see section
1.1)! Crossbows, Firearms, and advanced weapons receive a 2 Dice Challenge penalty on to hit rolls;
regardless damage qualities on weapons and attacks remain unchanged.
Fleeing
The noble art of running the hell away, Fleeing is not a tactical retreat, it is not falling back; Fleeing is
turning around and running as fast and as hard as you can away from whatever is trying to kill you. A
character who invests their initiative dice in Fleeing must invest all initiative dice, and will move away
from combat at their full speed until the end of the round, taking them their Strength or Reflexes Ability
Score in meters from the fight!
Blitz
The term Blitz is used here to refer to a wild and uncoordinated all-out attack. When a character
chooses to askew all defenses for offence, but is not trained in Power Attack or Charge, it is considered a
Blitz. While Blitzing, the attacker cannot use any defensive actions, moreover, Resistance checks and
rolls suffer a -1 die penalty for duration of the blitz. Depending on a character’s method of attack, the
rules governing the Blitz differ.
Haymaker: A combatant armed with a melee weapon swinging wildly and as aggressively as
possible, Haymaker attacks gain an additional dice of damage, but loose a die from all rolls made to
attack.
Rush: When a character makes a wild charge at an enemy it is considered a rush, Rushing adds a
die to both Attack rolls and Damage rolls, but uses all initiative dice of the attacker, and the target must
be at least three meters away.
Shooting wild: In the event of a ranged weapon such as a repeating crossbow, firearms, or
advanced weapon, Blitzing characters are considered to be shooting wild, firing their weapon in the
general direction of their enemy as fast as they can, but with little control or aim. Shooting wild has a
hefty 2 Dice Challenge penalty to all attack rolls; however, each attack roll is considered a point and
shoot. Another effect of shooting wild is that any round that does not strike the target has a high chance
of hitting someone else in the 15 degree firing arc of the attacking character. For each round, bolt, or
beam that misses the target roll a D10 attack roll, every person inside the attacker’s firing arc, out to ½
the weapons Effective Range makes a Contested Reflex Action Roll, if the Reflex roll fails (rolls less than
the D10) they have been hit by a rouge missile. If there is more than one failure, and only one missile,
the likely hood is that the missile stops with the nearest unless it has a Threat or Rending of 7 or higher.
Taunt
Although a character can speak three words without using an Action (called a free action), actively
inciting your enemies wrath is a bit more complicated, often involving trial and error and shots in the
dark as to what would antagonize your foe. A character that successfully taunts a target will likely draw
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the target's offensive attention away from their comrades to them. Generally, unless the taunting
character, or the character being taunted have specific specialties or talents relating to this, Taunting
should require the victim make a Resistance (Focus) check versus the attacker’s Empathy, if this check
fails, the target becomes Provoked for that round. See Section 1.4.4: Distractions.
Tackle
Initiative Dice: 3
A successful tackle maneuver knocks both combatants to the ground. Unless the attacker has an ability
that allows them to assume a dominant position following a tackle (i.e. Ground Fighting or similar) this
causes Knockdown and knockback on both opponents moving both 1 meter in the direction of the
attacker lunge. While this does not require a running start, is the attacker has a running start (3 meters)
the Attack will send both combatants 1 meter per 15 points of the attacker’s Strength Score. Tackle only
works on opponents with in one Size category of the Attacker, such as small or large, if the attacker is
Medium sized.
Free Action
The term free action is given to actions a character can take in a combat round without using up their
turn. Free actions are declared and used on the character’s initiative, but do not use Initiative dice.
Characters may make one free action per turn, examples of free actions includes:
Cocking a pump-action shotgun, bolt action rifle, or single action revolver
Deflecting or Dodging a blow
Drawing a weapon with Quick Draw
Dropping a weapon or object in hand
Maintaining FX such as spells and psionic with a duration of Concentration
Moving 1 meter
Rising from, or crouching behind, cover
Speaking up to eight syllables (about three words)
Tactical or battle field signaling
Using a Kiai or Intimidate specialty to unnerve an opponent
… And special actions that are explicitly stated to be a free action in their description

ADVANCED MANEUVERS
Where the Basic Combat Maneuvers are things that most people can do in a combat situation, Advanced
Combat Maneuvers require combat training and experience. Many Advanced Combat Maneuvers
require that the combatant meet skill level prerequisites and invest multiple Initiative Dices in to the
action in question. Characters automatically learn Advanced Combat Maneuvers at certain Specialty
Ranks, depending on the specialty, rank, and maneuver.
Power Attack
Initiative Dice: 2
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Prerequisites: Any melee combat specialty the requisite rank
Taking a Power Attack option, a trained combatant launches a brutal all-out attack on an opponent. By
using a power attack the character rolls one Initiative Die, and trades another initiative dice, one for
one, in to damage dice! Power Attack can be declared at any point that the character has two or more
Initiative Dice in their Initiative Pool, using a minimum of two Dice to perform this maneuver. If the
Optional Advanced Martial Arts Damage rules are in play, unarmed damage should follow those rules,
and the power attacks described here should be unavailable.
Full Defense
Initiative Dice: Special
Prerequisites: Any Defensive Specialty at the requisite rank
Full defense must be declared at the beginning of the round, and lasts the entire round. While a
character is in full defense they do not roll initiative dice or take turns, but rather save all Initiative dice
to defend. When a character takes a Defensive action (Dodge, Deflect, or Block) they may add the
initiative dice used to take that action to their roll!
Parry
Initiative Dice: 1+
Prerequisites: Melee Weapon Specialty of the appropriate rank such as sword, staff or spear
A parry is a kind of deflection maneuver available to some melee weapon specialties. The character can
use their weapon specialty rank to defend against melee attacks, the same as a deflect specialty roll.
Unlike Deflect, which is a free action, the parry is not, costing initiative dice.
Charge
Initiative Dice: 4
Prerequisites: At least 4 Initiative dice, any melee combat specialty at the requisite rank
A melee charge is an all-out rush at a target either on foot or mounted on an animal or vehicle. When a
character charges with a normal melee weapon they role one Initiative Die for their initiative, and add
the other three to their damage roll. The additional effect for Charging is that the opponents that are
within one Size category as the attacker must make a Resistance check against the attacker’s attack roll
or be knocked down and back 1 meter for every 10 points of the Attacker’s Strength! Charging larger
opponents has no knock down, while Charging Smaller opponent tramples them instead. Weapons
designed to charge with, such as lances, some swords, and pole-arms will have additional/different
effects from charging, but usually deal additional damage.
Fallback
Initiative Dice: 1
Prerequisites: Any ranged or melee Specialty at rank 2
There’s running away, and there’s running away without leaving openings for attack. Falling back is a
tactical retreat slowly relinquishing ground while maintaining guard. Each round that a character is
Falling Back they take a move action away from combat, and may make a normal attack at the end of
this movement cycle.
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Follow Through Attack
Initiative Dice: 2
Prerequisites: Any melee combat specialty the requisite rank
Particularly heavy melee weapons have a great deal of inertia to arrest. This allows them to deal truly
devastating damage, but when they miss can be disastrous. A follow though attack is a maneuver used
when a heavy weapon misses its mark. The attacker carries the arc of the attack through into another
immediate attack against the same target. While this maneuver cannot be used twice in a row, it can
follow a failed power attack or similar maneuver, although it gains none of those bonuses.
Hold Action
Initiative Dice: 0
Prerequisites: Any combat specialty at the requisite rank
In combat timing is everything, anyone with skill in a weapon is aware of this and may refuse to roll
initiative at the beginning of the round, and choose not to act that round without compromising their
defense.
Feint
Initiative Dice: 1 + cost of other maneuver
Prerequisites: Melee combat specialty at the requisite rank
A feint is a tactical bluff, the attacker gives all appearance of one kind of attack while positioning for
another. To use a feint the attacker only gets to roll one initiative dice for the action but must spend the
initiative dice of their intended, real attack as well. First the attacker rolls a normal to-hit roll, this is the
Feint, if the attacker succeeds in the Feint to-hit roll the defender may take a normal defensive action,
and this is when the attacker actually strikes, rolling an attack roll for their actual attack! If this attack
roll succeeds the defender gets no defense! However, if the first attack roll fails or the defender chooses
not to defend, the feint fails completely.
Simultaneous Strike
Initiative Dice: 3
Prerequisites: Melee specialty at the requisite rank
Simultaneous strike is one of the deadliest melee maneuvers and is also the most dangerous. The
combatant who intends to use simultaneous strike holds on their action, but rolls all three initiative dice
none the less. If they are attacked before they initiate their next action they may use Simultaneous
strike. When the combatant is attacked they may not use any defensive actions besides Soak and must
suffer the blow, if they survive it, the combatant gets an attack of their own on the attacker, who is also
unable to defend, and receives a free Chance for damage!
Power Attack - Double strike
Initiative Dice: 3
Prerequisites: Two weapon specialty or unarmed specialty at the requisite rank
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Combatants skilled in the use of two weapons can normally perform one regular attack per weapon per
attack action, and the defender can defend both, but double strike is different. With double strike the
attacker uses the first blow to knock out the opponent’s defense and the delivers a brutal second attack
that cannot be defended against, even if the first attack was successfully defended against. If the
defender chooses not to defend against the first strike, the second receives a free Chance to damage.
However if the first strike misses, the second is also a miss regardless.
Power Attack - Knockdown
Initiative Dice: 3
Prerequisites: Melee weapon specialty at the requisite rank
Requiring a large and powerful weapon, in the Knockdown maneuver the combatants strikes the
opponent on or near the center of gravity with great force, but the intent is not to deal extra damage,
rather, dislodge the opponent form their footing. Successfully executed knockdown maneuvers cannot
be deflected, only dodged, even shields offer no defense. This power attack is performed like a regular
attack, if successful the target is knocked down, and must spend initiative to regain their feet.
Grapple
Initiative Dice: 2
The Grapple maneuver is a setup, and does no damage, however changes the stance of both the
Attacker and Defender. Following a Successful Grapple the attacker may make one attack that cannot be
dodged or deflected, only soaked. If the Optional Advanced Martial Arts Unarmed Damage rules are in
play, a Grapple is required to perform any kind of hold, throw, or pin. After the first turn, the Attacker
may choose to maintain the grapple for 2 initiative dice, no roll is required unless the Defender attempts
to break the hold. The initial Grapple may be Dodged or Deflected.
Crescent Dodge
Initiative Dice: 2
A common maneuver in most soft martial arts, and even some weapon based styles, in a circular Dodge
the defender uses the inertial of the attacker to step around and behind them. While the foot work and
exact method will different depending on the origin of the maneuver the outcome is the same: If the
defender succeeds in the Crescent Dodge, on the defender’s next attack they are in a position of
superior force, flanking their opponent. See Flanking, under Attacking and Defending: Situational
Modifiers, above.
Melee Disarm
Initiative Dice: 1
Prerequisite: Appropriate combat specialty Rank
A disarm is an attack that usually dose no damage, however, has many advantages.
Unarmed vs Armed: When an unarmed attacker attempts to take an armed defender’s weapon, the
unarmed attacker makes their attack roll, and the Defender rolls their weapon skill Specialty in defense.
If the Attacker fails, or the defender rolls higher than the attacker’s roll, the armed defender may make
an attack on the unarmed opponent.
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Armed vs Armed: When two armed opponents face off the Disarm functions the same way – the
Attacker makes their attack roll, and the Defender defends with their Weapon skill Specialty. However,
the Defender is only entitled to a free attack if they are able to exceed the Attacker’s roll by 10 or more.
Rapid Strike
Initiative Dice: 2+
One of the trade mark maneuvers of Swift martial arts, the attacker makes a number of quick attacks in
succession - one attack for each additional Initiative dice spent. If the Optional Advanced Martial Arts
Damage rules are in play this can be combined with the Jab, Knuckle Strike, and elbow strike or the Snap
Kick, Side Kick, and Knee. If used in this manner only kicks or hand strikes may be combined, with the
exception of Knee and Elbow strikes, which can be chained.
Counter/Riposte
Initiative Dice: 2
Used in combination with a Deflect or a Parry from a weapon Specialty, a counter allows the Defender
to immediately attack following a successful Deflect, assuming they have enough Initiative Dice.
Trip
Initiative Dice: 2
Usually performed with a kick or a weapon such as a staff or spear, a trip maneuver usually involves
tangling the opponent’s legs to remove their support, causing them to fall. The advantage of a Trip
maneuver over a tackle is that the Attacker maintains distance and balance. Trip is performed like a
regular attack, if successful the target is knocked down. Defenders may attempt to Dodge and Deflect
normally.
Leap Strike
Initiative Dice: 3+
The attacker propels himself up with a small leap or off a slight elevation, and then with the added
downward force performs a melee attack. If the Optional Advanced Unarmed Martial Arts Damage rules
are in play, this attack can be combined with a Hook, Knee, Elbow, Round House, Side and Front Kick
attack (adding the initiative dice cost to the cost of this attack). If the attack lands the defender must
make a Resistance check against the Attacker’s Roll or be Knocked Down

RANGED WEAPON MANUVERS
Ranged weapons that draw power form the users, such as bows, spears, javelins, daggers, and axes,
have a different set of maneuvers available to them. Like advanced maneuvers these skills are learned
form a specific weapons specialty, however, in addition to initiative dice requirements, these maneuvers
require that the attacker be targeting the correct range step.
Dead eye
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Initiative Dice: 2
Range Step: 2
Using this maneuver time seems to slow for the character, and they may line up and release a shot at a
range step 2 target with no penalties whatsoever.
Melee Shot
Initiative Dice: 1
Range Step: Melee
Releasing a range weapon in melee with any efficacy is actually rather challenging, and normally causes
a +10 VS penalty to hit roles. A character can use this maneuver to release a hand weapon or fire a bow
into an adjacent target with no penalty, however, the target may use Deflect normally on the attack.
Power Attack – Mighty Shot
Initiative Dice: 2
Range Step: 1
Very similar to standard contact shot, however, the character over draws the weapon. By using a power
attack the character rolls one Initiative Die, and trades another initiative dice, one for one, in to damage
dice! Power Attack can be declared at any point that the character has two or more Initiative Dice in
their Initiative Pool, using a minimum of two Dice to perform this maneuver.
Multi Shot
Initiative Dice: 2+
Range Step: 1
A character can use this maneuver to release more than one projectile at once, be it a thrown weapon
or arrow. The basic maneuver costs 2 initiative dice, and each additional projectile costs 1 initiative dice
while increasing the VS to hit by 10. Each projectile requires a separate roll to hit at this penalty.
Over Draw
Initiative Dice: 2+
Range Step: 4
This is a challenging maneuver, but expert archers may attempt a kind of power attack, overdrawing
their bow and releasing an arrow at a target well outside normal range (in the fourth range step). The
penalty to hit in Range Step four is +20 VS.

MODERN WEAPON MANEUVERS
Just like all Advanced Combat Maneuvers, characters learn Modern Weapon Maneuvers form Weapon
Specialties. While many of the above Maneuvers can be used with almost any weapon, the below
combat maneuvers are exclusive to modern and advanced weapons, such as firearms.
Threaten
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Initiative Dice: 1
Prerequisites: Any firearm or heavy weapon specialty at rank 1
Firearms are frightening, more so than most weapons. An Attacker who doesn’t wish to immediately kill
a target may attempt to intimidate them with the threat of violence, even if they do not have the
Intimidation specialty, so long as they are armed with a firearm and sufficiently skilled in its use. This
functions precisely like the Intimidation Specialty, but uses the character’s firearms specialty rank.
Controlled Shot
Initiative Dice: 4
Prerequisites: Sniper, firearm specialty at the appropriate rank
A controlled shot is a steady, slow, precise, and deadly maneuver. The shooter rests absolutely still and
lines up a single shot with great effort and releases a single round. The advantage of a controlled shot is
accuracy; the controlled shot gets a free Chance to hit or Called Shot. But it takes time to line up this
kind of shot – think sniper’s on the hills waiting to take their attack. If the character has a spotter,
someone guiding their attack, the maneuver costs 5 initiative dice, but also adds another free Chance
for damage.
Aimed Shot
Initiative Dice: 1+
Prerequisites: Any firearm specialty at rank 1
An aimed shot is the standard attack action of someone proficient with a firearm using it to attack. The
character lines up a shot and takes it. With manual, single action, and semi-automatic weapons this fires
one round of ammunition, with one roll to hit, and one effect. There are no modifiers to an aimed shot.
Burst
Initiative Dice: 1+
Prerequisites: Any firearm specialty at the appropriate rank
A burst is more common in actual combat than an aimed shot, the attacker points and fires quickly. With
semi-automatic weapons (and single action if the specialty is high enough) the character fires 1 round of
ammunition per Initiative Dice allocated to the attack. With fully automatic weapons the character fires
3 rounds per initiative dice. The attacker makes an attack roll for each and every round of ammunition
fired, at 1 Dice Challenge, but the defender makes only 1 defense roll and it is compared against all the
incoming fire.
Full Attack - Suppressing fire
Initiative Dice: Special
Prerequisites: Heavy, Semiautomatic or Automatic firearm specialty at the appropriate rank
Suppressing fire is a maneuver where by one attacker lays down a rain of undirected attacks over a wide
are to allow those behind him to move or change tactics. Suppressing fire must be declared at the
beginning of the round, once Suppressing fire is declared, the attacker can take no other actions that
turn but lay out cover fire. The attacker makes one attack roll, and this becomes the Contested VS for
everyone in the 15 degree arc of the covering range must meet or beat with a defensive specialty or get
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shot. Combatants in the firing arc but behind adequate cover become Pinned Down (see section 1.4.4:
Distractions). Anyone caught in the open must make a defensive roll each time they take an action or
get hit by an attack.
Ready - Reflex Aim
Initiative Dice: 3+
Prerequisites: Firearm specialty at the appropriate rank
Reflex Sighting is going from weapon holstered or slung off in an unprepared state, to weapon aimed
and firing in one swift motion. This effectively combines a Ready action and an Aimed attack in to one
motion. The character draws, lines up a shot, and takes it.
Ready - Reflex Burst
Initiative Dice: 3+
Prerequisites: Firearm specialty at the appropriate rank
Reflex Sighting is going from weapon holstered or slung off in an unprepared state, to weapon aimed
and firing in one swift motion. This effectively combines a Ready action and a Burst attack in to one
motion. The character draws and fires 1 round of ammunition per Initiative Dice allocated to the attack.
With fully automatic weapons the character fires 3 rounds per initiative dice. The attacker makes an
attack roll for each and every round of ammunition fired, at 1 Dice Challenge, but the defender makes
only 1 defense roll and it is compared against all the incoming fire.
Ready - Aimed Reload
Initiative Dice: 2+
Prerequisites: Specialty Rank 2, weapon must use a clip or similar munitions container.
Aimed Reloading is keeping your weapon trained on the enemy while reloading and allows the attacker
to take a shot immediately after reloading, on the same action. This is a less accurate attack suffering a 1
Dice Challenge penalty, but allows a trained combatant to attack and reload in the same motion.
Free Action - Weapon switch
Prerequisites: Firearm specialty rank 2
So long as their weapons are on a sling or have a holster, a trained combatant may switch firearms as a
free action.
Charge - Take ground
Initiative Dice: 2
Prerequisites: Battlefield Tactics
Taking ground involves moving toward an enemy in a low steady position and firing on approach. Unlike
melee charges, Taking ground moves the combatant 5 meters (plus size modifier) towards their
opponent and attacks with a Burst, if available, or Wild shot if not.
Charge - Tactical Sprint
Initiative Dice: 3
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Prerequisites: Battlefield Tactics
To perform a tactical sprint, there must be Cover at the end point of the character’s movement. With a
tactical sprint the combatant moves very quickly up to 10 meters in a low profile, as fast as possible.
Although this Maneuver requires three Initiative dice, the character only gets one to calculate when
they go, however the other two dice are rolled and added to the combatants VS to be hit.

TACTICAL COMBAT MANEUVERS
Teamwork is vital to success in combat. As such there are several tactical maneuvers that small units of
combatants can carry out as a squad. Unlike usual maneuvers that require specific initiative dice,
Tactical Combat Maneuvers require a specific team size prerequisite of the unit, in addition to the
training to use these maneuvers effectively as a team.
Tactical Movement
Team Size: 3
Not unlike the modern Take Ground maneuver, the team moves one member at a time leapfrogging
past one another. In modern open field tactics this is actually no different that the whole team using
Take Ground – however, it effectively Suppresses the target position. In dungeon and archaic combat
this tactic is used to spread out the Squad, moving forward in 10 meter increments, effectively making a
melee Flanking and surprise maneuvers impossible against the party.
Flank and Engage
Team Size: 6
In a flank and engage, the party splits in to three teams of tow, with two leading the charge into the
front of the enemy, while the other two teams circle around the right and left sides, outflanking the
target unit, if possible. If the target group is not tactically traveling and dose not outnumber the party by
more than 3 to 1 then the defenders are considered Outflanked.
Suppression and Assault
Team Size: 2
In suppression and assault the attackers must have a method to inflict suppression on the target
position. If they are able to, either through modern weapons, eldritch powers, or some other means,
than this is a very effective maneuver. The Suppressing fire Pins the target position while the second
unit advances on the enemy position. Upon reaching the enemy position the Assaulting unit attacks,
costing the opponents 1 Initiative dice per attacker, and for the first round they are still considered
pinned.
Force Concentration
Team Size: 3
This Maneuver Costs 1 additional Initiative Dice from the squad regardless of how they choose to attack
the target. Perhaps the simplest Tactical Maneuver, force concentration involves all units focusing
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attacks on one enemy target, each attack following in rapid succession. As the number of attacks adds
up it begins to stagger the enemy. With only three attackers, the third attack will stagger the opponent,
reducing their VS to be hit by 5 the following round. Each attacker past the third will take either 1
Initiative Dice form the defender, or reducer their VS to be hit by 5, to a minimum of 5. A force
concentration attack is considered a Distraction event.
Contact Drill
Team Size: 4
Sometimes called a bait ambush, a contact drill involves one unit harrowing an opponent force,
aggravating them, and leading them in to a chase. To succeed the scouting unit must successfully attack
and fee. If the larger force gives chase the scouting unite leads them to a predefined ambush location,
where they are engaged by the full attacking force. The attackers gain the ambushing modifier, and the
defenders are considered Surprised.

1.3.5 DAMAGE, DURABILITY, AND ARMOR
Combat is pretty simple, even with modern and advanced weapons. Attackers attack, defenders defend,
and dice are rolled. So what happens when the attacker’s succeed and the defenders get hit? Well in
most cases the Defender suffers damage.

DAMAGE
In Enchiridion, weapons (and offensive powers) that deal damage have a Damage Value, usually just
called Damage. The Damage Value is usually just a flat value like 1 or 3, this is the number of D10 rolled
for damage with that weapon. The same is true of offensive powers like magic or psychic abilities.
(Optional Rule: Damage Dice Steps)
With this optional rule, like its counterpart in the Action rules setting, Dice Steps change the type of dice
that the players roll for damage, based on the weapon Quality and/or the attack roll Level of Success.
Some Judges prefer to use the Different dice rules to add variety and challenge. The Standard D10 rules
are however simpler and better suited for more causal role-players. However, these rules are
particularly fun if you have a large dice collection.
If these rules are at play the quality of the weapon and/or the level of success dictate how much
damage an attack deals, meaning the Combat Levels of Success rules should be used or weapon quality
rules. An interesting dynamic that this system adds to combat is that while it is easier to hit (hitting on a
feeble roll, for instance) but damage is generally lower, and combat less lethal.
Dice Step

Feeble
Poor
Ordinary

Dice Change
D4
D6
D8
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Heroic
Epic
Mythic
Legendary

D10
D12
D20
D30

Lethal and Non-Lethal Damage
Unless explicitly stated otherwise all weapons and offensive abilities do lethal damage, they can cause
Wounds, Shock, and Death. Lethal damage recovers at the standard rates and can cause serious injuries
if the optional injury rules are in use. Hand to hand attacks normally deal non-lethal damage, as do stun
weapons. Non-lethal damage can cause wound, shock and even black out damage, but normally cannot
kill. Furthermore, Non-lethal damage recovers at 5 times the normal rate.
Damage Modifier
A character’s damage modifier is a value based on strength that is added to melee attacks with many
weapons, but also attacks like punches, kicks, tentacle or tail strikes, and so on, things like claws or jaws
will have a base damage listed based on their effectiveness and size. Damage Modifier for medium sized
characters is 1 per 5 points of Strength Score. So a character with a 30 Strength Score has a damage
modifier of 6.
Unarmed Damage
Unlike most weapons, unarmed damage is a flat value, equal to a character’s damage modifier. This
means that a character that has a Damage Modifier of 3 does three points of damage with most
unarmed attacks, and +3 damage with melee weapons unless this is modified by martial arts combat
maneuvers or other modifiers or augmentations. Optionally, the Judge can use the Advanced Martial
arts Damage rules, below, to create more dynamic unarmed damage for skilled Martial Artists.
(Optional: Unarmed Damage: Advanced Martial Arts Damage)
In saga settings that feature lots of intense unarmed combat like a martial arts epic or spy thriller, the
Judge may elect to use the Advanced Martial Arts Damage rules for characters skilled in unarmed
combat. In such a game these rules should only be available to characters with a Martial Arts Discipline.
Unlike the average fighter who may know little more than ‘make a fist and hit’, a trained martial artist
knows how to use weight, leverage, and spin to add power to unarmed attacks such as punches, elbow
strikes, kicks, knee strikes, and throws. Each different type of unarmed attack has a different type of
damage or effect. Like Combat maneuvers, these attacks may cost more than 1 Initiative Dice from the
character’s Initiative pool to perform, even though only 1 die is rolled when the attack is declared.
Jab
Initiative Dice: 1
The Jab in Martial Arts is a fast hard punch with the leading hand (the hand closest to the opponent).
While it does no more damage than an ordinary unarmed strike (not counting modifiers), the key to a
jab is that it does not telegraph – give away the attack – making it harder to defend against. Opponents
attempting to Block, Deflect or Dodge a Jab must succeed the attacker’s roll +5!
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Damage: Damage Bonus
Chambered Punch/Cross Punch
Initiative Dice: 1
The fully expressed punch that originates from the trailing hand (hand farthest from the opponent). In
the Chambers Punch the fist rotates at the wrist, the body pivots, and power is delivered from the
shoulders, hips, and legs to the blow as the attacker’s fist travels across the body. Well delivered this
kind of punch can knock out and even kill.
Damage: Damage Bonus + 1D10.
Palm Strike
Initiative Dice: 1
Usually reserved for close quarters the Palm strike is an effective way to deliver force into an opponent,
as well as through protective covering. A Palm strike can be delivered like a jab or chambered punch
with no other effects, or, it can be targeted to specific locations or to objects with the intent of
transmitting deep force. When used in this fashion the blow cannot be Soaked!
Damage: Damage Bonus
Hook/Uppercut
Initiative Dice: 2
Like a chambered punch this strike uses the trailing hand and much of the body to deliver a blow with
the maximum possible force, with one key difference – the attacker takes a step forward pivoting on
their front foot. This creates a drastic difference in the way the force is delivered in the attack: a
successful Hook or Uppercut has a Stun of 1 (causes the opponent to lose 1 initiative die that round), in
addition to the heavy damage.
Damage: 1D10 + Damage Bonus, Stun 1
Knife Hand/Ridge Hand/Spear Hand
Initiative Dice: 2
The attacker holds their hand flat, muscles in the palm tense, fingers ridged. In a Knife hand the bottom
of the hand is used to strike, in a ridge hand it is the top of the hand/thumb, and in a spear hand it is the
ends of the fingers. These attacks do no extra damage, however, they are designed to focus on striking
vital points, as such taking a Chance with these strikes to by-pass armor, or Use a Vital Points Technique
receives +10 effectively negating the first and second Chance!
Damage: Damage Bonus
Knuckle Strike
Initiative Dice: 1
In this strike the hand is clenched into a tight fist, with the fore or middle knuckle slightly raised from the
line of the other fingers. Like the hand strikes, the knuckle strike is used to target pressure and vital
points. However, the Knuckle strikes is more damaging and has a +5 bonuses to Chanced attacks.
Damage: Damage Bonus x2
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Elbow Strike
Initiative Dice: 1
A close quarters strike, the attacker brings the arm up as if to perform a hook, however, pulls the hand
back towards the body adding considerable force to the elbow as it strikes the opponent. This Strike is
very effective, but caries additional risk, following the Elbow, the Attacker’s VS to be hit is reduced by
10, as they are close in, and require recovery time.
Damage: Damage Bonus x 2 +1D10
Front Kick
Initiative Dice: 3
The front kick has two uses: as an attack to off balance or repel a standing opponent, or as a devastating
blow against stationary targets and objects. The front kick is performed by raising the knee to the chest
and the launching the foot out, sole first in to the center of an opponent. Usually additional force is
provided from the back leg and hips, allowing the attacker to place all of his weight into the kick. Against
standing opponents the Kick dose negligible damage, but the defender must succeed a resistance or
other defense roll or be knocked down, and back, 1 meter for every 15 points of the attacker’s Strength
Ability. Against stationary or static targets, such as an opponent tied to tree or a locked door, the Knock
back force is turned into heavy damage.
Damage: Damage Bonus + Knock Down
Damage against Objects: Damage Bonus x 3 +1D10
Snap Kick
Initiative Dice: 1
Much like the front kick the attack is performed by raising the knee to the chest and launching the foot
out, however, in the snap kick the power comes from the speed and legs, not the hips and weight,
further, the snap kick usually uses only the ball of the foot to make contact. While the damage is
negligible, the snap kick is fast and recovers quickly, allowing the attacker to make two kicks for one
initiative dice spent.
Damage: Damage Bonus
Side Kick
Initiative Dice: 2
In this maneuver the attacker draws up the back leg up and, using the rotation of the hips and body,
launches the foot at the opponent. This is a very versatile kick with good range and is often used to off
balance an opponent, but it can also be used as an effective counter. Against another Kick, the Side Kick
may be used in place of a normal deflect roll; if the defender succeeds in their attack roll, they intercept
the attack and attack on their own. As an ordinary attack, a successful Side Kick has a Stun of 1 (causes
the opponent to lose 1 initiative die that round), in addition to the heavy damage.
Attack Damage: Damage Bonus + 1D10, Stun 1
Deflect Damage: Damage Bonus
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Roundhouse/Heel Kick
Initiative Dice: 3
Named so because in this maneuver the martial artist makes a full rotation of the body, drawing the leg
up and spinning whole body on the ball of the planted foot, the spin ends with the shin used as the
contact point for the attack. In a heel kick the maneuver is performed rotating the opposite direction,
making contact with the heel. Slow and easy to dodge, the attack is none the less devastating, dealing
some of the highest martial art’s damage. Defenders receive a +5 in there roll to dodge (but not deflect
or block) a round house kick.
Damage: Damage Bonus x 3 +1D10
Crescent Kick
Initiative Dice: 2
This maneuver begins exactly like a side kick, however, rather than launch the food directly at the
opponent, the attacker kicks to the side and then whips the foot back, heel first, in to the defender. This
attack is difficult to defend against, resulting in a full -1 Step penalty to the defender’s roll, and as such is
often used in conjunction with the Trip maneuver.
Damage: Damage Bonus +1D10
Axe Kick
Initiative Dice: 2
The maneuver begins not unlike a snap kick, with the back leg being drawn up to the chest, however,
rather than kick forward the attacker strikes up fully extending the leg before using strength from the
thigh and momentum from the kick to launch the leg down, hammering the heel or sole of the foot in to
the defender. While the damage is moderate the main advantage of the Axe kick is that it is difficult to
defend against and cannot be deflected, only Dodged and Soaked.
Damage: Damage Bonus +1D10
Knee Strike
Initiative Dice: 2
A Knee Strike is a close quarter maneuver and is moderately effective in striking the mid body of the
opponent. The attacker combines the action of lifting the leg, pushing off with both legs, and thrusting
with the hips to deliver the nee into the defender. The attack dose negligible damage, however, when
combined with a Leap Attack maneuver or Grapple, it becomes a devastating attack. When combined
with a successful Grapple, the Knee Strike can be performed twice for each initiative dice, in addition to
the normal rules for a Grappled attack. As a Leap Attack, the Knee Strike Does and additional 1D10
Damage, in addition to Knock Down.
Pin
Initiative Dice: 2
A pin attack maneuver can only be performed following a Grapple, Trip, Tackle or Throw that brings the
defender to the ground. Once grounded the Attacker may attempt a pin, whereby they keep their
opponent on the ground, incapacitated. Like any attack, the defender may attempt to dodge or deflect
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the Pin attempt, however, unless they are skilled in ground fighting, they suffer a -1 Step penalty to their
defense. A pinned opponent has very few options: the can attempt to break the pin as an unarmed
attack VS the Pinner’s Strength Ability Score, they may attempt to attack, at a -2 step penalty to hit.
Likewise the Attacker is limited in what actions they may take once they have pinned their target, they
must spend one initiative dice each turn on their action maintaining the pin, if they do not, the defender
may immediately attempt to break the pin and need only roll over ½ Attacker’s Strength.
Joint-lock
Initiative Dice: 2
This maneuver is used almost exclusively as part of a defense, but can be initiated following a successful
Grapple as well. In a Joint Lock the attacker bends and places pressure on a limb joint such as the wrist
elbow, shoulder or knee in order to cause great pain and incapacitate the target. To perform a JointLock the attacker must make a successful attack roll following a successful Unarmed Deflect or Grapple,
if the attacker succeeds the target suffers Rank 2 Pain. Each round the attacker must spend two
initiative dice on their action maintaining the Lock. If the Defender can perform a distracting event on
the attacker, the Lock is broken, but this is the only way.
Shoulder Throw
Initiative Dice: 3
Often considered the throw of choice for grappling martial arts, this difficult throw involves using an
incoming opponent’s inertia and force to throw them over the shoulder. Traditionally the Shoulder
Throw is used as a defensive maneuver; the character attempting this throw must roll an Unarmed
Deflect Specialty VS +5, If successful the opponent is lifted off the ground, over the shoulder of the
martial artist, and tossed to the ground taking 2D10 Damage from the fall as well as being rendered
prone.
Hip Throw
Initiative Dice: 2
This throw involves using the manipulation of the target’s center of gravity to spin and toss them to the
ground. Usually this involves lowering one’s own center and using the hips for leverage or as a fulcrum.
To perform a hip throw the attacker must succeed and Unarmed Attack roll, to which the defender is
entitled normal deflect and dodge actions. If the throw succeeds however the defender takes 1D10 and
is rendered prone.
Casting Throw
Initiative Dice: 4
A casting throw is not common in eastern martial arts and is more often seen in western hard martial
arts. In this throw the Attacker uses pure strength to lift and hurtle the opponent. To perform this
maneuver the target must be within the attackers maximum lift value set by encumbrance. The attacker
must make a successful Unarmed Attack specialty to witch the target may defend, if successful the
target is hoisted of the attacker’s head and hurtled. The Attacker has two options at this point:
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Head throw: the attacker throws the target on the ground one meter away. The target takes 2D10
Damage (+1D10 per size above Medium) and is prone.
Targeted throw: The Attacker uses the target as a weapon and throws them at another target, requiring
a normal attack. As long as the target of the thrown victim is the same size or smaller, the target and
thrown victim take 1D10 damage, and both are rendered prone. If the target of the thrown victim is
larger, the thrown creature takes Damage Bonus damage and is rendered prone, while the target is
unaffected. The range of the thrown victim maneuver is Strength ÷ 10 meters.

DAMAGE TYPES
In Enchiridion, all damage has a type associated with it. Often, these descriptors also associate with a
Damage Quality. There are eight core Damage Types, and Five Eldritch Damage Types in Enchiridion. The
Core Damage Types are: Kinetic, Heat, Cold, Electrical, Radiation, Chemical, Frequency, and Toxic. The
Eldritch Damage Types are: Necrotic, Entropic, Harmonic, Aetheric, and Lucent. Damage Types for
weapons and attacks come in to play when armor or damage resistance function better or worse against
specific kinds of attacks.
For example: normal Armor will protect against Fire damage just like it will a weapon, however, a fire
elemental creature from Pleroma may be completely immune to Fire Type damage. Conversely,
Electrical type Damage often passes regular armor, but plastic or rubber armor may have a high Armor
against Electrical attacks.
As stated, Damage Types usually have a Damage Quality associated with them, as shown on the table
below. While damage of a type does not always have a quality, it usually does. Damage Qualities are
discussed in great detail in section 1.3.7.
Core Damage Types
Damage Type Quality
Chemical
Rending
Cold
Freezing
Electrical
Conductive
Frequency
Stun
Heat
Burning
Kinetic
-Radiation
Phase
Toxic
Weakening
Chemical
This type of damage comes from powerful acids or bases that quickly burn and erode a material or flesh.
Most modern and hard armors are immune to Chemical damage, unless it is a powerful acid.
Cold
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When a target is flash cooled, such as through exposure to a super frozen liquid, or an energy weapon
that strips away heat, it suffers cold damage.
Electrical
Exposure to massive electrical direct current charges is extremely dangerous, such as Ion guns, lighting
strikes, and plasma discharges. Usually Electrical damage bypasses armor.
Frequency
Sonic or vibration frequency damage caused by cascading sound waves through a medium. Frequency
damage is generally impossible at range through a vacuum, and generally stuns and disorients creatures.
Heat
More than just fire, Thermal damage can include microwave weapons, lasers, and plasma. Heat damage
can weaken materials or ignite fires.
Kinetic
Anything that uses the force of an impact. Kinetic type damage does not generally have Qualities.
Virtually every weapon is a kinetic weapon, though some, such as firearms may have Threat or Rending.
Kinetic is considered the default type of damage for mundane weapons, and virtually nothing is immune
specifically to kinetic damage. However, there are optional rules below for specific types of kinetic
damage.
Radiation
This damage type specifically refers to the bandwidth of radiation that interacts strongly with matter –
exotic, gamma, x-ray, neutron, and alpha radiations. Radiation usually passes through most armors.
Toxic
Any damage that is toxic is biological in nature – although its delivery mechanism may not be. Pure toxic
damage may not necessarily damage armor, and only harm living creatures.
Eldritch Damage Types
Also known as elemental damage, the eldritch damage types are primal damage sources associated with
the nature of reality. Eldritch attacks could have Core damage types such as Heat or Electrical, and the
appropriate Qualities, such as Burning or Conductive. However, the eldritch damage types are exclusive
to eldritch attacks and low order realities. Something that is specifically resistant to eldritch damage is
resistant regardless of the sub-type or qualities. Equally, if a creature is resistant to the sub-type of the
Eldritch attack, that resistance is counted even through the attack is also Eldritch in origin.
Damage Type
Aetheric
Entropic
Harmonic

Quality
-Rending
Threat
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Lucent
Necrotic

Stun
Phase

Aetheric
The damage type of pure magic, or the magical energy of the existential realm, Aetheric or Astral
damage comes from attacks that originate from there, or from pure eldritch energy. Unlike other
elemental damage, Aetheric damage is its own opposite.
Entropic
Associated with chaos and decay, entropic damage is the damage of eldritch disorder and fear. Fluid and
free, Entropic damage is not necessarily negative, but chaotic and dynamic. This makes Entropic damage
opposite to Harmonic damage.
Harmonic
This is the damage type of order and time – sometimes called the crystal damage, Harmonic damage
comes from sources of eldritch law, space and time. As such, Harmonic damage is polar opposite of
Entropic damage.
Lucent
Often associated with light, life and the animating force – lucent damage can also be devastating and
destructive, if its nature only stuns and dazes. Lucent damage is opposed to necrotic damage.
Necrotic
The power of true decay, death, and darkness, Necrotic damage is the power of death itself. While the
dead have little to fear from it, living things are at risk. Necrotic damage is diametric to Lucent damage
by nature.
(Optional Rule: Kinetic damage: Cutting, Piercing, and Impact)
Judges may choose to expand the standard kinetic damage in to three kinetic damage Subtypes
depending on the weapon used: Cutting for blades and axes, Piercing for some blades, arrows, and
bullets, and Impact for hammers, clubs, and fists. When armor or special abilities such as soak come in
to pay the Judge has may use this option to allow or reduce the target’s resistance to a kinetic subtype.

DURABILITY
Everything in Enchiridion has Durability – how much punishment it can sustain before it is broken and
rendered utterly useless. Damage is pretty simple, the attacker rolls their damage effect dice, and the
amount is subtracted from the defender’s Durability points. However, living beings (and sufficiently
complex machines) have three Durability Ranks: Wound, Shock, and Black Out.
When all the damage in a durability rank is gone, the character suffers a penalty to actions! The amount
of damage that a character can sustain per Durability rank is based on their Stamina as well as any
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modifiers the character possesses. For example if a character has 30 Durability in their Wound Rank and
25 in their Shock Rank, if they suffered 29 damage they would still be above Wounded, and have no
penalties, if they suffered an additional 7 damage however they would be Wounded with a 1 Dice
Challenge, if they took 19 more damage they'd be in Shock.
The player may have the option to use a different Ability Score they use to calculate the character’s
Durability. While Modifiers or Talents may change this, only increasing the Ability Score (stamina) can
increase a character’s Durability, and each characters' Durability will likely increase with new Disciplines.
If a character suffers more damage in one attack than they have in a single Durability rank the total
amount of damage is deducted from Durability, for example if the character above were to take 40
damage in a single attack they would be Wounded with only 15 points remaining in their Shock
Durability rank!
Durability Ranks
Stamina is used to calculate a character’s Durability Ranks and is modified by a character’s size.
Wound Durability equals 10+(Stamina) + Any Modifiers
Wound Durability represents superficial damage; bumps, bruises, scrapes and the like – things that a
hero can shrug off. When the character’s Wound Durability reaches 0 they are considered Wounded,
meaning they can no longer shrug off the damage they have sustained. Wounded characters suffer a 1
Dice Challenge modifier to all action rolls. Wound Durability recovers quickly, however, and a character
may be able to get back in the action after some rest (assuming they have not taken any Shock damage).
Shock Durability equals (Stamina) + Any Modifiers
Shock Durability represents more severe trauma and injuries. Characters don’t normally take Shock
damage until all Wound Durability is gone. If a character’s Shock Durability reaches 0 they enter Shock,
characters in Shock suffer a 2 Dice Challenge modifier on all action rolls. This makes things very difficult
and means the character’s life may be in jeopardy! Shock Durability heals slowly, and without medical
attention my result in permanent injuries (optional), Characters in Shock should step out of the fight!
Black Out Durability equals (½Stamina) + Any Modifiers
Black Out Durability is the last line of strength between the character and losing consciousness. When a
character has suffered sufficient damage to reach zero Durability in the Black Out rank has lost
consciousness and can no longer act. Characters that have Blacked Out are in very real danger, and it is
up to their comrades to get them away from the fight! Black Out Durability recovers slowly like Shock
Durability, and requires medical attention.
(Optional: Durability Ranks: Other Ability based Durability)
Optionally, some talents or modifiers may allow a character to use a different Ability score to calculate
Durability, such as Physique, Resolve, or even Fate.
(Optional: Durability Ranks: No Splash damage)
With this optional rule if a character suffers more damage in one attack than they have in a single
Durability rank the remainder of the damage is negated, and the Rank is reduced to 0 and the character
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suffers the penalties for that rank normally. This is called ‘No Splash Damage’, and basically means that
an attack cannot black out characters in one blow.
(Optional: Durability Ranks: Injuries)
Judges who want to run a gritty more realistic game may include Injuries. When a character has entered
Shock they have taken very real damage and very likely are suffering from broken or cracked bones,
internal lacerations, hemorrhaging, or severe blood loss! If the Judge decides to use injuries, each time a
character enters Shock, the Judge should roll 1D10 on the following table, unless the nature of the injury
is apparent, and the player gets one Resistance check against the Injury’s VS to overcome that Injury!
D10
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Injury

Tendons damaged, 1 Dice Challenge to all physical activities, affected limb paralyzed
Fractured bone: Leg; -10 Grace and reduce movement speed by half!
Fractured bone: Arm; -10 Strength, 2 Dice Challenge when using the injured arm
Fractured bone: Ribs; 1 Dice Challenge to physical actions, -1 dice from Endurance Pool
Soft Tissue damage; -5 Dice from Endurance Pool, -15 to Wound Durability
Muscle damage: Arm -10 Strength, -10 Reflexes
Muscle damage: Leg -10 Strength, -10 Grace
Concussion: -1 dice from Focus Pool
Severe Concussion : -10 Resolve, -1 dice from Focus Pool
Spinal damage: 2 Dice Challenge on physical actions, - 10 Grace, Strengths, and Reflexes

Recovery time

(5+1D10 Weeks) – Physique
(12+1D10 Weeks) – Physique
(8+1D10 Weeks) – Physique
(6+1D10 Weeks) – Physique
(4+1D10 Weeks) – Physique
(7+1D10 Weeks) – Physique
(8+1D10 Weeks) – Physique
(1+1D10 Weeks) – Physique
(4+1D10 Weeks) – Physique
(24+1D10 Weeks) - Physique

VS
20
25
25
20
25
15
15
25
30
35

ARMOR
Understanding how Durability works; it’s time to look at Armor. Whether armor is natural (a dragon’s
thick scales or a giant insect’s carapace) or artificial (a bullet proof vest or a suit of plate and mail) Armor
works exactly the same way; Armor does not make you harder to hit, rather it absorbs damage from
each and every hit the character takes. Armor absorbs damage from every attack, even unusual or
energy damage – unless the attack specifically possesses a unique Quality that allows it to bypass armor.
How much damage armor absorbs depends on its Rank, for example Rank 5 Armor will absorb 5 points
of damage from each and every attack! The down side of wearing heavy extremely protective armor is
usually performance and endurance penalties, so finding the right middle ground is important. More
information on specific types of artificial and natural armor can be found later on, but for now here is a
general look at Armor Ranks and a comparison so you have an idea.
Rank Comparison
1
3
5
10
15
30
50
100
300

Protective work clothes
Leather armor
Football pads
Kevlar Motorcycle armor, standard Kevlar vest
Plate and mail, SWAT tactical armor
The most advanced military ballistic armor
Heavily Armored powered exoskeleton
A Mythic Dragon’s Armor Rank, a large tank
A battle ship or aircraft carrier
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1000

A titanic space destroyer or the armor of a deity

Natural Armor Ranks, like those from a thick carapace or scales do not stack with those from artificial
armors, rather, you just use the higher of the two values. Characters can still use armor if they have
natural armor, and any techniques they may have to take advantage of the artificial armor, but will not
gain any additional base protection if the artificial armor is less than their Natural armor rank.
Damaging Armor
As armor absorbs attacks, it eventually weakens, and special damage qualities like Rending can hasten
this effect. How much damage artificial armor can absorb depends on its durability. Natural armor on
creatures and vehicles does not deplete over time.
Bypassing Armor
Now, armor usually does not cover a character from head to toe, and even if it does it can still be
bypassed by a skilled attacker. When faced with a heavily armored opponent, a character can attempt to
bypass armor by taking a Chance. Each Chance an attacker takes on their attack roll to Bypass armor
reduces the targets Armor Rank by 1, while increasing their VS to be hit by 5. For example, if a character
is fighting a young dragon and wishes to strike its weak point, bypassing its 15 Armor Rank entirely
would require 3 Chances. Remember, a character can only take (Fate Ability Score ÷ 10) Chances on any
one Action roll, so it may not be possible to bypass armor completely, but taking Chances can reduce the
effectiveness of armor.
Threat and Damage Qualities
Firearms, advanced weapons, and some special offensive abilities and weapons have a Damage Quality
called Threat, and it is the antithesis of Armor. While a primitive hand gun may only do 2D10 damage, as
much as a sword or long bow, it also has a threat of 5 which means it ignores 5 points of Armor Rank!
Not many things have Threat, and those that do are very dangerous or deadly, so beware!

1.3.6 RESISTANCE
Of all a character’s traits, Resistance is the most nebulous in its description; put simply Resistance is a
character’s ability to overcome any adverse effect on the body or mind. Resistance will most commonly
be used for Resistance Checks, where the player is trying to beat a VS so the character will escape some
kind of danger or harm, such as overcoming mind-control, a poisonous snake bite, or some supernatural
power being leveled against the character. But not always, Resistance has other applications as well;
certain specialties will allow the character to use Resistance dice to negate damage or other attacks.

RESISTANCE CHECKS
Resistance checks are made against the VS set by the effect that the character is trying to overcome.
When a character is exposed to toxins, drugs, or diseases, or if a character is subject to mental trauma,
tests of will power, or attempts at mind control, the player is given a Resistance roll. Resistance is the
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character’s ability to overcome these mental or physical effects. When a character is under such duress,
the player gets a Resistance Check against the VS set by the nature of the effect. Because Resistance is
not an action roll the player cannot take Chances, however, they may use dice from their Endurance or
Focus pool, either or. Because Resistance is neither purely mental nor purely physical, players can
choose to use dice from either Action Pool, but not both.

SOAKING
If a character has the Soak ability, either from a Discipline, from Armor, or from a Talent, whenever they
take damage, rather than dodge or deflect, they may attempt to soak it. When using armor, the player
must roll under their related specialty skill, if they exceed the attacker’s roll, they may roll their
Resistance dice and subtract it from the damage taken. Soaking as a natural ability usually just allows
the character to roll their Resistance dice and subtracts that from the damage for one specific attack
method. Soak abilities are few and far between and most characters will not have this option. Other
variations allow a character to transfer damage to their armor, or transfer damage to their endurance
pool. More on Soak can be found in Section 2.2.1 and in Section 2.7

1.3.7 DAMAGE QUALITIES
Damage Types discussed above help to categorize damage for the purpose of resistances and armor, but
the exact mechanical impact of damage and protection is determined by their Qualities. Different
offence forces feature different qualities that impact their effect on their target. While there weapon
and armor qualities, discussed in the equipment section, those qualities are specific to the object.
Damage qualities are more ambiguous: spells, natural phenomena, or creatures could possess these
qualities.
Threat
Threat is a quality you have probably seen around, and it is essentially an armor piercing value. Usually
only the most dangerous weapons have threat, such as firearms. For each point of threat, the weapon
ignores that much Armor Rank, for example a handgun round with a threat of 5 ignores 5 points armor.
Rending
Where a Threat damage quality bypasses armor, Rending actually damages armor! Extremely dangerous
weapons like chainsaws, powerful corrosive acid, and explosions possess the Rending quality. When
rending applies it will usually do a number of dice of damage explicitly to the armor’s durability. If the
optional Armor Durability Rank rules are not in play, each Dice of rending damage will also damage an
artificial armor’s Armor Rank by 1. When the armor’s armor rank reaches zero, the armor is destroyed!
In the case of natural armor rank these Rending damage will reduce armor rank by one point per dice of
rending damage, and the target suffers those dice of damage normally. However, the damage to natural
armor rank is temporarily (the Armor Rank will recover at the same rate as Wound damage).
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If the optional Armor Durability Rank rules are in play, rending does not automatically decrease the
Armor Rank of artificial armor, it simple damage armor above and beyond the normal attack.
Conductive
This unique damage quality is exclusive to specific types of energy attacks and the like – effectively this
weapon bypasses most armor because of its conductive nature, such as electricity, gravity, and
microwave weapons. The key weakness of conductive damage is that it can be redirected or blocked by
Insulated armors.
Phase
Energy weapons with the Phase quality are like Conductive in that they bypass armor, but they are
worse in that unless the armor is specifically designed to block that one attack, only energy fields can
prevent the damage. Hard Radiation, Neutron beams, and eldritch weapons often have the phase
quality. Phase weapons generally don’t damage inorganic material, however, so they would be almost
useless against constructs and machines.
Searing
Damage with the searing quality is not clean and quick, and while the pain of injuries is included in and
associated with the penalties from low durability, Searing weapons really hurt! When a character takes
searing damage, they must roll a Resistance check VS 10 per Dice of damage, or suffer Rank 2 Pain.
Freezing
While it is easy to realize that cold type damage can have the freezing quality, so can a number of super
science or eldritch attacks. Freezing damage is much like conductive damage in that it can bypass armor.
Additionally though the instant loss of heat caused by freezing damage can solidify liquids and create
ice, but it also causes materials to become extremely brittle. In addition to ignoring Non-insulated armor
and natural armor, non-insulated armor and object become brittle for 1 round per Damage dice
following the attack. In this state their Armor Rank is reduced by 2 for Each Dice of damage the attack
dealt. This armor reduction is not accumulative, only the highest value matters, however multiple
freezing attacks will prolong the effect.
Burning
Damage with the burning quality lights things on fire; flame throwers, plasma weapons, napalm, and
incendiary grenades which causes damage over time in addition to the initial attack damage. While a
heat beam might be an energy weapon (see above), Burning damage is different in that it is more easily
defended against and does not automatically bypass armor because it relies on a physical fuel that is
used to spread fire. Such an attack has little or no impact or penetration but burns extremely hot and
will light most things on fire, slag soft metals, and can ruin armor. Each round the target on fire takes
damage dice -1D; for example if the initial attack did 3D10 the target on fire would 2D10 the next round,
1D10 the round after that, and then no more damage.
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Stun
Stun damage actually damages Initiative Dice in addition to causing harm. Usually Stun will be listed as a
number or occasionally rolled. When stun damage is inflicted the Stun value is subtracted from the
targets Initiative Pool (in dice) for that round. If the amount of Initiative damage sustained is greater
than the target's initiative pool, the stun is spread out over as many rounds as it takes until the target
has initiative dice again.
Weakening
Damage with the Weakening quality also causes significant fatigue to the target. Like stun damage, this
kind of quality is usually associated with non-lethal weapons, however Weakening damage causes a
Rank of fatigue with each hit, unless the victim can roll Resistance VS 10 per damage Dice in the attack.
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1.4 SITUATIONAL MODIFIERS
All things are not equal; in many cases characters will possess a clear advantage in a given task based on
a situation, when this happens characters receive Situational Modifiers. Examples of situational
modifiers include lighting, distractions, fatigue, surprises, and even a character’s size. Situational
modifiers are important in lots of circumstances when the characters are under pressure, not just
combat.

1.4.1 SIZE
Size matters; most derived attributes function differently at different sizes. There are seven size
categories; tiny, small, medium, large, huge, massive, and colossal. Humans are medium sized, a grizzly
bear would be a large creature, and blue whale would be a massive creature.

DEFINING SIZE CATEGORIES
Size categories area generally defined by mass and surface area. As a rule, surface area trumps mass: a
fifteen meter diameter spherical creature filled with hot air is a huge creature – even if it only weighs in
at a few hundred kilograms.
Tiny: Median mass of less than 1kg, total volume of 0.01 meters^3
Small: Median mass of less than 10kg, total volume of 0.3 meters^3
Medium: Median mass of less than 200kg, total volume of 1 meters^3
Large: Median mass of greater than 1,000kg, total volume of 5 meters^3
Huge: Median mass of greater than 10,000kg, total volume of 10 meters^3
Massive: Median mass of greater than 100,000kg, total volume of 30 meters^3
Colossal: Median mass of greater than 1,000,000kg, total volume of 100 meters^3
*Titanic: Median mass in excess of one hundred thousand tonnes, volume of 1000 meters^3
*Celestial: Median mass in excess of one hundred million tonnes, volume of 100,000 meters^3
*Only fantastic creatures could exist in this size category.

DAMAGE AND DURABILITY
The amount damage inflicted by a character’s melee attacks (Damage Modifier) and how much damage
they can take (Durability Ranks) are actually modified by the creature’s size. For more on both Damage
Modifier and Durability see sections 1.3 and 2.5.
Durability Rank Modifier by Size:
Tiny: ½ Stamina/¼ Stamina/(Stamina÷10)+1
Small: Stamina/½Stamina/¼ Stamina
Medium: Stamina +10/Stamina/½ Stamina
Large: Stamina +15/Stamina +10/(½ Stamina)+5
Huge: 3x Stamina/2xStamina/Stamina
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*Massive: 5xStamina/3xStamina/2xStamina
*Colossal: 10x Stamina/5xStamina/3xStamina
*Creatures and machines in this size category are so large that they actually have their durability
distributed in to specific hit locations what attacked by smaller creatures.
Damage Modifier by Size:
Tiny: 1 damage per 20 points of Strength
Small: 1 damage per 10 points of Strength
Medium: 1 damage per 5 points of Strength
Large: 1 damage per 3 points of Strength
Huge: 1 damage per point of Strength
Massive: 5 damage per point of Strength
Colossal: 10 damage per point of Strength

ENCUMBRANCE
Just as size affects speed, size affects Encumbrance: Creatures of different sizes determine their Lift
Value according to their size.
Tiny: 0.1kg per point of Strength
Small: 1kg per point of Strength
Medium: 5kg per point of Strength
Large: 10kg per point of Strength
Huge: 25kg per point of Strength
Massive: 100kg per point of Strength
Colossal: 1000kg per point of Strength

MOVEMENT
As size increases or decreases, speed and jumping distance adjusts accordingly. There are some
generalizations though, for instance a two legged medium sized creature move about 4.5 kilometers per
hours, or 6 meters per round. A medium sized quadruped moves about 6 kilometers per hour, or 8
meters per round. Each size category has its own Base Speed, however, this is only a guild as each
creature is unique and may have its own speed. As a general rule, winged animals can fly at 150% their
lands speed.
Tiny: 1.5 Km/h and 2 meters per round
Small: 3Km/h and 4 meters per round. Quadra/multi-peds: 4.5 Km/h and 6 meters per round.
Medium:4.5 Km/h and 6 meters per round. Quadra/multi-peds: 8 Km/h and 8 meters per round.
Large: 7 Km/h and 9 meters per round. Quadra/multi-peds: 10 Km/h and 13 meters per round.
Huge: 13.5 Km/h and 18 meters per round
Massive: 27 km/h and 36 meters per round
Colossal: 80 km/h and 127 meters per round
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Jumping:
Tiny:
Stationary: 0.5m across/0.25m up per 10 Strength.
Running Start: 1.5m across/0.3m up per 15 Strength.
Small:
Stationary: 1m across/0.3m up per 10 Strength.
Running Start: 2m across/0.5m up per 15 Strength.
Medium:
Stationary: 1m across/0.5m up per 10 Strength.
Running Start: 3m across/1m up per 15 Strength.
Large:
Stationary: 2.5m across/0.5m up per 10 Strength.
Running Start: 4m across/1m up per 15 Strength.
Huge:
Stationary: 5m across/1.5m up per 10 Strength.
Running Start: 8m across/1.5m up per 15 Strength.
Massive:
Stationary: 10m across/3m up per 10 Strength.
Running Start: 15m across/5m up per 15 Strength.
Colossal:
Stationary: 25m across/8m up per 10 Strength.
Running Start: 40m across/12m up per 15 Strength.

ATTACKING AND DEFENDING: DIFFERENT SIZES
When a character attacks or is attacked by a creature of a considerably different size, there are a
number of additional considerations:
When a Larger creature is attacking a smaller creature, the VS to be hit increases by 5 for every size
category of difference, for example a medium sized creature (like a human) attacking a Tiny creature
(like a mouse) has a more difficult time, as the mouse’s VS to be hit is +10 (2 sizes difference). Equally, a
colossal creature (like a Behemoth) attacking a Medium sized creature (a human) will need to beat the
human’s Reflexes +20 (4 sizes difference).

1.4.2 VISIBILITY AND LIGHTING
Low or extremely bright light, fog, smoke, snow and rain all affect a character’s ability to see. Visibility is
important to ranged combat, scouting, movement, and piloting.

LIGHTING CONDITIONS
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Lighting can effect everything a character is trying to do, from fix a machine to shoot a long distance, but
only when it is very dark or very, very bright.
Darkness
In complete darkness a character cannot normally see and must rely on other senses. Manual skills such
as writing or crafting or anything that is deeply reliant on dexterity and visual/spatial senses such as
piloting have their VS increased by +15. In the dark, without any light source brighter than a candle
within one meter, a character suffers a +10 penalty to all manual specialty VS. Lastly, in dim lighting,
characters suffer a +5 VS penalty.
Bright Light
In extremely bright and dazzling light, characters are visually impaired and suffer a +10 penalty to all VS
requiring sight while exposed to the dazzling light and for 1D10 rounds afterwards. Exposure to a
blinding flash or blinding light causes a +15 VS penalty for 1D10 rounds.

VISIBILITY CONDITIONS
Conditions in the atmosphere that impair vision range cause penalties to ranges attacks and penalties to
piloting or navigation specialties. Visibility conditions can be impaired by any number of things, but are
usually the product of weather, smoke, or steam. Visibility conditions are ranked Reduced, Low, and
Zero Visibility.
Reduced Visibility: Range of vision is between 70 and 100 meters, examples include moderate rain or
snow fall, smoke from a consumer smoke bomb, light foliage, or light fog. Characters attempting to
drive, navigate, or similar suffer +5 VS penalty. Distanced attacks are limited to a 100 meter range with a
+5 VS penalty to hit the target.
Low Visibility: Range of vision limited to between 30 and 50 meters, situations like heavy rain storms,
smoke from fires, most fog, or thick foliage. Piloting and navigation suffer a +10 VS, ranged attack
accuracy is limited to 50 meters with a +10 VS penalty to strike.
Zero Visibility: Range of vision is reduced to between 5 and 10 meters; zero visibility is caused by dense
smoke or fog, deep blizzards, or very dense foliage. Piloting by sight is basically impossible, and suffers a
+15 VS, ranged attack accuracy is limited to 10 meters with a +15 VS penalty to strike at 10 meters but
no penalties at point blank (under 3 meters).

1.4.3 COVER
Cover is defined as any object between a ranged attacker and their targets. Depending on the situation,
cover could be anything from a canopy of leaves to a cement wall. When speaking of cover in terms of
combat however, you will only see three categories of cover discussed: light, partial, and full.

USING COVER
Cover comes into play when an attacker at range is targeting an opponent that has something to hide
them, either visually, for stopping power, or both.
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Light Cover
Light cover is the type of cover that obscures the target’s specific target or position, but does not
provide a clear exit or escape strategy, such as being in a bush or foliage, ore being under a camouflage
net. The attacker still generally knows where the target is, but not exactly. This provides the target with
a +10 VS bonus to be hit by direct ranged attacks. Area attacks are naturally a different matter.
Partial and Full Cover
This kind of cover comes into play when the target has something large and sufficiently hard between
them, and the ranged attacker. Partial cover is something the character would need to crouch behind,
such as being behind a car or cement barricade, full cover is something a character could stand behind
like a cement pillar, or wall. Partial Cover obscures 25% to 50% of the target but provides no bonus VS
against attacks. Full Cover obscures 50% to 100% of the target, and provides the target with at +5 VS to
be hit against direct range attacks.
Partial and Full cover have another advantage: it absorbs the impact of the projectiles. Characters
behind cover add the objects AR to their own for determining damage and threat. In many cases this
means that a bullet or arrow can be completely stopped by appropriate cover.

1.4.4 FATIGUE
Fatigue is an Optional Rule, and should be used only when thematically appropriate and eschewed when
it becomes an encumbrance to play.

USING FATIGUE
Each Rank adds a cumulative 1 VS Challenge to all Actions
Characters can suffer 2 Fatigue Ranks before losing consciousness on the third.
Fatigue state occurs when a character has exhausted their mental or physical limits in a small amount of
time. Some examples include Running for a long period, strenuous mental exercises such as math or
philosophy, or intense periods of emotional stress. Fatigue state can be brought about through the
character’s own actions, or imposed upon the character by outside forces.

FATIGUE RANKS
Each time a character performs and action that brings them to a fatigued state, the gain a Fatigue Rank.
Each rank of fatigue incurs a cumulative 1 VS Challenge to all action rolls; It takes greater effort to
perform Actions at the level to which they are accustomed. Regardless of whether the fatigue is mental
or physical the effects are the same. Like Durability, there are three Fatigue Ranks. Once the character
has suffered two ranks of Fatigue, they are seriously exhausted and at serious risk of losing
consciousness if they push any further, meaning if a character gains another rank of Fatigue, they Black
Out!
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OVERCOMING FATIGUE
A character with Fatigue Ranks suffers from rather steep penalties. The easiest way to lose fatigue is to
rest. Each Scene that a character is Resting (engaging in no other activities besides maybe talking or
eating) they will recover from one Fatigue Rank, Always starting with their Action Pool Fatigue (if they
have used up all of the Dice in their Action Pools that Scene). Should a character be unable to rest, then
each Scene they may attempt a Resistance check with a Base VS of 10 (+5 per rank of Fatigue), if the
check Succeeds they recover from one Fatigue Rank, If it fails they remain fatigues and may try again on
the next Scene, or choose to rest.
(Optional Rule: Fatigue Ranks: Types of Fatigue)
While all fatigue ranks are treated equally, a number of things can cause fatigue ranks and can be
treated with some difference, specifically mental, physical, and spiritual fatigue.
Physical Fatigue Ranks are incurred from any physical activity that spawns a fatigue rank, or by
exhausting the Endurance Pool. The penalties from physical Fatigue are only applied to Physical Acts.
Mental Fatigue is suffered by strenuous mental and emotional acts, psychic damage or attacks, and
exhausting the Focus Pool. Penalties from Mental Fatigue Ranks are only applied to mental acts.
Spiritual Fatigue will not be used in every game, in such games Spiritual attacks and exhausting the
Floating Pool will cause Spiritual Fatigue, and the penalties are only associated with spiritual/magical
acts.

1.4.5 DISTRACTIONS
Distractions can play a big role in critical situations. These rules should not be used all the time, but
provide a good guide for how distractions affect characters in general and in specific situations.
Generally distractions are accounted for in the VS of most tasks (as they are assumed to be performed
under stress), however these distraction rules are there for specific to situations that are above and
beyond normal level of stress associated with most tasks.

DAZZLED
While many situations can distract or interfere with a character’s performance, one of the most
frustrating is being bombarded by sensory noise. Trying to aim while being blinded by the sun reflected
into the eyes or a strobe light, attempting to write while listening to loud and obnoxious music, or trying
to perform delicate operations with gun’s being fired right next to your head are all good examples of
effects that can startle or dazzle a character. Dazzled penalties can only be overcome by removing,
blocking, or neutralizing the source of the effect. Dazzling effects should only be called upon when the
source is specifically trying to cause diminished performance in another character.
Penalties: Dazzled characters are +5 VS to perform Sensory based tasks depending on the nature of the
effect, audio or visual. In combat, Dazzled characters are -1 Initiative Die

ENCUMBERED
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Being encumbered is rather distracting and makes many tasks more difficult. See the detailed
Encumbrance rules in Section 2.4.3: Derived Traits.

FEAR
Few things are as distracting and debilitating to a character as their own mind; shock, anxiety, and
horror can make the strongest man weak, turn a squad of seasoned warriors in to helpless fools, and
cripple even the greatest mind. Generally this is called Fear Effect and can take on many forms,
however, for simplicity we will focus on three kinds of fear that characters will likely encounter: anxiety,
shell shock, and terror.
Anxiety: Anxiety is a state caused by a number of sources, it can be inflicted or be a product of the
situation. Some good examples of Anxiety include “having the spooks” from being in an unnerving place,
such as a reportedly haunted house at night; a character whose loved one has been kidnapped and is in
danger could cause the character to become fretful and anxious. Another character might be lost in an
unfamiliar and potentially hostile area, causing pretty serious anxiety. While these are different
emotions the fundamental fearful effect is the same: Reduced ability to concentrate, jumpiness, and
increased susceptibility to emotional attacks. The Resistance Check to overcome Anxiety is always
subjective unless caused by a specific attack (ultra-sound weapons, a magical or psionic attack, or
monster’s supernatural aura), but can be overcome.
Penalties: Characters in a state of Anxiety can only use 1 dice from their focus pool at a time, further
more Anxious characters may not make Resistance Checks against emotional attacks or surprises!
Shock: While similar but not to be confused with post-traumatic stress disorder, shock is fundamentally
the immediate after effect of experiencing severe and horrific trauma. Shell shock is rarely intentionally
inflicted; some examples include being forced out on to a gory battlefield and watching your friends die,
immediately after a serious and violent accident such as a plane wreck or grisly car accident, or watching
your loved ones brutally murdered before you. Shock, as described here is limited to short term
immediate trauma – while there may be lasting damage, these are the penalties immediately following
the event that has caused the character to go in to shock. Characters may be able to resist going in to
Shock by succeeding a Resistance Check, what that VS is entirely up to the Judge and the situation unless
caused by a specific powerful mental attack.
Penalties: The effects of Shock are always a little different, but generally characters in Shock lose the
ability to interface with the situation, become delirious and can even be delusional. Mechanically, a
character is Shock cannot use their Focus Pool nor take any directly affecting actions. They can leave the
situation, hide, and cower, but cannot attack, nor try to solve any problems until they have recovered.
Duration: Unless abnormally severe, shock lasts no more than one Scene. Characters can be pulled out
of shock sooner by attention from comrades or even drugs.
Terror: Much different than Shock, and more common – terror occurs when a character is presented
with something extremely frightening. Many things can produce terror; being attacked by a vicious
creature, seeing a horrifying monster, or having a plane fall out of the sky at you. Terror differs from
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anxiety and shock in that it has a clear and present source and is fundamentally a character’s flight or
fight response. When a character is presented with Terror they must make a Resistance check or be
paralyzed for one turn. The VS of the Check is determined by the stimuli – many horrific monsters have a
specific Terror VS, as do spells that invoke terror. However, the same stimuli can only produce Terror
once, after the initial fear the character is immune (if they survive) to that specific source of Terror. It
should be noted that on a failed roll the character can take no actions (besides fleeing).

KNOCKBACK AND KNOCKDOWN
Many things can cause a character to lose footing, and either be knocked back, or knocked down. A
character who is hit hard enough or has the ground taken from them is considered to be knocked down.
This event negates the characters action that round and means they must spend the next action getting
up from their prone position. Characters Knocked back are, in addition to being rendered prone, are also
pushed back up several meters; exactly how far depends on the attack that caused the knockback.

PAIN
Characters might experience pain from any number of sources; attacks, injuries, or wound damage, but
the penalties for those types of situations are accounted for in the Durability Rank and Injury systems
already. What this kind of distraction refers to is Pain caused by other sources, such as electrocution,
Toxins, Disease, or even being tortured. There are three ranks of pain. Unlike Fatigue they do not stack
when a character gets hurt, rather, if an effect or situation causes pain, it will list the Rank of pain it
causes, and for how long.
Rank One Pain: Generally this is caused by old injuries, cramping, muscle fatigue or damage, or even a
severe head ache and is often associated with illness or poison. Rank One Pain incurs a +5 VS penalty to
all Grace based Action rolls, and a 1 Challenge (+5 VS) penalty to all Memory and Reason based
Specialties. Generally Rank One Pain lasts as long as the effect that caused it persists, but the penalties
can be overcome with a Resistance check (VS 15) for one Scene, but returns in the next scene unless the
cause has subsided or been removed.
Rank Two Pain: Consistent with the effects of weaker stun or subdual weapons (i.e. low level
electrocution), sonic weapons, acid burns, lethal poisons, and serious illness or infections. Rank Two
Pain is debilitating, causing a 3 challenge (+15 VS) penalty to Grace, Stamina, Memory, and Reason
action rolls, and an additional 2 challenge penalty to all other action rolls. Luckily, things that cause Rank
Two Pain never last very long, or kill you. Generally Rank Two Pain will subside with-in 1D10 Rounds
from the moment of the effect, unless caused by an illness or poison, in which case the effect lasts until
the character is healed or dies, either way not very long.
Rank Three Pain: Wholly incapacitating, Pain of this caliber only occurs in situations of rare and
agonizing torture; powerful and potentially lethal electrocution, peak child birth, grand maul seizures,
direct neural stimulation of the pain receptors. Characters experiencing Rank Three Pain are at four
challenges, a +20 VS on everything and are basically immobilized. If the Pain lasts at this level for more
than 2 Rounds the player must succeed a resistance check VS of 35 or lose consciousness, and each
subsequent round. If the character experience this pain for more than 15 Rounds without losing
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consciousness, a failed roll after this point means they laps into a coma and will likely die. After 2 Scenes
of this any character with a Physique + Resolve of less than 60 dies, characters who survive must roll a
Resistance check VS 40 +5 per Scene or die. At this point, even if the character survives there will be
lasting physical and/or psychological damage.

PINNED OR SUPPRESSED
This is a situational distraction that seems limited to combat but there are plenty of other examples
outside of conflict. To be Suppressed or Pinned down, a character has to be behind cover, but with no
room to operate out of that cover without being immediately subject to damage. Obvious examples
include being under suppressing fire or volleys of projectiles or being in an area being shelled. Less
obvious can include a severe and unnatural electrical storms, being caught in a meteor shower, being
caught in a swarm of small fast attackers, and even being caught in a volcanic eruption. Pinned or
Suppressed state only occurs when the character has adequate cover to block the direct impact of the
suppressing attack or effect. If a character is caught in the open and subjected to suppressing damage,
they have one turn to find cover, or be under attack. When a character is covered adequately, but the
attack still progresses they are subject to several distinct disadvantages:
Immobilized: A character that is suppressed or Pinned is effectively immobilized, they cannot leave
cover. Doing so they must role a resistance check over the Suppression VS or suffer damage!
Limited Counter Attack: Pinned characters are severely limited in the attacks they can take. While
pinned, a character can only take one attack action per round that requires targeting an opponent
beyond cover.
Distraction: Most Reason, Memory, Creativity, and Empathy Specialties suffer a +5 VS penalty when
attempted when pinned down.

PROVOKED
This is the quintessential distraction; a character can be Provoked by distracting, frustrating, or angering
them with words or deeds. While the easiest example of a provoked character is one who has been
taunted in combat (and is likely focusing on the taunting opponent), a character who is being mocked
while trying to perform a delicate task can be considered Provoked, as could an athlete being heckled
from the stands. In all these cases the Provoked character has their attention drawn away from their
initial goals and on to the provoker.
Mixed Outcome: While this might immediately seem advantageous; distracting a bomber trying to set
up a bomb, Taunting an attacker in combat, or mocking a diplomat during a delicate negotiation to
disrupt their task and indeed they are disrupted, If they turn their attention to you they will be keenly
advantaged against you. A provoked character is +5 VS to all tasks (+10 if it is a highly technical or
complicated task), and must spend 1 Focus die to overcome this penalty while the Provoker is present.
However, if they turn their attention to the Provoker they receive 1 Free Chance on any and all Actions
against them! Thus, Provoking is a double edged sword.
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INTERRUPTIONS
Events that specifically break concentration, stop power activation or spell casting, or halt the use of any
other character ability that use up multiple initiative dice, that are not rolled, are called interruptions.
Normally interruptions are of most interest to those who use FX such as magic, as maintaining many
spells requires concentration, and many spell take multiple rounds to cast.
Effects of Interruption: A character who suffers an Interruption event immediately loses Concentration,
if they are maintaining a power with free actions or initiative dice. Characters in the process of casting
spells, or activating powers that they have already invested initiative dice in, but have not yet activated
find their dice lost, they must start over from the beginning next round.
Interruption Events: In addition to any attack or technique that specifically states that it's in an
interruption event:
Knockdown: Being knocked down from a standing position is an Interruption Event
Durability Rank damage: Receiving damage that reduced your Durability rank is an Interruption Event
Fear: Entering Shock or experiencing Terror will interrupt the character
Pain: Receiving Rank 2 or 3 Pain will interrupt the character
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1.5 TIME
Obviously, standard units of time apply in the Enchiridion rules, although it is often more important to
be able to divide time in to more abstract units for the sake of the continuity of the game and the over
fun and theme. This because in game time will often stand still as the players and the Judge discern the
outcome of events and describe the scene. So while time can be measured in seconds and minutes and
hours, time in game is also measured in Turns, Rounds, and Scenes. These are abstract, with no exact
duration, rather they are units of experience and subjective to the events taking place in game.

1.5.1 WHEN TIME MATTERS
There are points when it doesn’t matter whether an event takes 10 minutes or 10 seconds, in other
situations every second counts. The Judge should not focus on the former, and rather focus on the
latter; this is why the time units in Enchiridion exist: to streamline the game, not bog it down. Play
should focus on fast fun action, not counting minutes or hours of the imaginary day. There are a number
of situations in which time matters:

TIME IN COMBAT
In combat each turn and round are important, and while it may only be seconds many effects and
situations only last for a turn or a few rounds. Or an action may take multiple turns to complete, such as
reloading a weapon, or chanting a spells.
Durations: Many things, not just combat effects, will last for an abstract duration, usually rounds or
Scenes. This is largely done for the sake storytelling, an effect should only last so long as it is convenient,
and an action should only take so long as is necessary for suspense and drama.

UP TIME
This is a term used to describe time actually role played in the game, where the players in character take
action and describe their behavior, react to events, and generally play in character. It can be important
to measure in game time in these situations, such as a character trying to maintain a guard’s attention
for five minutes so that a comrade can compromise a security system, or another character that has
been poisoned and has mere seconds to find an antidote. Regardless when every moment that a player
must role-play his or her character’s actions is considered Up Time, and each moment counts.

DOWN TIME
Conversely, down time is often rather nebulous and is time that the character is engaged in an activity
that the game need not cover in great detail or that the Judge has “fast forwarded” through. The weeks
spent in training, the months a master smith spends on a perfect sword or the long nights a programmer
spends coding a powerful program are good examples of down time. Another example is time elapsed
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between game session in which assumed actions have taken place. Time in these situations only really
counts for determining when the players are when up time begins again and what events have
transpired in the world.

1.5.2 UNITS OF TIME
You may have seen the terms Scene, Round, and Turn used throughout the previous sections, so you
may have an idea of what they are. These units of time are used to divide the abstract game time into
measurable blocks for the purpose of rules, and ease of play. Rather than focus on minutes and seconds
of imaginary time, players and the Judge and use far more abstract and malleable terms to define the
investment of time or duration of events.

TURN
A Turn is measured in the time it takes every member of a group involved in a conflict or contest to take
one action of make one decision. The reality of this time is a few moments to several seconds, but it
happens in the blink of an eye. A turn in game is counted when every member of a conflict or contest
has taken a single action (invested Initiative dice) or abstained from action (decided). As such it is
absolutely subjective; a turn with two master swordsmen could take up an entire round, where as a turn
in a skirmish of over a hundred fighters could last only a fraction of that time.

ROUND
Unlike a Turn, a Round is defined as the period it takes for a group of people to exhaust their Initiative
Pool – as well as generally considered to take around 20 seconds. Any effect that lists duration in rounds
assumes the unit to be a 20 second block, or the exhaustion of all party’s initiative pool, whichever
comes first. This means that while a character with 7 Dice in their Initiative pool could in theory take
seven actions in that round, appearing to be blazingly fast to an outside observer, they could also take
one action, and act with astonishing alacrity, but at the expense of the recovery time that single act of
speed would cost them (the remainder of the Round).

SCENE
The scene is the most important and abstract time unit used in the Enchiridion system. A scene is
essentially one set of events or interactions, before the action cuts to another place and time. This could
be made up of a fierce battle, a moving exchange, even a simple moment where players describe their
characters’ actions. Each Scene can be thought of as sections of Up Time played by the group, or if
you’re more inclined you can think of it as the scenes in a movie or novel. Each Scene is comprised of
the period that the players are acting in character and no time is fast-forwarded through or skipped. This
makes the scene an essential story-telling element as well as a mechanically useful period of time. The
reason Scenes are so important is that many effects will last the duration of that scene, and many issues
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are resolved at the end of a Scene. For the more technically minded, a Scene generally lasts between 5
and 15 minutes; maybe as long as an hour.

CHAPTER
You won’t see Chapter’s called out very often, however when used a Chapter refers to each play session,
regardless of how long that session actually lasts. Chapters are rarely referred to mechanically; if they
are the Chapter begins with the first scene of the game, and ends with the last. There is no set time
associated with a Chapter; rather it is the sum of the story told during that session.
The one place you will see chapter referenced is in the optional Deeds experience system. Deeds earned
at the end of a Chapter can only be applied to actions done in that Chapter. For more on Experience see
Section 2.1: Essence and Character Growth.
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BOOK 2: ENCHIRIDION CHARACTERS
The following are the abridged creation rules covering characters. Although treated differently in
regards to Chances and Fate, Player Characters and Non-Player characters (those controlled by the
Judge) are virtually identical, all having the same attributes. If you read Book 1, you understand the basic
system and how rolling dice to determine the outcome of questionable actions works, in this section you
will see how it applies to characters and their abilities, as well as how Pools are determined and used.
Building Character
In the Enchiridion system players will buy aspects of their characters with a point system called Essence.
Essence is one part experience, one part quintessential power, and represents the ability and potential
of a character. Essence will be traded for all of the character’s Core Aspects: Disciplines, Talents, and
Modifiers. These will decide a character’s Ability Scores. Durability, Action Pools and all other derived
traits are then calculated from the Ability Scores. How much essence a character has is based on the
Power Level of the setting and what deeds they accomplish.
Optionally, the Judge may be using the Racial Package and Archetype Package rules presented later on.
In this case, much of the character’s essence is spent for them, leaving a few discretionary Essence
points for the player to customize their character as they see fit.
So the Process of Character Construction should follow like this:
Step 1: Judge Conversation, Set power level, Player concept
Step 2: Players Purchase Core Aspects (Disciplines, Specialties, Talents, Modifiers, Flaws, Archetypes and
Races)
Step 3: Players calculate Ability Scores
Step 4: Players calculate Action Pools, Durability, Resistance and other derived traits
Step 5: Players Select an Axis
Step 6: Finishing Touches (equipment, magic or similar FX, social things)
Each of the following sections will contain pretty comprehensive rules for crafting Disciplines, Talents,
Modifiers, and Flaws: a point based construction method used to build all of them. The same basic rules
are used to create racial packages, Archetype packages, and basically everything else for a character.
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2.1 ESSENCE AND DEEDS
2.1.1 ESSENCE
Essence is what every character, NPC, and monster is made from, Essence doesn’t have much of a real
world comparison, so it’s best to say the Essence represents potential and power. Some things just have
more essence than others, either through training, experience, or natural aptitude. Player Characters
(and everything else) are built form Essence Points, the amount of which is initially set by the Judge and
Setting’s Power Level. Players will spend their character’s Essence points on core aspects (Disciplines,
Specialties, Modifiers, and Talents), which will determine a character’s Ability Scores. Whereas Action
Pools, Durability and Resistance are collectively called Traits, and are calculated from the character’s
Ability Scores.

POWER LEVELS AND ESSENCE
Power Levels are more than a random call made by the Judge prior to play, the Power Level of a given
setting will actually help determine the settings place in the Hierarchy of Realities, but we’ll save all that
for Book 3. For now let’s concentrate on how Power Levels will effect character creation. There are
three core Power Levels; Heroic, Epic, and Mythic. For the sake of completeness we’ve also covered
Ordinary and Legendary settings, although these should rarely if ever be the scale of a setting.
Ordinary Settings: 80 Essence
Generally, players and judges won’t run an ordinary game. In these settings there is very little room for
the player’s to accomplish deeds and gain essence, and the worlds themselves are often gritty and
perilously realistic. Still, an Ordinary world does present the opportunity to tell gripping tales of drama,
mystery, suspense and horror where the player characters are very real, very mortal and very
unexceptional heroes.
Heroic Settings: Characters are built with 200 Essence Points
Heroic games take place in Settings where extraordinary men and women must rise above fear and
challenge themselves to overcome great odds. Heroic Settings are well above what the average person
would hope to accomplish, and are on par with characters in popular fiction, or the like. They are larger
than life, exceptional, and, well, heroic. In such settings the greatest weapons and powers of the world
may be far beyond what the average layman can understand, but we could believe in the real world.
Epic Settings: Characters are built with 300 Points
Epic Settings are like Heroic settings in that men and women must rise above to shape the world, but in
Epic settings how far they rise is the question. Epic characters are truly powerful. Such characters are on
par with the heroes in Greek myth; they are stronger, faster, and more able than most humans could
ever dream. Most if not all will wield skills and abilities beyond real world comparison, or at least
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technology beyond what the average 21th century western thinker could understand. In an Epic setting,
the stakes and challenges are also going to be higher; the player’s antagonists will be truly awesome
monsters if not armies.
Mythic Settings: A mythic character is built with 500 points
Mythic Settings take place on a scope that makes Heroic look childish; the characters will seem like
demigods by comparison. They will have the power to smash armies of mortal men, and likely be
virtually invulnerable to their weapons. These characters will have supernatural talents, and insanely
powerful ones at that. In a Mythic setting the characters will be on par with world shaking titans, and
will likely take place across multiple dimensions or realities; little else would challenge a Mythic level
character.
Legendary Creatures: 3000 Essence
You’ll note that it does not say Legendary Settings, but Creatures. There are no legendary settings. It is
intentionally and explicitly not covered. A legendary creature is a one off being, utterly unique in the
Metaverse. This is the power level of creatures that are actually worshiped as gods, and for all intent
and purpose the distinction is irrelevant. They can probably create huge astral realms where they are
omniscient, and omnipotent. When forced to walk among mortals a legendary creature will have the FX
to change the laws of Low Order realities. They will have FX so powerful that they could potential
destroy or create planets.

2.1.2 DEEDS AND CHARACTER GROWTH
DEEDS OF EXPERIENCE
Each Recorded Deed earns the character 10 Essence Points
Characters grow and develop as their career progresses by accomplishing feats of notability and
renown. These are called Deeds of Experience, and are much different than Essence. Where Essence
points are the mechanical tool used by players to build and develop a character, Deeds are the medium
through which Essence is acquired by the character during their career. At the time that a player
character accomplishes some amazing, dramatic, or epic action, the Judge may rule that this act was a
Deed of Experience – an event that forced the character to grow and develop a little bit.
But Deeds are not always good things, if the character fails or makes a choice that has catastrophic
consequences, that too is a Deed, whether the player likes it or not and will haunt the character the rest
of his days. Deeds are earned through daring and drama, the great and terrible things that the character
has done, not handed out like treats at the end of the day. Most characters will acquire 8 to 10 Deeds
throughout their career. It is truly amazing for a character to reach 15 or more deeds, and unheard of to
reach 20.
Accomplishing Deeds
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A Deed that is earned in the moment is called an Accomplished Deed, and if the optional “Renown”
rules are in play only Accomplished Deeds are counted for the purpose of calculating renown. When a
Discipline, Modifier, or Technique states that a Specific Deed of Experience must be recorded in order to
acquire the ability, they are specifically referring to an Accomplished Deed. Accomplished Deeds can be
earned from any number of things, but they are not at all easy to acquire. Several Chapters may pass
without a character accomplishing a single deed, or it could take several chapters of effort to accomplish
that one deed! This should give you a sense of scope.
Rewarded Deeds
And the end of each Chapter of play the Judge may also award the players Deeds of Experience for them
to assign to events they feel were growing points for their characters, this is solely at the discretion of
the Judge however, and represent the natural growth and evolution of the character. Generally,
Rewarded Deeds are recorded as simple practice if nothing stands out from the Chapter. Rewarded
deeds should be slightly more common than Accomplished Deeds; however, they do not count towards
renown or prerequisites to special abilities. The whole purpose of the deed system is to force player to
take chances and perform heroic and amazing actions! By handing out reward deeds too easily it strips
away this impetus.

RECORDING DEEDS
Simply doing something amazing isn’t enough, the Deed must be Recorded. This is the player’s duty, to
write down the Deed their character accomplished and what the result was. This log becomes the
character’s legend, and helps define them as they grow. With each Recorded Deed, the character gains
10 points of Essence to spend on Disciplines, Specialties, Techniques and Modifiers. Each Deed should
be recorded as a simple line describing the accomplishment of the character, as well as its results and
effects. It’s a character’s legend, remember that.
Example Deeds
Character Action

Defeat a Major Foe one on one
Defeat an Impossible Foe as a team
Succeed a VS of 60 or more
Complete an arduous quest alone
Complete an impossible quest as a team
Prevent a major conflict peacefully
Develop an unbeatable martial art
Making a revolutionary science discovery
Uncovering a history changing secret
Recovering a teammate from death
Save a city from destruction
Save a nation from destruction as a team
Fail spectacularly costing many lives
Fail as a team causing an apocalypse
Lose something of world changing value
Enable the rise of a great evil
Fail a crucial action roll, killing the team
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Example Deed

Slaying a dragon alone, heroically; a youngster defeating a renowned sword master
Slaying an ancient dragon, banishing an elder god, defending a city during a siege
Hacking the DOD mainframe, writing a concerto heard once from memory
Fighting through a maze, many challenges and rescuing a princess from a the lair of a monster
Systematically bringing down an evil mega corporation from with in
Negotiating a European treaty that prevents World War II from happening
Creating a Martial Discipline that is widely considered better than most pervious forms
Developing a new vaccine, creating a new fuel source
Discovering the ruins of Atlantis, Deciphering the Voynich manuscript
Placing the head in a robot body, sacrificing a number of children to resurrect the teammate
Using a few old explosives redirect magma flow from an erupting volcano
Hacking missile guidance systems and blowing them up to prevent a nuclear holocaust
Trying to escape a zombie hoard in a school bus full of children, and crashing the bus
While researching dimensional travel, opening a gate way to a demonic hell
Shutting off the first sentient computer out of fear
Saving a man from prison, who happens to be a killer mastermind
Fail a Teleport spell roll while escaping a dragon, teleporting the party in to the floor

(Optional Rule: Deeds of Experience: Renown)
The more deeds you have accomplished the sooner you find that people are talking of your exploits.
People will know you, if not by name, then by deed. This optional rule is called Renown. Each Deed a
character accomplishes add up to increase the chance that an NPC (or even other player character) may
recognize the character by their accomplishments. How this impacts the game depends on the deeds
and the situation, it could mean the character is greeted as a hero or it could mean that they will find no
friends in enemy territory, or they might discover that they have a terrifying reputation that precedes
them. If using the Renown rules, a History, Gossip, Current Affairs, or similar specialty roll may be made
against a VS dependent on the number of deeds the character has accomplished to recognize the
character. If the character is in an area of renown, a location where his deeds are common knowledge,
NPCs need not roll and may simply recognize the character. This can be a good or bad thing.
Deeds
1
2
3
4
5
6
7-8
9-10
11-13
14-16
17-19
20+

VS
40
35
30
25
20
15
15
10
10
5
5
0

Area of Renown

Neighbors and relatives, or area directly around where the deed took place
Small town or area directly affected by the deeds of the character
The populous of moderately sized city the character frequents will recognize them
Most people in the region around where the character lives or adventures will recognize them
Scholars, journalists, and leaders/political figures the world over will know of the character
People in most major cities in one area will know of the character
Most people in one region or country will know of the character
Most people with any degree of education will know of the character, but common folk may not
Generally world renown, only the most isolated places will be ignorant of the character
A household name, anyone who has any knowledge of world events will know
The whole setting will know the character’s legend and what they have done
The Stuff of Legends, multiple realities will have stories and myths about, and may worship, the character

Globalization and Renown
After the advent of Computer networks and the internet it becomes a lot easier to find out about
someone. In the case that the internet is used to search a person the VS to recognize someone should
be 15 less.
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2.2 CORE ASPECTS
The first and most important step of character construction is developing a theme and personality for
your character. A character’s Core Aspects; Disciplines, Talents, and Modifiers, form the foundation of
their capabilities and self-image. Players will buy their character’s Core Aspects with Essence, and these
Core Aspects will develop the character’s overall theme. What Disciplines, Talents and Modifiers the
player has to choose from is ultimately decided by the Judge and Setting, but Disciplines include any
learned or trained skill, Talents include any innate or natural powers or skill, and Modifiers include any
outside influences or changes the character has undergone.

2.2.1 DISCIPLINES, SPECIALTIES, AND TECHNIQUES
DISCIPLINES
The most important thing in the Enchiridion System is what you can do. A Discipline is a set of skills or
capabilities broken up in to Specialties and Techniques. Disciplines represent broad areas of study or
practice including unusual capabilities; knowledge of mathematics, history, languages, natural sciences
and engineering, musical or artistic training, even the ability to perform magic are considered Disciplines
because they are things your character learned.
Players will purchase Disciplines with Essence, but they are also inextricably linked to the character’s
Ability Scores. With each Discipline that a character learns, the associated Ability Score will increases by
10. Think of it this way: a strong character is more than naturally strong; they have led a life style either
of rigorous exercise or grueling labor that has developed their muscles and stamina. They may even
have a natural size and strength represented as talents, but either way they were not born big and
strong, and if they were to stop regularly exercising would lose some measure of that strength.
Although buying Disciplines is not the only way to increase an Ability Score it is the most common.
Normally once a Discipline is purchased, it cannot be unlearned. Disciplines decide virtually everything
else in the game. Since a character’s Ability Scores are based on the number of Disciplines under that
Ability Score, Durability, Recovery rate, movement, and special powers are all based on a character’s
Disciplines (and Talents and Modifiers). There are eleven Ability Scores: Reason, Creativity, Memory,
Empathy, Resolve, Fate (floating), Strength, Stamina, Physique, Grace, and Reflexes.
Prerequisites: Some Disciplines have Prerequisites, another Discipline that a character must already
have to learn the new Discipline, for instance the Medical Science Discipline requires the Life Science
Discipline.

SPECIALTIES
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A Specialty is a specific Action, like driving a car, firing a weapon, casting a spell, or solving a
mathematics solution. When a character learns a Discipline they learn all of that Discipline’s Specialties
at Rank 0, and must spend Essence points to increase a Specialty. For each Rank in a specialty, the Player
Rolls an additional 1D10 when making an Action Roll to use that Specialty. So for instance, a Character
with a Rank 4 Arming Sword Specialty would roll 4D10 (1D10 per Rank) when making an attack roll with
any kind of Arming Sword.
Untrained Specialties are Simple Specialties the character has at Rank 0. When a character has a
Specialty at Rank 0 they gain no immediate dice to roll, and must allocate Dice from their Action pools.
There is no limit to how many Dice the player may allocate, and they may take Chances like normal, this
is called an untrained roll.
Specialty Synergy occurs when two or more Disciplines the character has share a Simple or Challenging
specialty. In this case the character receives a 1 free Chance with the Synergy Specialty.
Remember, Specialties are Actions, not knowledge. Players should not be made to roll Action dice to
remember something or know something that is assumed to be part of the character’s education.
Specialties do something, always, even if it is figuring out a problem. When a character Rolls a Specialty
they are taking action and applying knowledge.
Specialty Complexity
Not all Specialties are created equally. Depending on the level of difficulty in mastering the skill,
Specialties are divided in to three Complexity Levels.
Simple Specialties like Gossip, Labor and Fellowship are relatively easy to master. Simple specialties can
take full advantage of Synergy and can be used Untrained.
Challenging Specialties such as most forms of mathematics or languages are considerably more difficult
to master, while they may take full advantage of Synergy Challenging Specialties cannot be used
Untrained.
Intricate Specialties, like Jet Aircraft Piloting, Surgery, and Eldritch Masteries, are very difficult to master
and in addition to the steep cost, Intricate Specialties cannot gain the advantage for Synergy nor can
they be used Untrained.
Raising a Specialty
Players can increase their character’s Specialty Ranks with Essence one rank at a time, the Complexity of
the Specialty indicates the Essence cost to increase the Specialty’s Rank.
Simple Specialties cost a number of Essence equal to the Next rank. So increasing a Simple specialty to
Rank 1 from Rank 0 Costs 1 Essence, and from Rank 4 to Rank 5 costs 5 more Essence.
Challenging and Intricate Specialties cost much more than Simple Specialties; players increase
Challenging and Intricate Specialties at the cost of twice the next rank, so to go from rank 0 to 1 costs 2
points, from rank 3 to 4 costs 8 points.
Specialty Rank Limit
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A Specialty cannot exceed Rank 10 under normal circumstance. Now, some Talents or Modifiers may
change this for a specific Specialty, but never for more than one at a time.

TECHNIQUES
Unlike Specialties, Techniques are special abilities that can be purchased when a character learns a
Discipline. Normally, Techniques do not have ranks associated with them; rather, a Technique changes
an Action Roll or Specialty, it is usually not something you can actively do.
Techniques cannot be used untrained; only a character that has purchased the Technique under the
parent Discipline may use a Technique. In Settings with supernatural powers or FX, such as magic or
spiritual capability, these will almost always be Techniques under Disciplines associated with the power
in question.

PRIMARY SKILLS
All characters begin the game with a single discipline: Primary Skills. This Discipline is unique in that it
has no associated ability score, and all its Specialties begin at Rank 1. The Specialties and Techniques
may change depending on the setting, however all characters begin with this discipline, regardless. The
Generic Primary Skills Discipline looks like this:
Primary Skills Discipline (0, None)
This discipline represents the accrued knowledge that every young adult possesses, such as basic
language, math, and technical skills. It is virtually impossible for a person to reach adulthood and be
devoid of these basic abilities. High Technical Advance Level sagas will have more Specialties than more
primitive saga settings, as generalized and standardized education is more prevalent the higher the
Technical Advance Level.
Prerequisites: None, all characters receive this Discipline but it does not increase an Ability Score.
Advance Level: Any
Specialties:
Speak (native tongue)
(TL 4+)Literacy (native)
Arithmetic
Perception
(TL 5+)Operate Vehicle (car, etc)
(TL 6+)Operate Personal Computer
(TL 7+)Problem Solving

ARCHETYPE PACKAGES
Optionally, the Judge may use Archetype Packages. These are balanced sets of Disciplines, Specialties,
and Techniques (and possibly Flaws and Modifiers) that together equal a set portion of the characters
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starting Essence. Archetype packages represent cookie-cutter character creation, allowing the player to
select an Archetype and then assign remaining Essence as they see fit. Archetypes are particularly useful
in games where who a character is, is largely defined by what they do. Fantasy settings in particular gain
from this character creation approach. Archetype package rules are found in Section 2.7, and Archetype
creation rules are found in Section 3.

CREATING DISCIPLINES
Ultimately what Disciplines, Talents, and Modifiers are available to make your character is dependent on
the setting and the discipline’s Advance Level requirements. It’s not reasonable that in a fantasy setting
your character can pilot space-ships; none the less there is a large list of generic Disciplines available in
section 2.7. All these disciplines were built using a simple calculation method which Players and Judges
are encouraged to use to create their own disciplines. Discipline creation is a simple process to
determine the cost of the discipline; it’s based on the discipline Ability Score, Specialties, and any
Techniques that the Discipline grants. The Simple Equation is Discipline Cost = Ability Score + Number of
Specialties + Number of Techniques- Prerequisites.
Step One: Concept and Attribute
The first step in designing your own Discipline is coming up with a concept of what the discipline is and
why you need a new discipline. The list in section 2.7 includes a vast array of disciplines, including a few
special abilities and supernatural powers, which are called FX. However, every setting is unique and has
its own unique areas of knowledge. Having a good idea for the discipline helps deciding what Ability it
should fall under. This will determine the base Essence Cost of the Discipline, as well as help build a
robust and useful discipline for your setting. When creating a discipline, it’s a good idea to look at the
Advance levels in the setting to know what kind of knowledge and abilities are available.
Ability

Type of Disciplines

Type of Specialties

Reason
Creativity
Memory
Empathy
Resolve
Fate
Floating
Strength
Stamina
Physique
Reflexes
Grace

Logic, Operations per second
Problem solving, art
Lore, languages, incantations
Charm, understanding others
Self Discipline, force of will
Destiny, intuition, faith
Magic, spiritual power, faith
Physical power
Endurance, training
Beauty, bio-feedback
Speed, reaction time
Movement, martial arts

Math, deduction, science and engineering
Invention, arts, imagination, dreams
Languages, lore, trivia, history
Personal interaction, social engineering
Fasting, Meditation, concentration
Intuition, spirit, chance
Spells, martial arts powers, prayers
Heavy weapons, acrobatic
Athletics, armor use, durability
Bio-rhythm, body improvement, balance
Hand eye coordination, piloting, juggling
Hand to hand combat, Balance, dancing

Base
Cost
4
2
3
2
4
4
5
4
4
2
3
2

Step Two: Specialties
Each Specialty increases the cost of the Discipline by 2.
So if a Reflexes discipline had four Specialties and no Techniques, the cost of that Discipline would be 11.
Deciding what specialties a Discipline has is the hard part, but looking at the table above and the
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disciplines in section 2.7 should give you an idea. As you create your own Disciplines, it will be much
easier to borrow and modify the Specialties in section 2.7 than be absolutely original.
When creating an original Specialty, remember that a Specialty is an Action, learned and practiced.
There are no Specialties that are not Action Rolls - you can always do something with a Specialty, even if
that action is tying a knot or deciphering a puzzle. Because Specialties are all Actions, you should never
have a Specialty that cannot be done or acted on. In settings that feature magic FX, each incantation or
spell will be a unique specialty, or sub-spell under the larger Specialty and Discipline of that magical
type. The rules for creating spells is presented in section 3.3.
With custom specialties it is vital to remember the Specialties have varying complexities, and
determining what qualifies a Specialty for any given complexity category can be tricky.
Specialty Examples

Every day chore or task many people know or do
Everyday social interactions that are common knowledge
Gossip, Hauling, Whacking, Meditation
Specialized task or activity that requires training
Specialized social skills used to manipulate or influence others
Weapon or armor skills, First Aid, Allure, Orienteering, Computer Operation
Highly specialized task that requires special training
Training that enables one to overcome adverse effects or grants special abilities
Magic, Combat Readiness, Overcome Toxins, Armor Soak, Celestiography

Complexity
Simple
Simple
Simple
Challenging
Challenging
Challenging
Intricate
Intricate
Intricate

Each Discipline must have at least 2 Specialties, otherwise there is no point to the Discipline, and those
specialties can find a home in another Discipline.
Step Three: Techniques
Each Technique a Discipline has increases the cost of the Discipline by 2.
Where specialties are Actions that come with a Discipline, a Technique is an improved method of doing
something, or an improvement of character’s abilities through training. Some examples of real life
Techniques include a weight trainer’s increased lifting capacity, diver’s increased lung capacity, a
marathon runner’s increased running stamina, or a monk’s hardened body. The real world is filled with
similar examples, but more fantastic disciplines may feature amazing Techniques. Again, a Technique is
not an Action Roll; it is an ability gained through training and hard work, but once earned is ever
present.
Like specialties, each technique must be purchased and is not automatically granted. How much a
Technique costs wholly depends on the impact of the Technique; most Techniques add a small global
bonus, specific circumstantial bonus, or ability with a narrow range of use. There is a pretty clear
definition of what a Technique can do, and thus the cost is calculated on the table below. As with
specialties if you are having trouble coming up with original Techniques, use the ones presented in
section 3.3.
Technique Effect
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Cost

+5 to one Ability Score
+10 to an Ability for the purposes of how a Derived Trait is calculated
+1 Free Chance with a Specialty
Use Specialty to overcome situational modifier
Improve the Explode range on Action or Effect rolls by 1
Two Weapon Fighting or similar combat ability*
Resistance to one Situational modifier
Mimic one specialty, with another.
Custom Action Pool (such as a Magic Pool)with dice derived from Ability Scores
Unique/Original Effect**

*Any combat style such as Two Weapons, Sword and Shield, Weapon Quick Draw, or Weapon Focus.
**Take a look at Modifiers and the Techniques in other Disciplines to get an idea of what you would like to do.

+3
+5
+5
+8
+10
+5
+3
+4
+15
Var.

Step Four: Prerequisites
Lastly, Disciplines may have requirements before they can be learned. A prerequisite could be anything
from another discipline or specific Specialties, to a Talent or Modifier. Some Disciplines my require Flaws
or specific experiences before they can be learned. Because Prerequisites decrease the cost of the
discipline, a Discipline should have Prerequisites only if absolutely relevant. An example or this is the
Medical Science Discipline, which is a modern Discipline that requires the Discipline Life Sciences.
Prerequisites

A Discipline with no other prerequisites
A Discipline with other prerequisites
A Specialty
A Specialty at a minimum rank greater than 3
A Technique
A Talent
A Modifier
A Specific Deed of Experience*
Non-mechanical/role play specific prerequisite**
Unique/Original Prerequisite***

Cost
-2
-3
-1
-3
-3
-2
-1
-3
-3
-2

*Specific Deeds of Experience mean that the character must have completed the task and applied a deed of experience to the deed at the end of the chapter, such as slaying a dragon,
completing a rigorous challenge, or finding the ancient crystal of knowledge
**Non-mechanical or Role Play specific prerequisites mean that the Discipline can only be learned under a situation that the player must role play out, such as convincing the last master to
teach him, losing a loved one in a violent and horrifying manner, or inventing the discipline entirely.
***There could be other stranger prerequisites – a combat discipline that only functions with one specific enchanted sword, a Discipline that requires the effects of a Spell to learn or use, or a
Discipline based on situational modifiers (magic that only functions during the equinox, etc.)

Minimum: While a Discipline can have many prerequisites, all Disciplines have a minimum cost of 5
Essence Points; Disciplines with a cost modified or not, of less than 5 points are raised to 5 Points. There
is only one exception to this rule – the Language Discipline, that includes the basic language and literacy
Specialties has a Cost of 2.
Advance Level: While a Discipline may only be available in a setting with a specific Technology, Eldritch,
or Dimension Advance Level, this is not a prerequisite that can reduce the cost of the Discipline.
Creating FX: The same basic rules apply when creating FX Disciplines: Magic, psychic powers, superabilities, and the like. However, FX have their own rules and deciding what an FX Discipline can do does
change its cost. For more on Creating FX Disciplines see section 3.

2.2.2 TALENTS
A Talent is any ability or trait that is inherent to the character, e.g. something they were born with, that
is not common or at least sets them apart and gives them some kind of advantage. Some real life
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examples of Talents include Ambidexterity, a Photographic (eidetic) memory, or Natural immunity to a
disease. Inborn proclivities towards one of the Ability Scores, such as being naturally strong or creative,
are also Talents.
Lastly, in settings that feature FX, Talents may also represent things such as being born under a special
Zodiac sign or other such circumstances such as destinies, fates, ancestry, or spiritual connections.
Unlike Disciplines and Modifiers that can be acquired as the character progresses, Talents may only be
purchased during the character creation process, or if some kind of apotheosis occurs that radically
changes the character’s nature – but this should be an absolute anomaly, and never assumed to be
normally possible.

RACIAL CHARACTERISTICS
In settings that are fantastic or feature alien life, being a non-human will be a special kind of Talent
(unless all characters are non-humans), called a Racial Package and may open other Talents or
Disciplines that are specific to that species (multi-dexterity for a creature with many arms, or an
increased healing time for a being with an enhanced metabolism, etc.). On the same hand a non-human
may be limited in what talents they can select as well, balancing the large number of bonuses that may
come with the non-human racial package. Non-human races are not created with the rule presented
below. For the rules to create Racial Packages see Section 3.1, along with integrating fantastic species in
to a setting. Because what races are available to a player when creating a character is so setting specific,
those rules will not be included here, however some generic examples are included in section 2.7 as
examples and templates for the Judge and players to create their own.

STACKING, MULTIPLE ENTRY, AND SINGULAR TALENTS
Talents come in a three flavors: Stacking talents that can be taken more than once to increase the
benefit, Multiple Entry talents that can be taken multiple times to gain the benefit in a different way
each time, and singular – talents that can only be purchased once. For example, the Talent called
Prowess increases an ability score by +5, however, it can be purchased up to four times per Ability
Score! Most talents are singular, and those that do will have it clearly listed in the header for the talent.

CREATING TALENTS
As with Disciplines, section 2.7 features a large number of Talents, including some generic racial
packages. Creating Talents is much more difficult than creating Disciplines because the cost is based on
the static effect, and does not depend on prerequisites or requirements. Any prerequisites at all simply
reduce the cost of the Talent by a set value. Thus it is important to have a clear idea of the talent in
advance.
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What does the Talent do? Is there already a Talent in section 2.7 that does it? If you can get away with
using generic Talents do so, if not then you need to have a clear idea of what the effect of the Talent is
on the character. As a general rule, a talent should not have an Action Roll; rather Talents should add
bonuses or remove penalties; like the examples above. As a guideline here is Essence cost associated
with different effects on the character:
Talent Core Effect

+5 to one Ability Score
+10 to an Ability Score for the purposes of how a Derived Trait is calculated
+1 Free Chance with a Specialty
+1 Resistance Dice versus one method of attack
Automatically Soak unarmed damage or non-lethal damage
Reduce one Situational Modifier penalty (night vision, resist to pain, fearless)
Improved Sensory input (perfect vision, keen hearing, etc.) adds +/-5 bonus
Take One additional Chance on one Ability’s Disciplines
Action Pool derived from different Ability Scores
Born with access to supernatural FX*
Improved method of movement (swift runner, vastly improved swimming)
Improved socially relevant trait (Beautiful, high born, special ancestry)
Increase size one category for determining Lift Value or Base Speed
Stackable or multiple entry Talent
Unique/Original Effect**
Any Prerequisites (Species, other talents, region of birth)

Cost
5
7
3
5
8
6
3
6
8
5
10
3
8
+3
Var.
-2

*In settings that feature magical or supernatural talents this acts as a prerequisite for magical ability, and may include simple access to the Disciplines or FX
**Take a look at Techniques and the generic Talents to get an idea of what you would like to do.

2.2.3 MODIFIERS
Modifiers are, by definition, something that changes a character. While Disciplines are learned skills, and
Talents are inborn capabilities, Modifiers are things that are earned, have happened, or been done to
the character. Contemporary examples include having a license to practice medicine, being a member of
a secret society, or being elected to a political office. But modifiers can also be non-social things; in
fantasy setting being placed under a protection magic, or blessed by a deity are examples of Modifiers.
In cyberpunk Sci-Fi settings cybernetic implants and bionic systems are Modifiers. Modifiers can do any
number of things, and may grant access to special Disciplines (cybernetic weapon use, secret
knowledge, occult powers). It is important to remember that unlike disciplines and talents, Modifiers
can be easily lost! So while they may seem more powerful at first sight than Talents or Disciplines, if the
player makes the wrong choice, Modifiers can be stripped away in an instant!

PURCHASING MODIFIERS
Unlike Talents, Modifiers can be purchased at any point in a character’s career – provided the necessary
modification has taken place. This usually means spending Deeds of Experience to acquiring a social
Modifier, or spending money and essence points to more augmenting Modifiers.

CREATING MODIFIERS
Modifiers are somewhat easier to create than talents, and it is more likely that you will be creating your
own as well. While Talents tend to be general abilities that are common, and cross settings easily,
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Modifiers are not. Thus it is important that they be easy to make. When creating a Modifier you will first
select its effect and the select its impact on the game, to determine the cost in essence points. From
there, you can reduce the cost by dictating that it requires a Deed of experience or other unique role
play event in order to be purchased by the character. If a Modifier requires a Deed to be purchased it
cannot be purchased by a beginning character! Keep that in mind.
Modifier Effect

License to practice based on a specific Discipline (Medicine, Law, possibly
magic)
Right to bear arms or magic while the average person cannot
Moderate wealth (in the top 10% income bracket)
Fantastic wealth (One of the world’s wealthiest 1%)
Moderate Authority (Police, politician, Corporate CEO)
Fantastic Authority (Federal Officer, President, Mega-Corp Chairmen)
Augmented Ability Score by +10 through chemical/bionic/magical means
+1 Resistance Dice versus one method of attack
Automatically Soak one method of attack (Soak heat or freezing damage, etc.)
Immunity to one Situational Modifier penalty (night vision, immune to pain)
Augmented Sensory input (perfect vision, sense of hearing, etc.)
Unique Offensive capability (Bionic weapon, rune sword, linked artifact)
Additional method of movement (Bionic legs or gills)
Unique/Original Effect*
Modifier has an exceptional impact on the setting**
Modifier can only be purchased if specific role play events are completed***
Modifier can only be purchased with a Deed

Cost
2

3
5
10
10
15
10
7
10
8
5
15
15
Var.
+5
-3
-5

*Take a look at generic Modifiers and Techniques in other Disciplines to get an idea of what you would like to do.
**Significant impact includes: being a prince in a very political setting, being the world’s only cyborg, or being the chosen one of the setting’s principle god.
***Role Play specific prerequisites mean that the Modifier can only be gained under a situation that the player must role play out, such as winning an election, have their arms removed, or
inventing the Modifier entirely.
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2.3 ABILITY SCORES AND TRAITS
Ability Scores are numbers from 1 to 100 (or higher) that represent a character’s mental and physical
development in a metric scores of a character’s Ability, with each 10 points in an Ability Score equaling
1D10 worth of general ability for the purpose of comparison, and when nothing but raw ability matters
for an action roll.
The average person has 10s in their Ability Scores while a Heroic character might average of 20 or 30 in
each Ability Score. This means the average person gets 1D10 for raw ability based action rolls, where a
hero might get 3D10. So, basically each 10 points of ability score = 1D10 for raw ability based roll or
ability comparisons.
Rounding Ability Scores
There are many things that will ask you to divide an Ability Score by 10 and take that value. There are
also cases that may increase an ability score by less than ten. In case you have an Ability Score that is not
an even multiple of ten, round down to the nearest 10 when dividing the Ability Score.
Derived Traits are all the mechanical elements based on a character’s Ability Scores. Basically everything
beyond Disciplines, Talents, and Modifiers is based on the character’s Ability Scores. This includes Action
Pools, Resistance, Durability, Recovery Rates, movement, encumbrance, and many more things.
Anything based on a character’s Ability Scores is qualified as a Derived Trait.

2.3.1 DETERMINING ABILITY SCORES
Ability Scores start at 10
Each Discipline adds 10 to the parent Ability Score

UNDERSTANDING ABILITY SCORES
For most characters, Ability Scores start at 10 - meaning a character has 1D10 worth of talent in that
ability. There are a few methods to increase ability scores, purchasing Disciplines, Talents, and Modifiers
(and very rarely, Techniques). Each Discipline will increase is associated Ability Score by 10. Thus, if a
character has 2 Creativity and Resolve Disciplines, 1 Grace, Reflexes and Fate Disciplines, and no others,
their Ability Scores would look like this:
Ability

Creativity
Empathy
Memory
Reason
Resolve
Fate
Grace
Physique

Score
30
10
10
10
30
20
20
10
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Reflexes
Stamina
Strength

20
10
10

With this system if a player wants to have a big, strong character, they need to
focus on Strength and Stamina Disciplines to increase those Ability Scores; on the
other side a character that is intelligent will have many Reason and Memory

disciplines.
However, there are always predilections towards some area or focus; this kind of natural aptitude is best
represented through bonuses to Ability Scores gained from Talents. A 1 Ability Score represents a sever
deficiency, as 1 would indicate a no dice when using that ability score, and the player would need to
draw from pools to even accomplish a task!

ABILITY SCORE DESCRIPTIONS
There are eleven Ability Scores, five are physical, five are mental, and Fate (or the Floating Score) which
is neither. The ability Scores are: Creativity, Empathy, Fate, Memory, Reason, Resolve, Grace, Physique,
Reflexes, Stamina, and Strength.
Creativity
Although most people would think first of arts and music, Creativity is closer to abstract reasoning, and
intuitive problem solving. Creativity measures a character’s ability to approach situations with novel
solutions, think in new ways, and make intuitive leaps of logic. Most Disciplines that involve abstract
thinking and philosophy are based on Creativity, as are many arts and design based disciplines and
Talents. A character with a 1 in Creativity would have no independent personality or ability to formulate
original ideas, they would simply be robots, and do whatever they were told. On the opposite side of the
spectrum, a character with 100 Creativity would be a greater inventor and philosopher than the world
has ever seen, capable of thinking in multidimensional terms and physics.
Empathy
A character’s empathy Stat measures their ability to relate to and understand others, as well as ability to
express things to others with pathos. This makes Empathy the fundamentally most important Stat for
interpersonal Disciplines and Talents. Additionally, Empathy lends itself towards understanding a
character’s sense of justice and moral compass. If a character possessed a 1 Empathy Score, they would
be completely psychopathic, completely unable to understand or relate to other humans, turning that
around, and a character with a 100 Empathy stat would seem psychic, able to understand another’s
motivations, feelings, and thoughts so precisely that they could guess at and predict accurately virtually
any other person’s thoughts.
Fate
This stat should be initially self-explanatory, but in detail a character’s Fate rates intuition, luck, and a
little bit of how fortunate the character is. Fate Disciplines are tied to destiny, chance, and intuition. For
players that want to play a “jack of all trades” or with lots of Chances, Fate is the ability score of choice.
A character with a Fate Score of 1 would be cursed by karma, devoid of intuition, and it would seem that
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misfortune followed them. Otherwise, a character with an extremely high Fate would have deep
intuition and be afforded every opportunity, seeming to be impossibly lucky.
(Optional: Beyond Fate: the Floating Ability Score)
Fate is kind of a floating Ability, and in many settings it can and will be replaced with another
supernatural Ability score, like Chi, Piety, or Evanescence. A character’s floating Ability rates karmic
wealth, spiritual strength, and/or inherent power. Floating Ability based Disciplines are supernatural,
magical abilities, and mystical forces. For players that want to play a spiritual or magical character, this is
the stat of choice. A character with a floating Ability score of 1 is extremely disconnected from the
greater forces of the world, gods, or magical energies. Otherwise, a character with an extremely high
floating Ability will be imposing, spiritually powerful, and in touch with the mystic and supernatural.
That said, the Esoteric and Exoteric magic systems presented in these rules do not use a magic ability
score nor a magic action pool.
Memory
More than sheer mnemonic capacity, Memory also rates a character’s speed at recalling and recording
information. Memory is the base for most academic and lore skills, as well as languages. In settings that
feature Arcane Magic and other similar FX, Memory is the base for learning new incantations. This
makes memory the most important stat for “book worm” type characters. An extremely low memory (1)
would indicate brain damage and great difficulty recording meaningful long term memories, and a short
term memory of several minutes at best. Conversely a 100 Memory would be encyclopedic beyond
photographic, such a character would be able to remember and recall almost every word ever spoken to
them, almost everything ever read, and image ever seen.
Reason
Reason is the closest to what most people think of as intelligence; and although it has little to do with
that definition; a character’s Reason Score measures their ability to use logical problem solving and
rational thinking. Disciplines and Talents based on reason are almost all math, logic, and engineering.
Because this Stat is important for rational deduction, it’s also important for investigation and medical
skills. A character with a Reason of 1 would be animalistic or near vegetable, lacking any logical ability at
all, this person would be severely developmentally disabled. Conversely, a character with a reason of
100 would be capable of thinking in binary equations and quantum mathematics faster than most
computers invented in the 20th century.
Resolve
This Score rates a character’s tenacity, willpower, and ability to hold to an idea. Resolve is very
important to most Disciplines and talents involving reflection, such as meditations, as well as resisting
others’ influence or torture. In settings that feature eldritch powers, resolve is the Base Stat for many of
these abilities. With a 1 Resolve, a character would be severely autistic, with no real sense of self or
ability to cope with any kind of pain or discomfort. On the other hand, a character with a 100 Resolve
would be a magnetically powerful personality and supremely self-assured, such characters would be
unshakeable, without doubt, and others would be virtually unable to resist their demands or desires.
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Resolve is directly related to Antipathy (insanity) and measures how much mental illness a character can
suffer from and still function.
Grace
Grace is the most mental of the physical Abilities, being a direct measurement of the character’s
kinesthetic intelligence. This means grace measures balance, coordination, agility, and body learning.
Virtually all physical disciplines are based on Grace, as are most combat disciplines. This makes Grace
stat number one for combatant characters. It’s also number one for dancers and athletes. An individual
with a 1 Grace would be considered disabled, suffering from cerebral palsy or a crippling case of
epilepsy; their body simply will not do what they want. Truly gifted characters with a 100 Grace would
have virtually automatic muscle memory, able to perform complicated acrobatics and gymnastics and
maneuvers after only seeing them once.
Physique
Put bluntly, this Ability is a measure of the character’s physical condition, attractiveness, and to some
degree metabolic and bodily state. It is one of the most purely physical Ability scores, representing the
character’s body and build. A character suffering from a 1 Physique has almost no active immune system
or is potentially extremely obese, someone with a terminal degenerative disease, radiation poisoning, or
AIDS. The character won’t live more than a year or two. Otherwise, a character with a 100 Physique
would be a virtual scion; they would never get sick, be beautiful, be able to overcome poisons, and
probably live an extremely long life.
Reflexes
Where grace measures muscle learning and kinesthetic intelligence, Reflexes measures the autonomic
reaction time of the body. Simply put how fast a character’s body will react to stimulus or the
character’s will. Reflexes are used for most defense disciplines, piloting, and other reaction time
intensive abilities. Reflexes are also the base Abilities of most firearm disciplines. If a character had 1 on
Reflexes they would be suffering from some kind of acute nerve damage or neurological condition that
affects the nervous system, like degenerative Lupus. Comparatively, a character with 100 reflexes
would have a reaction time fast enough to dodge bullets and arrows, at point blank.
Stamina
Stamina measures a character’s physical wellbeing and ability to will their body past the limits of pain,
fatigue, damage, and shock. Stamina is key to most disciplines, specialties, and talents that are based on
endurance and the ability to push the body. Running, marching, fasting, and most training is Stamina
based, as are Derived statistics like Durability. If a character had a rank 1 Stamina, they would have
Asthma and be a hemophiliac; most things involving physical effort or injury would just kill the character
outright. Whereas a character with Stamina of 100 could shrug off multiple gunshots, have virtually
unbreakable bones, and have most of their skin burned off without flinching.
Strength
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Few Abilities are so misunderstood as Strength. Strength is a measurement of muscle density versus
mass, meaning, how much of their mass is muscle. How much a character can lift, and carry, move are
based on strength. As are some physical abilities like climbing, jumping, running speed, as well as
unarmed damage, and damage from pull bows. Should a character possess a 1 Strength Stat they would
suffer from extreme muscular dystrophy and likely be unable to move on their own. Herculean
characters with a Strength score of 100 would be unimaginably strong, able to move inhuman weights,
run at unearthly speeds and leap small buildings in a single bound.

2.3.2 DERIVED TRAITS: ACTION POOLS
You should have a fair understanding of what Action Pools are and how they work. As stated, Derived
Traits are calculated from a character’s Ability Scores. As Derived Traits, Action Pools are based on either
the character’s Mental or Physical Ability Scores. A character has 1D10 in an Action Pool for every 10
Points of their cumulative Ability Scores. Use the table below to calculate how many Action dice the
character has:
Endurance Pool: Sum of the character’s Physical Ability Scores (Grace, Physique, Reflexes, Stamina, and
Strength)
Focus Pool: Sum of the character’s Mental Ability Scores (Creativity, Empathy, Memory, Reason, and
Resolve)
Initiative Pool: Reflexes + Reason
Total
Ability Score
1-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90-99
100+

Action Dice or
Resistance Dice
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

*This table is used to calculate many things based on the character’s Ability Scores

2.3.3 DERIVED TRAITS: DURABILITY, RESISTANCE, AND RECOVERY
DURABILITY
Durability measures how much damage a character can sustain before they are rendered unconscious,
or dead. All characters have three Durability Ranks: Wound, Shock, and Black Out. When all the damage
in a durability rank is gone, the character suffers a penalty to actions. The amount of damage that a
character can sustain per Durability rank is based on their Stamina as well as any bonuses the character
possesses. The player may have the option to use a different Ability Score they use to calculate the
character’s Durability.
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Wound Durability equals 10+(Stamina) + Any Modifiers
Shock Durability equals (Stamina) + Any Modifiers
Black Out Durability equals (½Stamina) + Any Modifiers

DAMAGE MODIFIER
A character's unarmed and bonus to melee damage, Damage Modifier is 1 per 5 Strength Score
(Strength ÷5).

RESISTANCE
Resolve + Stamina, use table 2.4.2
A character’s resistance is calculated like an Action Pool, with their Resolve plus Stamina. Resistance is a
character’s ability to overcome any adverse effect on the body or mind. Resistance will most commonly
be used for Resistance Checks, where the player is trying to beat a VS so the character will escape some
kind of danger or harm, such as overcoming mind-control or a poisonous snake bite. Because Resistance
is not an action roll the player cannot take Chances, however, they may use dice from their Endurance
or Focus pool, either or. Because Resistance is neither purely mental nor purely physical, players can
choose to use dice from either Action Pool, but not both.

RECOVERY RATE
Durability and Action Dice both recover at a set rate based on a character’s Ability Scores.
Durability Recovery: Damage to Wound and Shock durability ranks will recover on its own, albeit slowly,
with no need to seek medical aid. Blackout damage will not however, and will require medical attention.
Characters with a Physique lower than the Physique threshold (5 or 10, respectively) only recover
Durability with medical attention, like Black Out damage.
Wound Durability Recovers 1 Point for every 5 Physique each Scene
Shock Durability Recovers 1 Point for every 10 Physique each Scene
Blackout Durability Recovers 1 point for every 10 Physique each Scene Actively treated with Medical
Attention
Action Pool Recovery: Each of the character’s Action Pools (besides Initiative) recover a number of
Action Dice determined by Table 2.4.4 each Scene based on one of the character’s Ability Scores:
Focus Pool: Creativity
Endurance: Physique
Special Pool: Floating Ability Score or Fate.

2.3.4 DERIVED TRAITS: MOVEMENT AND ENCUMBRANCE
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MOVEMENT: RUNNING
Most medium sized creatures walk at about the same pace, 4.5 Km/h. One the other had how fast a
character or creature can run, and for how long, is based on its size’s Basic Speed, and it’s Ability Scores.
As a general rule, Small, Medium, and Large quadrupeds double their Base running speeds. There are
two running speeds:
Jogging (+1/2 Base Speed per 10 points of Strength + Reflexes): While not much faster than walking but
can be maintained for a long time, a number of minutes equal to half Stamina + Physique. This means
your average human can jog at about 9 Km/h for about ten minutes before suffering one Fatigue Rank.
Sprinting (+Base Speed per 10 points of Strength + Reflexes): Much faster, and harder, at this solid run
the character can only last a number of turns equal to their Stamina + Physique before they are fatigued.
This means the average person can maintain a pace of around 13.5 Km/h for about a minute before
incurring one Fatigue Rank.

MOVEMENT: JUMPING
How for and how high a character or creature can jump depends largely on size and Strength. Jumping
Distances are calculated from a standing and running start. As with Running, Small, Medium, and Large
Quadrupeds double their jumping distance.
Stationary: From a standing position, a medium size character can leap 1 meter across and up to 0.5
meters up for every 10 points of their Strength Score.
Running Start: If the character has enough space to reach full running speed, they can leap 3 meters
across, or up to 1 meter up for every 15 points of their Strength Score.

ENCUMBRANCE
Lift Value is 5 Kilograms per point of Strength
How much weight a person can lift and comfortably carry is largely dependent on how that weight is
distributed and how it is lifted. A strong human lifting with the legs can lift well over 250 kg in normal
gravity, but may only be able to lift a fraction of that with their arms alone. Encumbrance is designed to
reflect this, but also simplify it somewhat so that situational modifiers and common sense prevail.
Remember the point is to have a smooth running game, not get bogged down by the rules.
Encumbrance is based on a character’s Lift Value. This is a flat number that represents how much the
character can lift and move once with zero fatigue, or how much they can shoulder and still move freely
per Scene. It’s a base value for determining how much a character can lift. Lift Value is 5kg per point of
Strength. So a Character with a Strength Score of 10 can move 50kg without fatigue once per Scene. But
when a character is loaded down with armor, weapons, or maybe other companions, it becomes
relevant to know how much they can carry and still be effective. This is described in Encumbrance
Ranks. Here Lift Value is used to calculate Encumbrance Ranks, which determine the penalty for carrying
too much weight.
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Encumbrance Ranks
None: A character is unencumbered if carrying less than one quarter (rounded up) of their total Lift
Value. In such cases there are no penalties, and the character can move mostly free.
Light: A character is Lightly Encumbered when carrying between 25% and 60% of their Lift Value.
Characters who are lightly encumbered suffer a +5 VS penalty to all Action Rolls based on Grace,
Reflexes, and Stamina. Running Speed is reduced by 25%, and jumping distance is halved.
Heavy: To be heavily encumbered a character need to be carrying over 60% of their Lift Value.
Characters who are heavily encumbered suffer a +10 VS penalty to all Action Rolls based on Grace,
Reflexes, and Stamina. Further Heavily Encumbered characters move only half their normal speed and
half distance in combat, Running Speed is reduced by 50%, and the character cannot manage a jump
greater than 10% their normal jumping distance.
Total: Characters laden 100 to 150% of their total Lift Value can either move or take any other physical
action. Action Roles are made +15 VS penalty, movement is at ¼ normal speed and distance, they cannot
run nor jump. Any more than this (150%) completely incapacitates the character.
Crushed: Characters can dead lift and holdup to 200% of their lift value. In this range, from 150% to
200% all the character can do is support the weight, and only for up to one turn.
Lifting and Fatigue
As stated above, a character can lift and move their maximum lift value once per scene with no risk of
fatigue, but each additional application of strength lifting and moving their maximum lift value will cause
One Rank of fatigue.

2.3.5 DERIVED TRAITS: CHANCES
UNDERSTANDING CHANCES
Chances are the players’ ability to gamble with their success. This mechanic is called taking Chances.
When a player declares that they are taking a Chance, they are willingly increasing the VS of their task by
5 in hopes of reaping the benefits of an increased level of accomplishment. Different Action rolls will
have different Chances associated with them, but almost always, taking a chance increases the effect
dice rolled or the outcome of the roll in some way. Generally there are two kinds of Chances:
Augmented Effect, and Decreased Time.
Some chances include:
An additional die of damage on an attack
Ignoring 5 points of Armor on an attack
Increased range on an attack
Calling a hit location
Attempting to inflict an injury
Decreased Initiative Cost of an Action
Increased detail on map making roll
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Improved performance on a machine repaired or built
Decreased time while creating a piece of art
Augmented precision on a navigation roll

FATE AND CHANCES
In most games, there is a Fate Ability Score, and it is used to calculate how many chances a character
can take on a roll. Normally the total number of Chance a player may take on any one Action Roll is
based on the table below.
Ability Score
1-9
10-19
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70-79
80-89
90-99
100+

Chances
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

FLOATING ABILITY SCORE AND CHANCES
In the case that the setting does not feature Fate as an Ability Score, the number of Chances that a
player can take on a roll should not be based solely on the floating ability score unless there will be
many mundane disciplines that characters can take to increase that ability score. In the case were only
eldritch disciplines fall under that ability score, the number of chances should be based on a mental or
physical ability score at the Judge’s discretion.

2.3.6 DISABILITY SCORE: ANTIPATHY
(Optional Rule: Disability Scores: Antipathy)
Antipathy is an Optional Rule that is not suited to every setting. Antipathy is a disability score that
represents a character's mental health, or more accurately, mental damage. In a sense Antipathy is
something like an insanity score. The higher an antipathy, the more mentally unbalanced a character
and the more (or more severe) Issues they have developed.

USING ANTIPATHY
Under normal circumstance, characters start with an Antipathy of 0; however, there are horrific things
out there that will cause a character to gain antipathy; trauma, black magic, evil artifacts, even some
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talents will cause the character to gain antipathy. Meditation, therapy, and a strong will can resist or
even reduce Antipathy and cure some issues.
Gaining Antipathy
Characters gain antipathy one point at a time, and it is ranked 1 to 100 like ability scores. Each time a
character gains 5 points of Antipathy one minor issue develops, or one of their issues elevates from
minor to major, or major to acute. Antipathy is rarely gained willingly, and will be assigned by the judge
when it is appropriate. Antipathy is not always born from trauma, and can develop, one point at a time
as characters slid down a slope of bad choices. Characters who lose their minds to their own vices or
obsessions are an example.
Overcoming Antipathy
With time, the desire, and the willingness to overcome their own issues, characters can reduce or even
remove their antipathy entirely. Furthermore, powerful eldritch forces and sufficiently advanced Science
can reduce antipathy and remove issues.
Player Characters who spend a sufficient amount of time attempting of come to terms with whatever
has caused them to gain Antipathy (such as in therapy or deep meditation) may, at the judge's
discretion, roll a Resistance Check VS their Antipathy Score to overcome one point of Antipathy.
Characters may attempt this once per Chapter so long as the time has been spent confronting their
insanity and mental imbalance.
Pharmaceuticals can help keep the symptoms in check and generally add +2D10 to any attempt to resist
an onset or episode if the dosage and diagnosis are correct, however, over time unless the character is
also in psychotherapy and working to overcome their issues then the effectiveness will eventually wane.
Losing to Antipathy
Characters can succumb to their own mental demons. When a character has gained an Antipathy Score
higher than their Resolve Score, they are lost to their own issues and no longer capable of functioning as
adventurers and heroes. Likely they will become self-absorbed and while they may mean well, they are
lost unless their mind can be healed. If a player character gains more antipathy than their resolve score,
they are retired, unless the Judge allows the player to continue to play their character's decline in to
irrational madness.

ISSUES AND ANTIPATHY
Issues are specific insanities; like phobias, obsessions, or schizoaffective disorders. Each issue has three
degrees, Minor, Major, and Acute. When creating specific Issues for characters, you will dictate the
source, the focus, and the trigger. The degree of the issues will determine the mechanical effects, if any.
Obsessive Compulsions
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An Obsession is a fixation on a particular person, place, subject, or idea. A compulsion is the need to act
upon an obsessive fixation.
Obsessive Attraction occurs when the character is obsessed with a particular person, place, or thing the character must possess it, will harass and become violent if anything threatens the bond, and will be
intensely jealous. This is particularly dangerous if the target of the obsession is a person - they will stalk
the victim, harass, and threaten anyone to whom the victim shows kindness. Obsession with an object
can lead to violence if it is not in the person's possession.
Obsessive Ritualism is the kind of Obsessive compulsive disorder most commonly associated with "clean
freaks" and hoarders. Characters unable to complete their ritual will suffer extreme anxiety and may
become psychotic if they are not allowed to perform their ritual.
Minor: Character will be guarded and protective of their fixation; if it is threatened or ritual impeded in
any way they must succeed a Resolve Check VS Antipathy score or become Provoked, targeting whoever
threatened their fixation. When separated from their fixation or unable to perform their ritual they must
succeed a Resolve check VS Antipathy score or suffer from Anxiety until reunited or completed.
Major: Characters with a Major obsession cannot resist the Anxiety that comes from separation of their
fixation or inability to perform their ritual, and keep 1 less dice when rolling to resist the provocation if
their fixation is threatened.
Acute: At this point their obsession is debilitating - If the character is denied their fixation or ritual they
must succeed a Resolve check VS Antipathy Score or go in to Shock! If successful they suffer Anxiety
form separation, and must perform their ritual consistently. Even worse, they are considered provoked
by even the slightest perceived threat to their fixation.
Psychosis
Sometimes considered the classic mental illness, a psychosis is a sever break in the character's
perception of reality versus the actual reality. While the character will be constantly aware of and hold
their delusional psychosis to be true, they generally only suffer when they trigger an episode.
Psychotic Delusions include maladies such as paranoia, megalomania, disassociation, and classical
schizophrenia. The delusion is a belief or idea that is ingrained and to the character is absolutely true.
Hallucinations are like delusions in that the character is tormented by something that is not real, but in
the case of hallucinations they will hear, see, or feel their tormentors. Sometimes it's as simple as
hearing voices, or it can be full blown illusionary people.
Minor: Minor psychosis manifests as brief episodes of detachment from reality brought about by
intense stress or a specific trigger. The Character must succeed a Reason check VS Antipathy or become
Dazzled or suffer from Anxiety for the Scene.
Major: With Major psychosis, the Dazzled effect is constant and they are unable use their Focus Pool
normally - they are continuously preoccupied with their malady. However each scene the character can
attempt a Reason Check VS Antipathy to become lucid for that scene, accessing Focus normally.
Acute: Characters who suffer from acute psychosis are lost in their minds, perceiving things so detached
from reality that they must attempt a Reason Check VS Antipathy to take any action that is based on
outside stimuli, and do so with the penalties of Dazzled or Anxiety. If they have managed to become
lucid enough to take action any attempt to use their Focus Pool requires an additional Reason Check VS
Antipathy.
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Phobia
An irrational overwhelming fear of an object, event, or idea is a Phobia. True phobias are extremely
overpowering and will cripple a person who is confronted with the object of their phobia. Phobic
characters can also have episodes triggered by the simple idea of their phobia.
Minor: The character can function normally, but if presented with their phobic fixation must succeed a
Resolve Check VS Antipathy or suffer from Terror. Furthermore, if someone insists that the Phobic
fixation is near or present, the character must succeed a Reason Check VS Antipathy or be afflicted with
Anxiety for the duration of the scene.
Major: Major phobias are almost delusional in their persistence. If the character is presented with their
fixation they must succeed a Resolve Check VS Antipathy or suffer Terror; if they succeed they still suffer
the effects of anxiety. Bringing up the Phobia will cause Anxiety for one scene.
Acute: At this point a phobia is extremely dangerous, Characters presented with their Phobic fixation
must succeed a Resolve Check VS Antipathy of go in to Shock, If they succeed, they are afflicted with
Terror. Bringing up the fixation causes Anxiety, and the character must succeed a Reason Check VS
Antipathy or succumb to terror.
Personality Disorder
While generally considered functional disorders, not all personality disorders have acute or even major
conditions. Some are limited to minor conditions.
Bipolar disorder occurs when a character swings between intense highs and intense lows - it is a
neurological condition but can be treated with resolve and self-restraint.
Minor: The character is rarely just level, and each day must succeed a Resolve Check VS Antipathy or
swing towards an extreme:
In a Manic state the character is energized if dangerously unreliable and oblivious to risks. +1 to
Focus, Endurance, and Initiative Pools, immune to Anxiety and Terror. However, also cannot gauge risks
and will not believe that dangers are real, will take unnecessary chances, and will not recognize failures.
In Melancholy state the character has no energy or interests, and is dangerously selfdestructive. Character cannot use Focus Pool, and suffers -1 from Endurance and Initiative Pools, must
succeed a Reason Check VS Antipathy to use defense specialties.
Chronic Anxiety is a debilitating state of constant fear and apprehension; the character is functional, but
just barely. Major Anxiety can also induce panic attacks.
Minor: During times of stress, or when the Judge chooses the player must succeed a Reason check VS
Antipathy to see if the character succumbs to their Anxiety for that Scene.
Major: The player must succeed a Reason Check VS Antipathy at the beginning of a Scene or the
character spends that scene suffering from Anxiety. At any point the Judge may call upon a Resolve
check VS Antipathy to see if the character suffers a panic attack, suffering Terror for one scene.
Chronic Depression is a state of untenable melancholy and sadness. Essentially crippling a character's
ability to interface with people and situations; untreated chronically depressed characters may take
their own lives (Empathy Check VS Antipathy when faced with any severe failure).
Minor: Character can function regularly but suffers -1 from focus pool, a -1 Step penalty to all Empathy
Disciplines, and receives no benefits from moral boosting situations.
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Major: Character is consistently at -1 focus pool, a -2 Step penalty to all Empathy Disciplines, receives no
bonuses from moral, and must make a Resolve Check VS Antipathy or give up when faced with any kind
of challenge or stress.
Manic Aggression is effectively an addiction to anger, or a preoccupation with aggressive thoughts.
Characters who suffer from manic aggression are easily provoked, violent, and volatile.
Minor: The character cannot resist attempts to provoke them, cannot and will not pull punches, and will
not respond to please for mercy if provoked.
Major: In addition to the above, the character must roll a Reason VS Antipathy or become provoked by
even the slightest annoyance or insult. While provoked the character will be blind with rage and will just
as easily hurt loved ones and allies as they would enemies or antagonists.

MENTALLY ILL PLAYER CHARACTERS
Playing a character with Antipathy can add an extra dimension to the depth of the experience. Besides
the mechanical implications issues have on the character, actually playing the effects of issues like
obsessions, delusions, and personality disorders can be a fun way to really create a unique, if troubled,
character. This added depth often adds to a sense of personality, and helps bring about memorable
characters.

2.3.7 DISABILITY SCORE: CORRUPTION
(Optional Rule: Disability Scores: Corruption)
Corruption is an Optional rule not suited for every setting. Maligned influences that infect, compel, and
damn a character are called Corruption. Corruption may take many forms, whether it is the insidious
taint of some mindless evil, or the progress of some infectious alien virus, corruptions slowly rob a
character of their free will.
As a Disability Score, Corruption is ranked from 1 to 100 for most characters, normally characters will
not have any corruption, and start with a Corruption score of 0. Characters will probably not willingly get
their first points of corruption, but will likely willingly accept more, as the deceiving power of corruption
is that at low levels it seems like a boon.

INCURRING CORRUPTION
Characters will gain Corruption in one of three fashions: exposure, infection and damnation.
Exposure occurs when the character is exposed to a source of primal corruption, regardless of its
progression portfolio. Accidentally getting a vampire’s blood in an open wound, handling a corrupted
artifact, or being in the twisted aura of an evil deity. Characters who gain corruption usually only incur a
single point or two from the initial contact.
Infection is more intentional, when a corrupted creature intentionally passes on its corruption to
another creature, such as a Werewolf’s bite, demonic possession, or an eldritch curse. It is the result of a
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corrupted creature’s actions. Characters who incur corruption form Infection almost always gain a full
rank, 10 points, of corruption and the first mutation.
Damnation as you can imagine comes from intentionally acceptance of the corrupting force. Characters
who develop Corrupted Disciplines, use corrupted Artifacts, or make pacts with ancient and terrible
forces are accepting the taint of Corruption in exchange for power. Depending on the character’s
willingness, Corruption from damnation usually inflicts a full rank of corruption, or half a rank.
Corruption Spreads: Normally, characters increase their Corruption one point at a time, through the use
of the mutations they have gained. However, in the case of characters with less than a full rank of
corruption (a corruption score of 1 – 9) may choose to gain 1 point of corruption, and in exchange add
1D10 to any roll. When the character reaches a corruption score of 10, they gain their first mutation,
and may no longer draw upon the strength for their dark countenance to add dice to rolls; instead, they
gain some kind of minor ability for their mutation, as well as begin developing hideous side effects.
The infection does not stop however. While each progression portfolio has it’s own growth method, a
generic rule is any time the character activates their mutation they must succeed a resistance check
against VS equal to their corruption score or gain 1 point of corruption. However, most Progression
Portfolios will include other situations that will cause the tainted character's Corruption Score to
increase, whether they use the mutations or not.
Curing Corruption: As a rule, only the most powerful eldritch forces or advanced technology can reduce
a creature's Corruption Score. At best most players will only be able to increase their resistance to the
vile power or survive the condition by not using their tainted powers. Unlike Antipathy, there is no
overcoming corruption; anything that removes it will likely remove corruption in chunks of 10.

INFLUENCE OF CORRUPTION
Each 10 points of Corruption constitutes one rank, and causes one mutation within the Corruption's
progression portfolio; deceptively mutations might superficially seem like good things. The cost for the
power that comes from these abilities does not seem unreasonable at first.
At any time however, the Judge may call upon the player to roll Resistance VS Corruption Score, a failed
roll means the character’s Mutations activate and that the player loses control for one scene. As the
corruption grows this makes the effects perfectly clear: Draw upon the Corruption and you will lose
yourself to it.

MUTATIONS AND DISFIGUREMENTS
Each form of corruption is unique, and will include one or two variety of mutations as the corruption
progresses. These are Insidious, Vile, and Monstrous mutations. A Mutation offers some small benefit or
augmentations, yet often this power comes with a high cost – a disfigurement; some physical or spiritual
malady. If the Corruption has a Progression Portfolio (such as lycanthropy or vampirism) then the
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mutations (and disfigurements) as well as the order of their acquisition is generally somewhat fixed.
Judges are encouraged to create their own however.
Insidious Mutations usually manifest as eldritch specialties with a fixed rank or talents that impact or
mimic eldritch powers. They are usually accompanied by disfigurement that causes troubles in social
settings or turns people against the corrupted and betrays their dark power (no reflection, flames burn
the wrong color, food spoils in their presence, etc.). When a character willingly activates their Insidious
Mutation, they must roll a Resistance VS Corruption Score or suffer an additional point of Corruption.
Vile Mutations are subtle persistent physical abilities: Increased healing, immunity to damage, the
ability to rob others of energy. While these might mimic eldritch effects they are persistent and
obviously inhuman. They are almost always accompanied by physical disfigurements that mark the
corrupted as inhuman such as wrong colored eyes, rotting flesh, growths, and so on. Anyone who lays
eyes on the corrupted will know of their condition. In any scene where a character’s Vile Mutations
come in to play they must role a Resistance VS Corruption or incur an additional point of Corruption.
Monstrous Mutations, like Insidious are usually activated, causing horrific transformations: growing
wicked claws, taking on bestial shapes, and so on. These transformations are horrific to behold and
result in a Terror of 8, +2 per mutation while active. This may increase based on individual mutations.
With Monstrous Mutations it is usually all or nothing, meaning if one Monstrous Mutation is activated,
all the corrupted creature’s Monstrous Mutations Activate.
Activating Mutations
With Insidious and Monstrous Mutations, the player must activate their powers, costing 1 Initiative Die,
with a duration based on the effects of the mutation (instant, concentration, or special). If the character
wishes to end the mutation before the end of the duration they must succeed a Resistance Check VS
Corruption.
Creating a Mutation
Much like everything else, Mutations a created by piecing together mechanical effects and adding
flavor. When creating a specific mutation, you will select one or two mechanical effects from the list,
thus creating the unique Mutation.
Insidious Mutation Effect

Activated Soak: This Activated ability will Soak Corruption Score damage from an Attack directed at the character.
Animal Form: Once activated, the character takes on the form of a large predatory animal such as a wolf, bear,
cougar, etc. In this form the character gains the Quadruped speed bonuses, a natural attack that deals 1D10 plus
Damage Bonus, and improved senses that add +1D10 to all perception rolls. However the character cannot speak or
communicate, or use specialties that require speaking or thumbs.
Consuming Action Pool regeneration: Though some Melee attack, the character can drain the vitality from an
incapacitated victim, draining 1 die from the victims Endurance or Eldritch Pool, until the victim is exhausted, or the
attacker is full. The Character cannot exceed her maximum Number of Action Pool dice.
Consuming Durability regeneration: Though some Melee attack, the character can drain the vitality from an
incapacitated victim, draining 1D10 points of Durability per turn, until the victim dies, or the attacker is full. The
Character cannot exceed her maximum Durability.
Infectious Control: The character can compel a creature with a Corruption Score of less than their own, and greater
than 10 to take one action. The Victim may roll Resistance Check VS Corruption (the attacker’s) to resist the effect.
Insidious Senses: Once Activated the creature’s senses become perfectly acute for one scene; they may see in the
dark, hear a pin drop in a noisy room, track by smell, etc. Any attempt to use their senses gains a bonus of Corruption
Score ÷ 10 D10.
Insidious Spell: The Insidious mutation imitates a specific Spell effect with a specialty rank of Corruption ÷ 10
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Melee damage with Quality: This is an activated attack such as Bioelectricity, razor sharp quills, or incendiary
secretions. This Unarmed Attack does 1D10 damage of one Damage types plus the generic Damage quality.
Ranged damage with Quality: This Activated attack is some kind of range projectile like a acid spit, explosive spikes,
or bioelectric shock. This ranged Unarmed Attack does 1D10 damage plus a damage quality. Range is Damage Bonus
Meters.
Ranged damage: This Activated attack is some kind of range projectile like spines, spikes, thorns, or bile propelled
bullets. This ranged Unarmed Attack does 2D10 damage. Range is Damage Bonus in Meters.
Venomous: Either through spine, a stinger, or fangs, the corrupted secrets a paralytic venom. A creature struck by an
unarmed attack by the corrupted must succeed Resistance VS the monster’s Corruption Score or be racked with Rank
3 pain until they die at the end of the scene unless treated with an anti-venom or healed.

Curse

Vile Mutation Effect

Disfigurement

Animal Senses: The character develops abnormally acute senses: in addition to gaining a +1 Dice Corruption Bonus
on all Perception and Tracking Action rolls, the character is can see in darkness and hear so well as to eliminate the
penalties for Darkness.
Eldritch Senses: The character develops a sixth sense and can feel the emanations of life energy, eldritch forces, or
perhaps corruption around them to a range of 20 meters.
Immortality: Either through some cursed power or by becoming undead the creature is no longer mortal; the
corruption will maintain them indefinitely. In addition to no longer aging, the character will not be killed when
reduced to 0 durability unless some kind of special ritual is performed. If the character is truly Undead, they gain that
Creature Characteristic (see section 4.6).
Superior Regeneration: Action Pool: Each scene the corrupted character will recover +1 dice into their Action pools.
Superior Regeneration: Durability: The character finds that they now recover Wound and Shock durability at 10
times the normal rate, and recovers 5 Blackout Durability per 10 Physique per Scene, without aid.
Vile Discipline: The character develops forbidden knowledge of one corrupted discipline. This is most likely an
Eldritch Discipline. The may increase any of these specialties normally and learn any of the techniques.
Vile Endurance: The character becomes immune to all fatigue, and gains a onetime +2 dice bonus to their Endurance
Pool. However, there Endurance pool still functions normally.
Vile Immunity: The character develops an Armor Rank equal to their Corruption score against one Damage Type.
Vile Speed: The character develops a third running speed Fast Movements (+Base Speed per point of Strength +
Reflexes). Each turn at this speed costs 1 action die from their Endurance Pool.
Vile Strength: The Character gains a onetime bonus to their Strength of 10. Additionally, for the purpose of
calculating Encumbrance and speed the character’s strength is considered 20 points Higher.

Monstrous Mutation Effect

Additional Limbs: Two additional, if sickly and weaker, limbs sprout from the character – two arms will increase the
character’s Initiative Dice by 1 if used to hold weapons, additional legs will give the character quadruped movement
speeds.
Aquatic Adaptation: The character’s legs fuse in to the lower form of a fish, shark, or eel. In this form the corrupted
can swim at twice their running speed steps and breathe either salt or fresh water (select one) to a depth of
Endurance in meters. The corrupted cannot move on land in this form.
Bat-like Wings: The characters hands and arms deform and stretch becoming huge bat like wings that allow clumsy
flight for creatures that are medium or smaller. The flight speed is equal to twice the creature’s land movement
speed.
Bestial Form: Once activated, the character takes on the form of a hybrid of a man and a large predatory animal such
as a wolf, bear, cougar, etc. In this form the character’s Strength Ability Score is increased by 10, speed is calculated
as if their Strength is 10 points higher.
Carapace or Scales: The character grows thick, hard scales or carapace like that of a crocodile. This is frightening and
adds +5 to their terror, and provides natural Armor Rank equal to Half the Corruption Score.
Chitin or Bark: Not unlike an exoskeleton of an insect bark like that of a tree, the Corrupted gains Armor Rank equal
to their Corruption Score, however, they become far less flexible and suffer a -10 Grace penalty while their armor is
active. Additionally, the inhumanity of the appearance reduces the character’s Physique by 10 while active.
Clay man: The character becomes more like clay or slime. In this form there are nearly impervious to Kinetic type
damage, only kinetic weapons with threat or rending of 10 or higher have any impact – normal damage. They are
otherwise affected by all other attacks.
Invertebrate adaptation: The corrupted becomes wormy and wriggly and boneless not unlike a cephalopod or
jellyfish. In this form the character cannot stand and simply writhes along the ground, however, they can fit through
apertures up to two size categories smaller than their own size.
Melee damage: The character grows some melee attack such as claws, enormous teeth, or horns and spikes. The
attack does 2D10 with the Scrapping or similar hand to hand specialty.
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Prehensile tentacle or tail: The character grows a Tentacle or prehensile tail. This limb has added reach, double the
character’s current reach, and can be used like a whip to strike and grapple targets.
Thick Hide: The character’s hide becomes thick and resilient like a rhinoceros. While active the Character has a
natural Armor rank of Corruption ÷ 5. While active the character gains +1 Terror.

Curse, Stigma
Curse, Stigma

Disfigurements
Incurred every 20 points of corruption, disfigurements are usually tied to the mutation developed that
rank. There are three categories of Disfigurements. Each second rank incurs one disfigurement from one
of the three categories, and may include the option of more than one category.
Aura Disfigurements are effects that give away the presence of the corrupted to a large area, the higher
the creature’s corruption score the larger the area grows.
Curse Disfigurements are immediate effects that show the creature for what they are – and often
include vulnerabilities and weaknesses to specific attacks that increase as the corruption grows.
Stigma Disfigurements are physical abnormalities that are hard or impossible to hide and show the
creature to be a tainted monster when discovered. Further, Stigma may cause very real physical
disabilities to the corrupted characters.
Disfigurements

Apparition Attraction: The corrupted is cursed to attract the attention of entities and apparitions, incorporeal sheds of the
astral plane. Each chapter the corrupted must succeed a Resistance VS Corruption or attract a number entities that haunt
the character for the chapter.
Beast Fright: The Presence of the corrupted is felt by naturally occurring creatures of animalistic intelligence. Animals in an
area of Corruption in meters become frightened in anxious. Domestic and heard animals will attempt to flee, predators will
become aggressive is approached.
Boils and sores: The corrupted is covered with boils and oozing sores. The malady causes Rank One pain whenever a
mutation is activated.
Corrupt Trigger: This corrupted is increasingly unbalanced and when presented with a trigger, such as a person, event, or
place, they must roll Resistance VS Corruption or lose control for one scene, just as if the Judge had called for the roll.
Corrupting pestilence: This corrupt maligned influence is viral, and contagious. Exposure to the fluids of the body, or being
forced to inhale or ingest the character’s breath will cause 1 point of Corruption!
Demon mark: A mark or brand appears on the character’s hand, face, or chest that marks them as corrupted and evil. This
mark may bare the seal of some great evil, or simply be known to be the mark of the damned. Witnesses who see the mark
are likely to recognize it, and react to the character with Terror or 10.
Eldritch Aura: The corrupted creature’s supernatural aura is especially apparent to those skilled in the use of Eldritch arts.
Any character with a spell or specialty that can detect or otherwise sense or feel eldritch energies will be able to detect the
monster at a range equal to their corruption score in meters.
Eldritch Interference: The presence of the Corrupted makes the use of Eldritch specialties especially challenging to use
Eldritch Specialties. Any such attempt has the VS increased by +10 – Unless the Corrupted is the target. This Aura has a
range of Corruption Score in meters.
Eldritch Weakness: Magic and the like are especially effective against the Corrupted. Any Attack with an Eldritch Damage
Type deals an extra D10 of damage to the corrupted, further, any attempts to resist a spell or eldritch effect are made with
a +5 penalty.
Elemental Weakness: Creatures with this Curse are extremely susceptible to one damage type: Heat, Cold, Chemical, or
Radiation. Such type deals double damage.
Environmental Susceptibility: This corrupted is harmed by an otherwise inert environmental force such as sunlight, rain or
running water, moonlight, starlight, or salt water. Exposure to the chosen environmental hazard causes 1D10 Searing (no
Type) damage per round, until removed or freed form the exposure.
Evil presence: Not unlike Beast Fright, the presence of the Corrupted is unsettling. When the corrupt comes in range people
will feel the evil, and must roll Resistance VS the creature’s Corruption Score or be overcome with Anxiety. The range of this
unsettling aura is meters x Corruption Score.
Imageless: The Corrupted is tormented by their own shadow – or lack thereof. This character either casts no shadow, or
perhaps no reflection, thus being instantly given away a cursed.
Keratosis Scarring: The character’s wounds all produce thick horrid scars. Any time the corrupted receives and Damage to
their Wounds Durability, they gain a think, hard scar adding 1 to their Terror. If the character’s Terror ever exceeds 10 they
are treated as Physique 5 for reaction purposes.
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Material Allergy: Corrupted characters with this curse are violently susceptible to one material such as silver, pure iron,
salt, or wormwood. Weapons of this material cause Searing damage. Even simply touching the material will cause 3 Searing
damage (No Type) and can be used to hold the corrupted at bay.
Pestilent presence: The corrupt creature’s very presence promotes pestilence and disease. In an Aura of Corruption score
in meters around the creature, the VS to Resist or Recover from disease or illness is increase by 15.
Spoiling presence: This corrupted is surrounded by a foul aura of spoil and decay, causing rot and death around them to a
range of Corruption Score x10 meters. At first its only milk, fruit and other perishables spoil scene of the corrupter’s
continued presence. Then meats begin to go bad, and breads start spoiling after 12 hours. In 24 hours the aura will spread
another Corruption Score x10 Meters feet and affect perishables and then meats and breads. After two days, plant life
nearby will wither and take on a foul look, females will no longer lactate, and insects of all kinds will come in droves. After a
week wells will run dry, and still water will spoil and become poison, eating it will infect the eater with 1 point of corruption,
as well any fruits and vegetables that grow with in the area.
Stymied endurance: The Corrupt becomes very fragile and sickly, calculating their Durability as if Endurance Score was
were 10 less. Additionally, Endurance Pool recovers as if their Physique was 10 less.
Stymied regeneration: The Character has trouble healing form wounds and injuries, and will only recover 1 point of Wound
durability Per Scene without aid, and requires treatment to recover Shock and Black Out durability.
Unhinged: The Character’s corruption insidiously affects the mind, manifesting as one Major Issue.
Unstable: A curse that effects how often and easily a Corrupt character loses control, a corrupted character must succeed
the Corruption Score +10 when they are called upon by the Judge to resist the corrupting influence.
Vermin attraction: The presence of the Corrupted draws out all those things creepy and crawly and vile. Each consecutive
day in any location the character must succeed a Resistance VS Corruption or find their habitat slowly overrun by spiders,
rats, flies, fleas, and ticks.
Ward: The character can be barred and held at bay by a specific material or talisman, such as salt, garlic, or the symbol of
some divine agent. Regardless of the nature of the Ward the Corrupt can draw no closer than 3 meters, if forced closer the
must succeed a Resistance VS Corruption Score or become panicked and flee at maximum speed for the Scene
Witch Light: It becomes apparent when the corrupted is near as all open flames flicker and burn blue within Corruption x 10
meters.

Curse
Aura
Aura

Stigma
Stigma
Stigma
Curse
Aura
Curse
Aura

CRAFTING A PROGRESSION PORTFOLIO
Corruption almost always has an end result, something that the corrupted becomes, whether it is an
undead monster, a demon, or a beast that preys on men. As the character’s corruption score grows,
their humanity slips away bit by bit, replaced with monstrous and unholy power. This is represented by
the Progression Portfolio, or Corruption Portfolio: a distinct and understandable advancement of the
Corruption. The Progression Portfolio also helps put the Corruption in context by defining things like the
Method of Infection, Method of Decline. The process of creating a progression portfolio is pretty simple:
choosing a theme, method of infection, method of decline, and then selecting the Mutations and
Disfigurements for each rank of the progression.
Step One: Theme
Each Progression Portfolio has a theme, an idea that defines the malady and corruption. While
corruption is a generic term for an infectious evil, the theme will help describe the nature of the
Corruption that torments characters.
Theme
Example
Tainted Power
Corruption gained from learning eldritch discipline
Fall from Grace
Corruption incurred through renouncing one’s faith
Vile Influence
The corrupting influence of the Outer Gates
Curse
The effect of an ancient and powerful Eldritch hex
Damnation
Accepting corruption through Possession
Step Two: Infliction and Decline
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The methods of infection described above lay out how a character can incur Corruption, however, the
Infliction is a ritual or processes that will cause the first rank of the corruption. The infliction is always a
ritual, whether it is the curse of vampirism through the bite, and blood drinking, or gaining unholy
knowledge through human sacrifice. The Infliction will always cause the victim the 10 points of
Corruption and the first mutation – it is the nature of Infliction.
Infliction
Tainted Power
Fall from Grace
Vile Influence
Curse
Damnation

Example Ritual
Performing a human sacrifice to master necromancy
Killing an innocent with divinely gifted power
Hearing the voices of the beings from the Outer Gates
Suffering the blood-right ritual of an elder vampire
Summoning a demon only to be possessed

The Decline on the other hand, is the method by which the corruption grows and spreads inside the
victim. This Decline will define how the corruption is increased. Usually it is a circumstance that will
force a Resistance VS Corruption Score, or the inflicted will gain a point of Corruption.
Theme
Tainted Power
Fall from Grace
Vile Influence
Curse
Damnation

Example Decline
Drawing on the nether to add Dice to a Dark Specialty roll
Drawing upon the darkness to use divinely gifted power
Using the Outer Gates to add Dice to Eldritch rolls
A werewolf killing while transformed
Letting the Demon take control to use magic.

Mutations and Disfigurements
Each Rank, or ten points of the Corruption Score, results in one mutation and one disfigurement.
Determining what types of mutations should be selected can be challenging, however there is a method
that most progression portfolios follow:
Ranks 1 through 3: Temptation: In the first three ranks, the Corruption should seem like a good
thing, with the powers gained offset by the less severe or more tolerable disfigurements. These ranks
entice the corrupted to pursue the power they are offered, to accept the growth.
Ranks 4 through 6: The Peak: These mutations should be slightly more powerful or impactful,
but the disfigurements should offer some serious challenge to the corrupted, presenting very real
weaknesses. At this point the Corruption may very well simply overtake the character as well.
Rank 7 through 9: The Punishment: At this point, the mutations should be more or less simply
minor upgrades, nothing that impressive or new, and the Disfigurements should be severe and costly,
making life nearly unbearable for regular folk.
Rank 10: Apotheosis: A creature that reaches the final rank of corruption becomes the vile
emissary of their evil. This final mutation should be something profound and character changing, as
should the final disfigurement they face.

CORRUPTION TEMPLATES
As a general rule, corruption is set out in the same manner regardless of the specifics. All of the
following Corruption Portfolios follow the same layout:
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Corruption Name is the name of the malady as it is known
This is the method of Infection and Transmission
The body description will talk about the corruption, its origin, influence, and impact.
Progressions will walk through each rank, the mutations and disfigurements at each rank.
Lycanthropy
Infectious Curse
This curse is thought passed on from father to son or from the bite of a female infected with the curse,
as such in ancient times whole tribes might be infected. Interestingly what sets Lycanthropy apart is that
is it’s uniquely resistible unlike many other forms of corruption, with the condition manageable with
caution and care, refusing to willingly become a wolf in the first rank can halt the growth of the malady.
Characters with lycanthropy increase their Corruption Score by becoming a wolf any time other than the
night of the Full Moon, or becoming a beast.
Progression
Rank 1: Wolf Form: The character can become a large wolf, the transformation takes a single
round, but looks grisly and frightening. In this form the character gains the Quadruped speed bonuses, a
Bite attack that deals 1D10 plus Damage Bonus, and improved senses that add +1D10 to all perception
rolls. However the character cannot speak, or use specialties that require speaking or thumbs.
Rank 2: Wolf Eyes: The character gains the senses of a Wolf in human form. The improved
senses that add +1D10 to all perception rolls. On the night of the full moon the character they must roll
Resistance VS Corruption or transform into a wolf, and lose control until sunrise.
Rank 3: Beast form: At this point the character can halt the transformation to wolf half way,
becoming a frightening beast creature. In this form the character’s Strength Ability Score is increased by
10, and running speed is calculated as if their Strength is 10 points higher. This form has a Terror of 13.
Rank 4: Beast Strength: Even in human form, the corrupted has unnatural strength, and gains a
onetime bonus to their Strength of 10. Additionally, for the purpose of calculating Encumbrance and
speed the character’s strength is always considered 20 points Higher. However the character develops a
Material allergy to Silver, which causes 3 searing damage if handled.
Rank 5: Beast Claws: In their beast form, the werewolf grows huge sharp claws that deal 2D10
with the Scrapping or similar hand to hand specialty. Beast form Terror +1.
Rank 6: Beastly Hide: When the character shifts to their beast form, their hide becomes thick
like armor, and has a natural Armor rank of Corruption ÷ 5. The character gains +1 Terror, but may now
be held at bay or forced to flee from wolf’s bane herb.
Rank 7: Regeneration: Even in human form the Corrupted will regenerate at astonishing rates:
The character finds that they now recover Wound and Shock durability at 10 times the normal rate, and
recovers 5 Blackout Durability per 10 Physique per Scene, without aid.
Rank 8: Wolf’s Grace: The character develops a third running speed in all forms: Fast
Movements (+Base Speed per point of Strength + Reflexes). Each turn at this speed costs 1 action die
from their Endurance Pool. Werewolves that reach this rank radiate a predatory aura; people will feel
the threat, and must roll Resistance VS the creature’s Corruption Score or be overcome with Anxiety.
The range of this unsettling aura is meters x Corruption Score.
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Rank 9: Alpha: At this rank, the Werewolf is considered an Alpha of the pack, and can compel
another werewolf with a Corruption Score of less than their own, and greater than 10 to take one
action. The victim may roll Resistance Check VS the Alpha’s Corruption to resist the effect.
Rank 10: Wolfwyrd: At this rank, the wolf has become one with the wolf spirit of the old world,
and gains the Wolfwyrd Eldritch Discipline. At this rank, the Wolf’s unsettling aura is amplified and
animals will become skittish and frightened as the wolf approaches.
Vampirism (Necrophagic porphyria)
Infectious Curse
Necrophagic porphyria is the most common form of Vampirism – a corruption that raises the dead as a
blood thirsty monster. While the exact origin of the contagion is lost to the annals of time, the effects
are well known: the victim first succumbs to illness, dies, and then returns from the grave. Those
afflicted can resist the blood lust for a time, but will eventually give in, and once they do will see the
corruption increase with each kill. Being infected is no simple matter however, the victim must be bitten
then be forced to drink the tainted blood of one of the inflicted. The pronounce fangs of a vampire deal
Strength Bonus +2 damage on a bite attack.
Progression
Rank 1: Death’s Embrace: The Character has returned from the dead. They possess the undead
characteristics, as well as the ability to drain the vitality from an incapacitated victim, draining 1D10
points of Durability per turn, until the victim dies, or the attacker is full. The Character cannot exceed
her maximum Durability. With the ability to heal through drinking blood comes the terrible hunger for it
as well, for the character must make a resistance check VS Corruption score +1 for each night they have
not fed, every night or be overcome by the thirst for blood. They will feed until they have killed, and in
doing so gained a point of corruption. Further, Sunlight becomes an antithesis to the creature and
causes 1D10 Searing (no Type) damage per round, until removed or freed form the exposure.
Rank 2: Death’s Gift: The character gains the Blood Rite discipline, and sees their Stamina,
Reason, or Empathy increased by 10. The character develops abnormally acute senses: in addition to
gaining a +1 Dice Corruption Bonus on all Perception and Tracking Action rolls, the character is can see
in darkness and hear so well as to eliminate the penalties for Darkness. With this dark magic comes the
price: the Vampire will no longer cast a reflection.
Rank 3: Death’s Hunter: The vampire develops the power to enthrall and hypnotize people. This
is a Specialty call Captivation; with this specialty the Vampire is able to move a target from any posture
to Enthralled after one full round of eye contact. In this is state the victim is pliable and easily
manipulated. The rank of this ability is Corruption Score ÷ 10, the victim is entitled to a Resistance Check
VS the Vampire’s roll. With this power comes a predatory aura, when the corrupt comes in range people
will feel the evil, and must roll Resistance VS the creature’s Corruption Score or be overcome with
Anxiety. The range of this unsettling aura is meters x Corruption Score.
Rank 4: Blood Strength: The Character gains a onetime bonus to their Strength of 10.
Additionally, for the purpose of calculating Encumbrance and speed the character’s strength is
considered 20 points Higher. Weapons of Silver cause Searing damage. Even simply touching the
material will cause 3 Searing damage (No Type) and can be used to hold the corrupted at bay.
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Rank 5: Blood Speed: The character develops a third running speed Fast Movements (+Base
Speed per point of Strength + Reflexes). Each turn at this speed costs 1 action die from their Endurance
Pool. At this rank the Vampire incurs the final weakness: the Vampire must succeed the Corruption
Score +10 when they are called upon by the Judge to resist the corrupting influence or blood lust.
Rank 6: Blood Frenzy: The character finds that they now recover Wound and Shock durability at
10 times the normal rate, and recovers 5 Blackout Durability per 10 Physique per Scene, without aid.
Rank 7: Lord of Shadows: The character can compel another Vampire with a Corruption Score of
less than their own, and greater than 10 to take one action. The Victim may roll Resistance Check VS
Corruption (the attacker’s) to resist the effect.
Rank 8: Lord of Twilight: At this rank the Vampire can compel any creature with a corruption
score, and Vampires sired by this creature roll VS Corruption +10. Furthermore their natural aura of evil
can be used as a weapon, focused on an individual as an action to cause Terror VS ½ Corruption Score.
Rank 9: Lord of Night: Ancient Vampires can use their ability to enthrall on natural predators
such as wolves or large cats. The animal is still entitled to a Resistance Check VS the Vampire’s roll.
Rank 10: Prince of Darkness: Undead that reach the final rank are impossible to kill, and will rise
again in 2D10 days if destroyed, the reformed creature has 1 Blackout Durability and is very weak. If not
destroyed, severed body parts can be reattached, though this does not mean any damage suffered is
recovered. Even burning the undead’s body is not proof against this power, as the ashes or dust can still
reform into its physical form (although it takes double the normal length of time). If the physical remains
are scattered over a wide area, the undead reforms even slower, taking 2D10 weeks. The undead can be
permanently destroyed only by three methods: The first is destroying the heart, removing the head and
burning the parts separately. The second is burning the creature and casting the ashes and bones into
running water, and the third is subjecting the creature to sunlight for a full day. Some effects, such as a
soul theft, can delay indefinitely the Vampire’s reformation.
Diabolical Pact
Damnation
The metaverse is home to evil both cruel and cunning. These beings, collectively known as Asura, are
vile and ever hunger for the sensations of the flesh. The first step in rising from the incorporeal Valravn
is to acquire a body, one that will be twisted and shaped as the creature gains power. The easiest way
for the fledgling daemon to gain their body is by promising a mortal power, and tricking them into a
Diabolical Pact. Unlike other forms of corruption, as the damnation spreads the victim’s soul is slowly
consumed until all that remains is the demonic Valravn that has taken them. Of course the process of
devouring a soul from the inside is not without risks, and a powerful soul may be too much for the
weaker entities, resulting in something more than mortal, but less than a true demonic Asura.
Progression
Rank 1: Wellspring: At first, the possessed character may not even realize what has happened,
only noticing that they are full of energy. Each scene the corrupted character will recover +1 dice into
their Action pools as the Asura shares their own energy with the host.
Rank 2: Unholy might: At this point it becomes apparent that otherworldly powers are at play,
the character gains a onetime +10 to their Strength Score. Further, a mark or brand appears on the
character’s hand, face, or chest that marks them as damned. This mark may bare the seal of some great
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evil, or simply be known to be the mark of the damned. Witnesses who see the mark are likely to
recognize it, and react to the character with Terror of 10.
Rank 3: Curse of Knowing: The character develops a sixth sense and can feel the emanations of
corruption around them to a range of 20 meters. The character will instantly feel any Corruption, and its
general level of power within that range. Unfortunately characters will see corrupted creatures for what
they are, resulting in constant anxiety at the horrors they witness in waking light and dreams.
Rank 4: Tongues: At this rank the character can cast the spell Xenoglossia with a specialty rank
of Corruption ÷ 10. This is a symptom of more of their soul being eaten by the possessing entity. At this
rank characters develop Major Psychosis as their fear and hallucinations grow. Use corruption in place of
Antipathy when resisting episodes.
Rank 5: Unholy Stamina: At this rank, the character becomes immune to all fatigue, and gains a
onetime +2 dice bonus to their Endurance Pool. However, there Endurance pool still functions normally.
At this point any roll with a VS corruption must succeed Corruption Score +10.
The Battle of Souls: At the end of rank five the character is suffused with the Asura’s essence,
and their very soul is in dire risk. If the character does nothing, they will progress to rank six, and are
irrevocably doomed. However, if the character aware of their condition chooses, they may attempt a
Battle of Souls with the Asura. Initiating the Battle requires a specialty such as Ritual, Meditation, or
other eldritch option against a VS 50. Every battle of souls is different – some take the shape of real
fights, others are debates and test of cunning. Should the character succeed this battle, they no longer
suffer from Major Psychosis, and other effects come into play.
Rank 6: First Sign: The character sprouts two small horns from their forehead. They have no
mechanical impact but are hard to hide. If the character failed the battle of souls, this corrupted is
increasingly unbalanced and whenever they presented with the followers, symbols, names, or artifacts
of benevolent deities, they must roll Resistance VS Corruption or lose control for one scene, just as if the
Judge had called for the roll.
Rank 7: Second Sign: The character grows a prehensile tail. This limb has added reach, double
the character’s current reach, and can be used like a whip to strike and grapple targets. If the character
failed the battle of souls, they lose control whenever the sleep.
Rank 8: Third Sign: At this rank the creature grows huge bat like wings that allow clumsy flight
for creatures that are medium or smaller. The flight speed is equal to twice the creature’s land
movement speed. It becomes apparent when the corrupted is near as all open flames flicker and burn
blue within Corruption x 10 meters.
Rank 9: Metamorphosis: The demi-asura’s horns become more pronounced. Those that failed
the battle of souls find they must resist the corruption’s influence anytime they are under stress or in
battle. Those who succeeded the battle of souls find they are condemned regardless, and gain the
Valravn’s Grimm eldritch discipline as the taint of the corruption changes them.
Rank 10: Damnation: If the character had failed his battle of souls at this rank the character is
forever lost, the valravn has emerged into a full Incubus and has full control of the body. If the character
managed to overcome the valravn, they are still damned to become an Asura in death.
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CORRUPTED PLAYER CHARACTERS
The tormented and tragic anti-hero is one of the most common and clichéd characters in fiction. But
that doesn’t make them any less cool and fun! Payers who want to have a hero with dark powers should
remember that while most progression portfolios do indeed ad some significant abilities to the
character they come with a high cost, and it can be all too easy to see the Corruption score steadily
rising, and their character losing control more and more often.
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2.4 AXIS
Axis is a tool to help the player understand their character’s thinking. A character’s Axis is how
emotionally driven versus how rationally driven the character is. The player must choose one Axis from
the seven available, and may change that Axis later under special conditions. It should be noted that Axis
is not an “alignment” or determiner of good or evil; those are wholly subjective things, Axis simple
measures how important emotion or rational is to the character when decision making. This is why it’s
called Axis, it’s the tilt of the character’s thinking.

2.4.1 AXIS TABLE
Axis is a kind of point system, with the character having six points to distribute between rational and
emotion, a character with six in rational never lets their emotions decide, they will think about
everything, are almost mechanical. On the other side a character with all six in emotion would be
extremely attached to how they felt about thing, and would almost never think things through. This can
be visualized as the Axis table, below.
Axis

Methodical
Analytical
Reasonable
*Passive
Passionate
Impulsive
Zealous

Rationality
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Emotionality
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

2.4.2 AXIS DESCRIPTION
METHODICAL
Methodical characters are cold, calculating, and unflinching. They seem dispassionate, aloof and may
lack any real empathy. One of the elements that define methodical characters is an active detachment
from emotional impulse; they try not to let emotion in at all. They will always be detached and never act
on emotion, even when those choices are emotional in nature. Methodical characters are never
impulsive, very rarely spontaneous, and terrible at expressing their feelings.

ANALYTICAL
To an Analytical character rational is very import, but they are prone to a few areas of emotionality,
most likely a temper or hopeless sense of romance juxtaposed to their otherwise very critical way of
thinking. Analytical characters are distant but not heartless; they can show real genuine emotion and
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will act on their strongest emotions from time to time. It is hard for them to be impulsive, and they
prefer to have things planed out.

REASONABLE
Reasonable characters are thinkers first, but also act on impulse and emotion when it suits the situation.
When they do act emotionally it is usually tempered with a critical edge to keep them from going too
far. Reasonable characters think things through, but can adapt on the fly, and have no trouble running
with their gut and doing what they feel is right, even if it doesn’t make logical sense. While they don’t
excel at being spontaneous, they can think on their feet, although they can get caught up in the moment
too.

PASSIVE*
Because neither rational nor emotion takes a primary role in the character’s decisions they are often
very conflicted, confused, and indecisive. Passive characters have a lot of trouble acting on their own,
instead letting the situation decide, or going with the most persuasive person. Big choices especially vex
passive characters, who will battle with what they think versus what the feel until the scale is tipped one
way or the other.

PASSIONATE
These characters tend to be fiery and opinionated. Although a passionate character will act first on how
they feel about things, they will temper their choices with some thought and consideration. Still how
they feel and what they believe matters most. Passionate characters will also justify their feelings with
rational thought, often explaining things in terms of morals, right and wrong.

IMPULSIVE
Impulsive characters are prone to act fist and think second, or never. To them their feelings and instinct
matter more than all but the best reasons. To them beliefs are pivotal to their worldview and they will
reject most other points of view. An impulsive character is hard to predict but easy to manipulate, they
are emotional and passionate but can be reasoned with and do understand that some decisions need
forethought.

ZEALOUS
A Zealous character doesn’t think about life, they feel it. They never really consider the situation or
consequences, but go with what their heart tells them, and always unquestioningly follow their beliefs.
Zealous character don’t question life or their choices ever, because what is done is done and what the
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feel is right regardless of the outcome, although they may not make the same mistake three times,
they’ll make it twice because they won’t think about last time.

(OPTIONAL RULE: AXIS: ZEN)*
Not every character that balances emotion and rational is indecisive, non-committal, and conflicted. At
the Judge’s discretion, a character may have, or achieve, a harmonious mind. This is an Axis called Zen. A
character that has achieved Zen can look at both their emotions and rational, and weigh that against a
contemplative observation. Such characters act with sublime and absolute confidence – no decision is
ever second guessed, all actions are harmonious with the character’s will and heart. Mistakes are taken
in stride and never repeated, each movement is taken with firm correctness.
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2.5 FLAWS
As the name implies Flaws are detriments that a player can select for their character to generate
additional Essence points. Characters need not have any flaws, but those that do will gain a few
additional essence points to spend on their Disciplines, Talents, and Modifiers. While players are
encouraged to role play their specific characters however they choose, flaws can help round out a
character’s background, personality, and suit of abilities. They should not be used to min/max values.
Such character creation should be frowned upon.

2.5.1 SUFFERING AND OVERCOMING FLAWS
None of the flaws presented here are so slight as to not have an impact of the character’s life up to the
point that the game begins. On the other hand, Flaws taken during the character’s career need to
represent serious events that have humbled or impacted the character, that said, many flaws cannot be
purchased after creation.

TAKING FLAWS
Players may select flaws for their character at creation, or, during their career with the Judge’s approval.
In the case of Flaws taking during creation, they represent a significant aspect of the character’s history
and person. Ultimately the Judge can veto any flaw or stack of flaws that inconvenience or unbalance
the game, but at the same time judges should look for unique challenges to role playing and character
careers. After all how will a group of adventurers cope with a paraplegic team member? This could
create really great story telling, or ruin a game.

OVERCOMING FLAWS
Just as the player may select flaws for their character during the character’s career, they may also
choose to overcome some Flaws! With the judge’s approval, the player may dedicate a Deed of
Experience and a number of Essence points equal to the amount gained by the flaw to overcoming that
flaw. However, just as many flaws cannot be purchased during the career, some cannot be overcome.

INHERENT AND MODIFIER FLAWS
Some flaws are defined as Inherent – these are flaws that cannot be overcome or are purchased in
career, except under very special circumstances. Examples of inherent flaws are dwarfism, severe birth
defects, racial prejudices, karmic punishments, and other kinds of inborn limitations. Now, even though
a flaw is marked as inherent does not mean it is impossible to loose in play, depending on the campaign
it is just very hard, requiring role playing and severe trials or insane amounts of money, in addition to
the Essence cost and the Deed of Experience. Generally, the higher a setting’s Advance levels, the less
permanent or debilitating these flaws will be, thus changing the Essence Bonus.
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2.5.2 CREATING FLAWS
Flaws are relatively easy to create, and the generic list in the codex is actually quite comprehensive.
However, Flaws scale to the Setting. In an ancient setting having poor eyesight is more debilitating than
in a contemporary setting. Social Flaws tend to be global and easily cross genres and settings. Still it is
important to have a clear idea of what the flaw is and what impact it has on the game before you go
creating a series of handicaps and adversities for your players to assign their characters.
Flaw Effect

Slightly impaired sense of sight or hearing (half range)
Completely deaf, no sense of taste or smell, unable to speak, missing a hand
Missing an arm, Severe epilepsy, serious allergy to a common food stuffs
Paraplegic, or missing legs (one quarter movement and encumbrance)
+5 VS penalty to resist one situational modifier
Cannot resist one situational modifier (cowardice, light sensitivity, hot headed)
One form of uncommon damage is dangerous (damage dice explode on an 9-10)
Double cost of one Ability Score’s Disciplines (not the specialty and technique costs)
-5 from One Ability Score
-10 from one Ability Score for the purpose of how a derived trait is calculated
Disciplines increase one Ability Score by +5 not +10
Cannot draw upon action pools if under the effect of one situational modifier/effect
Social stigma associated with the character’s behavior (+5 VS to social situations)
Physiological trait is socially disadvantageous (ugly, racial stigma)
Physiological trait is socially dangerous (racial hatred, Witch’s birthmark)
Character is a wanted criminal or enemy of the state
Character is one size category smaller (dwarfism/pigmy, runt)
Unique/Original Effect*
Flaw in Inherent, and/or effectively impossible to escape in the setting**
Flaw can be overcome with reasonably available accommodations or prosthetics, and
has little impact on everyday life in advanced settings***

Gain
+2
+3
+5
+10
+2
+3
+5
+10
+3
+5
+10
+8
+2
+3
+5
+5
+5
Var.
+A.L.
-T.L.

*Take a look at generic Modifiers and Talents, and then do the opposite, that is a flaw.
**Significant impact includes: being cursed in a magical setting, being the wrong race in a segregated society, or being the chosen one of the setting’s principle enemy god.
***As most societies progress either in Technical or Eldritch knowledge, more and more flaws become far less impactful, while others become increasingly impactful.

Corruption and Antipathy as Flaws
As a rule, starting characters should not have the option to take on antipathy or corruption to gain
additional essence unless these rules are in use in the setting and the Judge expressly allows it. If this is
allowed, player characters should only be able to take up to 10 points of either, gaining 1 Essence Point
for every point of Corruption or Antipathy, to a maximum of 10 additional Essence.
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2.6 CODEX
2.6.1 CHARACTER EQUATIONS CODEX
This section features a comprehensive list of the equations used to calculate a character’s ability scores
and derived traits for quick reference and ease.
1. Disciplines: 5 to 25 Essence Points
Simple Specialties: 1 x Next Rank Essence Points
Challenging and Intricate Specialties: 2 x Next Rank Essence Points
2. Techniques/Talents/Modifiers:1 to 15 Essence Points
3. Flaws: +1 to +10 Essence Points
4. Ability Scores: 10 +10 per Associated Discipline
5. Endurance Pool: (Physical Ability Scores ÷ 10)D10
6. Focus Pool: (Mental Ability Scores ÷ 10)D10
7. Initiative Pool: (Reflexes + Reason÷ 10)D10
8. Durability: Stamina +10/Stamina/½ Stamina for Wound/Shock/Black Out
9. Resistance: (Resolve + Stamina ÷ 10)D10
10. Chances: (Fate ÷ 10)
11. Deeds: Earn 10 Essence

2.6.2 DISCIPLINE CODEX
Disciplines are the heart of every character – the disciplines a character possess literally define what the
character knows and the actions they are capable of, from weapon skills and martial arts to sorcery and
magic to engineering, inventing and repair. Disciplines also define a character’s ability scores. Below is a
list of basic generic disciplines. All of these Disciplines were created with the discipline creation rules
above, with no exception. When creating your own discipline, feel free to start with one of these, or
simply use these for inspiration.

READING THE DISCIPLINE DESCRIPTION
Each discipline will have a uniform description:
Discipline Name (Essence Cost, Ability Score)
The Description of the Discipline will follow; this will cover the knowledge that comes with the
discipline, such as an understanding of Biology, or of the pre-flight checks of an Aircraft, or the
general understanding of how computer’s function. This is knowledge the character knows
because of the discipline, and requires no roll to access. Remember, Specialties are Action rolls,
not “remember things you know” rolls.
Prerequisite: Prerequisites for obtain this discipline will be laid out here.
Advance Levels requirements will follow, usually simply listed as T.L., E.L., or M.L. for Technical
Level, Eldritch Level, or Metaverse Level. For example, if a Discipline has “T.L. 6+” listed, it is only
available in settings with a Technical Level of 6 or higher.
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Specialties: Here will be a column of the Specialties that come with the discipline. Remember, a
character can only increase the rank of Specialties in one of their disciplines. Finally, the
description of each specialty will be listed in the Specialty index blow.
Techniques: Finally will be the list of Techniques of the discipline, if any. Unlike Specialties, each
technique will be printed as Name (Essence Cost): Followed by a description of their effects if
purchased.

DISCIPLINES BY ABILITY
Primary Skills Discipline (0, None)
This discipline represents the accrued knowledge that every young adult possesses, such as basic
language, math, and technical skills. It is virtually impossible for a person to reach adulthood and be
devoid of these basic abilities. High Technical Advance Level sagas will have more Specialties than more
primitive saga settings, as generalized and standardized education is more prevalent the higher the
Technical Advance Level. If the Literacy is not offered as part of this Discipline due to the T.L. or other
reasons, it is still available for purchase from the discipline but cannot be used untrained. Otherwise, all
specialties in this Discipline start at Rank 1, rather than Rank 0.
Prerequisites: None, all characters receive this Discipline but it does not increase an Ability Score.
Advance Level: Any
Specialties:
Speak (native tongue)
(TL 4+)Literacy (native)
Arithmetic
Perception
(TL 5+)Operate Vehicle (car, etc)
(TL 6+)Operate Personal Computer
(TL 7+)Problem Solving

REASON DISCIPLINES
Computer Sciences (7, Reason)
Computer Sciences discipline is a suit of skills and knowledge regarding Von Neumann architecture
computing, its principles, theory and application. Character with this Discipline can be expected to know
the basic components of any computer, identify common issues, and use PCs to preform novel tasks.
Prerequisite: Arithmetic is necessary for this Discipline.
T.L. 5+
Specialties:
Operate Computer
Computer Hardware
Programing Principles
Problem Solving
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Mathematics (8, Reason)
This discipline is a study of pure mathematics and mathematic theory. Characters can be expected to
know most prime numbers under 100, and how to do simple calculations, order of operation, and the
fundamental aspects of most advanced mathematic systems. The character understands common
aspects of algebra, geometry, trigonometry, calculus, and more esoteric aspects of math and its use.
Prerequisite: There are no prerequisites for this Discipline.
T.L. 3+
Specialties:
Arithmetic
Spatial Mathematics
Change Mathematics
Technique: Intuitionist (5): Sometimes called mental math, an Intuitionist sees the world
through the lens of mathematics. So long as the character has one rank in the Specialty they can use a
math Specialty or technique that modifies a mathematics Specialty as a free action. This includes things
like calculating mass or volume, planning trajectories, and determining an angle.
Physical Sciences (13, Reason)
Characters with this discipline are well versed in the subject of physics, scientific theory, and material
theory such as chemistry and metallurgy, and the principles of forces and energy. The character
understands thermodynamics, gravity, electromagnetism, and more classical Newtonian physics of
motion and inertia. The character is also versed in the basic principles of quantum mechanics.
Prerequisite: Arithmetic is required to take this Discipline.
T.L. 4+
Specialties:
Spatial Mathematics
Change Mathematics
Lab Methodology
Scientific Method
Technique: Physics Solutions (3): This technique represents advanced knowledge of High energy
and exotic physics, as well as quantum mechanics. With this technique the physicist can use Spatial and
Change mathematics Specialties to solve complex physics problems; things like rocketry, exotic matter
weight, and quantum mechanics including charting a wormhole or calculating the position of atoms.
Technique: Chemistry Solutions (3): With this technique the chemist is assumed to have
advanced knowledge of chemical and physical reactions from the atom up, and can use Lab
Methodology to produce, alter or examine complex chemicals, and potentially invent new materials, or
simply cook methamphetamines.
Technique: Astronomy Solutions (3): This technique represents significant knowledge of
Astronomy, celestial bodies, gravity, light, and dark matter. The Astronomer can use Spatial and Change
mathematics Specialties to solve complex astrophysics problems such as charting the movement of
celestial bodies.
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Life Sciences (10, Reason)
The life sciences discipline is the study of micro and macro biology, evolution, and genetics. It forms the
foundation for later study in medicine. A character with this discipline is fully versed on basic anatomy
and genetics and understands evolutionary biology, heredity, and the limits of terrestrial organisms.
Prerequisite: There are no prerequisites for this Discipline.
T.L. 4+
Specialties:
Laboratory Methodology
Scientific Method
Technique: Organic Chemistry (3): A character with the Organic Chemistry Technique may use
their Lab Methodology Specialty to research, develop, and explore bio-chemicals. This includes
developing new pharmaceutical compounds, identifying compounds, toxins, and poisons, and working
with biological samples. Unlike the Chemistry Solution technique, this technique is limited to and
focuses on biological systems and bio-chemistry.
Technique: Genetics (3): This technique is an advance knowledge of genetics and epigenetics.
With this discipline this character may use Laboratory Methodology to research, identify, and potentially
modify organisms on the genetic level. The exact scope of what the player can accomplish is largely
dependent on their resources, time, and other Disciplines.
Technical Sciences (10, Reason)
This discipline is the core of engineering and material sciences. While is does not explicitly require
Mathematics or Physics, when combined it has many more applications. Characters with this discipline
have basic knowledge of material principles, machining materials, and building things.
Prerequisite: Arithmetic is required to take this Discipline.
T.L. 3+
Specialties:
Drafting
Fabrication
Repair
Technique: Electrical Engineering (3): With this technique the character is an expert in
electronics, electrical signal systems, and the creation of these devices. They may use drafting and
fabrication specialties to create complex electrical devices and micro-circuit devices from plans, and if
they have the computer skills, program them.
Technique: Mechanical Engineering (3): A mechanical engineer, the character with this
technique is well versed in metal working, mechanics, and machining. Using drafting and fabrication
specialties the character can create complex machines, such as automobile part or clockwork devices
from plans, and design more simple machines such as leverage systems like pulleys and trebuchets from
scratch.
Medical Science (8, Reason)
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Medical Science is the application of knowledge of biology and organic chemistry to treat illnesses and
injuries, as well as researching cures for diseases or tailoring organisms to specific tasks. This Discipline
comes with advanced knowledge of cellular biology, physiology, organic chemistry, and genetics.
Prerequisite: The Life Sciences Discipline required before taking Medical Science.
T.L. 5+
Specialties:
Medical Diagnosis
Pharmacology
Laboratory Methodology
Surgeon
Technique: Medical Specialty (5): This is an advanced and specific knowledge of one area of
medicine or medical science such as pediatrics, oncology, or possibly gene-therapy and genetic
manipulation. When using Medical diagnosis or Pharmacology to treat an illness a specialist receives a
free Chance. When a specialist in an area of research medicine uses Laboratory Methodology or
Scientific Method they receive a free chance toward their specialty. Lastly, a surgical Specialist Receives
a free chance on Surgery rolls.
Logic (5, Reason)
Training in classical Socratic Method, modern philosophy, and critical thinking and inquiry; the Logic
Discipline is a suite of knowledge regarding logical discourse, problem solving, and logical fallacies.
Characters who poses this discipline have studied empiricism, debate, and philosophy and been
instructed on the basics of the scientific method.
Prerequisite: A character cannot be of the Zealous Axis and have this discipline.
T.L. 4+
Specialties:
Deduction
Scientific Method
Technique: Rational Argument (5): With this technique, a character can use Deduction specialty
in place of Fellowship to influence an individual or group through persuasive rational arguments.
However, if the roll fails, the targets are considered Provoked, targeting the speaker.
Alchemy (9, Reason)
This technique is somewhat removed from the firmaments of real life alchemy, which was the precursor
to modern chemistry. Rather, the Alchemy Discipline is a pseudo-eldritch discipline that focuses on
discovering, distilling, and combining the eldritch essences of material ingredients in supernatural
tinctures and potions. Characters with this discipline will be well versed in production of primitive acids,
poisons, explosives as well as the supernatural aspects of gemstones, metals and similar trappings of
hermitic lore.
Prerequisite: Other that the Eldritch Advance Level, there are no requirements.
E.L. 2+
Specialties:
Gather Ingredients
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Treat Illness
Brew Tinctures
Technique: Brew Potions (5): Rather than brew mundane remedies, poisons, and compounds an
Alchemist with this Technique may actually create supernatural potions the simulate FX, potentially
volatile explosives, and powerful corrosive acids.
Weapons Operations (5, Reason)
This is the working knowledge of large scale war machines such as the operation of naval weapons,
missile systems, and automated death machines. Characters with this discipline will know the general
capabilities of most widely used instruments of war such as shipboard guns, surface to air missiles,
guidance systems, ICBMs, as well as radar and ballistic countermeasures such as flack, spray, and antimissile systems.
Prerequisite: Computer Science required before taking this Discipline.
T.L. 5+
Specialties:
Surface Targeting
Orbital Targeting
Defense Systems
Forensics (6, Reason)
This is the study of crime scenes and the use of the scientific method to build evidence for a criminal
case. Characters with this discipline are assumed to be familiar with local laws, evidence handling, and
criminal proceedings.
Prerequisite: Life or Physical Science required before taking this Discipline.
T.L. 5+
Specialties:
Gather Evidence
Bureaucracy (judicial)

CREATIVITY DISCIPLINES
Handy Man (6)
This discipline represents a practiced ability to solve problems creatively, think outside the box, and
improvise. With this discipline, the character has learned to use the basic education in a number of
subjects to think on their feet, work with their hands, and intuitively deduce reasonable solutions.
Prerequisite: There are none.
T.L. 3+
Specialties:
Improvise Weapon
Improvise Tool
Jury-rig
Deduction
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Dimensional Physics (6)
The study of and practical application of poly-dimensional Metaverse physics, this discipline is the
mathematical and technical understanding of the Metaverse, its principles and laws, and how it can be
navigated.
Prerequisite: In theory none, however without Physics or Mathematics there is slim chance of
developing this Discipline.
M.L. 5+
Specialties:
Change Mathematics
Metaverse Navigation
Technique: Metaverse Solution (8): Armed with this technique and suitably advanced eldritch
forces or science (E.L./T.L. 5+), this character can develop the means to transverse the boundaries that
separate realities with the Metaverse Navigation Specialty and an Invention or Spellcraft Specialty. Rules
for the VS of developing Metaverse transportation are included in section 3.4.
Visual Composition (6)
This discipline represents not only a certain trained talent in visual art and design, but also some study
of the theory and history of visual art as well. The character can be expected to be familiar with a
multitude of mediums, and method of application.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 1+
Specialties:
Painting and color theory
Sketching
Sculpting
Musical Composition (5)
This discipline represents a certain trained talent in music and rhythm, as well as some study of the
theory and history of music, popular artists, and instruments. The character may not necessarily play
any instruments but can be expected to identify them and their method of application.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 2+
Specialties:
Musical Arrangement
Instrument (varies)
Story Telling (8)
This discipline is the practiced talent of engaging and directing a narrative and prose, as well as some
practice in oratory, literature, and poetry. The character can be expected to be familiar with language at
a high level of understanding, the ideas of narration and engaging an audience.
Prerequisite: None.
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T.L. 1+
Specialties:
Compose Poetry
Compose Fiction
Technique: Move Audience (5): Using this Technique the story teller or bard can use analogy,
metaphor, and oratory to move an audience. Assuming he has the present company’s full attention with
this Technique, the character may use Compose fiction or compose poetry as Fellowship to change a
target’s attitude.
Tactics (10)
As a Discipline, Tactics represents the skill and ability to effectively plan the use of a small unit in a larger
operational capacity. A character with this discipline can be expected to know how to place units in
fighting positions, as well as likely points for best visibility and good defensible positions.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 2+
Specialties:
Ambush
Identify Target
Subterfuge
Surveillance
Inventing (7)
The process of creating entirely new solutions to practical problems, Invention is the only Discipline that
offers the Invention technique that allows characters to create entirely new devices and machines from
nothing but their imagination. Characters with Invention can be expected to have a basic knowledge of
mechanics basic science, but a lot of invention is trial and error.
Prerequisite: This discipline requires either Problem Solving or Deduction.
T.L. 3+
Specialties:
Drafting
Jury-rig
Technique: Invention (5): With this Technique the character can use Drafting to design
otherwise completely original machines and devices. Furthermore, if the character has a scientific
solution specialty or the Technical Science discipline, they may use this technique to create machines
based on those extremely advanced principles.
Cryptography (5)
The study and application of codes and encryption, this discipline represent the knowledge of basic code
creation and breaking as well and the basics of pattern frequency analysis. While this Discipline is pivotal
to encryption, it is not actually related to the skills of computer encryption and decryption, and focuses
on classical ciphers.
Prerequisite: This discipline requires Literacy and either Problem Solving or Deduction.
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T.L. 2+
Specialties:
Cipher
Code Breaking
Celestiology (7)
This discipline is the eldritch understanding of the topology and organization of the metaverse.
Characters with Celestiology will know the general structure of the metaverse from the stand point of
eldritch traditions, meaning that the character will have some idea about Pleroma, the astral space,
multiple realities, and the forces beyond their world. However, they will likely be ignorant to the
existence of high order realities and subspace.
Prerequisite: This discipline requires Literacy.
E.L. 3+
Specialties:
Astrology
Celestiography
Divination
Metaverse Navigation

MEMORY DISCIPLINES
Linguistics (5, Memory)
Not to be confused with languages – the Linguistics discipline is the study of languages, etymology of
words, and deciphering ancient languages. Characters with this Discipline can be expected to be able to
recognize most major languages easily, and easily define the words in their vocabulary.
Prerequisites: Language Discipline with Speak and Literacy at rank 1
Specialties:
Decipher Ancient Language
Cipher
Technique: Dialect (4): With this technique, the Linguist can use their Speak and Literacy
Specialties to speak and read languages related within the same family as the language of their
specialty. For example, with this Technique, someone fluent in Italian could speak and understand
Spanish, Castilian, and Latin as well as French to a lesser degree. However, this is not perfect, and any
attempt to convey complex ideas or information is met with a -1 Step penalty to the action roll.
Language (2, Memory, Special)
This discipline represents the study of a foreign language in order to speak and read that language. In
Low T.L. settings where characters are not automatically literate, this discipline need not be purchased
to gain literacy in their native tongue; that specific Specialty can be purchased from the Primary Skills
Discipline. This discipline can only be purchased once. Each new Language is a new Speak or Literacy
Specialty, with its own rank track separately.
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Prerequisites: None.
Specialties:
Speak (language)
Literacy (language)
Law (8, Memory)
This discipline represents a focused study of laws, legal process, and litigation. Character’s with this
discipline need not be lawyers, but could just as easily be legal scholars, businessmen or politicians.
Characters can be expected to know the basic legal structure of the land, as well as what is generally
legal and what is not, and can easily read and understand documents written in explicit legal language
and formatting such as contracts, precedence, and statutes, and legislative bills.
Prerequisites: Literacy
T.L. 3+
Specialties:
Litigation
Bureaucracy (judicial)
Forgery
Business (6, Memory)
The knowledge of how to operate a business, run projects, and generally use the resources available to
efficiently organize and manage a business. This includes organizing, staffing, and leading a business.
The character can be assumed to have an understanding about the local laws and regulations regarding
business, and getting things done in a corporate environment.
Prerequisites: Literacy
T.L. 3+
Specialties:
Bargaining
Bureaucracy (corporate)
Technique: Accounting (3): This Technique enables the tandem use of Arithmetic and
Bureaucracy (corporate) to manage and manipulate the huge sums of money that are transacted on a
corporate level, as well as such stratagems a double entry book keeping, auditing, and cooking, or
manipulating accounts. A character with this Technique can potentially commit fraud on a scale of
billions of currency if they are afforded the opportunity, or identify such faulty accounting.
Anthropological Science (7, Memory)
The study of the ancient origins of civilization, their culture, and there technology. Characters with this
discipline are assumed to know about the major civilizations of their world, relative to their Advance
Levels; the more advanced the character’s civilization the greater the likelihood of having knowledge of
truly ancient cultures.
Prerequisites: Literacy
T.L. 3+
Specialties:
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Archeology
Decipher Ancient Language
Scientific Method
Navigation (9, Memory)
This Discipline covers most major forms of geo-navigation, as well as how to read maps, charts, and
coordinate guides. In modern settings it can include an understanding of Latitude and Longitude as well
as GPS technology, however in more primitive setting the character can be expected to recognize major
navigational constellations (if such stars exist in the world) and navigate via angle of the sun.
Prerequisites: Literacy
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Stellar Navigation
Cartography
Orienteering
Technique: Astronavigation (3): Astronavigation technique requires Spatial Mathematics, and
allows the character to chart courses on an interplanetary and interstellar scale, and uses comparative
start charts to pin-point one’s location in the stellar medium. Without this technique it is impossible to
navigate through non-orbital space, let alone plan strategy or tactic for interplanetary combat.
Technical Operations (8, Memory)
This is a very general Discipline that covers the operation of high tech communications and sensor
systems, specifically. While this does not cover older systems such as the first radar and sonar, it
includes but is not limited to air-craft ground control systems, on board air and naval sensors and
communications, and even futuristic space based systems, or the ground control systems that operate a
satellite or remote space probe’s sensor systems.
Prerequisites: Literacy
T.L.: 5+
Specialties:
Sensor Systems
Communications
Countermeasures
Naval Operations (9, Memory)
This is a discipline that covers the operation and handling of large water craft, whether they are single
mast skiffs or massive cargo vessels the size of the titanic. When combined with leadership and
navigation this discipline provides the basis for captaining a naval vessel. In addition to being familiar
with the process of docking, casting off, and checking the sea-worth and condition of a sea-going craft,
characters with naval operation can be expected to know how virtually all sea-worthy ships operate, and
what to expect from a voyage at sea.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
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Specialties:
Helmsman
Sailing
Signaling
Aircraft Operations (7, Memory)
This discipline is the training and knowledge of sub-sonic aircraft operations and piloting. Characters
with this discipline can pilot most sub-sonic aircraft and are familiar with the basics of flight safety, preflight checking, visual flight rules, and the dangers of flying. This discipline is the prerequisite for all other
aircraft operation disciplines.
Prerequisites: Literacy
T.L.: 4+
Specialties:
Pilot Light Aircraft
Instrument Piloting
Technique: Rotorcraft Operation (2): This Technique allows the pilot to operate rotor craft and
vertical takeoff and landing craft such as helicopters and tilt-rotor aircraft. If the character also has the
Supersonic piloting specialty, they may pilot VTOL jets as well.
Theology (8, Memory)
The study of the ministerial aspects of a religion: its values, rules, and history, Theology is the
contemporary knowledge necessary for someone trained in religious practices. This Discipline is more
focused on established religious with a breadth of history and writing, but could be applied to other
faiths as well. The character can be expected to know the major rules, beliefs, and origins of the faith, as
well as any common holy litanies and prayers.
Prerequisites: Literacy
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Ritual
Bureaucracy (Dogma)
Technique: Move Audience (5): Using this Technique the theologian can use dogmatic analogy,
metaphor, and oratory to move an audience. Assuming he has the present company’s full attention with
this Technique, the character may use Ritual as Fellowship to change a target’s attitude.

EMPATHY DISCIPLINES
Animal Handling (8, Empathy)
This Discipline means the character is trained or practiced in working with animals, generally domestic,
although potentially tamed wild beasts. With this discipline the character can be expected to know the
basic behavior, and patters of animals they are familiar with.
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Prerequisites: None
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Ride Animal
Animal Training
Animal Hunting
Human Sciences (8, Empathy)
The “soft” science of psychology and psychotherapy Human Sciences is the study of the human mind
and cognition. This discipline generally only exists in Technical Advance Levels 4 – 6 as by the end of T.L.
6 neuroscience has completely supplanted and replaced notions of psychology. Characters with this
discipline will be familiar with general concepts in psychological study, Freudian and Jungian ideas,
behavioral science, and to a degree mnemonics.
Prerequisites: Literacy
T.L.: 4+
Specialties:
Psychotherapy
Information Extraction
Profiling
Charm (9, Empathy)
This discipline is the development of social graces and charisma. While it is often assumed that these are
inborn talents, the reality is they are learned skills. Character with this discipline will be aware of the
general rules of decorum and managers for any culture they are familiar with, as well as how to speak to
people in a manner that is both pleasant and disarming.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Fellowship
Allure
Gossip
Technique: Connections (4): Through a combination of fellowship, gossip, and personal
relationships this technique allows the character to leverage other characters’ and NPC’s reputation and
relationships in their favor when attempting to change an NPC’s Posture. To use this technique the
character first must succeed a Fellowship roll against the target’s current Posture VS To Engage. If
successful, they roll against the targets’ VS to Influence, using their relationship to the NPCs, and add
1D10 to their roll. Unlike standard Fellowship, if the roll succeeds it moves the target’s posture two
steps in the desired direction, and their posture is not affected by failure. If the optional renowned
system is in play the bonus is 1D10 per 2 ranks of the acquaintance’s renowned.
Social Engineering (11, Empathy)
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This is the trained practice of controlling and exploiting ones social environment; misinformation, deceit,
and misdirection. Characters with this discipline have trained in deception and subterfuge and are aware
of the common tricks and pitfalls with deception and information extraction, the methods to exploit
cognitive biases. When combined with Espionage or Manipulation this character is a trained expert in
manipulation, extracting information, and deceit.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Lying
Sincerity (Believing what you’re saying)
Acting
Information Extraction
Technique: Connections (4): Through a combination of Lying, Acting, and personal relationships
this technique allows the character to leverage other characters’ and NPC’s reputation and relationships
in their favor when attempting to change an NPC’s Posture. To use this technique the character first
must succeed a Sincerity roll against the target’s current Posture VS To Engage. If successful, they roll
against the targets’ VS to Influence, using their relationship to the NPCs, and add 1D10 to their roll.
Unlike standard Fellowship, if the roll succeeds it moves the target’s posture two steps in the desired
direction, and their posture is not affected by failure. If the optional renowned system is in play the
bonus is 1D10 per 2 ranks of the acquaintance’s renowned.
Manipulation (8, Empathy)
Manipulation is a sister art to social engineering in that it is the study of and exploitation of cognitive
Biases, rather than simply using this to deceive and obfuscate, this Discipline covers controlling and
manipulating people in to actions that normally they would not agree to.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Exploit
Cold Reading
Coercion
Performance (7, Empathy)
The practice of entertaining an audience through song and acting. This discipline is closer to the
traditional forms of performance art, and can be considered training in classical theater, opera, or
showmanship. Characters with this Discipline can be expected to know the basics of acting principles,
carrying a tempo and rehearsal.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Acting
Singing
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Technique: Move Audience (3): Using this Technique the performer can use song, stage
presence, and emotion to move an audience. Assuming he has the present company’s full attention with
this Technique, the character may use Singing or Acting as Fellowship to change a target’s Posture.
Espionage (12, Empathy)
One of the key Disciplines in spy-craft – the espionage discipline covers the essential knowledge of
covertly gathering information, both human and strategic intelligence. Characters with this discipline
can be expected to know the basics of how to remain anonymous and avoid suspicion.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 3+
Specialties:
Information Extraction
Intrusion
Surveillance
Theft
Technique: In Plain Sight (8): This technique is simple and powerful: If the player so chooses,
anytime an NPC wishes to take notice of the character in a populated setting they must succeed a
Resistance VS the Character’s Empathy or simply over look them. This works whenever there are more
the 12 people present, as long as the character is not and has not attacked or used any other offensive
action in the last round.
Wit (8, Empathy)
A hard discipline to codify – wit is generally the practice of being cleverly funny, approachable, thinking
on one’s feet, and having a highly developed emotional vocabulary. Characters with this discipline tend
to be experts and using pathos to communicate and engage people.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Bargaining
Taunt
Fellowship
Leadership (9, Empathy)
Training in leadership, authoritative behavior, and practice organizing and leading a group of people,
this discipline is the kind of command training taught in military officer’s schools and business executive
training. Characters with this discipline can be expected to know how to move a group to action, when
to be forceful, and when to be subtle.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Command
Subterfuge
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Mediate
Technique: Inspire (4): This technique enables the leader to use the Command specialty to
boost morale, taking Attitude of NPCs to Enthused and adding the High Moral bonus to Player
Characters in their party, by successfully rolling against the party’s Moral VS.
Faith Healing (6, Empathy)
Homeopathy, energy healing, reiki, and shamanic spirit healing – this non-eldritch discipline covers
those trained in “alternative” healing practices in a contemporary setting. This discipline does not cover
any actual medical knowledge, and in characters are not expected to know any.
Prerequisites: Sincerity.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Ritual
Treat Illness
Technique: Placebo (4): This technique allows the healer to use the patient’s faith, and the
power of suggestion to temporarily alleviate the symptoms of injury, illness, or mental illness. The player
must succeed a Ritual check VS the Target’s Reason to subdue the symptoms of one injury, illness, or
Antipathy Issue for one scene. This technique can only be used on a character once per chapter.

RESOLVE DISCIPLINES
Mindfulness (12, Resolve)
The study and practice of patient introspection, mental control, and thoughtful meditation this discipline
is one often learned from zen philosophies or cognitive based behavioral therapy. Characters with this
discipline can be expected to know how to stay calm, and may know a deal about eastern or some
similar religions. In Settings with high eldritch levels this discipline can form the foundation for psionic
abilities or other similar feats of power.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Meditation
Sincerity
Technique: Awareness (10): This technique comes from extensive meditation in life and daily
practice. At any time that a character fails a roll to overcome an effect such as heat or cold, a situational
modifier such as fear, or Antipathy, they may attempt a reroll with the Meditation specialty. If this reroll
succeeds, the effect is overcome.
Technique: Metacognition (8): This technique enables the character scrutinize their own
thoughts and patterns. While this potentially has many application, for the purpose of this technique,
characters with Metacognition are able to add their Meditation rank to any roll VS Antipathy, whether it
is the onset of an episode or the accrual of Antipathy points up to once per scene.
War Fighting (11, Resolve)
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This discipline is generally only learned from experiencing the horrors of war firsthand, as there is little
training that can prepare you for the harsh realities of battle. Whether learned as part of a uniformed
military or as part of a home-grown insurgency, characters with the War Fighting Discipline can be
expected to recognize battle field tactics, and know how to operate in a warzone.
Prerequisites: Combat Conditioning
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Combat Readiness
Drill Formation
Battlefield Signaling
Technique: Camaraderie (8): War is terrifying, and actual battle can be a horrific and
permanently scarring thing. At times the only thing that will get a fighter through a battle is their
comrades. Characters with this discipline can extend the effects of their Combat Readiness Specialty to
those comrades in their direct vicinity – up to one per rank.
Technique: Battlefield Tactics (6): Modern warfare and small unit tactics are an order of
magnitude more complicated that the drill formations of archaic militaries. Characters with this
Technique open up the Tactical combat maneuvers.
Counter Interrogation (10, Resolve)
Often thought to espionage and commando agents, this Discipline focuses or resisting both social
engineering as well as more traditional torture. Characters with this discipline can be expected to know
the basic methods of coercion applied in interrogation and information extraction, although have no
practice in them, and are usually very familiar with common forms of enhanced interrogation and
torture used to gain human intelligence from an asset.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Resist Coercion
Overcome Pain
Lying
Willpower (10, Resolve)
Characters with this Discipline have practice pushing themselves to their mental and physical limits, and
just a little further. While this kind of fortitude is usually attributed to talent, it is a learned skillset, and
one that takes time and effort to develop. The only real knowledge that can be expected from this
discipline is a keen understanding of one’s limits.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Overcome Pain
Overcome Anxiety
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Technique: Wound Threshold (10): Characters with this technique have a hard time going
down, and calculate their Wounds Durability as if their Stamina (or whatever Ability score used) is 10
points higher. Effectively, they gain +10 points of Wounds Durability.
Presence (10, Resolve)
As a discipline, Presence comes from authority and assertiveness training. Characters with this discipline
command attention through force of will and well, presence. Characters with this discipline can be
expected to know how to address crowds, and take charge of a group.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Command
Intimidate
Technique: Refute (5): This technique is the skill at shutting down those that attempt to
interfere with people’s Posture or Attitude with commanding dismissive presence. Whenever an
attempt is made to Engage or Influence a group, the character with this technique may roll their
Command Specialty, and add it to either the group’s VS to Engage or VS to Influence. This only works if
the group being influenced Posture is not Violent towards the character.
Spiritualist (10, Resolve)
This pseudo-eldritch discipline covers the realm of occultism and mediums as well as modern day
“psychics”. While technically this discipline teaches no supernatural powers, it does teach the
techniques used to appear to have preternatural abilities. In campaigns with real eldritch powers this
Discipline can either be the skills of charlatans or the gateway to the occult.
Prerequisites: None.
E.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Divination
Cold Reading
Mental Evasion
Temple Training (12, Resolve)
Characters with this discipline have trained in the confines of a monastic order or temple learning
introspection, self-restraint, bio-feedback, and patience. While characters with this discipline can be
expected to know a great deal about the order that they trained with, there is little in the way of
assumed knowledge with this discipline.
Prerequisites: None.
E.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Meditation
Fasting
Breath Control
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Clear Mind
Combat Conditioning (12, Resolve)
This discipline comes from either elite military training, or extensive battlefield experience. Characters
with Combat Conditioning learn to use their stress and adrenaline to push farther and harder than
others, and how to maintain a heightened level of energy through diet and resolve.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Active Guard
Clear Mind
Over Carry
Technique: Just Weakness Leaving the Body (5): Characters with this technique have an iron
will in combat, and calculate their Resistance Dice as if their resolve Ability Score were 10 higher. This
does not change the characters Resolve, Only how the Resistance Dice are calculated.
First Response (8, Resolve)
This discipline is one taught to emergency medical personal and battle field medics. While it is usually
accompanied by medical skill, it is not technically necessary. Characters with this discipline can be
expected to know CPR, basic anatomy and physiology, and generally the signs of things like heart attack,
seizure, and strokes.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 3+
Specialties:
First Aid
Treat injury
Conflict Resolution (10, Resolve)
Part of diplomatic and leadership training is learning how to de-fuse tense situations and deal with
hostile parties. Characters with this disciplined are trained in resolving the kind of situations that can be
delicate and often volatile. What’s more they tend to be diplomatic and approachable, having learned to
be easy to speak to and keep calm.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Mediate
Bargaining
Resist Provocation

FATE DISCIPLINES
Tinker (8, Fate)
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Some people with a crafty streak are untrained or entirely self-taught. This discipline represents the kind
of engineering and building that comes from home grown tinkerers and problem solving. While they lack
any formal training they can usually patch things of and get things working – though hardly good as new,
and probably not pretty.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 4+
Specialties:
Jury-rig
Improvise Tool
Technique: Crude but Effective (4): Characters with this technique have taken duck-tape and
coat-hangers to a whole new level, and may use the Jury-rig specialty to create utterly original
contraptions the leverage simple mechanics or basic electrical principles. These devices will function a
number of times equal to the character’s jury-rig rank. The VS for these devices is as the Invention VS
found in section 3.2.
Gambling (8, Fate)
Playing chanced games is as much about luck as it is about knowing when to lie and cheat. Characters
with this discipline are rather accustomed to both and regularly make a habit of playing games of chance
– they can be expected to know the rules to virtually every well-known game of chance with dice, sticks,
coin, or card as well as more sophisticated table games such as roulettes.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Cheating
Lying
Rough and Tumble (12, Fate)
The most unsophisticated martial art discipline, Rough and Tumble represents the accumulated
knowledge of tactless, crud close quarters fighting. There is no discipline, form, or structure to this, it is
simply the practice of getting into wild melees.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Scrapping
Whacking
Block
Technique: Eye Gouge (6): The eye-gouge is a venerable tactic when it comes to fighting dirty. A
character with this techniques has gotten good at going for the cheap shots. Any attack with the
Scrapping Specialty receives a free chance to overcome Armor Rank or cause an injury to the target!
Housewife/husband (12, Fate)
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The discipline of pure domestication, characters tend to develop this discipline through long periods of
keeping a household. The character can be expected to the basics of cleaning, home maintenance,
laundry, and general house hold order. They can also be expect to know the fundamentals of child care.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Cooking
Treat injury
Treat Illness
Gossip
Common Sense (8, Fate)
This discipline represents a honed ability to apply day to day reasoning outside of any formal education
in logic, deduction or critical thinking, due to a general education. Characters with this discipline can be
expected to realize clear and present dangers and not be prone to make irrational decisions as a virtue
of their developed common sense.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Problem Solving
Sense Danger
Hapless (10, Fate)
Not unlike Rough and Tumble, this discipline categorizes the untrained but repeated combat style of
someone who relies more on chance and opportunity than upon disciplined practice. A character with
this discipline cannot be expected to know firearm safety or function, or any tactical maneuvers,
regardless of how good a shot they are. Further they are more prone to be boisterous and loud, hardly
stealthy assassins or hunters.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 3+
Specialties:
Shooting
Duck and Cover
Haymaker
Annoy
Kismet (8, Fate)
Pure Fate. Pure Chance. This discipline represents a characters capacity to rely on pure unfathomable
fortune to coast by. To outside observers it seems like the universe loves this character, or they are
favored by fate itself. In High Order settings this can be little more than a keen sense of opportunity, in
Low Order settings it can be thought of as some preternatural capacity to bend the fates to their whim.
Prerequisites: FATE 40.
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T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Luck out
One in a million
Just what I need
Self-Preservation (12, Fate)
This discipline represents practiced situational awareness and intuition. Characters are keenly aware of
dangers and potential threats, and often have hard earned sense of caution to accompany their senses.
With this discipline, character naturally asses potential risks and map their plan to retreat or escape
even the most familiar and comfortable environments.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Active Guard
Sense Danger
Escape
Technique: Intuitive Danger Sense (8): Be sure to notify the Judge you have this Technique.
When you character is presented with a potential risk or danger, such as a surprise attack, sniper, trap,
or approaching enemy, the Judge rolls an Active Guard or Sense Danger for you. If the roll succeeds you
are notified of the danger.
Fortune Favors (8, Fate)
This pseudo-eldritch discipline can either be a genuine supernatural influence or can simply be the
manifest delusion of a mentally ill character. A character with discipline has learned specific rituals to
gain favor with the forces of fate. The rituals are a deeply ingrained part of the character (see
perquisites), but by performing the rituals correctly they believe they can gain the fortune.
Prerequisites: Antipathy 10, Minor Obsessive Compulsive Ritualism.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Ritual
Luck Out
Mental Evasion
Likeable (10, Fate)
This discipline represents a more intuitive kind of charisma. These characters have not learned to be
social butterflies, but developed the natural ease of personality to make them open, friendly, and easy
to be around. Characters with this discipline are usually somewhat popular by nature, and in tune with
other people, but it’s mostly just luck; saying the right thing at the right time.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
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Fellowship
Open Up
Approachable

STRENGTH DISCIPLINES
Weight Training (10, Strength)
This discipline as the name implies is regimented resistances strength training through weights. This kind
of training usually result in a nominal increase in practical strength and a noticeable increase in bulk.
Characters with this discipline can be expected to know lifting form, muscle group isolation, and how to
pick a good work-out set.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 3+
Specialties:
Over Lift
Fast Recovery
Technique: Bulk (10): With excessive weight training often comes a huge increase in muscle
mass. Characters with this technique are really big – each Strength Discipline the character learns,
including weight training, increase the character’s Strength by 15, not 10. This is retroactive, affecting all
the character’s previously purchased Disciplines as well.
Strongman Games (10, Strength)
Characters who regularly practice and engage in games of test of strength usually have this discipline, as
it covers most forms of Strength Games from any culture. This discipline has very little assume
knowledge outside the rules of the games.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Hurtling
Over Carry
Technique: Wound Threshold (10): Characters with this technique have a hard time going
down, and calculate their Wounds Durability as if their Stamina (or whatever Ability score used) is 10
points higher. Effectively, they gain +10 points of Wounds Durability.
Hard Martial Arts (12, Strength)
Whether a martial art is referred to as hard, soft, or swift is determined by how it teaches the student to
counter force: Hard martial arts counter force with force. This is a template discipline representing this
kind of martial art, such as Shotokan Karate or Muay Thai. Hard Martial arts focus on intercepting blows,
strong counter attacks, and taking hits.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
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Unarmed Deflect
Unarmed Strike
Unarmed Soak
Technique: Iron Hands (5): Extensive training in hardening the hands, wrists, elbows and arms
has given this character the ability to strike much harder in unarmed combat. If the Advanced Unarmed
Combat rules are not in play the character deals 1D10+Strength Bonus damage in unarmed melee, and
is at no disadvantage striking armored opponents. If the Advanced Unarmed Combat rules are used, any
hand strike the character uses gains the 1D10 damage bonus.
Heavy Weapon Arts (14)
This discipline teaches the use of very large cavalry and ant-infantry melee weapons such as great
swords, lances, and war axes. These weapons are often times extremely large and unwieldy, requiring
that the wielder be mounted to use. Universally great strength is required to learn to effectively attack
with such instruments. Characters can be expected to know how to care for and keep their heavy
weapons, as well as the general quality of such weapons they encounter.
Prerequisites: Strength 20, Ride Animal.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Great Swords
Horse Swords
Lances
War Axes and Picks
Armed Deflect
Technique: Piercing Blow (5): Characters with this technique have learned to leverage the mass
and power of one group of heavy weapons to deliver devastating blows. Choose a heavy weapons
specialty, when attacking with these weapons the character gains one free chance to bypass armor –
effectively meaning these weapons have a Threat value of 5!
Crushing Weapon Arts (14, Strength)
Weapons that use force and impact to devastate the target, this discipline covers the manner of
hammers and axes used in war. While crushing weapons often do not have great armor penetration,
they are brutal to lightly armored foes and causing structural damage. Characters with this discipline can
be expected to know how to keep their crushing weapons in good condition, as well as the general
quality of crushing weapons they encounter.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Battle Hammers
Battle Axes
Maces & Morning-stars
Armed Deflect
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Technique: Forceful Blow (10): Characters with this technique have learned to deliver
staggering blows with these massive weapons. Any time the character strikes and opponent, their
Target must roll Resistance VS the character’s attack roll; if they fail this roll, the target is stunned and
loses one Initiative Dice from their Pool for the round.
Parkour (10, Strength)
While the style of quick urban movement known as Parkour is a modern advent, similar techniques have
existed throughout the ages. This discipline focuses on a running at full speed through complex
environments and terrain, and using a mixture of inertia and strength to navigate obstacles without
losing speed. Characters with this discipline can be expected to know little else besides running.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 3+
Specialties:
Free running
Quick Climb
Technique: Take Fall (8): Nothing teaches you not to fall like falling a few times. Characters who
take this technique have learned to roll with the impact of a long fall and roll with the inertia, whenever
a character takes fall damage, they may roll their Resistance and Soak this much damage.
Climbing (8, Strength)
This discipline represents training and experience with harnessed and free rock climbing, as well as
repelling and lead climbing. Characters with this discipline can be expected to know proper belaying
technique and etiquette, knot and rope use, setting lead lines.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 3+
Specialties:
Free Climbing
Quick Climb
Field Labor (10, Strength)
Sometimes the best training is just the work of an honest day. This disciplines represents the regular
heavy work in an environment of manual activity but not necessarily industry, such as field work,
querying stone, logging, or perhaps just slave labor. Outside of those skills, there is no assumed
knowledge from this discipline.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Hauling
Load Bearing
Whacking
Archery (10, Strength)
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Possibly the oldest form of weapon skill – Archery, along with spears, predate humanity. This discipline
is skill with drawn bows and arrows – aiming, firing, and maintaining the weapons. Effective use of bows
requires a great deal of upper body strength, particularly longbows, in addition to a measure of
coordination and aim. Characters with this discipline will know how to string and care for most bows
from their region or culture, as well as care for fletched arrows.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Longbow
Shortbow
Technique: Rapid Fire (5): This character has learned one of the many methods of rapid fire
archery, and may launch two arrows per initiative dice, so long as no combat maneuvers, besides rapid
fire, are used in the attack!
Thrown Weapons (8, Strength)
The first weapons purpose crafted by mankind were spears. This discipline is not the skill at long spear
fighting, for that set of specialties see “Pole arms” under grace, this discipline covers the used of
strength to throw spears and other objects. There is little assumed knowledge from this discipline,
besides the ability to gauge distance well and throw projectiles.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Spear or Javelin
Throwing

STAMINA DISCIPLINES
Bushcraft (16, Stamina)
Having spent a great deal of time in the wilds, a character with this discipline has a reasonable
knowledge of flora and fauna, including identifying edible plants, preparing animals, and fashioning
weapons from crude materials. Generally this character knows the basics of building a fire, avoiding
predators, and living off the land for a sustained period.
Prerequisite: There are none, save the ability to actually experience nature.
T.L. 1+
Specialties:
Firecraft
Improvise Primitive Weapon
Improvise Primitive Tools
Foraging
Tracking
Hunting and Trapping
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Endurance Training (10, Stamina)
This discipline represents constant and consistent exercise to not only increase fortitude and physical
endurance, but push past normal limits. Distance Running, aerobics, marathons, and sleep deprivation;
training of this sort is used to develop the capacity to push past exhaustion. Characters with this
discipline will have little assumed knowledge, beyond the knowledge that giving up is never an option.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 1+
Specialties:
Marathon
Fast Recovery
Technique: Iron Will (5): The body is an amazing thing, and through will alone can be pushed
farther than one would believe. Characters with this Technique have learned to force themselves past
the limits of the body and can use Focus dice on endurance tests when Endurance Pool is empty, and
only when empty.
Recruit Training (8, Stamina)
Characters with this discipline represent having completed military training. Virtually every standing
army ever created has a basic training regimen that indoctrinates would be soldiers in to the basics of
military life. Often this training will impart little more than the capacity to follow orders and assume
proper positions in battle formations. Modern drill regimens are the directly related to the drills used in
battle field formations for earlier field armies, for instance.
Prerequisite: This Discipline requires military training.
T.L. 2+
Specialties:
Drill Formation
Load Bearing
Water Sports (10, Stamina)
As the name of this discipline implies, it is training in water sports. More specifically this Discipline
represents training in swimming and diving techniques as well as familiarity with rise, dive, and SCUBA
protocol. Characters with this discipline know how to swim, are practiced at holding their breath, and
understand buoyancy and swimming safety.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 5+ An 8 point version of this discipline available at T.L. 1 does not include the Scuba specialty.
Specialties:
Tread Water
Breath Control
SCUBA
Body Harding (14, Stamina)
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Sometimes incorrectly known as Qi Gung or Chi Gung when talked about in the context of eastern
martial arts, this Discipline represents a very specific regiment of training to harden the body against
harm and trauma. It takes years to develop these skills and a practitioner, usually a warrior or monk, will
learn to role with impacts, absorb blunt force trauma, and calm their mind and body through some
method of meditation. This discipline comes with little assumed knowledge, but is almost always taught
in conjunction with a Hard or Swift martial art.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 1+
Specialties:
Overcome Cold
Overcome Heat
Meditation
Unarmed Soak
Technique: Iron Shirt (10): Born from years of training, this technique gives the character a low
level Soak to virtually every attack. The character may roll 1D10 and soak that much damage, so long as
the damage does not have an armor penetration quality, including anything with the damage qualities
of Rending, Threat, and Conductive.
Arctic Conditioning (10, Stamina)
Training for survival in the harshest coldest condition survivable, this discipline covers a variety of
mountain and arctic survival techniques, as well as a fair amount about how to survive and treat
hypothermia. Characters with this discipline can be expected to know the symptoms and treatments for
frost-bite and hypothermia, how to prepare for expeditions in arctic conditions.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 2+
Specialties:
Overcome Cold
Firecraft
Improvised Shelter
Arid Conditioning (10, Stamina)
Arid deserts are some of the most brutal environments imaginable. This discipline covers the techniques
and knowledge of how to survive in these sun-scorched wastes. Characters with this discipline can be
assumed to know proper methods of water conservation, how to recognize and treat heat stroke and
sunburn, and generally the risks of land travel in the arid wastes.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 1+
Specialties:
Overcome Heat
Find Water
Improvised Shelter
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Roughneck (10, Stamina)
With the rise of industrialization and major industry came a new class of labor worker: machinists and
handy men who worked on and maintained the great machines of industry. While the term roughneck is
usually applied to Oil Workers, its origin is for men of dangerous machine labor. Characters with this
discipline are familiar with operation of industrial level engines and machines, such as massive drillers,
oil rigs, or manufacturing engines.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 4+
Specialties:
Industrial Operation
Repair
Technique: Percussive Maintenance (3): In a pinch the character can give any damaged or
defective machine they are skilled in the use of a few good pounds, usually accompanied by a shout or
two. This is a repair roll – and takes one action. If successful the device will return to working condition
for one scene. If the roll fails, however, the device takes Strength Bonus damage!
Hard Armor (12, Stamina)
This technique covers the training in wearing, removing, and bearing hard pre-modern armors, such as
Plate and Mails, Lorica segmentata, knight’s plate, or field plate. While these kinds of armor enjoyed
popularity for a comparatively brief period in human history, they could be far more wide spread
elsewhere. Character’s with this discipline know general maintenance of armor, how to done and
remove the armor, and how to check the armors structural integrity for weakness or damage. Such
trained characters will also be able to recognize the general level of quality of a suit of armor they
encounter.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 2+
Specialties:
Armor Soak
Shield Deflect
Technique: Armored Blow (5): A character with this discipline has learned to leverage the bulk
of their armor to aid in pounding enemies in to the earth. With a successful punch, body slam, or kick
the character can add the Armor Rank to their Damage.
Technique: Shield Bash (3): A character trained in this technique may use there Shield deflect
Specialty to perform an offhand shield bash, adding the Shield’s Armor Rank to their Strength bonus for
damage. The best part is that the opponent must roll a resistance check VS the Total Damage or be
knocked back.
Mountaineering (8, Stamina)
Training in overland travel in mountainous areas is covered by this discipline – including climbing,
orienteering by map and compass, and hiking. This discipline is a more modern adaptation, as is what
you would expect from day hikers, junior park rangers, or other people who are not yet intimately
familiar with wilderness survival, just navigating mountainous terrain.
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Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 3+
Specialties:
Orienteering
Free Climbing

PHYSIQUE DISCIPLINES
Body Sculpting (8, Physique)
In modern weight lifting and body building the act of body sculpting is sometimes called cutting –
reducing body fat to exaggerate muscle tone. The practice however, of toning specific parts of the body
for aesthetic appeal is easy to trace back to ancient Mediterranean cultures. This Discipline covers
exercises and practices to maintain and build a healthy and appealing physique. Characters with this
discipline can be expected to know how to get a good moderate exercise, portion control with meals,
and are probably well aware of how to avoid over exertion.
Prerequisite: Weight Training.
T.L. 2+
Specialties:
Fast Recovery
Allure
Technique: Cut Body (4): In bodybuilding, cutting refers to maintain a work out regiment at a
caloric negative to remove body fat and increase over exemplified musculature definition. A character
with this Technique does so regularly, maintaining a very appealing physique. While hardly practical, this
adds a free chance to intimidations, seductions, and impression type rolls where the character has an
opportunity to show off their body.
Yoga (8, Physique)
While the practice of Yogi includes multiple disciplines of body control, meditation, and feedback, the
basics of physical training as often taught in modern cultures is represented in this Discipline. Characters
with this Yoga Discipline have trained in body weight resistance, flexibility, and controlled breathing.
Characters can be expected to know the basic yoga positions, and the different schools of yoga teaching,
as well as the techniques basic history.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 2+
Specialties:
Contort
Balance
Breath Control
Diet (6, Physique)
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The word diet comes from Greek meaning daily – or way of life. This discipline coverers nutrition and
eating habits with an emphasis on portion control, basic metabolic understanding, and nutritional
impact of food stuffs. Characters with this discipline have an understanding of food preparation, general
types of diets and the health benefits of different dietary habits, however this falls far short of a true
medical understanding of the intricacies of diet and health.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 5+
Specialties:
Cooking
Fasting
Bio-Feed Back (10, Physique)
This Discipline can originate from a number of practices such a zen meditation, yoga, monastic training,
martial arts training, or simply perseverance and internal mastery. Characters with this discipline have
learned to tune in to the nuances of their bodies stimuli and take some control of normally autonomic
functions such as heart rate, breathings, temperature, and digestion. Characters with this discipline can
be expected to be intimately familiar with their own physical sensation.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 1+
Specialties:
Resist Toxins
Breath Control
Overcome Cold
Overcome Heat
Grooming and Hygiene (8, Physique)
Characters with this discipline know how to keep clean, and clean up nicely. While not the same as
fashion and make up, this discipline covers some of the same material – hygiene, grooming, and being
presentable. Character with this discipline can be expected to know how to cultivate and maintain a
clean cut appearance, the best ways to be presentable, and generally the basics of skin and hair care.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 4+
Specialties:
Allure
Grooming
Technique: Cleanliness (3): The power of simple hygiene can change civilizations. This character
has a very hygienic lifestyle and habit of washing their hands, avoiding touching their face after contact
with contaminants, and covering their face when exposed to potential sources of illness. As such, in
addition to a hearty immune system they are good at avoiding disease and receive a 1 Dice bonus to all
Resistance rolls versus Diseases and Illnesses.
Mass Martial Arts (10, Physique)
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Mass martial arts has a unique impact on the character – this version of a hard martial art relies on the
characters build and size to fight. The result of this discipline is a increasing the character’s mass by 50%
– and for all appearance based interactions, the character’s Physique is considered 10, regardless of
their actual physique score. Characters learn to use their weight and leverage to combat opponents,
examples include Sumo and Command Sambo.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 2+
Specialties:
Unarmed Strike
Unarmed Soak
Technique: Bulk Not Beauty (4): An odd Technique, the character has tremendous size and
power, so much so that their Physique becomes a measurement of their weight, not their attractiveness
and build. For each Physique Discipline, the character gains 10% more mass from their initial weight.
More importantly the gain an Armor rank versus unarmed attacks equal to the character’s Physique
divided by 10.
Technique: Immovable (6): With this technique the massive character can leverage sheer size
and inertia to overcome the attempts by other to throw them – the VS to throw this character is
increased by their Physique ÷ 5. If the character also possesses Bulk Not Beauty, the VS is increased by
their physique. This bonus only applies to throws and throw like maneuvers.
Modeling and Posture (8, Physique)
Possibly one of the most overlooked areas of training – this discipline covers the unique elements of
body language around using beauty. Characters know how to hold themselves, move, and be noticed.
These characters are very photogenic, and understand lighting and how to use the space to their
advantage in terms of attraction and appearance.
Prerequisite: None.
T.L. 5+
Specialties:
Distraction
Allure
Technique: Unattainable (6): There is a look, a method of body language that simply speaks one
thing: You cannot have me. With this technique a character may use the Allure specialty to push an
Indifferent onlooker’s posture to Enthralled, or Violent onlooker’s posture to Wary, so long as the
character does not speak, and does not attack the target.
Body Language (14, Physique)
A broad discipline this area of knowledge around reading, using, and measuring body language. The
character has an acute awareness of how they and others move, and what the subtleties of physical
communication are. This discipline has the most impact in its Techniques that allow the character to use
this knowledge in a number of situations to their advantage.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
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Specialties:
Non-verbal communication
Approachable
Technique: Move Audience (3): Using this Technique the performer can use the subtleties of
body language, presence, and emotion to move an audience. Assuming he has the present company’s
full attention with this Technique, the character may use Non-verbal Communication as Fellowship to
change a target’s Posture. The character need not be able to speak the target’s language.
Technique: In Plain Sight (8): This technique is simple and powerful: If the player so chooses,
anytime an NPC wishes to take notice of the character in a populated setting they must succeed a
Resistance VS the Character’s Empathy or simply over look them. This works whenever there are more
the 12 people present, as long as the character is not and has not attacked or used any other offensive
action in the last round.
Technique: Threatening (4): Using pure language of the body the character can make their
hostile intent clear and present. They may use Non-verbal Communication as Intimidation to move
Posture towards Terrified.
Technique: Read Opponent (8): This is the art of studying an enemy and learning to read their
aggression and telegraphing. By using the round to study one enemy, moving forward the character is
always informed of that enemy’s action choice before they roll anything. This essentially allows the
character to choose his actions know his opponent’s!
Sensuality (8, Physique)
This simple Discipline has one focus: intimacy and sexuality. Characters with this discipline are extremely
sensual, attractive, and sexual. This discipline comes from a personal emphasis on sexual exploration
and understanding of how to please and be pleased in intimate situations. This discipline has no
assumed knowledge, however characters with this discipline inherently seem very sexual and erotic.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Tease
Allure
Technique: Lust (6): A character with the Lust Technique can invoke a unique form of
engagement through the Tease Specialty, causing another character or group to move to Enthralled.
However, there are three caveats, the first is that the targets must be of the persuasion to be attracted
to the character, second, the effect is purely physical: in essence the character is attracting the targets
with the promise and enticement of sexual availability, third, the character cannot have attacked or
taken an offensive action. Use of this Technique is a two edge sword: the targets will immediately turn
to Violent posture if they are rebuked!
Only Beauty (10, Physique)
This discipline is the active practice of relaying on beauty to get by in pretty much any situation. These
characters use their looks and the assumption that they are a commodity to attain virtually everything.
Prerequisites: None.
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T.L.: 3+
Specialties:
Grooming
Luck Out
Just what I need

GRACE DISCIPLINES
Handguns (6, Grace)
This discipline represents practical real world training with hand held firearms – semiautomatic pistols,
revolvers, and machine pistols. While there are a huge variety of handguns, especially in the modern
era, almost all function nearly identically, and skill in one is easy to transfer to another. Characters with
this Discipline understand the basics of firearm safety and function, and can be expected to be able to
maintain most modern firearms and handguns specifically in good working order.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 5+
Specialties:
Pistols
Machine Pistols
Long Guns (10, Grace)
Larger firearms that require two hands and feature longer barrels have been around a bit longer than
handguns, and while they function in the same manner are used in very different ways. This discipline
represents training with long guns: single action and assault rifles, shotguns, and carbines. Characters
with this Discipline understand the difference in types of ammunition, the basics of firearm safety and
function, can be expected to maintain most modern firearms and rifles specifically in good working
order.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 5+
Specialties:
Rifle and Shotgun
Carbines
Automatic and Assault Rifles
Technique: Sharp Shooting (5): A character with this discipline has a spent and great deal of
time taking shots at range and learned to account for things such as wind, motion and the Coriolis
Effect. This technique has a simple but powerful impact: Using any Long gun the weapons Range Steps in
the characters hands is doubled.
Heavy Weapons (10, Grace)
The training in using and aiming heavy weapons including bazookas, rocket launchers and rocket
propelled grenades, mortars, and mounted machine guns. This discipline does not cover any manner of
heavy gun with an automated targeting system, or mounted missiles with onboard targeting. Characters
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with the discipline will recognize the operation and application of most heavy weapons, the quality and
condition of the weapon, as well as safe handling and storage.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 5+
Specialties:
Mounted Guns
Cannon and Mortars
Launchers
Technique: Superior Suppression (4): A character with this Technique is skilled at laying down
covering fire. Provided that have a mounted fully automatic weapon and sufficient ammunition, they are
able to able to lay down an area of superior suppression. Like the standard suppression this can pin
targets in the area, but the especially violent and effective use of the cover means the attacker dose not
suffer a challenge penalty to their Attack roll.
Two-wheel Operations (8, Grace)
Characters with this discipline have studied and trained in operating two wheeled motorized vehicles
such as scooters and motorcycles. They will be familiar with the operation of most standard twowheeled vehicles, and can recognize most types and styles of vehicles. Characters with this discipline can
be expected to know general motorized cycle maintenance, problem identification, and road safety.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 5+
Specialties:
Bicycling
Operate Motorcycle
Operate Scooters
Automobile Operations (10, Grace)
Education and training in motor vehicle operations above and beyond what would be included in the
Primary Skills discipline, this discipline covers both manual and automatic transmission vehicles,
depending on the setting’s technical advance level. Characters with this discipline generally can be
expected to know the basics of automobile maintenance, refueling, and safety. This discipline include
knowledge of advanced defensive driving techniques and
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 5+
Specialties:
Operate Cars and Trucks
Operate Semi, RV, and Rigs
Technique: Stunt Driving (4): Stunt driving technique allows the driver to take a free chance on
driving maneuvers such as drifting, hand break turns, bootleg turns, spin outs, and wheelies. These kinds
of dangerous driving stunts are at best challenging for untrained drivers, and lethal it worst.
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Technique: Race Driving (4): Performance race driving is a challenging and dangerous sport.
Characters with this technique are trained racers and get a free chance when performing maneuvers
such as power shifting, short shifting, threshold breaking, counter-steering, and offensive passing.
Stealth and Concealment (10, Grace)
The ability to move and act unseen, this discipline is the kind of stealth training associated with
clandestine training and extensive experience in real-world stealth operations, including blending in,
moving without obvious sound, following someone outs side of visual range, and body language to move
through a space without attracting attention. Characters with this discipline have trained in this skill and
can be expected to know when and where it can be used, what areas would be good for stealth, and
what to look for to prevent being shadowed themselves.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Quite Movement
Shadow
Move Unseen
Technique: Hunter’s Grace (5): A Character with this technique has focused on using the
specialties of stealth and concealment in natural settings. Choose one Biome, in the setting you have a +
1 dice bonus to Quiet Movement, Shadow, and Move Unseen.
Balance Sword Arts (8, Grace)
Swords are Iconic weapons and often make use of the most advanced metallurgy, blacksmithing, and
tempering techniques available to a culture. This discipline represents training in the use of one hand
and one and a half hand swords used in war from the 3rd century through the 15th century, but on
another world may see wide scale use for potentially thousands of years. With this discipline one learns
to use leverage and balance of the weapons to cut and thrust with devastating lethality. Characters with
this discipline can recognize the overall quality and condition of swords, as well as know their care and
maintenance.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 3+
Specialties:
Long Swords
Arming Swords
Armed Deflect
Spearman (10, Grace)
The spear is one of the oldest weapons in human history, and in fact was the premiere weapon of war
and hunting for more than ten thousand years. Spears have many advantages in combat: range,
flexibility, and power. Characters with this discipline have trained in the use and applications of spears in
war and personal combat. Characters will be able to identify the general quality and condition of spears
they handle, and will be able to maintain weapons in good working order.
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Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 1+
Specialties:
Spear and Javelin
Long spear
Armed Deflect
Technique: Threaten Area (4): One of the key reason that spears had such a long use in the
history of human war faire was their particular effectiveness to a wide area. Spears have a range step in
which they can potentially hit targets that cannot return the strike. A character with this technique is
trained in using this to their full advantage and receives a +5 to VS to be Hit while fighting with a spear.
Furthermore, they cannot be Flanked!
Soft Armor (8, Grace)
This discipline covers training in wearing, removing, and bearing soft pre-modern armors, such as boiled
leather, lamellar, chainmail, and leather scale. These armor’s major advantage is in low weight and
flexibility. Unlike heavy hard armors, soft armors can be worn for extended periods without discomfort,
and have the added advantage of easier repair. Soft armors were employed for a huge period of human
history, from prehistory well in to modern times.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Armor Soak
Dodge
Technique: Half Dodge (5): Soft armor allows for increased mobility and speed, however, it is
still armor, so if an attack hits, well, that’s okay. The half dodge is like a combination of Dodge and Soak
– the character rolls Dodge normally, however, they may add their armor’s Armor Rank to their end roll!
They are not better at dodging, they just no how to use the armor to absorb the blow.
Soft Martial Arts (10, Grace)
Martial arts that bend and redirect force are known as soft styles. Some examples include Tai chi ch'uan,
Aikido, and Capoeira. This template represent martial arts in this style, characters with this discipline
learn to dodge and bend around incoming attacks, avoiding opponents and using the force of incoming
strikes to throw and disable opponents.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Unarmed Strike
Unarmed Dodge
Spiral Deflect
Technique: Move like water (10): Empty your mind, be formless, shapeless… a character with
this discipline simply steps through danger, and moves though attackers. The character may use the
Spiral Deflect specialty as a defensive action without spending an initiative die.
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REFLEXES DISCIPLINES
Supersonic Craft Operations (10, Reflexes)
Piloting supersonic craft requires extreme training and the ability to react in an instant because of the
speeds involved. Characters with this discipline have undergone some of the most grueling piloting
training, including high pressure and gravity training, as well and mission critical and craft technical
training. They can be expected to know a great deal about airframes and aircraft, the effect of high
altitude and high speed flight, and the crafts that they have piloted.
Prerequisites: Aircraft Operation
T.L.: 5+
Specialties:
Pilot Supersonic Aircraft
Sensor Systems
Targeting Solutions
Technique: Jet Fighter (5): Piloting supersonic aircraft in a combat zone is dangerous,
challenging, and difficult. Characters with this Technique have trained in combat flying and receive one
free chance when performing aircraft combat maneuvers at supersonic speeds.
Technique: Orbital Insertion Vehicle (3): A character with this technique has been trained in
orbital insertion piloting. This technique is required to pilot rockets and space shuttles with no penalties.
UAV Operations (4, Reflexes)
As computing power and the importance of an individual pilot increases, the military and civil air
industries will move more towards leveraging unmanned autonomous or semiautonomous unmanned
aerial vehicles. Characters with this discipline have trained the command of individual and small unites
of unmanned semiautonomous UAVs used for civilian or military application. Essentially, this is a kind if
real-time technical operations skill, and not an actual piloting skill. Characters with this discipline can be
expected to know a great deal about their operations facilities and control input – but not the craft
themselves. That said, it requires tremendous coordination to pilot these machines in real time.
Prerequisites: Technical Operations.
T.L.: 6+
Specialties:
Pilot UAV
Instrument Piloting
Combat Control (9, Reflexes)
Few martial experts are experts at not hurting people. This discipline represents and often overlooked
area of combat mastery: precision and control to a degree that allows the fighter to choose when and
how to inflict damage. In hand to hand martial arts this can be associated with things like pressure point
strikes or cotton fist techniques, more modern examples include professional wrestling or showmanship
combat. Characters with this discipline know how to hit to inflict minimal damage, take hits to specific
places, and more importantly, how to strike at specific locations with increased precision.
Prerequisites: None.
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T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Pull Blow
Call Shot
Unarmed Soak
Swift Martial Arts (11, Reflexes)
Very few martial arts are built around countering incoming force before there is force to counter. This
method of intercepting and reacting faster than the opponent is relatively new martial arts concept, but
is based on some of the traditions in Wing Chun. Modern styles such as Jeet Kune Do, and Krav Maga,
hybrid close quarters combat are representations of this hand to hand template. Characters with this
discipline focus on non-telegraphic strikes, close rapid strikes, and attacking before their opponent has
the opportunity to fully express an attack against them.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 3+
Specialties:
Unarmed Strike
Unarmed Deflect
Technique: Intercepting Fist (5): Characters with this technique have learned to use speed to
overcome opponents. The character is able to read the telegraph of an attack and strike before an
opponent who has declared an attack. The Intercepting fist cost an additional initiative dice, and is
useless if the opponent uses a non-telegraphic attack (such as the non-telegraphing punch, or fires a
ranged weapon).
Technique: One Inch Punch (3): The technique of an extreme close quarters strike generally
used from one to six inches away, with the punch powered by an explosive release of force from the
hips, shoulders and chest. While the Punch is no more damaging than a regular strike – it is exceptionally
potent at delivering force through an opponent, and negating Armor Ranks. A One Inch Punch receives a
free chance to bypass Armor.
Reaction Sword Arts (11, Reflexes)
As swords became lighter, thinner, and more specialized in piercing armor, styles grew up around these
fast, light, one handed weapons. Directly descended from arming swords, this discipline focuses on the
use of light, thin, one handed basket or swept hilted blades used in the late 15th through early 18th
century. These weapons saw wider use and recondition in history than almost any other sword.
Characters with this discipline have learnt to use the wrist and sudden bursts of speed to lethal effect.
Such characters can be expected to recognize the general quality and condition of weapons they
encounter, as well as the care and maintenance of their weapons.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 3+
Specialties:
Rapier and Epees
Broadswords and Sabre
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Deflect (Riposte)
Technique: Armor Piercing (4): One of the keys to reaction swords success is their profile allows
them to slip though and puncture armor. Character with this technique receive a free chance to bypass
Armor while using Rapiers and Epees.
Flails and Chains (13, Reflexes)
The use of Chains and Flails in combat has a long history, with Mesopotamian depictions of rounded
rock on lengths of rope, yet the exact origin of these weapons remains relatively unclear. Chain and flail
type weapons saw far more wide spread use in East Asia than in the west with numerous variations on
agricultural tools weaponized. However the use of flails and chains in combat requires extreme
coordination and speed as the rapidly spinning section of the weapon posing tremendous risk to the
wielder and their allies as well as the enemy. Characters with this discipline have training coordinating
the rapid spinning weapons, and using them to dangerous effect. Unlike most other weapon disciplines,
this does not cover much of the care or maintenance of the weapon, as there is little needed for most
flails, however the character will be able to recognize the weapon’s quality.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Chains
Hand Flails
Articulated Staff
Technique: Around Shield (5): Armed with this technique a trained attacker may effectively
bypass shields with an articulated Staff, striking in such a manner that the blow comes from an angle the
shield bearing opponent cannot counter. Any attempt to use a shield to Deflect an attack from a
sectional staff by an attacker with this Technique suffers a +10 VS penalty.
Technique: Entangle (3): With this technique, a character armed with a chain weapon can
ensnare and entangle an opponent’s weapon or trip the opponent. The character can use the Disarm
combat maneuver if a character attempts an Armed Deflect, or may use the Trip combat maneuver for 1
initiative dice.
Defensive Movement (13, Reflexes)
While most combat disciplines teach the basics of defense, this discipline focuses exclusively on
defensive positioning and movement. Commonly taught in conjunction with soft martial arts this
discipline represents extensive training in foot work, balance, and avoiding danger entirely. Characters
with this discipline learn to balance on poles, step quickly and lightly, catch themselves if knocked down,
and generally move away from attackers.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Catch Fall
Dodge
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Technique: Soft Step (5): Paranoia is only common sense when you are in a dungeon full of
traps. With this technique a character may add their resistance to their Dodge specialty to avoid traps
set off by any kind of floor pressure or vibration trigger.
Technique: Evade (5): A character with this technique knows how to move in erratic and
unpredictable ways, making them very hard to target. At the beginning of the round, the character
selects either Melee or Ranged and rolls their Dodge Specialty, adding the roll to their VS to be hit
against those attacks for the entire round, or until they are hit, Whichever occurs first.
Technique: Take Fall (4): Falling and not getting hurt is one of the first things most stuntmen
learn. Characters with this technique have learned to roll, tumble and lay flat in order to minimize the
impact from falls over 3 meters. The character may use Resistance to Soak damage from falls.
Sleight of Hand (9, Reflexes)
This discipline represents the years of practice it takes to quickly and nearly invisibly manipulate object s
with the hands often sight unseen. These techniques have multiple applications form close up magic
tricks to cheating at cards, to lifting and pick pocketing. What sets this discipline apart is that it also
covers the art of misdirecting the attention of onlookers to prevent them from noticing what the hands
are doing. Characters with this discipline have excellent manual dexterity, and are more likely to notice
when these techniques are used against them as well.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Prestidigitation
Theft
Misdirection
Trick Shooting (9, Reflexes)
A development of accurate rifled handguns with multiple round capacity in the early 20th century, trick
shooting uses this accuracy combined with raw speed and some mechanical features of hand guns to
perform several astonishing feats, such as hitting small moving targets at range, or drawing and firing
multiple times in a split second. Characters with this specialty have practiced these basic skills to
perform trick shots.
Prerequisites: Handguns
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Impressive Shot
Hip Shooting
Technique: Quick Draw (5): Drawing a weapon from the holster in a blink of an eye, a character
with this technique can go from a holstered weapon to firing with the Hip Shooting specialty just like the
ready – Reflex Aim combat maneuver, only costing one initiative dice.
Technique: Rapid Fire (5): The Rapid Fire technique allows the character to use a pistol with an
action (a handgun with a hammer) to fire a round per Initiative dice! However, each round fired in the
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single rapid fire attack increases the VS to hit the target by 5, and the weapon’s ammunition capacity
limits number of rounds that can be fired.
Quick Hands (11, Reflexes)
A sister discipline to sleight of hand, characters with this discipline have skill at catching and throwing
things with astonish alacrity. They can often snatch falling objects from the air strike a tossed stone with
another tosses stone in midair, juggle four or more objects, and impressively, catch incoming missiles.
This discipline takes years to master, however the resulting coordination and speed has numerous
benefits. That said this discipline teaches no assumed knowledge.
Prerequisites: None.
T.L.: 2+
Specialties:
Juggling
Catch Projectile
Snatch
Throwing

2.6.3 SPECIALTY CODEX
What a character can do with what they know, and how well, are defined by their specialties. In this ay
specialties are a mixture of skills and special abilities. What all specialties have in common, no matter
what, is that they are actions. Every specialties dose something, it’s a verb, an effect on the character’s
response to stimuli or on the characters environment. Blow is a rather comprehensive list of Specialties,
although there is definitely room for more specialties, these should get any judge pretty far when it
comes to creating disciplines. You will notice that some specialties below are not found in the Disciplines
codex above, and are included to help Judges and Players create new Disciplines and have a frame of
reference for their own custom disciplines.

READING THE SPECIALTY DESCRIPTION
Each Specialty is laid out in the same way:
Name This is the name of the specialty, and may include a specific situation or tool to which the
specialty exclusively applies such as Armed Deflect or Bureaucracy (Corporate).
Actions and Applications: This section will talk about what the specialty means as well as when
and how this specialty is used in the game.
Feats: Under each specialty there is a list of up to three specific feats that this specialty can
accomplish and the specific VS of the task. Combat specialties, such as weapon skills do not have
feats listed, but rather have combat maneuvers listed.
Tandem Specialties: This is a list of any Specialties that can be used with this specialty for added
or increased effect, enabling special feats if the character has both.
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SPECIALTY LIST
Acting
Active Guard
Allure
Ambush
Animal Hunting
Animal Training
Annoy (distract or provoke)
Approachable (like allure)
Archeology
Arithmetic
Arming Swords
Articulated Staff
Astrology
Astronavigation
Automatic and Assault Rifles
Balance
Bargaining
Battle Axes
Battle Hammers
Battlefield Signaling
Bicycling
Block
Breach Loader
Breath Control
Brew Tinctures
Broadswords and Sabre
Bureaucracy (by organization)
Call Shot
Cannon and Mortars
Carbines
Cartography
Catch Fall
Catch Projectile
Celestiography
Chains
Change Mathematics
Cheating
Cipher
Clear Mind
Code Breaking
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Coercion
Cold Reading
Combat Readiness
Command
Communications
Compose Fiction
Compose Poetry
Computer Hardware
Contort
Cooking
Countermeasures
Decipher Ancient Language
Deduction
Defense Systems
Deflect, Armed
Deflect, Shield
Deflect, Spiral
Deflect, Unarmed
Distraction
Divination
Dodge
Drafting
Drill Formation
Duck and Cover
Escape
Exploit
Fabrication
Fasting
Fast Recovery
Fellowship
Find Water
Firecraft
First Aid
Foraging
Forgery
Free Climbing
Free running
Gather Evidence
Gather Ingredients
Gossip
Great Swords
Grooming
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Hand Flails
Hauling
Haymaker
Helmsman
Hip Shooting
Horse Swords
Hunting and Trapping
Hurtling
Identify Target
Impressive Shot
Improvise Primitive Tools
Improvise Primitive Weapon
Improvise Tool
Improvise Weapon
Improvised Shelter
Industrial Operation
Information Extraction
Instrument (varies)
Instrument Piloting
Intimidate
Intrusion
Juggling
Jury-rig
Just what I need
Laboratory Methodology
Lances
Launchers
Literacy (language)
Litigation
Load Bearing
Locksport
Long spear
Long Swords
Longbow
Luck Out
Lying
Maces & Morning-stars
Machine Pistols
Marathon
Medical Diagnosis
Meditation
Mediate
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Mental Evasion
Metaverse Navigation
Misdirection
Mounted Guns
Move Unseen
Musical Arrangement
Non-verbal communication
One in a million
Open Up (information extraction)
Operate Cars and Trucks
Operate Computer
Operate Motorcycle
Operate Scooters
Operate Semi, RV, and Rigs
Orbital Targeting
Orienteering
Over Carry
Over Lift
Overcome Anxiety
Overcome Cold
Overcome Heat
Overcome Pain
Painting and color theory
Pharmacology
Pilot Light Aircraft
Pilot Supersonic Aircraft
Pilot UAV
Pistols
Perception
Prestidigitation
Problem Solving
Profiling
Programing Principles
Psychotherapy
Pull Blow
Quick Climb
Quite Movement
Rapier and Epees
Repair
Resist Coercion
Resist Provocation
Resist Toxins
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Ride Animal
Rifle and Shotgun
Ritual
Sailing
Scientific Method
Scrapping
SCUBA
Sculpting
Sense Danger
Sensor Systems
Shadow
Shooting
Shortbow
Signaling
Sincerity (Believing what you’re saying)
Singing
Sketching
Snatch
Soak, Armor
Soak, Unarmed
Spatial Mathematics
Speak (language)
Spear and Javelin
Subterfuge
Surface Targeting
Surgeon
Surveillance
Take Hit
Targeting Solutions
Taunt
Tease
Theft
Throwing
Tracking
Tread Water
Treat Illness
Treat injury
Unarmed Strike
War Axes and Picks
Whacking
Whips
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SPECIALTY DISCRIPTIONS
Acting
Challenging
Actions and Applications: This specialty is the art of pretending to be someone or something the
character is not, of transforming from one person to another believably. More than stage acting, this is
skillfully expressing the emotions and presence of the façade. Characters can use acting as a disguise, or
as part of a performance to move an audience.
Feats:
VS 15: Giving a reliable performance of a well-known character.
VS 30: Deliver a rousing performance, or impersonate a well know person.
VS 60: Believably impersonate a world leader.
Tandem Specialties: Combined with Disguise, Acting can be used in very effective ruses or
performances.
Active Guard
Challenging
Actions and Applications: A character who has developed this specialty has an active and acute sense of
self preservation and danger. A use of this specialty allows the character to detect potential hostile
forces. With this specialty a character may attempt to detect hidden enemies, hostile intent on the part
of an NPC in an encounter, and other present potential hostility directed at the character. This specialty
cannot detect dangers from the environment or traps, rather, it is the ability to notice hostility and the
intent to do harm.
Feats:
VS 15: Notice a seedy character following you.
VS 30: Feel the killing intent of an otherwise friendly stranger.
VS 60: Notice a hidden assassin intent on taking your life.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Allure
Simple
Actions and Applications: With Allure, characters can engage and positively influence NPCs through the
art of seduction. Allure only works on characters who are sexually susceptible, and strongly rebuking a
character influenced with Allure can have dangerous repercussions. That said unlike Fellowship, which is
a far more challenging specialty, Allure is relatively simple. The exact VS that the character will need to
roll will be based on the specific NPC and the encounter.
Feats:
VS 15: Seducing a Welcoming fellow in a bar.
VS 30: Moving an Engaged woman from Welcoming to Friendly.
VS 60: Beguiling an attacker on the battle field, and making them turn on their comrades.
Tandem Specialties: Allure relies on attraction and appearance, this makes grooming an especially
valuable tandem specialty.
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Ambush
Simple
Actions and Applications: With this specialty characters can plan and engage in a surprise attack – an
ambush. Given sufficient time and terrain, a character with this specialty will be able to set the
conditions necessary to gain an ambush advantage, as well as tactically flank opponents on the battle
field. Ambush has other applications as well, such as improvising camouflage to conceal troops.
Feats:
VS 15: Setting a road ambush in a well forested area.
VS 30: Concealing a large number of troops in a flat open field.
VS 60: Take a well-trained troop movement by surprise.
Tandem Specialties: Battle field signaling and command are essential for using the specialty in a team or
unit.
Animal Hunting (animal)
Challenging
Actions and Applications: With this specialty, characters are skilled in the use of a trained animal to
hunt, such as a falcon, canine, or large cat. This action is used to give direction to the animal and treating
it properly. Although the character can’t get the animal to do the impossible, a skilled handler with a
strong bond can get a great deal out of their animals. This does not mean that the character could hunt
a bear with a beagle, even the most loyal and ferocious beagle.
Feats:
VS 15: Having a hunting dog fetch a duck that has been wounded.
VS 30: Bringing down a wolf with a trained eagle.
VS 60: Bringing down a bear with bear hounds.
Tandem Specialties: This specialty is useless without a trained animal, this makes animal training an
essential Specialty.
Animal Training
Challenging
Actions and Applications: With this skill a character can train and break animals and teach them to work
with a handler or master to provide useful work. Of course, training hunting animals and farm animals is
not the only application, characters can also train animals to perform tricks. Given enough time, a
creature with a sufficiently high cunning could be trained in new specialties.
Feats:
VS 15: Using simple behavior rewards to teach a dog to fetch, roll over, and shake hands.
VS 30: Training a beat to use human facilities and retrieve its own food.
VS 60: Teaching a great ape to effectively communicate with sign language or a computer.
Tandem Specialties: Trained animals are especially helpful in hunting with an animal.
Annoy
Simple
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Actions and Applications: This social specialty is used to distract or provoke an engaged target.
Assuming that the character can use a method to communicate with the target, a successful Annoy VS
Engage the target will cause a target to become distracted if they are attempting a specialty or activity
requiring concentration. In combat this will provoke the target.
Feats:
VS 15: Distract an average security guard on a long and tedious post.
VS 30: Provoke a trained soldier on the battle field.
VS 60: Distract a zen master from meditation.
Tandem Specialties: As with many social specialties having fellowship can potentially change how this
specialty is applied.
Approachable
Challenging
Actions and Applications: A character with this specialty can create an air of openness and availability.
Make no mistake, this is a social engineering technique used to draw in people and gain their
confidence, for good or ill. A character can use this specialty to move another character’s position
towards Welcoming if they are indifferent. In welcoming targets, this specialty can be used to generate
trust and confidence in the target.
Feats:
VS 15: Use this specialty to gain the trust of a Welcoming stranger.
VS 30: Use this specialty to move a weary knight to welcoming in an inn.
VS 60: Gain the trust of a hardened assassin who is on the job.
Tandem Specialties: Combined with Allure and Lying these specialties can be used to very effectively
con and deceive people. Combined with Specialties such as Psychology and Medical diagnosis it can be
used to more effectively treat a patient.
Archeology
Intricate
Actions and Applications: While archeological sciences are actually a broad discipline, this specialty is
the application of techniques to extract artifacts from archeologically relevant sites. This includes
handling, preserving, dating and potentially researching such archeological sites and relics. Characters
with this specialty can use these techniques to deduce and extract specific pieces of information about a
past civilization or culture, however, there may be no way to validate the accuracy of this information.
Feats:
VS 15: Correctly identify the period of an ancient coin.
VS 30: Use evidence to discover the location of a lost temple of a well know culture.
VS 60: Build a credible case for the existence of an unknown ancient culture now lost to the world.
Tandem Specialties: Combined with lab methodology and mathematics solutions, Archeology can be
used to verify and extract imperial information from the remnants of ancient cultures.
Arithmetic
Simple
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Actions and Applications: The application of mathematic understanding of quantity and structure,
arithmetic is the basis of all mathematics. Armed with this specialty a character can perform most basic
calculations on numbers and integers: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Armed with
this skills they can attempt to solve more complicated algebra and geometry as well. While a character
without this specialty can probably count, they probably cannot perform more complicated
mathematical tasks, let alone manage complex technical tasks or understand logical operations.
Feats:
VS 15: Quickly perform simple calculations and equations.
VS 30: Use complicated order of operations in an algebra equation.
VS 60: Calculate complex sets of polynomials and fractions on a graph.
Tandem Specialties: Virtually every technical specialty will require some understanding of arithmetic in
order to be effectively applied.
Arming Swords
Challenging
Actions and Applications: A character with this specialty is trained in the use of one hand pommel
balanced cruciform swords for attack and defense. Arming swords, from the earliest gladius to the later
knight’s blades, served as a popular military weapon for an exceptionally long period of human history –
over six hundred years. Arming swords eventually grew shorter and became paired with Long swords
and broad swords for use in defense and close range strikes.
Feats:
Rank 1: Parry Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Simultaneous Strike Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: Arming swords are very effective when combined with another sword or shield.
Articulated Staff
Challenging
Actions and Applications: a character trained in the use of the articulated staff, also known as the
sectional staff or three piece staff, can use this weapon to devastating effect. An uncommon weapon
historically only used for a brief period, the articulated staff is comprised of three arm length sections of
hardwood joined by a short length of chain. These weapons are challenging to control but are very
effective at entangling, disarming, and surprising foes.
Feats:
Rank 1: Disarm Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Parry Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Rapid Strike Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Astrology
Simple
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Actions and Applications: This is another psudo-eldritch specialty that enables the character to read the
stars, a kind of divination, as well as predict the auspicious times to engage in eldritch practice. As such,
this specialty is effectively useless in settings with no eldritch advance level. In settings that feature such
powers, this discipline can be used to determine whether a course of action is fortuitous or not, or when
the best point in time to cast a ritual is. Actions taken that are deemed fortuitous receive a +1 Step
bonus, Rituals cast at the best time receive a +1 step to the casting roll, whereas actions divined not
fortuitous or rituals cast at the wrong time receive a -1 Step penalty.
Feats:
VS 15: Auguring the fortune of a specific action or choice action.
VS 30: Reading the most auspicious time to perform an eldritch ritual in the stars.
VS 60: Accurately determine key personality traits in a person based on their time of birth.
Tandem Specialties: Astrology plays a key role in effective use of powerful eldritch rituals that may
otherwise be nearly impossible to cast.
Astronavigation
Intricate
Actions and Applications: Navigating by the sun, moon and stars was a widespread form of navigation,
but ancient European mariners developed sophisticated nautical charts and maps to travel the oceans
by night and day. Characters with this specialty can chart a course by land or sea via knowledge of the
season and position of the stars. This will require charts and tools and most importantly: visible celestial
bodies. Tools like a proper sextant, compass, and map.
Feats:
VS 15: Chart a short journey across the English Channel.
VS 30: Navigate across the Indian Ocean.
VS 60: Plot a course across the open Pacific Ocean.
Tandem Specialties: Spatial mathematics can actually simplify many of these techniques, a proper
compass and orienteering can also make navigation easier.
Automatic and Assault Rifles
Simple
Actions and Applications: Rising to prominence in the second half of the twentieth century, the
automatic rifle is the standard weapon issued to militaries of the era. While assault rifles feature
selective fire, high capacity magazines, and intermediate ranges. Battle, or automatic, rifles feature
longer ranges and more powerful rounds, but rarely have selective fire capabilities and are much
heavier. Characters proficient in the use of assault rifles are able to aim and fire these weapons with
continued accuracy while on the move.
Feats:
Rank 1: Burst Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Full Attack – Suppressing Fire Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Ready – Reflex Burst Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
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Balance
Simple
Actions and Applications: While balance is an essential sense in most creatures, this Specialty as actually
the more acrobatic task of maintaining the center line of gravity while moving at speed or bearing a
balanced load. This has many applications: balancing on tightropes, balancing objects, and performing
gymnastics of beams or poles are examples.
Feats:
VS 15: Walk a ten meter tight rope, or balance a set of objects such as wine classes.
VS 30: Move rapidly across a very narrow beam or balance a cumbersome object, such as a bicycle.
VS 60: Walk a several hundred meter tightrope, or balance a number of moving cumbersome objects.
Tandem Specialties: This specialty, when used alongside performance specialties can be put to great
effect in wowing an audience.
Bargaining
Challenging
Actions and Applications: The art of negotiation and haggling in commerce, bargaining includes many
interpersonal tactics as well as business savvy. Characters with this specialty are able to maneuver
targets towards agreements that benefit them. Whether this is complex business negotiation, or
purchasing grain at the market, the tactics and approach is the same. Against a weary or welcoming
target without this specialty, a successful Bargaining VS Engage will bring the target in line with the
character’s demands. However, two characters with Bargaining roll VS each other.
Feats:
VS 15: Gain a 10% discount from a welcoming merchant eager to sell.
VS 30: Sell at a 15% mark up to a weary buyer.
VS 60: Broker a deal for half a continent for a paltry sum, such as beads and blankets.
Tandem Specialties: Like many social specialties, Fellowship or similar specialties can be used to make
targets more susceptible to bargaining.
Battle Axes
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Broad bladed one handed weapons designed to deliver devastating damage,
Battle axes were present on the battlefield for nearly a millennia. Unlike war axes that are huge two
handed weapons, the battle axes are fast and effective one handed weapons made for breaking through
shields and armor.
Feats:
Rank 1: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Parry Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Disarm Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: Battle axes are very effective when combined with a shield.
Battle Hammers
Simple
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Actions and Applications: Heavy, two handed hammers and mauls these weapons arose as an effective
melee counter to the heavy plate and mail armors of the fourteenth and fifteenth century. Shorter than
polearms, but with a heavier head, Battle Hammers can deliver devastating blows at the cost of speed
and anything resembling finesse.
Feats:
Rank 1: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Follow Through Attack
Rank 9: Disarm Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: Battle Hammers are too slow to effectively parry, however, armed deflect can
make use of the large head and sturdy haft.
Battlefield Signaling
Simple
Actions and Applications: War’s tactical language, Battlefield Signaling covers more than just hand signs
on the field, but also basic drum, horn or bugle signals. Generally, a character with this specialty can
signal troops on the field to perform scheduled or improvised maneuvers. Unlike most languages, a
character with this specialty can instruct a unit in basic signals with one scene.
Feats:
VS 15: Signal a change in tactics to a well-trained team.
VS 30: Signal an unexpected tactical maneuver to a team.
VS 60: Correctly signal a complete change in strategy to an entire unite.
Tandem Specialties: Any character with drill formations can understand many common bugel or horn
signals.
Bicycling
Simple
Actions and Applications: A comparative new mode of transportation, bicycles are the single most
efficient mode of operator powered vehicles. Preceding motor carriages by only a few decades, the first
bicycles emerged in the early 1800’s. Characters with this specialty have learned their center of balance
(something one rarely forgets), traffic hand signals, and are able to propel a pedal bike at speed and
navigate challenging terrain. A character with this specialty can also perform routine maintenance and
repair on most simple bicycles, such and changing a chain, wheel, or adjusting a seat’s height.
Feats:
VS 15: Maintain control over challenging terrain.
VS 30: Maintain control over difficult terrain, or perform a simple stunt.
VS 60: Maintain control performing challenging stunts with a passenger in the back.
Tandem Specialties: Balance and motorcycle operations are related, but not tandem.
Block
Simple
Actions and Applications: Block is a primitive defensive maneuver that is one part deflect, and one part
soak. When a character uses Block they use whatever is available, whether it is objects in hand or
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around them to mitigate incoming damage. Unlike Deflect this defensive action requires initiative dice,
and unlike Armor Soaking it does not transfer damage to armor, instead, it turns lethal damage into nonlethal damage. A character who successfully Blocks an attack may roll their Resistance, this is the
amount of damage that becomes non-lethal from the attack.
Feats:
Rank 1: Full Defense Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Breath Control
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Whether in athletics, meditation, music, or martial arts – breath control is key
to biofeedback and body control. Characters can use this specialty to control their rate of breathing and
heart rate to a number of effects. They can hold their breath for an extended period, lower their heart
rate, and maintain long steady breaths in notes.
Feats:
VS 15: Hold breath for up to half Stamina in minutes.
VS 30: Lower heart rate enough to give another opportunity to Resist Fear effects.
VS 60: Bring breathing and heart rate low enough to pass for dead for one round.
Tandem Specialties: This specialty can add a free raise to a number of other specialties, such as
meditation, lying, and diving.
Brew Tinctures
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Medicinal remedies in a solution of alcohol, tinctures are crud but effective
method of delivering medicinal herbs to the system. Characters with this specialty can craft tinctures,
provided the proper ingredients, that can provide a number of benefits. While generally not a potent as
more concentrated medicine, the right tincture can provide a +1 Resistance Dice bonus to saves against
ailments and poisons. The Resistance VS of the ailment would be VS to craft the Tincture.
Feats:
VS 15: Craft a tincture of aspirin.
VS 30: Craft a tincture of laudanum.
VS 60: Craft a tincture simulating sophisticated pharmaceutical chemicals.
Tandem Specialties: Gather ingredients would be essential to creating tinctures without supplies, and
any healing specialties would add a free chance to using this specialty for medicine.
Broadswords and Sabre
Challenging
Actions and Applications: In service even in to modern times, basket hilted and swept blades feature
very heavy pommels and hilts, and comparatively light long blades. Unlike their cousins the epee and
foil, these swords rely on their mass to add to cutting power. Character proficient in their use are apt at
using these blades for attack and defense. Classically, a saber or broadsword is wielded with nothing in
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the other hand, as they were often used by musketeers and dragoons who needed their free hand for
the reins of a horse, or for a musket.
Feats:
Rank 1: Parry Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Riposte Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: Sabers were classically a cavalry weapon, and can be used very effectively from
horse back.
Bureaucracy
Challenging
Actions and Applications: In a world with complicated complex rules and intricate power relationships,
the ability to navigate and exploit these systems in called bureaucracy. A character with this specialty
selects a particular organization of focus, such a business, government, or tax. Within the confines of
this organization, the character can not only properly follow the rules and processes, but can navigate
and leverage the system to their advantage.
Feats:
VS 15: Identify and follow the correct process to move through the red tape.
VS 30: Find obscure rules or exceptions to more through the system at an accelerated rate.
VS 60: Leverage the bureaucratic mechanisms to enable the character to ignore rules or process.
Tandem Specialties: Law and Fellowship are essential to maximizing Bureaucratic abilities.
Call Shot
Intricate
Actions and Applications: Particularly talented melee fighters can strike with surgical precision, calling
each shot. This allows the martial artist to target limbs and parts of the body as they attack. Of course
this is easier said than done: to successfully call a shot the character must succeed their own attack role
VS and spend and additional initiative dice on the maneuver they are attempting to control. However,
this has a number of applications as well. Called shot can be used to pull punches, cause specific injuries,
or target weak points in armor.
Feats:
Rank 1: Pull punch, inflicting the minimum possible damage.
Rank 5: Overcome Armor rank by 1 for each 1 rolled over their attack roll.
Rank 9: Inflict an injury on the target location by beating the attack roll.
Tandem Specialties: A melee specialty will be necessary to apply this skill.
Cannon and Mortars
Simple
Actions and Applications: It was not long after the advent of black powder that the first cannons were
fashioned from wood and bronze and iron. The first cannons are attested to in the 13th century, and
rapidly changed war. As such, this could be considered the first firearms specialty. Cannons and mortars
of this specialty are large bore, muzzle loaded artillery weapons. A character with this specialty is able to
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aim and fire most barrel loaded cannons and mortar weapons, as well as keep powder safely, quickly
load munitions, and care for the weapons.
Feats:
Rank 5: Suppressing Fire
Tandem Specialties: Mathematics would be essential to plotting a target out of line of sight.
Carbines
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Short barreled cavalry weapons originally designed for skirmishers and
dragoons, the compact and light weight form factor of Carbines would eventually lead to the
development of tactical assault rifles. Early carbines were more accurate than a pistol, but less powerful
than a rifle, the most successful carbines in history used revolver ammunition in a longer barrel and high
capacity magazine. Later carbines only suffered a marginal loss in power while maintaining the compact
design and medium range.
Feats:
Rank 1: Ready - Reflex Aim Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Charge – Take Ground Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Burst Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Cartography
Challenging
Actions and Applications: The drafting of maps and taking of measurements, a character with this
specialty can use a number of methods and technology to create a mostly accurate maps of an area.
Accurate projections of a city or similar geographical area are possible, however, translating a spherical
surface to a flat map results in distortion Essential to this specialty are tools such as a compass, method
to record the map (such as a pen and paper).
Feats:
VS 15: Create a map of a town as seen from above.
VS 30: Create a map of a shore line as seen from above
VS 60: Draft an accurate map of the shore and tides of a world from sailing along the shore
Tandem Specialties: Navigation and drafting or sketching are essential to Cartography and add 1 free
chance.
Catch Fall
Simple
Actions and Applications: Many martial arts and athletic disciplines teach one of the most basic
defensive techniques for any fighter: falling gracefully. Catch Fall allows the character to brace, role,
tumble and relax in the right way to absorb, or minimalize the damage from a fall. Trained characters
can take falls from great heights and walk away with little or no damage. With this specialty, a character
can roll against a VS 5 per meter of fall up to 10 meters, +5 per addition 10 meters. If they succeed the
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roll, they take no damage, and need not make a Resistance check against falling damage. If they fail this
roll, the character reduces the damage dice of the fall by 1D10 per every 5 of their roll.
Feats:
VS 15: Fall 3 meters with no damage.
VS 30: Fall 6 meters with no damage.
VS 60: Take a 30 meter fall with no damage.
Tandem Specialties: Combined with Free Running and Free Climbing characters are very adept at
traversing even the most difficult terrain.
Catch Projectile
Simple
Actions and Applications: One of the most challenging feats of reflexes, a character with this specialty
can attempt to catch a number of projectiles such as balls, thrown knives, darts, arrows, and other low
speed projectiles. Faster objects such as crossbow bolts and bullets (generally anything with a Threat of
5 or higher) can be deflected but not caught by the bare hand. Catching any projectile requires the
character be aware of the attack, and roll above VS incoming attack roll.
Feats:
VS 15: Catch a thrown knife from straight on under practiced conditions.
VS 30: Catch a ball or grenade in real world conditions.
VS 60: Successfully catch an arrow under battle conditions.
Tandem Specialties: A character could benefit from a throwing weapon combat specialty.
Celestiography
Intricate
Actions and Applications: This specialty represents the practice of mapping and navigating the
Metaverse through its pathways, corridors, and structure. Characters with this specialty must employ a
number of tools as techniques to use this specialty, although in worlds with higher Eldritch advance
levels it is noticeably easier. Armed with this specialty, characters can take measurements that will tell
them whether they are in a high or low order reality, its general proximity to Pleroma or the Astral, and
what kinds of gateways exist in the world. Armed thusly, characters are able to plot a course to other
realities to which they have the same measurements, which act much like cosmic coordinates.
Feats:
VS 15: Correctly identify the position of a reality.
VS 30: Plot a course from one low order reality to another through a conduit.
VS 60: Chart the pathway from a high order reality to a low order reality.
Tandem Specialties: Combined with eldritch specialties or mathematics solutions, as well as inventions,
this specialty can be used to actually cross realities.
Chains
Challenging
Actions and Applications: The use of chain weapons dates back as early as the first century BCE,
potentially even later. Like many weapons, the use of a weighted chain as a weapon evolved from
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farming tools used to reap grains. As their effectiveness to tangle and snare heavily armed and armored
opponent became apparent, and the power of a spinning weapon became obvious, the use spread.
Training in the use of chain weapons is essential to their effective use in combat. Untrained characters
find the weapons as dangerous to themselves as to their enemies in the field.
Feats:
Rank 1: Trip Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Feint Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Melee disarm Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Change Mathematics
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Considered by many to have the most practical application to describe the
natural forces of the universe, change mathematics is the practices of using mathematical form to
describe phenomena, and their delta. The most common branch of change mathematics that is known is
calculous, but many of the functional models and complex models of physics and chemistry relay on
change mathematics. In applied mathematical study engineering and electronics often leverage change
mathematics heavily.
Feats:
VS 15: Calculate the slope of a curve.
VS 30: Calculate the wave form function of a pulsar star.
VS 60: Calculate the gravitational mass of a solar system and the orbits of its bodies.
Tandem Specialties: This specialty is essential to programming 3D computer renderings engines and
simulations of physical properties, as well as sciences like physics and chemistry.
Cheating
Simple
Actions and Applications: Sometimes it isn’t about being good enough to win, no, it’s about being good
enough to cheat. Characters with this specialty are apt at seizing opportunity and cheating at games of
chance and some of skill. Armed with the Cheating Specialty a character who has failed any roll or role
playing encounter based around a game or chance or one which relies heavily on chance, may attempt
to roll a Cheating check to move the odds in their favor. All other participants are entitled to a roll of an
appropriate counter specialty, or resistance, VS the characters Cheating roll, to see if they notice.
Feats:
VS 15: Count cards at a black-jack table with a spatter and a system.
VS 30: Get a look at an opponent’s hand in a poker game.
VS 60: Gently ‘nudge’ a couple of Damage Dice to 0 without the Judge noticing.
Tandem Specialties: Fellowship and Distraction are both essentials specialties for the consummate
cheater.
Cipher
Challenging
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Actions and Applications: The bedrock of cryptography is creating a cipher, and algorithm to encrypt
and decrypt a block of information. The first ciphers were used in the first millennium BCE as simple
transposition or pigeon encryption. As mathematics advanced so too did eth complexity of the
algorithms used in the encryption process, as well as the ways ciphers are employed. Like many
specialties, the power and complexity of the ciphers the character can create are dependent on their
other abilities: mathematic and language specialties. When attempting to break a cipher, the VS is set by
the creator’s Cipher roll.
Feats:
VS 15: Create a basic cipher for messages.
VS 30: Engineer a cipher for computer cryptography.
VS 60: Create a multilayered double blind encryption algorithm.
Tandem Specialties: Mathematics or linguistics are essential to applying ciphers. Furthermore, for
computer encryption, programming and mathematical specialties are necessary.
Clear Mind
Intricate
Actions and Applications: One of the essential practices in mindfulness and meditation, clear mind
allows a character to focus on clearing their mind of eternal stimulus, stress, fear, and distraction.
Essentially, the character may take a full round to attempt to use clear mind to overcome one the
following situational modifiers: anxiety, dazzle, or provocation. The VS is determined by the specific
distraction, and if the character succeeds they overcome the effect just as if they had succeeded a
resistance check.
Feats:
VS 15: Overcome basic Anxiety.
VS 30: Clear one’s mind of incessant Provocations.
VS 60: Overcome the Dazzle effect of an alien weapon.
Tandem Specialties: This is a powerful specialty that can be used to overcome situational modifiers, and
resist effects. This makes it valuable for any character that needs concentration.
Code Breaking
Challenging
Actions and Applications: For every cipher, there is someone who wants to break the code. This is the
second pillar of cryptography. Codebreaking allows the character to recognize and deconstruct patterns
in cipher in hopes of revealing the content. This is much easier said than done. Even primitive ciphers,
without any kind of clue or seed, and be nearly impenetrable. Computer aided code breaking can make
this easier, but even the best computers would take years to brute force modern encryption algorithms.
Provided the character has some kind of seed or clue to work form, they can take most codes, with the
VS set by the Cipher action roll of the creator.
Feats:
VS 15: Break a basic cipher for messages in a natural language.
VS 30: Reverse engineer a cipher for computer cryptography, provided some of the source.
VS 60: Break a 128 bit encryption algorithm.
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Tandem Specialties: Mathematics or linguistics are essential to breaking ciphers. Furthermore, for
computer encryption, programming and mathematical specialties are necessary.
Coercion
Simple
Actions and Applications: A simple specialty that has many applications, coercion is the arguably
inelegant art of forcing people to do what you want them through malice, force, and the application of
emotional leverage. As a general rule Coercion can be used to compel an Engaged character to
undertake one action that is within their ability, if sufficiently pressured. The default VS for any Coercion
attempt depends on what is asked of them. The main issue with coercion is that it rarely if ever leads to
sustained cooperation or obedience. Characters are entitled to a Resistance check VS Coercion rolls,
particularly if they are not overly convinced of the dangers of non-compliance.
Feats:
VS 15: Use threats of violence to force a person into giving away material possessions.
VS 30: Engage in psychological manipulation to press unwanted sexual advances.
VS 60: Force a trained agent to give up security codes through a mixture of torture and manipulation.
Tandem Specialties: As with many social specialties, they all complement one another.
Cold Reading
Challenging
Actions and Applications: This specialty makes use of a number of methods to convince a subject of a
deeper personal knowledge on behalf of the character using this specialty. In fact, this specialty can be
used to gain a great deal of intelligence on a subject. Classically cold reading makes use of the Forer
effect, broad generalizations, and vague questions centered on behavioral and observational analysis.
This enables the cold reader to glean a great deal of information from a subject, and can be used to
convince the subject that there is a deeper connection as well. Cold reading is a valuable skill for scam
artists, fraud psychics, and religious leaders. Intelligence agents often make use of this specialty in
clandestine operations, and developing human assets.
Feats:
VS 15: Determine the profession, marital status and interests of a stranger.
VS 30: Glean the cause of death and time of death of a loved one of the subject.
VS 60: Learn a trained operative’s true identity.
Tandem Specialties: Lying, acting, and Psychology are all valuable to a cold reader, and having all three
gives the character a free chance with this specialty.
Combat Readiness
Intricate
Actions and Applications: Despite what movies, TV, and games portray real combat is terrifying,
unpredictable, and (obviously) violent. Of course this is a game, but still. Combat Readiness is the skill of
overcoming the horrors of war and acting, not freezing up. Characters trained in this specialty can use it
to overcome the surprise of being ambushed and the shock of battlefield violence. To use combat
readiness, the character must be under the effects of surprise or Shock. In the case of Surprise, the
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character must succeed a Combat Readiness VS of 15+ the highest opponent initiative roll. Overcoming
shock is more complicated. Characters can roll combat readiness before entering the battlefield. If they
do so, and shock effect with a VS lower than their Combat Readiness action roll is ignored, however they
may not roll combat readiness again that scene to overcome shell shock. On the other hand, the
character may simply choose to roll at the time they are subjected to battlefield shock and in place of a
resistance roll, roll Combat Readiness.
Feats:
VS 15: Prepare oneself for a fire fight.
VS 30: Overcome the shell shock of an enemy mortar barrage.
VS 60: Enter a state of fearlessness before rushing an enemy trench position.
Tandem Specialties: When combined with similar specialties that overcome conditions, Combat
Readiness can make a character fearsome in battle.
Command
Challenging
Actions and Applications: The burden of command is not about being in charge, it is more about being
authoritative, and having the presence to give commands weight. This specialty represents specific
training in authority and command, and being accustom to giving orders. As will all interpersonal
specialties, to use command eth character must first successfully Engage the target. Once this is done,
the character can give the target simple direction, which they are inclined to follow provided there is no
reason to doubt the characters authority, and no incentive not to obey the orders. Command is a double
edge sword, abusing their authority or failing to engage with have strong negative impact on the target’s
posture towards the character, and can quickly lead to a fight.
Feats:
VS 15: Directing an underling is a hierarchical situation.
VS 30: Commanding civilians to comply with your orders.
VS 60: Giving orders to a sovereign or head of state and having them obey.
Tandem Specialties: Interpersonal and social specialties tend to all stack. Still, signaling and language
are important for command.
Communications
Challenging
Actions and Applications: This is the technical training in the use of electronic communications and
countermeasure systems. Characters with this specialty can activate, manipulate, send, and receive
communications on complicated duplex communications systems, such as a ships communication
center, a telecom’s switchboard hub, or a space craft’s control room systems. A more advanced
application of the specialty is using active jamming to prevent communications, or to attempt to
circumnavigate jamming and countermeasures.
Feats:
VS 15: Connect and coordinate a duplex communication array
VS 30: Extract a viable signal for communications through enemy jamming.
VS 60: Use a radar array to communicate with other ship’s via Morse code.
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Tandem Specialties: Three or more ranks in electronics and computer specialties give communications a
free chance.
Compose Fiction
Simple
Actions and Applications: Armed with this specialty, a character can compose a narrative work that can
entertain and move an audience. Compelling stories have a dramatic, and unexpected effect on the
audience. Using this Specialty the character can create a work of fiction the drives one or more idea or
thoughts. The VS set by the action roll will be the engage VS for the audience, and those with a lower
engagement threshold can be exposed to the theme in the story.
Feats:
VS 15: Compose a short story with a simple twist.
VS 30: Write a novel length story with several themes.
VS 60: Tell a story that imparts a deeper philosophical meaning.
Tandem Specialties: Literacy, or other forms of recording one’s stories could be invaluable in making the
character’s fiction last.
Compose Poetry
Simple
Actions and Applications: Using prose, language, and meter to invoke powerful feelings and imagery,
poetry is at best subjective. Characters with this specialty are able to compose prose and meter in a
manner meting out meaningful measures, moving their audience. Techniques such as rhyme and rhythm
are employed to provide power to points in the piece. How the audience responds depends on their
axis, posture, and language compared to the poet’s.
Feats:
VS 15: Craft as short rhyming poem.
VS 30: Compose a Haiku that is a zen koan.
VS 60: Deliver a poem that inspires great change.
Tandem Specialties: Literacy, or other forms of recording one’s poetry are essential, as is language,
which will dictate the medium of the poetry.
Computer Hardware
Simple
Actions and Applications: A character with this specialty is familiar with all the basic components of
computers and how to assemble, disassemble, trouble shoot, and perform basic hardware maintenance.
This specialty is more focused on personal computers, but the same knowledge cane be applied to more
advanced, or more complex systems such as ship systems, mobile devices, and specialized computers
such as game consoles or kiosks. This includes the basics of soldering and integrated circuit construction.
Feats:
VS 15: Assemble a desktop PC.
VS 30: Repair a laptop cable.
VS 60: Repair a faulty chip on a supercomputer motherboard.
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Tandem Specialties: Computer operations, and any manner of Electronics specialties can only make this
specialty more useful.
Contort
Simple
Actions and Applications: Being able to bend and flex into extreme measures and position, a character
with this specialty can stretch and bend into positions that defy anatomy. With a successful contortion
action roll a character can fold themselves in half to the front of back, perform extreme splits, even
compress into remarkably small spaces. Normally, characters with contortion can reach most positions
without necessitating a roll, however, taking another action while contorted, that requires a roll.
Feats:
VS 15: Juggle while performing full splits.
VS 30: Operate an access terminal while bent in half backwards.
VS 60: Disarm a bomb while contorted into a knee-high box.
Tandem Specialties: Essentially, Contort let’s a character perform actions while in otherwise impossible
positions.
Cooking
Simple
Actions and Applications: Preparing meals for consumption is an easy task. Preparing meals other want
to eat is a bit more challenging. Characters with this specialty can be presented with a number of
ingredients and prepare them as an edible and tasty meal. Generally action rolls are required to prepare
a meal with unusual ingredients, or under time constraints.
Feats:
VS 15: Preparing s simple breakfast dish, such as bacon and eggs.
VS 30: Creating a specific dish from unusual ingredients.
VS 60: Craft a rare or exotic dish under pressure.
Tandem Specialties: Using gather ingredients to collect all the ingredients for a meal provides a +1 free
chance to a cooking roll.
Countermeasures
Intricate
Actions and Applications: This is the specific training in and application of modern communications
systems countermeasures. Armed with this specialty a character can actively jam and interfere with
enemy communications systems, as well as target and intercept these communications. More
importantly this is also the ability to actively attack enemy communications systems in hopes of
disabling them and causing other difficulties, provided the correct equipment is available or can be
cobbled together.
Feats:
VS 15: Jam communications in a small area.
VS 30: Triangulate enemy positions form their communication pattern.
VS 60: Use a series of high frequency pulses to knock out a radio signal repeater.
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Tandem Specialties: Having an electronics, engineering, and computer specialty will give the character a
free chance when using this specialty.
Decipher Ancient Language
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Armed with an understanding of ancient languages and scripts, a character
can attempt to decipher ancient or dead written languages. Unlike simply taking a language specialty,
this specialty allows the character to read a number of ancient languages, but only in the most basic and
literal sense, this is why it is deciphering. As these languages are dead, the meaning of colloquialism,
poetry, and metaphor is hard to grasp without any social context. With this specialty that character can
piece these things back together as well as reasonably read the ancient script.
Feats:
VS 15: Decipher the basic meaning of a widely known dead language.
VS 30: Piece together the meaning of an uncommon dead language.
VS 60: Correctly discern the meaning of a largely lost dead language.
Tandem Specialties: The more languages the character knows, the better his chances of knowing a
language similar to a dead one, further archeology will give this specialty one free chance, and vica
versa.
Deduction
Simple
Actions and Applications: By reasoning through premises logically to a conclusion a character with
deduction can make predictions about the outcome of events, as well as observe repeating patterns.
While this specialty finds common ground in the model of deductive reasoning in logic, it is broader and
represents using mental tools of logic to validate a hypothesis in a predictive fashion. By using
deduction, characters can link observable information to a hypothesis, and act against it. In that regard,
Deduction can be used much like problem solving, however, the use of this specialty is using evidence to
prove a prediction or conclusion true.
Feats:
VS 15: Deduce the axis of a character based on their behavior under observation and interviews.
VS 30: Build a credible murder case against a clever assassin.
VS 60: Predict the outcome of a battle based on a complete strategic analysis of all sides.
Tandem Specialties: Used with Litigation or Bureaucracy (law) and Gather Evidence, this specialty can
be part of criminal proceedings or detective work, and will give those specialties a free chance.
Defense Systems
Intricate
Actions and Applications: Where skills like countermeasure focus on electronic signal gamming, defense
systems is the skill at deploying active anti-weapons systems such as flack, radar jamming and
interference, and even things like active energy shields. Modern examples include controlling antiballistic missiles, missile deterrent cannons, or anti-munition laser or microwave beams. As a combat
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specialty, Defense systems can be rolled against an Attack made with Targeting or similar weapon
system attack specialties.
Feats:
VS 15: Intercept a primitive unguided rocket.
VS 30: Jam the guidance of a radar guided missile.
VS 60: Manually target and destroy an ICBM volley with an orbital laser.
Tandem Specialties: Having change mathematics and a computer specialty will give the character a free
chance when using this specialty.
Deflect, Armed
Simple
Actions and Applications: This is the essential defense specialty for melee characters. With this specialty
a character may attempt to use a weapon to intercept another melee weapon, preventing an attack.
The VS to intercept a blow is set by the attack roll of the opponent. Special weapon qualities my make
this more challenging. Armed deflect does not require any initiative dice, and replaces the parry
maneuver.
Feats:
Rank 1: Full Defense Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: A character must have at least one melee weapon specialty to make use of Deflect.
Deflect, Shield
Simple
Actions and Applications: More like an armor specialty than armed deflect, a character with Shield
Deflect may use their shield to intercept incoming blows as per Armed Deflect. With this specialty a
character may attempt to use a shield to intercept another attack, using the shield to absorb the
damage from the attack. The VS to intercept a blow is set by the attack roll of the opponent. Unlike
armed deflect, Shield Deflect can be used to intercept any attack, melee or ranged, transferring the
damage to the shield. Different Shield types also impact how this works – a bucker cannot deflect a
dragon’s breath, but a tower shield might.
Feats:
Rank 1: Full Defense Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Deflect, Spiral
Challenging
Actions and Applications: An odd form of unarmed deflection that usually only rises in later more
advanced societies, a spiral deflect uses the whole body, and turning motions to both dodge and deflect
melee attacks. This specialty can be rolled as a normal deflect, however it can have a number of other
effects, following a spiral deflect the character has moved to the side of the attacker, or behind them. As
with Unarmed Deflect, Spiral Deflection can be used against armed attacks at a +10 VS penalty.
Feats:
Rank 1: Full Defense Combat Maneuver
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Tandem Specialties: This specialty combined with Unarmed Strike is a very effective form defense.
Deflect, Unarmed
Simple
Actions and Applications: Characters with this specialty can deflect unarmed attacks. A successful
unarmed deflect will intercept and prevent damage from an unarmed melee attack. As with deflect, this
replaces combat maneuvers such as parry, and a deflection does not use initiative dice. Unarmed
Deflection can be used against armed attacks at a +10 VS penalty.
Feats:
Rank 1: Full Defense Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: This specialty combined with Unarmed Strike is a very effective form defense.
Deflect (Riposte)
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Selected as a form of armed deflect, Riposte specialty allows the character to
perform a deflection followed by a riposte, or counter attack. This specialty is synergistic by definition
with an armed melee specialty. Characters with this specialty can deflect and counter in the same
motion, only costing 1 initiative dice.
Feats:
Rank 1: Riposte Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: This specialty requires an armed specialty, such as long swords or arming swords.
Disguise
Challenging
Actions and Applications: This is the art of making one appearance different, in small ways or
drastically. The most basic application of this specialty is to make the character unrecognizable as
themselves through hair, make-up, and clothing. Advanced applications of this specialty make the
character appear to be a specific person, although acting would be required to properly impersonate
them. Characters suspicious and trying to see through a disguise must succeed a perception or similar
specialty against the character’s Disguise roll in order to ascertain their subterfuge.
Feats:
VS 15: Deduce the axis of a character based on their behavior under observation and interviews.
VS 30: Build a credible murder case against a clever assassin.
VS 60: Predict the outcome of a battle based on a complete strategic analysis of all sides.
Tandem Specialties: Used with
Distraction
Simple
Actions and Applications: It might be considered easy to break someone’s concentration, but to truly
captivate someone, to rob them of their focus takes skill. Characters with this specialty can use a
number of things such as body language, appearance (i.e. provocative clothing) and subtle flirtation to
interrupt a targets concentration and focus, instead keeping them pre-occupied with the character.
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While generally this specialty requires that the target be able to see and be attracted to the gender
appearance of the character, it could in theory be used to provoke a character who is not attracted to
the character’s gender appearance. A victim of this specialty is effectively dazzled if attempting to notice
anything besides the character.
Feats:
VS 15: Captivate a card player at a card game.
VS 30: Pull a trained guard’s attention away from their post.
VS 60: Predict the outcome of a battle based on a complete strategic analysis of all sides.
Tandem Specialties: Fellowship, Allure, or another social specialty adds a free chance to any distraction
attempt involving actually speaking to the target.
Divination
Simple
Actions and Applications: This psudo-eldritch specialty allows the character to auger whether a course
of action is auspicious or not. Whether throwing bones, reading tea leafs, or examining the stars, with
this specialty the character spends one scene examining the omens. The validity of this skill should be
entirely in the hands of the Judge, in settings featuring powers of fate or high eldritch advance level this
specialty should at least have some validity, while in a world devoid of eldritch power this specialty
could be little more than pure chance. Characters who are (or are utterly convinced) that they are under
the effects of good fortune receive a free chance on action rolls for the scene of the auspicious fortune.
Feats:
VS 15: Generate a generic horoscope for a character.
VS 30: Devine the correct alignment of the stars for a sacrifice to the dark god.
VS 60: Predict the outcome of a battle after examining the entrails of a virgin.
Tandem Specialties: A successful Divination roll may be a prerequisite for a number of powerful rituals.
Dodge
Simple
Actions and Applications: Getting out of the way is one of the most basic combat defenses. Characters
with this specialty have trained at combat evasion, dodging blows and avoiding ranged attacks. Like
many defense specialties, Dodge replaces the untrained evasion for characters. By using dodge
characters can avoid an attack, in melee dodging moves the character out of the way of the blow,
dodging a ranged attack moves the character a step away from their previous position.
Feats:
Rank 1: Full Defense Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: Combat specialties make Dodge more useful but no specialties are synergistic to
dodge.
Drafting
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Reading and creating technical drawings and diagrams or plans of engineered
objects, characters with this specialty can produce drafts and blue prints. Characters with this specialty
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are familiar with all of the conventions, notations, symbols and unites of measurements needed to
successfully communicate the design for an object. The more complicated the design of the technical
drawing, the higher the requisite drafting action roll to successfully draw. While in itself this specialty
has many uses and applications, other specialties and techniques are needed to actually build or invent
original devices or structures.
Feats:
VS 15: Draft a reasonable design for a dog house.
VS 30: Draw an exploded view of a fire arm or other system with around ten moving parts.
VS 60: Create a detailed draft of a naval ship.
Tandem Specialties: This specialty is little good without some means to apply, and would require a
specialty such a special mathematics or engineering.
Drill Formation
Simple
Actions and Applications: While modern militaries might find close regimental formations only good for
parades and training, historically, troops that had strict organization and formation had a significant
tactical advantage on the field of battle. Discipline and unites designed to make the best use of each
combatants specialty in the whole aided tremendously in battle. Characters with this specialty, be that
modern or ancient, have trained and rehearsed a number of drills and formations, as well as marching
on formation, turning and stepping in time, and a number of other forms of drill. Using this specialty
allows the character to maintain and match formation and discipline in units and under duress. Further,
this well as enable the character to take advantage of battlefield tactics commanded to them.
Feats:
VS 15: Maintain marching order and formation on unknown terrain with a new leader.
VS 30: Correctly break from formation to form a second unit on command during an attack.
VS 60: Match the formation and tactics of a completely foreign unite and combat specialty during battle.
Tandem Specialties: Having battlefield tactics gives this decline a free chance. Battlefield signaling
would enable a character to command units with this specialty very effectively.
Duck and Cover
Simple
Actions and Applications: Unlike the more versatile dodge, Duck and Cover is focused on ranged
attacks. Characters with this specialty have a knack for avoiding incoming fire. One part fleeing, one part
dodging characters can use Duck and Cover as a dodge against incoming ranged attacks as a free action,
or, they may attempt an action role to find and move behind cover where there is otherwise none that
seems to be useful. This allows them to take a full round action to turn no cover into partial (improvised)
cover, or partial cover into full cover. It cannot turn improvised partial cover into full cover.
Feats:
Rank 1: Full Defense Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: Combat specialties make Dodge more useful but no specialties are synergistic to
dodge.
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Escape
Challenging
Actions and Applications: This is the practice of slipping and escaping restraints, bonds, and traps.
Whether used practically or for a performance, a character with this specialty may bend, twist, contort
in an attempt to free themselves form bonds. As performance this will often be rehearsed and simpler.
In the field, this requires a bit more luck. The VS for this is set by the restraint type and fashion, and
multiple restraints would stack one roll after another until free.
Feats:
VS 15: Slipping ropes around the midsection.
VS 30: Escaping handcuffs.
VS 60: Slipping a strait jacket.
Tandem Specialties: Possessing Intrusion or Locksport gives the character a free chance on Escape Rolls
against locked restraints.
Exploit
Simple
Actions and Applications: Coercion and Exploit overlap, but while coercion is the momentary taking of a
targets control, Exploitation is the gradual exploitation of the target’s psychology to elicit a specific type
of behavior or response. Generally, assuming the character has some means to engage the target,
Exploit can be used to move the target towards enthralled. More importantly, the character can use the
specialty to maintain a positive Attitude in the target, even while abusing them. Following an episode of
abuse, the character can attempt an Influence VS to prevent the target from becoming less friendly, or
hostile.
Feats:
VS 15: Rationalize a small cruelty shown the target.
VS 30: Convince the target they are at fault for the character’s misdeeds.
VS 60: Minimize and redirect doing great harm to the target.
Tandem Specialties: Lying and sincerity add a free chance to exploit.
Fabrication
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Cutting, shaping, and welding metal is collectively known as fabrication.
Generally this specialty distinguishable from black smiting only in that includes understandings of
modern steel work and welding techniques. The VS to craft an item is set by a number of factors, as seen
in section 3.2. Character’s with plans to a construction and the ability to read them will have a small
bonus in fabricating an object or device.
Feats:
VS 15: Crafting a simple knife or horseshoe
VS 30: Creating a firearm form a plan.
VS 60: Fabricating the components for a rotary engine.
Tandem Specialties: Drafting, mathematics, inventing, and engineering or electronics can give the
character the tools to build almost anything with this specialty.
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Fasting
Simple
Actions and Applications: Throughout human history ritual denial of sustenance has been a cornerstone
of many spiritual and philosophical systems in their search for higher understanding or metaphysical
growth. That aside, the practical application of this specialty is the character knows how to conserve
energy and act with economy while starved, and can ignore the physical need for food for an extended
period. For every 10 VS of the Fasting action roll, the character can function with almost no penalties for
one day. Regardless of the roll, each day without food the character loses 1 Dice from their Endurance
Pool. When their pool is empty, they must eat or suffer the penalties of starvation.
Feats:
VS 15: Eat nothing for a day and a half.
VS 30: Function for three days without food.
VS 60: Continue to operate without penalty for a week without food.
Tandem Specialties: Having either meditation or overcome pain gives the character one free Chance
with this specialty.
Fast Recovery
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Born from relentless training, a character with this specialty learns how to
rapidly recover dice in their Endurance Pool. By making a successful Fast Recovery Check the character
can an Endurance Die. The difficulty depends on the number of dice spent from the pool, every dice
spent increases the recovery DC by 15. Characters can only attempt a fast recovery once per Scene, and
this Specialty can only be used to recover one Endurance dice.
Feats:
VS 15: Recover one Endurance Dice after spending it in a previous round.
VS 30: Recover an Endurance Dice after a serious fight where two were spent.
VS 60: Recover one final Endurance Dice on an empty pool.
Tandem Specialties: As with any specialty that has these kinds of capability, it is very effective stacked,
however, it has no other tandem uses.
Fellowship
Simple
Actions and Applications: Fellowship is that act of connecting with people and making friends. The
principle Specialty used to Engage and Influence during an encounter, to successfully use Fellowship the
character must be able to communicate effectively with the non-player characters in question. A
successful Fellowship action roll against Engage will enable a character to get NPC’s talking, and not
fighting. Another roll can potentially shift the NPC’s Posture (but not attitude) one step in a direction the
player desires, such as moving a Hostel thug to Weary, or a Frightened child to Unsure. For more on
encounters and impressions see section 4.4.
Feats:
VS 15: Engaging a Weary traveler on the road.
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VS 30: Moving an Engaged dilatant from Welcoming to Friendly.
VS 60: Engaging with a terrified alien that has crashed on earth.
Tandem Specialties: While many specialties can support or enhance Fellowship, such as allure, or lying,
fellowship has no inherent Tandem specialties.
Find Water
Challenging
Actions and Applications: It can be said that this is the most essential of all survival skills: finding
drinkable water. Armed with this specialty a character can identify likely places to find drinkable water
in multiple terrains. Exactly how hard it is to find water depends on the biome (see section 4.8), but a
successful roll means the character has found at least enough water for one day, if nut a sustained
sources such as a spring or font. This is specialty represents imperial survival techniques, and should not
be considered dowsing or any similar phenomena.
Feats:
VS 15: Finding a water source in a tropical arboreal region.
VS 30: Identifying fresh water in temperate scrublands.
VS 60: Scavenging drinking water in arid crags.
Tandem Specialties: Foraging is essential to surviving in the wilds. When combined with find water it
gives each a free chance.
Firecraft
Simple
Actions and Applications: To the ancients, fire was the power of the gods. Fire enabled the birth of
civilization, and fire became the tool most used, and most depended upon my mankind. Characters with
the Firecraft specialty are trained in a variety of techniques to start fires in even the most hostile
regions. While the specific VS will depend on the biome and tools available, a character with this
specialty can craft and maintain a significant fire given enough fuel. This specialty explicitly covers
gathering fuel to keep and start a fire, even in the most challenging environments.
Feats:
VS 15: Grow a fire in a temperate Scrubland.
VS 30: Maintain a fire in a tropical woodland.
VS 60: Start and Grow a fire in an arid tundra.
Tandem Specialties: Improvise Primitive Tools will give the character a free chance with this specialty.
First Aid
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Emergency response treatment is not a new idea, but modern advents have
enabled training in a number of emergency techniques that can save lives though doomed only a
century earlier. Generally this specialty is the application of basic medical and life saving techniques such
as stanching wounds, setting injuries, cardio pulmonary recitation, and Heimlich maneuver. A successful
First aid action roll can stop bleeding, preventing injuries if applied in the first round following an attack,
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and stabilize a character in shock. The VS to prevent an Injury is the same as the Resistance check
against the injury, and a character only receives one attempt per person with this Specialty.
Feats:
VS 15: Clean and bandage a wound.
VS 30: Prevent a severe concussion.
VS 60: Save a character from a gunshot to the chest.
Tandem Specialties: Real medical training would only serve to supplant this skillset, however, compared
to treat injury this has a great deal more understanding of the body and how to save lives.
Foraging
Challenging
Actions and Applications: With this specialty, a character can find and identify edible plants and small
game in most biomes. While this does not include the ability to track or hunt large animals, where there
are good berries, nuts, fruit, and vegetation to eat, one usually finds creatures eating it. The specific VS
for finding edible forage depends largely on the biome and variables.
Feats:
VS 15: Finding a food source in a tropical arboreal region.
VS 30: Gathering nuts and bulbs in temperate scrublands.
VS 60: Finding roots and berries in arid badlands.
Tandem Specialties: Foraging is essential to surviving in the wilds. When combined with find water it
gives each a free chance.
Forgery
Intricate
Actions and Applications: Essentially the act of recreating, adapting, or counterfeiting official
documents, specifically those of an officious nature, forgery has existed in many cultures for thousands
of years. With this specialty the character can craft reasonable, even perfect, replications of documents
and notes of currency. The exact VS to counterfeit a document or note depends on the specific piece,
however the tools and equipment needed to create a real forgery are essential.
Feats:
VS 15: Create a fake ID.
VS 30: Fashion forged travel papers or passports.
VS 60: Recreate an access card to a high security facility.
Tandem Specialties: Forging things besides documents will require additional Specialties to craft such
items.
Free Climbing
Simple
Actions and Applications: This specialty refers to rock and rough surface climbing free of any form of
aid, but not necessarily protection. Characters with this specialty can scale sheer rock formations and
structures. The speed of accent is generally rather slow (one third movement), and the specific VS is set
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by the difficulty of the cliff. While most climbs should be considered slightly easier with proper planning
and preparation, the VS for any climb should reflect its angle and the difficulty.
Feats:
VS 15: Ascended a climbing wall at the gym, or a 15 meter cliff with many holds.
VS 30: Scale an unknown 30 meter climb with good holds.
VS 60: Ascend a 60 meter building wall.
Tandem Specialties: With free climbing characters can make quick accents, combined with free running
characters can rapidly traverse rough terrain.
Free Running
Simple
Actions and Applications: While running obstacle courses can hardly be considered new, the techniques
invented in more contemporary times maximize momentum and leverage to enable the runner to
traverse difficult terrain with minimal difficulty and maximum efficiency. Characters can move at full
running speeds over difficult terrain with a successful Free Running action roll. The specific VS depends
on the terrain and obstacles.
Feats:
VS 15: Move swiftly through an urban environment.
VS 30: Run through an urban battlefield at top speed.
VS 60: Maintain break-neck speeds across rooftops and through buildings.
Tandem Specialties: This skill along with free climbing enable great mobility in rough terrain.
Gather Evidence
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Forensic sciences depend entirely the ability to identify and gather evidence,
in fact a number of specialties rely on evidence. Characters with this specialty understand the logical
method of identifying and gathering evidence and observations. In the context of legal proceedings this
specialty emphasizes forensic investigations, in other applications it can mean simply being able to
notice potentially related clues and hints.
Feats:
VS 15: Gather clues about an amateur robbery.
VS 30: Find clues at the scene of a professional assassination.
VS 60: Gather evidence of a massive global conspiracy.
Tandem Specialties: This skill can combine with a number of Specialties, but has no inherent synergy.
Gather Ingredients
Challenging
Actions and Applications: This specialty is the skill of finding and preparing herbs, teas and spices as well
as more esoteric ingredients such as rare materials, poisons, and venoms. Identifying and gathering
proper ingredients is essential for a number of things, be it cooking, or crafting healing tinctures.
Characters with this specialty are apt at finding where these types of plants grow, as well as other more
obscure ingredients – such as knowing only to pluck a specific flower on the right moon for the purposes
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of the ingredients eldritch properties. The VS to find and ingredient or close approximation is set be the
ingredient and the biome.
Feats:
VS 15: Find and collect tea leaves.
VS 30: Gather hallucinogenic mushrooms at the peak of their potency.
VS 60: Collect pufferfish neurotoxin.
Tandem Specialties: Any form of cooking, potion making, or alchemy may require this specialty to find
any components that cannot simply be purchased.
Gossip
Simple
Actions and Applications: As a unique form of information gathering and extracting, a character with
this specialty can gather information about the private affairs of others but talking with the people in
the periphery of the targets sphere. As will most interpersonal specialties the character using must
succeed and engage VS with their informant(s), however once they have, the character can begin
extracting information about the target form the informant, provided they have any, and don’t just
make something up, that is of course the danger with gossip, it isn’t the most reliable information.
Feats:
VS 15: Engage a talkative socialite at a party.
VS 30: Learn of a character’s romantic indiscretions.
VS 60: Actually extract a target’s password or code phrase from the informant.
Tandem Specialties: Fellowship can be very helpful here, but otherwise provides no bonuses.
Great Swords
Challenging
Actions and Applications: This class of sword emerged from knightly blades and other long swords,
becoming hand and a half and two handed swords designed to cut with such force as to rend armor and
cleave though shields. Unlike the even longer horse swords, Great Swords were designed with infantry
and wide areas for combat in mind. Light enough to be used with one hand, but infinitely more effective
with two, Great Swords held a position of great respect, if not use, in history.
Feats:
Rank 1: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Parry Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Follow Through Attack Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: Great swords are extremely effective at deflecting, but it is not easy.
Grooming
Simple
Actions and Applications: The use of make-up, grooming, and styling has existed for thousands of years.
Characters with this specialty can use grooming, makeup, and wardrobe to maximize their aesthetic
appeal, for a number of purposes. A successful Grooming action can give characters two free chances on
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social encounters with those who are attracted to the character. Like disguise, the Grooming check
becomes the VS to avoid being affected by the character’s well-groomed attraction.
Feats:
VS 15: Maintain basic hygiene and cleanliness as well as apply basic make-up.
VS 30: Create an ensemble that exemplifies modern fashion, and adds much appeal to the character.
VS 60: Cover significant blemishes and asymmetry in the face with makeup, hair style, and wardrobe.
Tandem Specialties: By definition, Grooming is synergistic to allure and other physical appearance based
interpersonal specialties.
Hand Flails
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Like many weapons, hand flails developed from farming implements that
were weaponized by conscripts, bandits, and rebels. The spinning head of a flail, mounted on a flexible
length of chain or rope, provides significant striking power, even in tight quarters. The flexible length can
also very effectively tangle and disarm opponents. This versatility made flails a rather effective infantry
weapon for urban and forest combat.
Feats:
Rank 1: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Disarm Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Parry Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: As a one handed weapon, hand flails could be employed with a shield very
effectively.
Hauling
Simple
Actions and Applications: A character with this specialty has specialized training in hauling heavy loads
and maintaining speed. This is common among infantry troops and professional athletes, and the
techniques are functionally the same. A character with this specialty may attempt a Hauling action once
per scene to reduce their effective encumbrance rank by one with regards to movement speed. The VS
is 15, doubling each rank of Encumbrance. Regardless of the roll, a successful Hauling specialty will only
reduce the effective encumbrance by one rank for that scene, and only in regards to the character’s
movement speed while encumbered.
Feats:
VS 15: Reduce Light encumbrance to no encumbrance for one scene.
VS 30: Overcome Heavy encumbrance, making the load Light for one scene.
VS 60: Pull through a Total encumbrance, reducing the load to Heavy encumbrance for one scene.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Haymaker
Simple
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Actions and Applications: This primitive unarmed specialty replaces the clumsy unarmed melee attack
that virtually all characters are capable of, but is not exactly a sophisticated martial art, or even well
rounded pugilism. Characters with this specialty know how to deliver a solid hook punch, and little else.
Feats:
Rank 1: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: An amateur boxer might combine this specialty with Unarmed Deflect to sound
effect in combat.
Helmsman
Intricate
Actions and Applications: This specialty is not limited to steering and helming large navel craft, but also
the practice of charting course and operating navigational systems, as well as the commands given by
the pilot or Capitan, if any. In addition to the ability to safely steer and plot a navigation through open
waters and into safe harbors, characters with this specialty can read the surface of the waters to gauge
what the lower currents and chop is like, aiding them in safely steering, or navigating.
Optionally, a version of this specialty could exist as it relates to helming extremely large spacecraft.
Feats:
VS 15: Steer a medium sized craft into dock.
VS 30: Pilot a large grafter through significant break waters.
VS 60: Steer a small craft through a tsunami.
Tandem Specialties: Orienteering is essential for expert navigation and piloting of navel craft.
Hip Shooting
Simple
Actions and Applications: One of the core skills of gun slinging action, characters with this specialty can
aim and fire a hand gun from the hip with accuracy. This specialty forms the foundation for most trick
shooting and quick shots.
Feats:
Rank 5: Ready Reflex Aim
Tandem Specialties: Not as versatile as real weapons training, hip shooting in none the less an
impressive skill.
Horse Swords
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Not quite a polearm, but longer in blade and hilt than a great sword, the
longest swords used were the horse swords such as the nodatchi and later zweihanders. These weapons
were impractical to draw in field combat, but were lighter and longer that great swords, allowing them
to be used from horse back by mounted cavalry and dragoons to great effect. Regardless, these
weapons were only briefly used in history, not for lack effectiveness, but simply because weapon and
armor technology developed past them too quickly.
Feats:
Rank 1: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
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Rank 5: Follow Through Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Charge Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: Horsemanship is required to make best use of these weapons. While mounted,
horse sword use receives a free chance to damage.
Hunting and Trapping
Challenging
Actions and Applications: With this specialty, the hunter can stalk and trap animals. With a weapon
Specialty the character can usually bring down their prey quickly and efficiently. That said the core of
this specialty is in finding prey and trapping animals for survival. A character with this specialty can
prepare most animal traps, identify animal sign, and usually identify likely places for good hunting. With
this could be used to locate where animals might be, this specialty is not tracking.
Feats:
VS 15: Finding deer or other cervidae.
VS 30: Trap rabbits in temperate scrublands.
VS 60: Catching a bear is simple traps.
Tandem Specialties: Tracking will give hunters the ability to follow animal sign and both specialties
receive a free chance.
Hurtling
Simple
Actions and Applications: Not to be confused with the team sport of the same name, this is specialty is
the act of throwing a heavy object a great distance with some accuracy. This specialty is similar to sports
like shot put, and relies on similar principles. This is not the skill at throwing knives, but large stones,
hammers, or axes, or even massive things, such as logs. While strength is necessary to be effective at
hurtling, inertial and balance are arguable more important.
Feats:
Rank 5: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: Not as versatile as real weapons training, hip shooting in none the less an
impressive skill.
Identify Target
Challenging
Actions and Applications: This specialty focuses on identifying tactical targets in the field that are
command or points of otherwise real importance. The simplest use of this specialty is seeing through
camouflage and noticing disguised armaments or ambushes. More complicated applications would be
deducing where strategic placements may be based on an understanding of tactics and field objectives,
or identifying commanders or officers. Regardless the VS for these feats would depend on the Ambush,
Subterfuge, or Disguise roll of the enemy.
Feats:
VS 15: Correctly identify a simple ambush.
VS 30: See through a simple feint maneuver on the field and direct attack accordingly.
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VS 60: Identify camouflaged enemy troops from aerial recognizance at night.
Tandem Specialties: None, although understanding small unit tactics and leading unites is a different
matter.
Impressive Shot
Intricate
Actions and Applications: This specialty is the fire arms equivalent of Called Shot. Used correctly this can
enable the character to perform astonishing exhibition shots or make the character a lethal killing
machine. Of course this is easier said than done: to successfully call a shot the character must succeed
their own attack role VS and spend and additional initiative dice on the maneuver they are attempting
to control. However, this has a number of applications as well. Called shot can be used to strike
impossibly small targets, cause specific injuries, or target weak points in armor.
Feats:
Rank 1: Graze the shot, inflicting the minimum possible damage.
Rank 5: Overcome Armor rank by 1 for each 1 rolled over their attack roll.
Rank 9: Inflict an injury on the target location by beating the attack roll.
Tandem Specialties: A firearm specialty will be necessary to apply this skill.
Improvise Primitive Tools
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Perhaps better called simply “craft primitive tools” this specialty allows the
character to use stone, wood, water and even raw ore to craft the very basic tools needed for many
specialties. Intricate or modern specialties often require tools that are outside of this specialties ability
to craft, but with enough time and materials, a character can create the tools necessary to make more
complicated crafts. Specifically a character with this specialty can nap stone and carve wood and
combine these resources effectively to create many simple tools.
Feats:
VS 15: Craft the tools necessary to skin and prepare hides.
VS 30: Build a simple smelter to melt and shape bronze and copper.
VS 60: Create primitive tools to enable the use of modern specialties.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Improvise Primitive Weapon
Challenging
Actions and Applications: This specialty allows the character to use the most primitive of materials to
craft lethal weapons; clubs, hatchets, knifes, spears, even bows and arrows. These weapons, likely made
only form stone and wood, are no less lethal than steel – just more fragile, and less likely to resist the
rigors of use. Characters with this specialty are likely very proficient at basic wood work and stone
napping (chipping stone to produce pieces with a razor sharp edge).
Feats:
VS 15: Forge a simple spear from stone and wood.
VS 30: Craft a knife from obsidian and bone.
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VS 60: Create a bow from bone, wood, and sinew.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Improvise Tool
Challenging
Actions and Applications: A character with this specialty is adapt and making due with the abundant
resources of a modern or near modern world. Armed with this specialty the character can craft a near
approximation of tools necessary to perform most modern specialties with few exceptions. While these
tools impose penalties on the use of the specialty in question – they are better than nothing. Improvised
tools are not reliable over a long period and will rapidly become useless. Generally an Improvised Tool is
only good for one scene, or a number of uses equal to the Action roll.
Feats:
VS 15: Improvise the basic tools necessary for orienteering.
VS 30: Craft a simple still for brewing or crafting tinctures.
VS 60: Build the tools necessary to repair an engine.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Improvise Weapon
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Functionally weapon jury-rigging, a character with this Specialty can craft near
modern weapon piece replacements: crude firearms, explosives, and blades from the abundance of an
industrialized civilization. Characters need few tools and resources outside what can be found in a
garage or other workspace, in order to fashion reasonable lethal weapons. What weapons can be
crafted depend on the roll and the resources; the player should declare what they intend to create, and
the magnitude of difficulty set by the Judge. Improvised weapons generally last for a number of attacks
equal to the Action Roll, or until exhausted.
Feats:
VS 15: Construct an Axe from the tools in a garage.
VS 30: Use the materials in a shop to build a reasonable explosive.
VS 60: Build a functional fire arm from the material lying about a garage.
Tandem Specialties: Improvised Tools can help craft weapons in such circumstance.
Improvised Shelter
Simple
Actions and Applications: Characters with this skill are versed in the methods of creating emergency
shelter in wilderness or disaster situations. The shelter, probably far from permanent, will keep the
character warm and dry and provide reasonable cover though a night in all but the most ridiculously
inhospitable environments. Additionally, a character with this specialty is probably able to create a
reasonably comfortable and safe camp site, provided they have resources such as a tent and firestarting equipment.
Feats:
VS 15: Set up a comfortable lean-to in a temperate forest.
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VS 30: Build a reasonable shelter in an arid mountain range.
VS 60: crate a suitable Snow cave in an icy tundra.
Tandem Specialties: Firecraft is a lifesaving specialty in situations requiring improvised shelter.
Industrial Operation
Intricate
Actions and Applications: Roughnecks, steam-boys, and engineers of all kinds – this specialty is the
operation and use of industrial machines. While the amount of training and knowledge might change
through the centuries this specialty is just as applicable in industrial settings as it is in futuristic settings.
Characters can read and understand the mechanisms of most industrial machinery, be it a steel smelter,
nuclear power plant, or oil pump. With a scene to familiarize themselves with the manual, a character
can reasonable operate these machines or at the very least understand their operation enough to
determine the machines status.
Feats:
VS 15: Read the freaking manual.
VS 30: Use the emergency shut down on a nuclear reactor during a disaster.
VS 60: Prevent a pressure breach in a deep-sea oil drilling platform by carefully managing the system.
Tandem Specialties: Mathematics and Jury rigging can be extremely useful to industrial operation.
Information Extraction
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Interrogation is very rarely about torture or threats, it’s about patience,
repetition, and wit. A character with this specialty is trained in the kind of spy craft style interrogation
used to extract information from assets without them even being aware they are being interrogated.
Unlike other interpersonal specialties, Information extraction requires Fellowship or a similar specialty
to engage the target. Optionally a Cold Reading specialty could be used to the same effect. Once the
character has engaged the target, an Information Extraction action can be attempted each scene.
Feats:
VS 15: Glean the salary, indiscretions, and vices of a stranger.
VS 30: Extract the location of a secret base or rendezvous point.
VS 60: Identify a significant secret or falsehood of the target.
Tandem Specialties: Some specialty that enables the character to engage the target will be needed.
Instrument (varies)
Simple
Actions and Applications: A character with this specialty is able to play a musical instrument of some
kind, as well as instruments that are closely related. Character will have some ability to follow a tune
and beat, carry with an accompaniment, and remember some of the most common popular songs of
their time. Characters select one instrument with which they are trained when they select this specialty.
With any instrument in that family (strummed strings, bowstrings, drums, woodwind, and brass) the can
play at a 2 Dice Challenge. Additionally like a language, for each rank the character can select a new
instrument in this family to play at full ability.
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Feats:
VS 15: Play “three blind mice” on the instrument of choice.
VS 30: Perform a challenging classical piece on the instrument.
VS 60: Play a complicated original piece on the instrument.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Instrument Piloting
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Piloting an aircraft without visibility, this specialty is the skill at controlling an
air or space craft through data provided by the instruments alone. A character with this specialty is
familiar with instrument flight rules, understanding radar vectors, and how to navigate in inclement
weather and darkness. The quality of the instruments that the pilot has access to has a strong impact on
their ability to navigate. GPS or gyroscopes, navigation computers or map charts – the pilot will need
different skills to make best use of these tools, and this ill impact how well they can navigate.
Feats:
VS 15: Fly a short trip through cloudy weather in a state of the art airliner.
VS 30: Navigate by night through busy airspace.
VS 60: Fly an uncharted course through an unknown airspace.
Tandem Specialties: Aircraft or jet piloting will be needed to actually manually operate the craft.
Intimidate
Simple
Actions and Applications: one of the simplest forms of interpersonal manipulation, Intimidation has one
application: through use of threat of force or other repercussion, the intimidating character frightens
the target, moving them towards Terrified. Whether the goal is to demoralize the target, or frighten
them into submission, this is specialty is all about inspiring fear in the target. Unlike Coercion that is uses
fear to control, intimidation is not as sophisticated. For a successful use of intimidate the character must
succeed as VS to Engage, and then a VS to influence for each step towards Terrified. A failed roll moves
the target towards hostile.
Feats:
VS 15: Frighten a small child away.
VS 30: Terrify an elderly man.
VS 60: Unnerve a trained Special Forces soldier.
Tandem Specialties: As Coercion requires some method to Engage, Intimidation can easily fulfill that
role.
Intrusion
Challenging
Actions and Applications: As the specialty implies it is the ability to physically access places the
character is not supposed to be. Unlike the simple Specialty of Locksport, a character with this specialty
is not just trained in picking locks, but all manner of mechanical locking mechanisms, form safe cracking
to bypassing tumbler locks. Generally, Intrusion is about picking and cracking mechanical security, not
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about stealth or bypassing electronic systems. The VS to crack, pick, or tamper any lock is set by the
quality of the lock itself.
Feats:
VS 15: Crack a simple School locker.
VS 30: Pick a four tumbler lock.
VS 60: Crack a standard safe.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Juggling
Simple
Actions and Applications: A character with this specialty can manipulate multiple objects in a feat of
impressive coordination. The simplest form of juggling involves tossing objects and catching them such
that multiple objects are in the air while one or two are in the hands, called a siteswap. Others involve
ricochets or similar patterns, or even brief balancing. Assuming nothing more complicated than a few
hand held objects the VS to juggle increases by 5 for each object.
Feats:
VS 15: Juggle 3 balls.
VS 30: Juggle 6 balls.
VS 60: Actually juggle three living infants doing them no harm.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Jury-rig
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Sometimes the time and tools to do proper repairs are not an option.
Originally a reference to rigging and mast work improvised aboard naval vessels, characters with this
specialty can make the kind of improvised repairs that enable a machine to operate at normally for a
brief period. Jury-Rigged machines will last for a number of rounds or a number of uses equal to the
character’s jury rig action role.
Feats:
VS 15: Replace a fan belt with a nylon stocking.
VS 30: Patch a steam engine to keep it running.
VS 60: Create an improvised cooling system for a nuclear reactor.
Tandem Specialties: Improvised tools and engineering skills can help build sturdier jury-rigging giving
the character a free chance.
Just what I need
Challenging
Actions and Applications: More luck than skill, a character with this specialty can just happen to find the
tools they need in a pinch. Unlike improvised tools, these replacements are the real deal. Essentially, the
more improbably the tool, the higher VS to happen to find lying about. While the character is able to
find a functional approximation of the tools, there is an inherent limitation. The Tools only last one
scene. They either break, get lost, or get misplaced.
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Feats:
VS 15: Come across the basic tools necessary to cook a good meal.
VS 30: Just happen to have a set of tools to repair an engine.
VS 60: Coincidentally have the scientific instruments to perform advanced chemistry.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Laboratory Methodology
Challenging
Actions and Applications: The power to do science! Characters with this specialty are familiar the
operation and process of a laboratory environment, generally in the terms of chemical and medical
practices. Depending on the lab and the Technical advance levels a character could isolate DNA,
synthesize compounds, or even use a lab to produce narcotics, vaccines, or antidotes, assuming they
had the formula or process at their disposal. Like other crafting specialties like machining, invention
requires more than just knowing how to leverage a laboratory and not light it on fire.
Feats:
VS 15: Create hydrochloric acid.
VS 30: Isolate an amino acid compound.
VS 60: Correctly identify the structure and shape if Deoxyribonucleic acid.
Tandem Specialties: Combined with Scientific Method and the character can perform well thought out
experiments to reveal the greater truth of the universe and test hypotheses.
Lances
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Lances are separate form spears in both form and function, yet are a direct
descendent form spears used by early cavalry from horseback. The defining characteristics of the Lance
are a heavier and less flexible pole, and a vamplate – a small shield that protect the hand and arm of the
wielder. Designed to make use of the weight and stiffness, the Lance is a superior charging weapon, be it
used to charge, or to defend against it. A character with this proficiency is adept at using lances from a
mount or on foot to deliver deadly force and break infantry lines.
Feats:
Rank 1: Charge Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Follow Through Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: Horsemanship is required to make best use of these weapons. While mounted,
Lances use receives a free chance to damage.
Launchers
Challenging
Actions and Applications: The advent of the rocket propelled grenade, and light anti-tank weapons of
the early 20th century marked an interesting turning point in conflict, where a small number of troops
with extremely heavy armaments could stand against armored assault vehicles and win. This specialty
covers the collective class of weapons known as Launchers: man-portable rocket propelled explosives.
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Characters with this specialty can identify, use and fire virtually any such weapon, guided or not, with
reasonable accuracy. While this is a simple specialty – it has no feats, rather, it is simply the ability to
accurately hit with a rocket weapon.
Feats:
None
Tandem Specialties: None.
Literacy (language)
Challenging
Actions and Applications: The first sign of true written language is nearly five thousand years old.
Characters with this specialty can read and write one language of choice, as well as any closely linked
dialects that use the same alphabet. With each Rank the character can improve in their first language,
or, they can learn and additional language at rank 1 (and improve it accordingly).
Feats:
VS 15: Read a simple novella.
VS 30: Grasp the meaning of metaphoric poetry.
VS 60: See the deeper meaning in a larger allegorical text.
Tandem Specialties: Many specialties and techniques rely on literacy. It is arguably the foundation of
civilization.
Litigation
Challenging
Actions and Applications: The first lawyers are attested to in the second millennium BCE. A character
with this Specialty has sufficient knowledge of the laws and the legal precedents to write and file suits of
law, legislation, and the ability to argue them in open forum. The litigator can also use this specialty to
leverage their knowledge of the law to disagree with, rebut, or argue against another character’s
litigation. In this case, it is a matter of contested VS.
Feats:
VS 15: Write and file a simple declaration.
VS 30: Write a small piece of local legislature.
VS 60: Definitively win a criminal proceeding with little or no real evidence.
Tandem Specialties: Logic Give the character a free chance with this specialty.
Load Bearing
Simple
Actions and Applications: Load bearing allows characters to balance and distribute heavy loads in such a
manner as to retain mobility and dexterity while encumbered. Unlike Hauling, which gives the character
some capacity to overcome encumbrance penalties to movement speed, this specialty can be used to
reduce the Action penalties associated with encumbrance. The VS is 15, doubling each rank of
Encumbrance. Regardless of the roll, a successful Load Bearing specialty will only reduce the effective
encumbrance by one rank for that scene, and only in regards to encumbered action penalties.
Feats:
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VS 15: Reduce Light encumbrance to no encumbrance for one scene.
VS 30: Overcome Heavy encumbrance, making the load Light for one scene.
VS 60: Pull through a Total encumbrance, reducing the load to Heavy encumbrance for one scene.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Locksport
Simple
Actions and Applications: Also known as lock picking, a character with this specialty has trained at using
implements to pick mechanical tumbler and switch locks. Unlike the more complicated Intrusion
specialty that include safecracking and other mechanical lock bypass skills, this specialty is entirely about
picking simple locks. The VS to crack, pick, or tamper any lock is set by the quality of the lock itself.
Feats:
VS 15: Pick the lock on toy locks.
VS 30: Pick a four tumbler lock.
VS 60: Pick an eight tumbler pad lock.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Long Spear
Challenging
Actions and Applications: For all intent a purposes, the spear maybe one of the first weapons of
mankind. The long spear, in particular, has been a military staple until the advent of modern warfighting.
This specialty covers the use of such weapons in melee, as a charging weapon, and as a throwing
weapon. Spears are unique in that they have range increments, as well as melee viability.
Feats:
Rank 1: Charge Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Dead Eye Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Long Swords
Challenging
Actions and Applications: The longer one hand swords of the early Middle Ages eventually diverged in
two direction. One became shorter arming swords, the other evolved into the one or two handed Long
Swords. Long swords were not common, as it required an extremely competent craftsmen and high
quality metal to craft them properly. This made longswords the domain of the very wealthy. Further,
these weapons were comparatively hard to use. Because Long Swords usually required two hands to
take full advantage of the weapon, in cultures that did not develop infantry shields such as the Korean
and Japanese, the persisted longer and developed in different ways.
Feats:
Rank 1: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Parry Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Follow Through Attack Combat Maneuver
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Tandem Specialties: None.
Longbow
Challenging
Actions and Applications: If the Spear is the first human weapon, the Longbow is the second. The
defining characteristic of the Longbow is that the bow is as tall as the archer – or taller – allowing the
draw to be much greater on a stiffer curve and delivering much more power. Longbows are slower
weapons that shortbows, but their power actually provides threat. While the Welsh longbow is often
considered the peak of the weapon, the Japanese daikyo or yumi could actually deliver greater force.
Feats:
Rank 1: Over Draw Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Mighty Shot Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Multi-shot Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Luck Out
Simple
Actions and Applications: There is a certain power to being so completely oblivious that you avoid
harm. A character with this specialty can avoid harm through sheer luck and chance. Luck out can be
used to completely avoid an attack or harmful effect (any time a Resistance roll is called for). However,
while one can luck out of attacks – it is not a dodge, and requires and initiative die. Additionally one can
only luck out of a Resistance roll once per scene.
Feats:
Rank 5: Full Defense Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: Unluckily, none.
Lying
Simple
Actions and Applications: While anyone can speak something untrue, it takes a special skill to speak
false, and believe it. Be so convinced of it, that others cannot doubt you. There are a number of flavors
of lies, all of them hinge on speaking to another untruthfully, in part or in whole. A character with this
specialty is adept at fabricating truth, and keeping these fabrications straight in their minds, as well as
engendering smaller simple lies, polite lies, and perjury. A Profiling VS to detect and overcome a lie with
no other evidence is set by the liar’s action roll.
Feats:
VS 15: Convincingly tell a polite lie.
VS 30: Lie to a weary guard about why you are in a restricted area.
VS 60: Beat a lie detector test.
Tandem Specialties: Lying gives a free chance to all interpersonal specialties.
Maces & Morning-stars
Challenging
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Actions and Applications: Heavy weapons featuring a length of pole and a weight with edge and spikes,
Maces and morning stars evolved from simple clubs into weapons that featured heavily into the tactics
of light infantry and anti-skirmisher forces. Against heavy armor the effectiveness of simple maces
declined, and morning stars – maces featuring long sharp spikes and hammers developed. These
became knightly weapons in Europe, and the weapons of enforcers in Asia. Characters are able to
leverage these weapon’s force against light and heavily armored opponents alike.
Feats:
Rank 1: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Power Attack – Knockdown Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Melee Disarm Attack Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Machine Pistols
Simple
Actions and Applications: Full machine pistols developed in the late twentieth century. While these
weapons lake both power and accuracy, they fire are rapidly as assault rifles, able to pepper an area
with bullets, and easily laydown suppression. This skill can easily cover particularly small automatic
carbines, but the core competency is with fully automatic pistols. Characters are familiar enough with
the recoil and suck of these weapons to reliably hit targets in close proximity, as these weapons are not
designed for medium range combat.
Feats:
Rank 1: Burst Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Ready – Reflex Burst Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Full Attack – Suppressing Fire Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Marathon
Simple
Actions and Applications: Running at speed for tremendous distance is the key trait of endurance
predators. Modern marathon runners usually run no more than 45 kilometers, while ultra-marathons
might be up to 100Km. A character with this specialty can attempt to overcome fatigue while running. At
the end of their maximum Jugging period the character may roll against VS 15 to continue Jogging for
half Stamina + Physique. Each additional attempt per Scene increases the VS by 15, and a failure adds a
rank of fatigue as per normal running rules.
Feats:
VS 15: Successfully run for twice the normal duration before incurring fatigue.
VS 30: Maintain speed for three times the regular duration,
VS 60: Continue Jogging for five times the regular period.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Medical Diagnosis
Intricate
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Actions and Applications: The first confirmed medical diagnostic is four thousand years old. With this
specialty the character can exercise their medical understanding to identify the symptoms and
expressions of illness, infection, and injury through reason, observation, and logic. The VS to diagnose
depends on the specific condition and the tools available. Advanced tools will obviously enable better
and more detailed diagnoses, but the core of the ability to see medically significant details, and
remember them. With a successful diagnosis, a character has a strong chance to treat an ailment, or at
least know what treatment is called for be it a drug regiment, rest, or surgery.
Feats:
VS 15: Correctly diagnose the symptoms of virulent influenza.
VS 30: Diagnose an uncommon infection, such as staphylococcus under the skin.
VS 60: Correctly identify asymptomatic lupus.
Tandem Specialties: Successful Medical Diagnosis before a pharmacology, treat illness, treat injury, or
surgery roll grants the character a free chance.
Meditation
Simple
Actions and Applications: While meditation takes many forms, this specialty is the act of calming the
mind and regaining focus. Meditation has a number of applications: By meditating for five minutes a
character can gain the same effect as a rest to overcome fatigue or other effects. It takes one solid
round of concentration to enter a meditative state, and doing so allows the character to rapidly recover
Focus Pool action dice as well. The difficulty depends on the number of dice spent from the pool, every
dice spent increases the recovery DC by 15. Characters can only attempt meditation recovery once per
Scene, and this Specialty can only be used to recover one Focus dice.
Feats:
VS 15: Recover one Focus Dice after spending it in a previous round.
VS 30: Recover a Focus Dice following a stressful encounter where two were spent.
VS 60: Recover one final Focus Dice on an empty pool.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Mediate
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Diplomatic conflict resolution is arguably one of the most essential skills of
leadership in a civilized society. Characters with this specialty have been trained in manners of conflict
resolution and mediation to help resolve disputes. Once the character intercedes in an event (succeeds
an engagement with all parties), the can use mediation to attempt to influence all parties away from
hostile. This specialty can also be used to engage with hostile parties in hopes of negotiating towards
peace. The issue with mediation is that the character must be seen as a neutral party, meaning it is not
possible to mediate for peace with enemies of the character’s party.
Feats:
VS 15: Bring together two conflicting coworkers.
VS 30: Enable a peaceful dialogue between factions of a divided mercenary band.
VS 60: Find a peaceful resolution to a centuries old ethnic conflict.
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Tandem Specialties: Fellowship, as well as profiling, could make a difference during mediation, but grant
no bonuses.
Mental Evasion
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Born from two parts cognitive dissonance, and one part stubbornness, this
specialty allows the character to overcome mental influencing effects. Specifically this specialty can be
used as a defensive roll against any attempt to influence the character with an interpersonal specialty,
logic, or even eldritch forces. Against interpersonal effects, a contested roll takes place between the two
characters, or, a Character may use their Mental Evasion Specialty in place of a Resistance roll against an
Eldritch effect such as a Peace, Charm or Enthrall spell. This Specialty can only be used to resist attempts
to Influence the character, it provides no other defense
Feats:
VS 15: Resist a casual argument against ones beliefs.
VS 30: Refute a compelling influence attempt by a charming character.
VS 60: Repudiate the overwhelming and logical evidence that supports a strong influence attempt.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Metaverse Navigation
Intricate
Actions and Applications: A sister specialty of Celestiography, the skill to navigate the corridors,
conduits, and folds of infinite possibility lay within the domain of this specialty alone. A character with
this specialty may roll to control their destination while traversing the boundaries between worlds, and
need not relay on a complex formula or map of the metaverse to do so. In that regard, celestiography
may be seen as a kind of metaverse orienteering, Metaverse Navigation is actually piloting the corridors
of creation. Of course to use this specialty, the character needs some way to cross realities that this
specialty does not provide.
Feats:
VS 15: Use a corridor, gateway, or fissure to return to the character’s home reality.
VS 30: Navigate through the Metaverse to a reality one has spent some time.
VS 60: Use an item or person from a reality as a compass to return to that reality having never been.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Misdirection
Challenging
Actions and Applications: One of the key skills to both stage magic and thievery, this specialty involves
focusing the targets attention away from the character’s activities, be it prestidigitation, thieving, or
something else. This specialty employs a number of tactics, but is essentially an interpersonal specialty
that requires a successful roll to influence. Like many interpersonal specialties with specific application,
Misdirection does not include any method to engage the target. However once engaged the character
can use misdirection to keep their focus away from another activity, and the VS to notice the activity is
set by both the Misdirection and the specific activity, such as Prestidigitation or thievery.
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Feats:
VS 15: Keep a gamblers attention while performing the shell game trick.
VS 30: Focus a sales clerk’s attention while stealing goods from the counter.
VS 60: Draw and maintain a guard’s attention while a dozen men slip behind him.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Mounted Guns
Simple
Actions and Applications: Specifically mounted manually operated automatic weapons in turrets or
fixed position, this specialty covers firing these kinds of anti-air or anti-infantry mounted weapons. This
specialty includes not only aiming and firing these weapons, but also reloading and assembling the
mounts – everything a gunner would do.
Feats:
Rank 1: Burst Fire Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Suppressing Fire Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Move Unseen
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Stealth is rarely about keeping to the shadows. A character with this Specialty
has learned and mastered the art of moving when not being observed, watching the sight lines of
observers, and using proper cover to remain invisible. The key with Move Unseen is that the objective of
this specialty is to pass through an area of surveillance unnoticed. When using Move Unseen, the
character’s roll sets the Vs to be noticed visually by a perception roll of anyone in the area, however,
systems such as cameras are a different matter and the character will need to beat the cameras’ static
VS in order to pass them unseen.
Feats:
VS 15: Slip past a guard in an area of significant cover unseen.
VS 30: Move through a store without being caught by the security cameras.
VS 60: Stealth through a museum’s security net undetected.
Tandem Specialties: Quiet Movement gives this specialty a free chance.
Musical Arrangement
Challenging
Actions and Applications: A character with this specialty can compose musical pieces for any instrument
family they are familiar with, and potentially larger orchestral arrangements. While an arrangement in
classical musical language refers to a reimagining of another composition, for the purposes of this
specialty that character is considered able to write original music, as well as play and possibly perform
that musical composition.
Feats:
VS 15: Compose a catchy jingle.
VS 30: Arrange a well-known classical masterpiece in a pleasing new way.
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VS 60: Write an original genre defining pop-song.
Tandem Specialties: The ability to play instruments is very useful, or the character could substitute
Computer Operation to produce wholly electronic music.
Muzzle Loaders
Challenging
Actions and Applications: The earliest true firearms arrived in the late 12th century, these comparatively
early mobile cannons eventually gave rise to more sophisticated firing mechanisms. These long guns,
loaded through the barrel and fired by a match, flint, or similar lighting pin were in use with only a few
changes for nearly four hundred years. In fact there is some evidence that Persians may have developed
primitive muzzle loading rifles two hundred years before they became common. Characters with this
specialty can quickly load, lite, and fire these weapons, as well as perform routine maintenance and
care.
Feats:
Rank 1: Aim Shot Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Non-verbal communication
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Non-verbal communication is the art of communicating impressions, moods,
and even complex thought sand emotions through body language. This is not the same as sign language
or gestural language, rather it is a kind of posturing and telegraphing of intent – even if that intent is
fake. This gives the character the ability to very convincingly display a body language they choose. This
means that character with this specialty can attempt to control what other perceive about them based
on perception or profiling rolls, such as masking hostile intent, or telegraphing danger, assuming an
inconspicuous posture, or displaying confidence.
Feats:
VS 15: Project an aura of danger and hostility.
VS 30: Communicate your intended tactics to the party before combat.
VS 60: Hide clearly murderous intent.
Tandem Specialties: This specialty can help support acting, lying, and sincerity.
One in a million
Challenging
Actions and Applications: This specialty allows a character to use any weapon, from a dagger, to an
artillery cannon, effectively and successfully, with one caveat: it cannot be used for its primary intended
function. Throwing swords, launching an axe from a trebuchet, using and anti-aircraft missile as a
torpedo – if it’s a one in a million shot, it is the kind of attack a character makes with this specialty. The
natural downside is that this specialty relies on luck, not skill. The character learns no combat
maneuvers from this specialty, and cannot handle ordinary weapons in combat.
Feats:
None.
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Tandem Specialties: None.
Open Up
Challenging
Actions and Applications: With this specialty, the character can put a target at ease, getting them to
open up and share personal information, even secrets. Unlike other specialties in this vein, Open Up can
be used to engage and extract information from the target. The difference with Open Up and other
forms of information gathering is that the character cannot drive towards specific pieces of information,
and cannot guide what their target tells them. All they can do is open up the flood gates and watch what
comes pouring out.
Feats:
VS 15: Get a stranger to vent about their recent problems or stresses.
VS 30: Prompt the target to spill about their secrets and desires.
VS 60: Allow a stranger to tell you about their darkest deeds and confessions.
Tandem Specialties: This specialty can be important when coupled with therapeutic techniques or other
information gathering specialties.
Operate Cars and Trucks
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Driving seems like a rite of passage in the modern era. A character with this
specialty can operate virtually all civilian automobiles – four wheeled cars and trucks, with a manual or
automatic transmission. Furthermore, the character is familiar with the rules of the road and how to
maintain them. At higher ranks the driver can perform challenging stunts and maneuvers. While the
character can likely perform basic maintenance with this specialty, any kind of complicated repairs or
modifications are likely too much.
Feats:
VS 15: Drive a daily commute route.
VS 30: Parallel park a new car.
VS 60: Drift an expensive sports car.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Operate Computer
Challenging
Actions and Applications: With this specialty a character can load and execute application and use those
applications to solve novel problems. Characters can also configure computer systems, and potentially
illicitly access them with this specialty. Computers can be used to augment or support any number of
specialties, which makes them exceptionally powerful and useful. Mathematics, research, arts, all these
can be aided with the use of computers. Specialized apps can assist with or even replace a number of
specialties as well. Provided a sufficient network, a character can use computers to locate the steps to
accomplish virtually any civilian task.
Feats:
VS 15: Launch an internet browser access find useful information.
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VS 30: Access power-user commands to configure system security.
VS 60: Use commands line executions to take control of a server through a terminal.
Tandem Specialties: Programing principles adds a free chance to Operate Computers.
Operate Motorcycle
Challenging
Actions and Applications: The advent of motorcycles goes back to the earliest part of the twentieth
century. An instant sensation, people have been riding motorcycles ever since. With a light frame and
small load motorcycles have remarkable fuel efficiency, and with proper care can last generations.
Characters with this specialty can ride manual and automatic transmission motorcycles and have a solid
sense of balance and the multi-tasking required. Most riders know how to perform basic maintenance
on their motorcycles.
Feats:
VS 15: Complete a regular commute by motorcycle.
VS 30: Safely lane split and shoulder ride to pass a traffic jam.
VS 60: Complete an obstacle laden race course in record time.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Operate Scooters
Simple
Actions and Applications: Small engine simple riding machines, scooters technically preceded the
invention of larger faster motorcycles. Relatively simple to command, scooters are not particularly quick,
but very fuel efficient and generally quite comfortable. Characters with this specialty can ride and pilot
virtually any scooter. Most are automatic transmission but not all, and electric scooters may not have
any transmission. Beside refiling and cleaning, basic maintenance is outside the scope of this skill.
Feats:
VS 15: Complete a regular commute scooter.
VS 30: Pilot a scooter at highway speeds.
VS 60: Complete an obstacle laden race course in record time.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Operate Semi, RV, and Rigs
Challenging
Actions and Applications: While mechanically similar to cars and trucks, tractor trailers, busses, RVs and
other long, heavy, multi-axel motorized vehicles require a different set of skills to operate. Because they
are similar a character with Operate Cars and Trucks might be able to drive an RV poorly (2 Challenges),
a character with this specialty can competently operate a large vehicle. With this specialty a character
will also know how to hook-up and unhook trailers, and how to navigate the large loads in confined
spaces.
Feats:
VS 15: Drive a regular highway trip.
VS 30: Pilot a large vehicle through complicated city streets.
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VS 60: Navigate a rig through winding inner-city streets.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Orbital Targeting
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Armed with this specialty a character can target positions of orbital and extra
orbital satellites from orbit, sub-orbit, or surface to orbit. This is used to correctly launch a non-guided
attacks with ballistic or energy weapons. This is more of a technical operations skill, and while
understanding of computer operations is helpful it is not necessary. Unlike guided weapons with
onboard targeting, this specialty focuses on non-guided weapons and systems.
Feats:
None.
Tandem Specialties: Computer operations or spatial mathematics will give the character a free chance
with this specialty.
Orienteering
Challenging
Actions and Applications: With this specialty a character can navigate unknown terrain and find specific
locations or points provided they have a map or something like it, a compass or similar instrument, and
a point of reference to identify their location. The ability to navigate land and small bodies of water are
crucial to survival training, military sorties, and even overland sports. Character can identify cardinal
directions by the sun and moon, and may even be able to identify their general latitude.
Feats:
VS 15: Navigate a course with a map and points.
VS 30: Correctly navigate to an extraction point in limited time.
VS 60: Using only a crude map and the sun successfully navigate out of a dense forest region.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Over Carry
Simple
Actions and Applications: This specialty allows the character to very briefly carry an exceedingly heavy
load. Essentially, the character can increase their lift value for one action, however if the character has
already lifted and moved their maximum lift value this action will cause fatigue. Further, this specialty
can only be used once per scene. The VS of this specialty is 15 for every 10Kg of weight over the
characters max lift value they are trying to move.
Feats:
VS 15: Lift and carry Lift Value +10Kg once per scene.
VS 30: Lift and carry Lift Value +20Kg once per scene.
VS 60: Lift and carry Lift Value +40Kg once per scene.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Over Lift
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Simple
Actions and Applications: Over Lift allows the character to dead lift tremendous weights and hold them
for a few moments. For all practical purposes the character can attempt to Over Lift once per scene, and
the maximum weight lifted is set by their Lift Value and Over Lift specialty roll. While they may be able
to lift and hold an incredible weight, they can only do so for a moment (one round). The VS of an Over
lift role is 15 for each 50% Lift Value increase.
Feats:
VS 15: Lift a weight of Lift Value +50% once per scene.
VS 30: Lift a weight of Lift Value +100% once per scene.
VS 60: Lift a weight of Lift Value +200% once per scene.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Overcome Anxiety
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Some understand that there is nothing to fear but fear its self, some are able
to let their fears pass through them, to be unmoved by fear. A character with this specialty is able to
resist anxiety in all its forms and generally has trained their mind to have a steely resolve. Each round a
character may attempt this specialty to overcome the effects of anxiety, and may use this specialty in
place of resistance when the character first attempts to resist the effect if they so choose.
Feats:
VS 15: Overcome the anxiety of entering a notoriously haunted house.
VS 30: Resist the creeping fear of being stalked by an alien predator.
VS 60: Dismiss the nagging fear of a curse that causes doubt and fear.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Overcome Cold
Simple
Actions and Applications: Through a mixture breathing exercises and bio-feedback a character can
maintain a heightened body temperature to prevent hypothermia and overcome the effects of
environmental cold. This does not protect the character form cold damage or related injuries, it simply
prevents the onset of hypothermia. Characters may attempt an Overcome Cold action roll in any scene
where they are presented with a situation that would reduce their core temperature dangerously.
Feats:
VS 15: Maintain body temperature in 0°C conditions.
VS 30: Keep body temp up after being submerged in arctic waters.
VS 60: Run mostly naked through -40°C arctic tundra.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Overcome Heat
Simple
Actions and Applications: Remaining cool even in unbearable heat, a character with this specialty can
apply techniques such as biofeedback, calorie reduction, and breathing exercises to remain functional
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even in heat in excess of 60°C. Direct sun or heating can be more challenging, and this specialty cannot
resist heat or fire damage. However, with hydration and focus a character with this specialty can keep
their core temperature low enough to survive such inhospitable environs.
Feats:
VS 15: Keep cool in a balmy 38°C.
VS 30: Regulate temperature even under direct sun at 45°C.
VS 60: Maintain lowered body temperature under brutal 60°C conditions.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Overcome Pain
Simple
Actions and Applications: Some time included in counter interrogation training, a character with this
specialty has learned to master physical pain and pass through it, removing or overcoming the penalties
of pain, and potentially injuries. Characters may use overcome pain in place of a resistance check against
pain, or may attempt once per scene to overcome Rank 1 pain. Against injuries, Overcome Pain may be
used once per injury to reduce the challenge from an injury by 1 for a scene.
Feats:
VS 15: Overcome a mild headache.
VS 30: Reduce the impact of a broken arm slightly.
VS 60: Remain conscious while under excruciating torture.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Painting and Color Theory
Challenging
Actions and Applications: An understanding of color theory and the application painting techniques
allows the character with this specialty to create visual works of art and design. Characters can create
original pieces or capture what they see in a scene, and depending on the skill of the artist and the
medium, potentially create photo realistic works. As with many specialties, to actually produce a
painting the character needs a medium and a canvas (though it need not literally be canvas) on which to
paint their medium, without these a character cannot produce any works.
Feats:
VS 15: Create a simple four or five tone painting
VS 30: Produce a complete original scene.
VS 60: Render a photo realistic portrait of an imaginary person.
Tandem Specialties: None, however, Operate Computer and a graphics editing program could be used
in place of any actual medium.
Pharmacology
Intricate
Actions and Applications: The application of modern biochemistry to treat illness, injury, and disease,
this specialty allows a character who has a diagnosis of an ailment to treat the ailment with
pharmaceuticals. This has a number of applications – administering the correct dose of the correct drug
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to treat a disease as either a cure or a suppressant, administering the correct dose of the correct drug(s)
to help a patient with Antipathy fight off episodes or eventually reduce their antipathy score, or identify
the effects of natural compounds on a person’s biology, and research new pharmaceuticals. Characters
can probably use Chemistry Solutions to synthesize many drugs from natural sources as well.
Feats:
VS 15: Administer basic analgesics or antibiotics
VS 30: Identify the correct dose of a paralytic anesthetic.
VS 60: Use a primitive lab to produce nearly pure methamphetamines.
Tandem Specialties: Medical, Chemical, and many other science skills will enable wider application of
this specialty. Combined with medical diagnosis used for treatment this specialty has a free chance.
Pilot Light Aircraft
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Armed with this specialty a character can control light subsonic aircraft
through visual flight rules. Light Aircraft are any fixed winged craft under five tons, and require grater
pilot visibility to properly handle correctly. Until Technical advance level 6 or higher most of these craft
do not have sophisticated instrument systems that would allow for automated or instrument only flight.
Feats:
VS 15: Pilot a Cessna on a short trip on a clear day.
VS 30: Pilot a long journey through moderate winds.
VS 60: Successfully pilot a craft though a serious storm.
Tandem Specialties: The ability to pilot light aircraft in addition to instrument piloting is actually key to
flying supersonic craft.
Pilot Supersonic Aircraft
Intricate
Actions and Applications: Air and suborbital craft that cruse at speeds faster than sound handle entirely
differently than lighter aircraft. With this specialty a character can pilot supersonic aircraft, including in
low earth orbit. Supersonic craft require both great reflexes and instrument handling to properly pilot,
because of the speeds involved, pilots have to rely on radar and other readouts to track their position
and terrain, although navigating it though skill and precision.
Feats:
VS 15: Take off and land a supersonic craft after a short straight flight.
VS 30: Pilot jet to extreme altitudes and back.
VS 60: Succeed in a fierce supersonic dogfight.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Pilot UAV
Challenging
Actions and Applications: In the later part of the information age automated weapons become more
and more frequent. The first and most widely used were the unmanned aerial vehicles, semiautonomous aircraft drones that could be programmed to engage in simple maneuvers and then
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controlled from a-far by a human operator. The major obstacle to controlling drones is the speed of data
transfer resulting in significant lag over longer distances, to compensate, most drones are capable of
autonomous flight control. Generally, operation of weapon’s systems is exclusively in human control.
Illegal or contraband drones may be armed for fully autonomous killing, but that would be highly
unethical, and illegal in most parts of the world.
Feats:
VS 15: Successfully land a drone under manual operation.
VS 30: Bring a drone through under fire.
VS 60: Succeed in a drone dogfight.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Pistols
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Semi-automatic and revolver pistols became the standard side arm for every
military or police in the world by the nineteenth century, and the civilian fire arm of choice because of
the compact size and comparative lethality. Character with this specialty know how to generally
maintain and oil their firearms, as well as trigger discipline and safe handling. Of course they can also
aim, draw and fire these weapons with skill and precision.
Feats:
Rank 1: Ready - Reflex Aim Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Burst Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Ready - Reflex Burst Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Perception
Simple
Actions and Applications: One of the core skills that every character possesses, characters may use
perception to actively notice details and particulars of their environment. While the Judge may call on a
character to roll perception in cases of situational awareness, the player can also choose to focus on
perceiving their environment in hopes of finding something or noticing something.
Feats:
VS 15: Find your lost keys in your apartment.
VS 30: Notice a secret door in a dungeon.
VS 60: Pick a conversation out of a crowded restaurant.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Prestidigitation
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Sleight of hand and tricks of motion of the hands and body, prestidigitation or
palming can be used for a number of effects. In addition to tricks and entertainment, characters can use
this skill to cheat, conceal objects in the hands, and even lift objects form another. Because there are so
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many applications of this skill, the VS becomes the difficulty for other’s to notice the character’s
legerdemain with perception or similar specialties.
Feats:
VS 15: Perform a simple tenkai palm (hide a card in your hand).
VS 30: Swap dice mid roll with you own weighted dice.
VS 60: Conceal a firearm on you person while being searched.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Problem Solving
Challenging
Actions and Applications: One of the few skills that allows the character to think for the player,
characters may attempt to use problem solving to see resolutions to situations the player cannot, but
their character might. To use Problem Solving, the character needs to be presented with a situation or
circumstance that needs a resolution. Other times this specialty can be thought of as “common sense”,
seeing the relationships in situations that clearly present a danger or will not have a beneficial outcome.
Feats:
VS 15: Conclude one has a cheating partner from obvious clues.
VS 30: Figure out the way to shut down a walk in freezer from the inside.
VS 60: Realize the long term objective of a global conspiracy.
Tandem Specialties: Deduction and problem solving are sister specialties, and having each grants a free
chance with both.
Profiling
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Profiling and cold reading have much in common – using small amounts of
information to gain insight into another. In the case of profiling is it more about predictive analysis,
psychology, and understanding suspicious behavior. Using this specialty a character can understand the
motives, motivation, and meaning of another’s behavior, and potential predict that behavior. This
specialty has other applications as well: Profiling is more of a science than an art, and knowing how
people act and behave a character can use profiling to detect lies and guilt.
Feats:
VS 15: Identify the MO of a serial bank robber.
VS 30: Detect the lies of a criminal in interrogation.
VS 60: Identify a mysterious serial killer who has eluded capture.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Programing Principles
Intricate
Actions and Applications: A character with this specialty can craft computer applications, and has a solid
understanding of the function of computer programs and computers in general. The Craft VS for a
program determines the VS to create that program. With each rank the character is considered to have
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exposure to one programing language or scripting language. Attempting to work in a language that the
character does not have exposure to will incur an additional challenge of difficulty.
Feats:
VS 15: Write a simple automation scrip.
VS 30: Create a 3D rendering engine optimized for simulating light on materials.
VS 60: Craft and application that simulates the nuclear fission inside stars on super computers.
Tandem Specialties: While there is not real synergy, a character without mathematics will not be
capable of many advance programming feats.
Psychotherapy
Challenging
Actions and Applications: A character with this specialty is trained in therapeutic counselling, and may
attempt to help people experiencing temporary or chronic psychological issues (antipathy). Given one
scene, and a successful engagement with the target, a character with this specialty can talk a target
down from an Antipathy episode with a VS set by the target’s Antipathy Score. Working with a character
with antipathy over the course of several weeks a character can use Psychotherapy to give the target a
chance to make a Resistance roll VS Antipathy to reduce their antipathy score by 1.
Feats:
VS 15: Talk a minor delusional character out of an episode.
VS 30: Help a character with obsessive compulsions overcome an issue.
VS 60: Work with a criminally deranged and dangerous character to overcome an episode.
Tandem Specialties: Fellowship or approachable can help establish a rapport to enable working therapy.
Pull Blow
Simple
Actions and Applications: It is extremely hard to control the force of a strike with a melee weapon, and
characters without this specialty will find it very challenging. To pull a blow the character must succeed a
second attack roll with this specialty. If they succeed that can intentional deal less damage, up to 50%
less, or make all of the damage from an attack non-lethal.
Feats:
VS 15: Pull a punch to the face while making convincing contact.
VS 30: Deal a non-lethal sword blow to a knight in armor.
VS 60: Successfully lance a dragon, but inflict half damage.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Quick Climb
Simple
Actions and Applications: Unlike free-climbing which is more about rock and boulder climbing, Quick
climb is actually more focused on rapid accent of small heights in urban environments, although the
specialty can be used in a dense wood just as easily. A character with this specialty can ascend a surface
using momentum, and angular control at their full running speed. The height of the climb sets the VS,
every meter over the character’s own height increases the VS by 15.
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Feats:
VS 15: Quickly ascend over a 2 meter wall.
VS 30: Dash up 3 meters to a fire escape ladder.
VS 60: Scramble up 5 meters to a third story balcony.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Quite Movement
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Humans are actually one of the stealthiest megafauna hunters, surpassed by
few creatures. Characters with this specialty have practiced and master moving in such a way as to
produce little or no noise to betray their position or motion. The character’s Quiet Movement action roll
becomes the VS to notice them with a perception or similar specialty, however, automated sound
detection systems will have their own VS that the character must beat in order to pass these systems
undetected.
Feats:
VS 15: Approach someone off-guard from behind unheard.
VS 30: Stay closely behind a person unheard.
VS 60: Move silently through a parking lot covered in broken glass.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Rapier and Epees
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Light, fast, and razor sharp rapiers and epees become the arming swords of
the nobility and eventually the common arm of the aristocrats. Popularized as a dueling weapon, these
swords flourished in the period following the decline in the use of heavy plate and mail as firearms and
crossbows made such obsolete. Unlike sabers and broadswords that saw heavy battle field use, these
foils were a decidedly urban weapon, and in many cases wielded with a dagger or shorter sword in the
off hand.
Feats:
Rank 1: Parry Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Riposte Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Simultaneous Strike Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: Because these weapons are so light, the normal challenge for two weapon fighting
is reduced by one if one of the dominant weapon is a foil.
Repair
Challenging
Actions and Applications: With this specialty a character is able to use replacement parts, tools, and
instructions of a machine to repair almost any mechanical construct. Provided they have the appropriate
tools, a character should be able to bring most machines back to functioning order, as well as many
simple electronics. The more advanced the machine the higher the VS and more sophisticated tools will
be necessary to repair a machine.
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Feats:
VS 15: Repair a simple toaster.
VS 30: Bring an old pendulum clock back to working order.
VS 60: Return an exotic sports car back to working order.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Resist Coercion
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Counter-interrogation is not always about resisting torture, often, it’s about
resisting the kind of insidious mental coercion that trained interrogators use, and the kind of forceful
threat that despots and bullies depend on. Characters with this specialty have the training to actively
resist and counter attempts to coerce and intimidate them, as well as resist manipulation and emotional
exploitation. Whenever under duress or manipulation, characters may use this specialty in place of a
resistance roll to contest the influence.
Feats:
VS 15: Resist the attempts of a simple bully to control the character.
VS 30: Overcome the emotional exploitation of a seasoned femme fetal.
VS 60: Repel violent continued coercion by trained agents.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Resist Provocation
Simple
Actions and Applications: A character with this specialty is apt at resisting the provocations of others
and keeping a level head. When something or someone attempts to distract, annoy or get under the
skin of a character with this specialty they may use this resist the effects.
Feats:
VS 15: Be unfazed by the taunts of an opponent.
VS 30: Resist the attempts to distract from a powerful opponent.
VS 60: Overcome the taunts of a particularly cruel and determined foe.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Resist Toxins
Simple
Actions and Applications: While resistance to toxins comes through exposure and building immunity, a
character with this specialty can us breathing exercises and metabolic control to slow and potentially
halt the effects of a toxin entered into their system. This can be done once per scene in place of a
standard resistance check, if the character succeeds the VS to Resist the toxin they incur the normal
resisted effects. By taking 2 chances on this roll the character can completely overcome the toxin in
question.
Feats:
VS 15: Mitigate the effects of alcohol.
VS 30: Stave off the effects of a local anesthetic.
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VS 60: Resist a powerful paralytic toxin.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Ride Animal
Simple
Actions and Applications: Since the first domesticated animals were put to work, animals used for riding
have been present in every culture. A character with this specialty is competent at riding one animal
type of choice, such as horses. This specialty includes general care for the animal and maintenance of
the riding gear such as the saddle and harness. A riding animal is not a tool, but a companion, and the
character’s treatment of the animal will directly influence the animal’s treatment of the character.
Feats:
VS 15: Guide a horse through city traffic.
VS 30: Ride a camel through a howling sandstorm.
VS 60: Mount a wild mythical creature such as a Pegasus.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Rifle and Shotgun
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Long guns are designed for range and power, while shotguns have limited
range but great power and a smooth bore. Rifles, named for the gentile spiral grooves in the barrel that
cause the projectile to rotate, represents the most lethal development in human history, no weapon has
had a greater impact on war. A character with this specialty is a competent marksmen and skilled at
swiftly levering with a manual action rifle or shotgun.
Feats:
Rank 1: Ready – Aimed Reload Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Burst Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Controlled Shot Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Ritual
Simple
Actions and Applications: A ritual is a sequence or pattern of activities designed to entreat some force
or perform some rite. A character with this specialty is practiced in the nuance of rituals of a specific
spiritualism, habit, or practice. They can perform the rituals and teach them. Real examples include the
religious rituals of organized religious, or the traditional practices such as a tea ceremony. This pseudo
eldritch specialty has other important ramifications as well, as the rituals required to contact the beings
on the astral plane are complex and grueling, but a character with this specialty has the patience and
focus to perform them.
Feats:
VS 15: Perform a basic communion ritual.
VS 30: Set a rite of adulthood.
VS 60: Commune with the elder gods.
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Tandem Specialties: None.
Sailing
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Sailing ships have been in use for at least eight thousand years, with the
earliest known depiction being from 5500BCE. Character with this specialty know how to man and
manage most forms of roped and rigged sailing ships, that is, ships that employ a foil, rudder, and wind
power to travel the waters. While the engineering of these ships has improved greatly in the 20th
century, the main components remain the same, and a character with this specialty in proficient in
piloting these vessels, or manning one part of a multi mast ship that requires many hands.
Feats:
VS 15: Sail a simple race on a clear day with good wind.
VS 30: Sail windward by setting a close haul and zig zagging.
VS 60: Sail through a challenging area of many obstacles at high speeds.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Scientific Method
Simple
Actions and Applications: Characters with this specialty have the power to do science! Or at least
employ a battery of techniques and thought processes to make observations, develop hypotheses, and
devise experiments to test these hypotheses. The experiments are the important part, and observing
the results in an unbiased way is the key. Characters can use these techniques to find viable real
solutions to both every day and novel problems, or uncover causative and correlative relationships in
nature and phenomena. Most importantly, characters can exploit these relationships if they have other
specialties that allow.
Feats:
VS 15: Use the method to demonstrate an established physical law.
VS 30: Through research and experimentation find an effective new drug.
VS 60: Discover a new and previously unknown physical law relating to quantum reality.
Tandem Specialties: The Scientific method can be paired with any number of specialties for the purpose
of research or to exploit the discoveries of science, although math is the most common.
Scrapping
Simple
Actions and Applications: Scrapping is an unrefined and primitive form of unarmed combat. It has no
forms, nor real techniques, but in that it is brutal and effective. Characters learn scrapping through
fighting, with this specialty a character can use a number of crud but effective combat practices, can
punch and kick with strength, if not finesse, and generally excel at cheap blows. While characters with
this specialty lack most advanced combat techniques, and none of the advance martial arts rules, they
can still be effective in a fight.
Feats:
Rank 1: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
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Rank 5: Grapple Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
SCUBA
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Staying submerged at length by means of a self-contained underwater
breathing apparatus, characters with this specialty are trained in the use of SCUBA harnesses and
equipment. An interesting specialty, a character need only roll this action when they enter significant
depth or are faced with a challenge underwater, as the action of this specialty is regulating breath and
keeping calm, and swimming.
Feats:
VS 15: Dive to a depth of 20 meters.
VS 30: Maintain breath while attempting to escape an underwater cave-in.
VS 60: Dive to a depth of 60 meters.
Tandem Specialties: Tread water is essential for divers once they surface.
Sculpting
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Character with this specialty can mold and shape a medium into works of art
or practical design. Generally this specialty covers clay, ceramics, and stones, as masonry, however, is
skill set character have little or no ability to build with this skill. Character can craft reasonable pieces
from imagination or for models and reference, and identify the workmanship and quality of pieces they
encounter.
Feats:
VS 15: Create a simple human figure from clay.
VS 30: Sculpt a stylistic bust from stone.
VS 60: Craft a realistic figure from marble, showing two scenes depending on the angle viewed.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Sense Danger
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Danger sense is a specialized form of Perception that allows the character to
detect potential harm from traps or unsafe environmental situations. While some of these things may
seem like common sense, a keen sense of self preservation and awareness of one environment can
prevent a number of injuries. Unlike active guard which might notice an ambush, this specialty does not
detect hostile intent. A use of this specialty allows the character to detect potential harm or danger
from traps, unsafe paths, unstable materials, or dangerous situations. Most traps have a specific VS to
detect them, environmental hazards are up to the Judge to set.
Feats:
VS 15: Identify a path that is likely unsafe.
VS 30: Notice an active mine field.
VS 60: See the eminent danger of an elaborate dungeon trap.
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Tandem Specialties: A character with both Active Guard and Sense Danger would seem almost
prescient.
Sensor Systems
Challenging
Actions and Applications: A character with this specialty is able to read and operate sensor systems, as
well as scientific systems with similar applications. Radar and Ladar systems used to detect and track
aircraft and spacecraft are perfect examples, but sonar, magnetometer and thermal or x-ray imaging
systems are also within the scope of this specialty. Characters would use this specialty when actively
trying to pick out a specific object in noise or target an object. A character would need to beat an
opponent’s Piloting VS to detect a stealth or hiding craft.
Feats:
VS 15: Pinpoint and track a specific object.
VS 30: Notice an analogy in sensor reading that could indicate a hidden ship.
VS 60: Track an enemy fighter though an asteroid belt.
Tandem Specialties: A character with Operate Computer and Spatial Mathematics has a free chance
with this specialty.
Shadow
Challenging
Actions and Applications: This kind of specialized stealth, Shadow allows a character to stalk another
creature while remaining outside the range or ability of their detection, generally 10 meters. Each scene
the character may use a Shadow action roll to follow another creature and remain undetected. A
perception roll higher than the stalker’s roll is needed to detect that they are being followed. Should a
target of this skill possess Active Guard and the character stalking them has hostile intent, the target
may attempt both a perception and active guard action to notice their stalker. A Shadow action roll is
needed each time the character closes in on a target.
Feats:
VS 15: Shadow an oblivious civilian.
VS 30: Stalk a weary traveler on the road.
VS 60: Track an enemy combatant in a warzone.
Tandem Specialties: Quiet Movement and Move Unseen each give Shadow a free chance.
Shooting
Simple
Actions and Applications: A character with this specialty has good aim and is practiced with a multitude
of fire arms, but master of none. Hobby hunters, weekend warriors, and firearm enthusiasts with no real
training, but a lot of rounds fired on the rage will have this specialty. This specialty is unique in that a
character with Shooting can handle virtually any civilian firearm. They may not know anything about the
gun’s care or condition, but they can shoot it. Unlike real firearm training characters with this Specialty
are rather amateur – that said, they can still hit the target, and in the end, that is all that counts.
Feats:
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Rank 1: Aimed Shot Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Burst Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Shortbow
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Shortbows are compressed recurved versions of their longer brothers. The
development of the recurve structure allows for a much higher pull strength on the weapon, while
decreasing the size. It is thought that the major advantage of the short bow for both hunting and
military use is that it can be drawn and fired in a much tighter area, much faster, than a longbow.
Feats:
Rank 1: Dead Eye Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Melee Shot Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Multi-shot Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Signaling
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Naval, aircraft, or spacecraft signaling – this is the specialty that covers using
flags, light or sound in a specific code to signal vessels without modern communications technology.
One form of this is Morse Code, used in many light signals and horn signals. Most organized navies have
very specific flag signals used even in the modern era to maintain radio silence, signal when ships are
damaged or experiencing technical failure, or even simply to maintain tradition. Generally the
complexity of the message set’s the VS for and signaling attempt.
Feats:
VS 15: Signal a sister ship an important change in tactics.
VS 30: Send an SOS to a passing unknown ship in international territory.
VS 60: Flag an entire fleet a radical change in strategy and plan.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Sincerity
Simple
Actions and Applications: While talented liars can speak something untrue, it takes a special kind of skill
to express ones inner belief, conviction and avowal with powerful moving conviction. Characters with
this specialty can tell the truth, or their perceived truth with a moving kind of power, a sureness that is
extremely hard to doubt. This has a number of uses: by overcoming an NPC’s VS to Engage a character
can waylay any doubt, even in the most hostile or frightened mind. This can also be used to convince
another character of the sincere beliefs of the speaker, even if they are untrue or opposed to what the
target knows. A deduction roll can overcome sincerity that is irrational.
Feats:
VS 15: Convincingly speak about one personal experiences.
VS 30: Movingly explain one’s deeply held beliefs.
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VS 60: Undoubtedly speak to a terrified traveler you mean them no harm.
Tandem Specialties: Sincerity gives a free chance to all interpersonal specialties when the character is
telling the truth.
Singing
Simple
Actions and Applications: Singing probably predates humanity as we know it, our earliest ancestors no
doubt sung songs that were different from language by rhythm or tonality or both. This specialty means
the character can comfortably and easily carry a tune, perform a good range of vocal pieces, and carry
or match a harmony. Singers are able to improvise and lean new song by ear. It is reasonable for a
competent singer to be quite capable of a very wide range of sounds.
Feats:
VS 15: Sing a simple lullaby.
VS 30: Perform a sound cover of a popular work.
VS 60: Deliver a powerful and unique performance of an extremely complicated operatic piece.
Tandem Specialties: Characters with musical arrangement can write new songs competently.
Sketching
Simple
Actions and Applications: The use of form and mono-chromatic medium, a character with this specialty
can sketch and draw. This includes life drawing, conceptual sketches, and refining line work with ink or
digital media. Characters can also produce reasonable approximations of persons in an attempt to
create a portrait from descriptions, or from a reference. As with any art specialty, the character requires
a medium and a canvas of some form to create a work. That said Sketching is a very forgiving specialty
and as long as the character is working with one medium and shading they should be fine, further, a
sufficiently advanced computer system can act as a medium and canvas.
Feats:
VS 15: Create a simple doodle of a well-known character or form.
VS 30: Draw a complex scene featuring multiple elements and perspective.
VS 60: Sketch a perpetrator’s likeness from several witnesses’ descriptions.
Tandem Specialties: Sketching and Painting can be used in tandem, also Operate Computers can
potentially take the place of physical tools.
Snatch
Simple
Actions and Applications: Using raw speed a character with this specialty can snatch an object from the
hand of another, or pluck a falling object from the air. Snatching an object from a character with this
specialty requires an attack roll against the target’s VS, but otherwise anything on the character or
anything the character is holding can be grabbed. Essentially this is the specialty used when plucking a
coin form the open hand of another before it is closed, and other similar acts. This specialty also allows
the character to catch falling or dropped objects in reach with astonishing alacrity.
Feats:
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VS 15: Catch an item dropped by an adjacent character.
VS 30: Draw an opponent’s knife as an attack.
VS 60: pluck a firearm form an adjacent opponent’s hand.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Soak, Armor
Intricate
Actions and Applications: A character clad in armor may use this specialty to transfer additional damage
to their armor, rather than take the damage themselves. To successfully Soak, the character must roll
Armor Soak in place of any other defensive specialty, and must Succeed their opponent’s attack roll. If
they succeed this roll, they may roll their Resistance dice, and transfer this much damage they would
have taken to their armor, in addition to the armor’s own Armor Rank. This Soak qualifies as Armor rank
for the purpose of threat, meaning that if a attack has a Threat value higher than the Armor Rank and
amount of damage Soaked, the attack ignores the added protection.
Feats:
Rank 1: Full Defense Combat maneuver.
Tandem Specialties: Soak cannot be used without armor of some kind. Characters can only take one
defensive action in response to an attack, but may attempt to Soak after effect is rolled.
Soak, Unarmed
Intricate
Actions and Applications: Unarmed soak is specialized to unarmed combat. Using this specialty a
character uses parts of their body that are “hardened” to absorb the blows of other unarmed
combatants – such as using the elbows to take punches, the thighs to take kicks, and shoulders to
counter body blows. Unlike armor soak or other special abilities, Unarmed Soak can only be used on
Unarmed attacks and specifically non-lethal damage attacks.
Feats:
Rank 1: Full Defense Combat Maneuver.
Tandem Specialties: Block and unarmed soak are a powerful combination.
Spatial Mathematics
Intricate
Actions and Applications: A character with this specialty can solve geometric, spatial, and dimensional
formulas and equations. At the simplest level this is the mathematical understanding of platonic solids
and Euclidian geometry, in higher levels Spatial mathematics can worth through physical problems of
spatial topography and Caylay Algebra and fractal dimensions of space and objects. Characters can use
this to calculate the area of a circle, or plot the membranes of subspace.
Feats:
VS 15: Give the area of a simple geometric shape.
VS 30: Plot the topological curve of a wave form function.
VS 60: Re-equate M-theory to solve for the actual number of spatial dimensions is reality.
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Tandem Specialties: Change mathematics and Spatial Mathematics are essential to understanding
higher order physics and chemistry.
Speak Language
Simple
Actions and Applications: If writing is the foundation of civilization, spoken language is the foundation
of intelligence. Almost every interpersonal specialty requires the character be able to speak to use.
Characters with this specialty can speak one language of choice, as well as any closely linked dialects
that use the same alphabet. With each Rank the character can learn and additional language at rank 1.
Unlike other specialties, Speak Language is a special case, as the specialty only has three ranks. Under
normal circumstances, a character never needs to roll for a language specialty unless they are trying to
translate between more than one languages.
Feats:
Rank 1: Basic grasp of the conversational elements of the language.
Rank 2: Competent and essentially fluent grasp of the language.
Rank 3: Educated and complex grasp of the language and its dialects.
Tandem Specialties: Without exception, all abilities to communicate or influence are depended on this
specialty.
Spear and Javelin
Challenging
Actions and Applications: The earliest purpose crafted weapons are short spears used by hunters and
warriors alike. Character with this specialty are proficient in used these weapons in melee and at range,
as well as using tools such as an atlatl to launch them. The major difference with a spear and javelin is
that a short spear often features a broad leafed blade, where as a javelin features a sharp long point
more suited for throwing. In practices they are often used exactly the same way. Spears are unique in
that they have range increments, as well as melee viability.
Feats:
Rank 1: Charge Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Melee Shot Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: None.
Subterfuge
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Battlefield camouflage, espionage tactics, and battle field feints are covered
under this specialty. Characters can engineer successful misdirection in battle to accomplish tactical
maneuvers like ambushes and larger strategic motions of subterfuge, in order to flank or split an enemy
troop movement. When a character uses subterfuge to make a tactical or strategic plan on the
battlefield or to camouflage or hide troop movements, the VS of the action roll becomes the VS to
notice the deception before it is too late.
Feats:
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VS 15: Arrange a simple ambush for some travelers on the road.
VS 30: Use troops hid in the trees to successfully flank an opponent’s movements.
VS 60: Move an army into enemy territory largely undetected.
Tandem Specialties: Battle field signaling is essential for changes of plans and for directing troops.
Surface Targeting
Challenging
Actions and Applications: This specialty is used to target position for artillery bombardment often time
past the horizon line of the world. Surface targeting is used for non-guided attacks with ballistic or
energy weapons. This is more of a technical operations skill, and while understanding of computer
operations is helpful it is not necessary, in fact mathematics is more useful for these kinds or artillery
skills. Unlike guided weapons with onboard targeting, this specialty focuses on non-guided weapons and
systems such as large naval guns, mounted inland bombardment cannons, and non-guided weapons
dropped from aircraft.
Feats:
None.
Tandem Specialties: Computer operations or spatial mathematics will give the character a free chance
with this specialty.
Surgeon
Intricate
Actions and Applications: With this specialty characters as the training and medical skills to perform
invasive surgery without killing the patient. Characters are proficient working in an open patient, how to
cut so as to minimize blood loos and scaring, and how to suture and mend wounds. Characters are
trained in the use of explorative surgery to gain insights for diagnosis, as well as performing lifesaving
surgery in case of medical emergencies. This also includes treating injuries such as shrapnel or gun shots,
or excising malignant tissue or invasive organisms. On a failed surgery roll, the patient needs to roll a
Resistance check or enter shock, and potentially die.
Feats:
VS 15: Perform a basic mole removal and suture.
VS 30: Operate on an appendix removal of an otherwise healthy patient.
VS 60: Successfully treat a patient with complicated neural surgery.
Tandem Specialties: Pharmacology, medical diagnosis, biology and a number of other specialty can be
invaluable to not killing the patient.
Surveillance
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Watching and listening unseen is a unique set of skills that combine patience
and stealth. A character with this specialty knows how to watch form a distance but more importantly
what to watch for to accrue actual intelligence and how to remain inconspicuous even during long
periods of surveillance on a subject. Generally the character’s Surveillance action roll is the VS to detect
that they are watching. Optionally if a character is under suspicion that they are being watch they may
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make attempts to make surveillance more challenging in which case the observer must succeed a VS of a
number of challenges set by the target and their attempts to obscure themselves.
Feats:
VS 15: Surveillance of an average and unaware citizen though tout the day.
VS 30: Watch a suspicious and cautious civilian unnoticed.
VS 60: Track and observes a cautions and well trained operative.
Tandem Specialties: None, although stealth skills could be very useful.
Targeting Solutions
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Character’s with this specialty have the training to operate the onboard
weapons of air and space fighters. Most of these weapon require a combination of coordination and
technical ability, in addition many of these weapons have complicated guidance systems that allow
them to track a target once locked on, and change course midflight, such as guided missiles and semiguides bullets. More advanced systems are energy weapons that fire at the projected point the target
will be at when it reaches the appropriate range.
Feats:
None.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Taunt
Simple
Actions and Applications: There comes a point where a character is annoying and distracting to the
point of a skill. Above and beyond practice of observing and pressing another’s buttons, often on an
instinctual level. Characters with Taunt are just so annoying. By making a successful Taunt action against
the targets Engage VS the character can provoke and thus distract the target. Above Rank 5 the
character need not have any ability to speak the same language as the target so long as they are within
melee range. At rank 9 the target can be at range and have no mutually comprehensible language and
the character with this specialty can still provoke them.
Feats:
VS 15: Provoke a bar goer by talking about his mother.
VS 30: Provoke a coworker with discussion of their wives indiscretions.
VS 60: Provoke a peaceful priest to violence with hand gestures.
Tandem Specialties: Block is an important tandem specialty for taunt.
Tease
Simple
Actions and Applications: Distracting and enticing someone through the promise of sexual favor is one
of, of not the oldest, trick in the book. Characters with this specialty can use their charms and the
promise of favor to one that finds them sexually appealing to keep the target’s attention fixed squarely
on the character. To teas a target they must find the character of an appealing gender or orientation,
this can only be known through attempting to teas them if no other methods are available. If the target
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is susceptible, the character needs to succeed a VS to Engage. If they succeed, a target so Teased is
considered Dazed and will only pay attention to the character.
Feats:
VS 15: Tease a lonely man on the road.
VS 30: Entice a trained guard who is on duty.
VS 60: Tease a celibate monk to distraction.
Tandem Specialties: Allure and Tease area powerful combination.
Theft
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Theft is about taking things without being noticed. This specialty allows the
character to target a valuable and using another specialty, steal it undetected. Prestidigitation and
snatch can pick pockets or slip objects into pockets unnoticed, lying and exploit can con a person out of
goods, and so on. The key with this specialty as that while a character could use any of the specialties
described above to the same effect, they couldn’t do it with stealth. Characters with this specialty are
employing tactics of distraction and misdirection to afford them a chance to calmly steal something,
which is its own set of actions. Characters with this specialty probably know how to identify valuables, if
not appraise them, and generally how to fence stolen goods in principle.
Feats:
VS 15: Steal small good from a common store unnoticed.
VS 30: Picking pockets while bumping someone.
VS 60: Defraud a major corporation of millions of dollars.
Tandem Specialties: Almost any! Theft relies on another set of skills to actually steal, while maintaining
stealth and creating deniability with this action.
Tracking
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Tracking by sight and clues is exclusive to humans – no other known animal
can perform this feat. By observing animal signs, patterns, and environmental variables, a character with
this specialty can locate and follow a quarry in a familiar biome. Once the sign of the prey is spotted, the
character can follow their trail. The VS is usually set by the environment, if the target has some means of
stealth then the VS would be increased by their action roll. Otherwise each scene the tracker must
succeed a Tracking VS to stay on the target. If the tracker loses the target’s trail, they may attempt again
next scene, if that fails, they have lost the trail for good.
Feats:
VS 15: Track an average deer through a temperate woodland.
VS 30: Track a trained Ranger through a tropical jungle.
VS 60: Track a mountain goat through the rugged rocky crags.
Tandem Specialties: Move unseen and quiet movement are essential for tracking a target, and then
sneak up on them in melee range.
Tread Water
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Simple
Actions and Applications: Characters with this specialty are able swimmers. Where many characters
might be capable of swimming, characters with this specialty can tread water for extended periods of
time. Even without this specialty a character can tread water for about a half Stamina + Physique
minutes. With this specialty the character can roll a Tread Water for additional time. Each attempt to
keep swimming for half Stamina + Physique in a scene increases the VS by 15.
Feats:
VS 15: Keeps swimming for half Stamina + Physique, or about 350 meters.
VS 30: Swim about 700 meters.
VS 60: Swim about 2 hundred kilometers.
Tandem Specialties: Scuba is useful for going under water.
Treat Illness
Challenging
Actions and Applications: With this specialty a character can use non-pharmaceutical grade remedies to
treat many non-terminal viruses and infections. The character can use this specialty to diagnose and
identify the correct remedy. Unfortunately this specialty is very limited, the kind of remedies and
treatments of this specialty are those of folk medicine, it is often not scientific. If correctly used this
specialty will give the patient one additional resistance check against their disease or infection.
Feats:
VS 15: Treat a common cold in a heathy patient.
VS 30: Use remedies to help a patient overcome an infected wound.
VS 60: Offer successful treatment for a chronic stomach infection.
Tandem Specialties: Successful Medical Diagnosis before a treat illness grants the patient a free chance.
Treat injury
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Injuries and wounds can be bound with this specialty. Not as comprehensive
as surgeon, a character with this can still bind wounds to recover a few points of durability (equal to
Ranks in treat injury), Set a wound to remove the penalties for one scene (VS set by the specific injury),
and bring a character back from shock. The Vs to recover Durability is 15, +15 per Durability rank, i.e.
treating shock damage has a VS of 45.
Feats:
VS 15: Treat a muscle injury.
VS 30: Use treatments to recover Wound Durability to a patient.
VS 60: Stabilize a blacked-out character.
Tandem Specialties: Successful Medical Diagnosis before a treat injury grants the character a free
chance with this specialty.
Throwing
Simple
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Actions and Applications: Launching projectiles by hand with both aim and power, characters with this
specialty are able to throw objects, such as balls, grenades, or knives with force and precision. This
specialty has applications in sports as well as combat. Generally when throwing one trades power for
speed, or speed for accuracy – characters with this specialty are apt at finding that balance to effectively
throw small aerodynamic items a distance with power and accuracy.
Feats:
Rank 5: Dead Eye Combat Maneuver.
Tandem Specialties: None.
Unarmed Strike
Challenging
Actions and Applications: Using the body as a weapon is surprisingly difficult. Characters with this
specialty can effectively strike with their hands, feet, elbows, and knees. They may make an unarmed
attack for each initiative dice spent in a round, and deal Strength Bonus in non-lethal damage. If the
optional martial arts strikes are in play, a character would learn a new strike each rank of this specialty.
Feats:
Special.
Tandem Specialties: None.
War Axes and Picks
Challenging
Actions and Applications: One handed axes and picks were the close quarter weapon of infantry and
anti-cavalry unites throughout the world. While they seem dissimilar, the short handle and weighted
piercing end allows axes and picks function almost identically in melee combat. Relying on force and
speed the weapons are arguably some of the most lethal weapons ever used.
Feats:
Rank 1: Power Attack Combat Maneuver
Rank 5: Parry Combat Maneuver
Rank 9: Melee Disarm Combat Maneuver
Tandem Specialties: Like swords, axes with shields are a deadly combination.

2.6.4 TALENT CODEX
A character’s talents are inborn parts of the character – they are inherent to who and what they are.
This is why racial characteristics are considered talents, talents are as much about what a character is as
who they are. Because of this, generally speaking, talents are only available for character’s to purchase
during character creation. Of course the Judge may rule that a talent such as Knack or Presence Sense is
discovered after creation. These cases should however be the exceptions that prove the rule. If a
character can develop such an ability after creation it should rather be a technique or modifier.
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READING THE TALENT DESCRIPTION
Each Talent will be presented in the same manner. The name, flowed by the cost in parenthesis. If the
talent can be staked or taken multiple times, this will be listed on the next line. Lastly the flavor and
mechanical text will follow.
Talent (Essence Cost)
Stacking, multiple entry, singular
Description: This is the effect and limitation of the talent.

TALENT DESCRIPTIONS
Ambidextrous (4)
Singular
Description: Characters with ambidexterity possess aptitude with each hand equally, and may use either
hand as their dominant hand – outside of the day to day advantages, in combat characters with
ambidexterity may use two weapons with greater ease – choosing which weapon is the dominant hand
in any round. Otherwise they have no other advantages and must learn two weapon fighting like any
other character or face the associated penalty.
Aptitude (8)
Multiple Entry
Description: With this Talent the character has the natural aptitude with one area of development – one
ability score improves at an accelerated rate. Choose one Mental or Physical Ability score; each
discipline under this ability increases the Ability Score by 15, not 10. Aptitude my only be purchased
twice: One mental and one physical ability score. This Talent cannot be combined with Prowess.
Blessed Fate (10)
Singular
Description: Not unlike aptitude, characters with this Talent see increased ability score growth from
disciplines in one attribute – in this case Fate! These characters are simply destined for fortune – each
Fate Discipline increases the characters Fate Ability Score by 15, rather than 10. This Talent cannot be
combined with Good Karma.
Fearless (3)
Singular
Description: Some people simply do not know fear. Characters with this talent are naturally resistant to
the effects of anxiety and terror – adding 2 dice to all checks to resist these effects.
Good Karma (6)
Stackable
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Description: Some people are just lucky because the universe likes them. With this talent a character
increases their Fate Ability Score by 5 points. Good Karma may be purchased up to three times.
Hearty (5)
Stackable
Description: With a mixture of natural resistance and sturdy build, Hearty characters are noticeably
more resilient that the average character of similar ability and stature. Hearty characters gain +5 to their
Wound durability rank. Characters can purchase this Talent three times – gaining a +5 to each Durability
rank: Wound, Shock, and Blackout.
Innate Ability (3+)
E.L. 4+
Singular
The character has an innate acumen for the eldritch arts and has developed natural ability in one area of
power. Add 1 Eldritch Specialty at rank 0 to Primary Skills Discipline. The complexity of the Specialty
determines the cost: Simple Specialties Cost 3, Challenging 5 and Intricate 7. This Specialty does not
enable the character to spend essence on additional spells nor learn Psionic Techniques.
Special: This Modifier may be purchased once.
Keen Vision (3)
Singular
Description: With this talent the character has better than 20/20 vision, and are able to make out details
at range much farther than the average person. For example this character could read this text from
nearly ten meters away. This translates to a free chance on ranged attacks and a -5 VS to any vision
based perceptual or observational task.
Perfect Pitch (3)
Singular
Description: With this talent, a character has a perfect sense of pitch and tone, and is inclined to be
musically talented. The character receives a free raise on any musical Specialty. However, the
character’s sensitive hearing makes acoustic distractions and effects more effective – the character
receives a 1 Dace Challenge penalty to overcome such effects.
Knack (3)
Multiple Entry
Description: Characters with a Knack are naturally inclined towards one specialty. The specialty must be
selected at the time this talent is taken. For the purpose of Essence cost this Specialty is considered a
Simple specialty. If the character selects a simple specialty, the Specialty starts at Rank 1, and costs 1
rank less for the purpose of raising its rank moving forward. A character may have up to three Knacks.
Lowlight Vision (4)
Singular
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Description: This Talent represents naturally more acute night vision. While the character cannot see in
the dark – they are at an advantage in low light conditions, such as dim lighting where they suffer no
penalties. However exposure to bright light will neutralize this ability for one scene.
Presence Sense (5)
Singular
Description: This is a talent only relevant in settings with eldritch forces. With Presence Sense, a
character can feel when things of an astral nature are within 10 meters, as well as recognize them on
sight as “wrong”. The character will intuitively distrust even helpful and non-hostile astral entities.
Prodigy (8)
Singular
Description: A character with this talent was born to master a specific skillset – one in which they
naturally excel. Select one Discipline, all Specialties in this discipline start at Rank 1. Any Techniques in
this Discipline cost 2 less Essence.
Prowess (4)
Stackable
Description: Some people are born with an edge in some area. Characters with this Talent are naturally
gifted in one of their mental or physical Ability Scores and increase that Score by 5. Prowess can be
purchased up to four time – applied to different attributes or to the same score it does not matter. This
Talent cannot be combined with Aptitude.
Remarkable (6)
Singular
Description: A character with this Talent is just that: Remarkable. The character is memorable, and for
some reason people just see them as heroic. When a character Records a Deed, people inherently
believe, in fact expect, such form the character. Characters also gain 2 additional essence points from
Recorded Deeds. Furthermore, if the Renown rules are in play, the character is considered to have 1
Deed higher than their current amount for the purpose of recognition.

2.6.5 MODIFIER CODEX
A modifier is something that changes the character, but is not inherent or innate. This could be
something like a blessing, a license, an item, a mentor or a protégé. Most modifiers are either social
privileges or material possessions. What all modifiers have in common is that they can be lost and
gained in the course of play, unlike Talents, but are not learned or mastered like Techniques.
As a general rule, a modifier can only be purchased once. As such many have ranked or tiered effect
depending on the number of Essence invested in the modifier. That said some modifiers, such as
Secondary Skill or Contacts may be purchased additional times.
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READING THE MODIFIER DESCRIPTION
All modifiers are described the same way. If a modifier has any unique rules, you can find the near the
bottom of the description under the ‘Special’ heading. The Modifier Description looks like:
Name (Essence Cost)
Advance Levels Prerequisites if any
Description: This is the description of the Modifier. Many modifiers are tiered and have a variety of
ranks with different associated costs.
Special: Special rules for the modifier if any.

MODIFIER DESCRIPTIONS
Artifact (6)
E.L. 3+
In their possession the character has an 11 Essence Artifact. Whether this is an heirloom or gift it
matters not. The magical nature of the item is known to the character, as well as those who may be
seeking such a powerful item. As with all Artifact, it is bonded to the character – but it may be lost or
stolen.
Authority (2+)
T.L. 3+
Characters with this modifier have earned some kind of social authority in their home region such a
political office, or as a member of law enforcement. Regardless the character has both the right to
exercise power over others and the duty to support the system that grants this right. For example, while
a city guard may be able to arrest villains, they are expected to follow regulations and report for shifts.
Authority comes with other responsibility, essentially the greater the power the greater the
expectations that the character has to live up to.
For 2 points this modifier represents modest civil authority; city guard, court official, or militia
member. In essence the character’s day job awards them some small authority.
For 4 points a character has practical but limited authority; a guard Capitan or police detective, a
judge, or a local politician.
At 8 points this modifier covers practical and far reaching authority; a high military rank, a
mayor or magistrate, or member of a national senate or parliament.
As a 16 point modifier Authority represents real, practical power: A head of state of a modest
nation, leader of a powerful nation military, or member of the executive branch. However, this level of
authority requires 4 Essence of the Wealth Modifier in property.
Blessing (5)
E.L. 3+
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With this modifier the character has the blessing of some powerful and great entity. This is an eldritch
modifier, and not some kind of delusion. To any means of detecting eldritch effect the character will be
noticeable. The exact nature of the blessing usually depends, but generally the character receives a +1
Resistance Dice bonus to any kind of eldritch attack.
Celebrity (5)
T.L. 4+
The character is well known in their home region, and will be regularly recognized relative to their actual
renowned for their celebrity. In more modern eras this can be considered more common for performers
and entertainers, in more historic settings the character’s deeds if any are simply more wide spread. IF
the Renowned rules are not in play, anyone has a VS 20 chance of recognizing the character, 10 in their
home region. If the renowned rules are used, the character is considered to have 2 deeds more than
their current amount for purposes of recognition.
Contacts (2+)
With this technique the character has cultivated one or more relationships with an NPC that may be able
to provide the character with useful information, a discount at a local merchant, or a small favor once
per chapter. The exact scope of this connection is set by the amount of points the character invests in
the NPC:
For 2 points the NPC is of little or no importance to the setting, but hears a good deal of gossip
in one local community, such as a bar tender, small time bookie, or minor court official.
At 4 points the NPC has a moderate level of resources at the character’s disposal once per
chapter, in addition to the above: up to 3 wealth dice.
Finally, as a 6 Point connection the NPC either has access to vast wealth, or extremely valuable
information – however, at this point they will expect the player character to repay debts, regardless of
how close the friendship.
The Judge may rule this contact is lost if the player behaves in a manner that jeopardizes or
betrays the contact’s confidence. In such a case the modifier is lost and the player gains no essence.
Special: This Modifier may be purchased more than once.
Cybernetic Augmentation (8)
T.L. 6+
The character has received a number of technologically advanced cybernetic augmentations to their
person. The character has 4 cybersystem slots they may fill with any common or uncommon
cybersystems that are within the setting’s Technical Advance level. The normal limits for cybersystems
and rules for cybernetic antipathy still apply.
Patron (5)
T.L. 4+
A wealthy, influential, and powerful individual or organization supports and encourages the character’s
activities and exploits. In fantasy settings this could be a noble that encourages eth character and pays
for their adventures so long as a portion of the loot and glory are returned to them. In a more modern
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era this could be a corporate sponsorship for a character to use their equipment, and logo, exclusively.
Regardless the relationship is two way – the character receives 1 Wealth Die per chapter or a onetime
bonus of 5 Wealth worth of materials in exchange for a return for the patron in exploits, publicity, or
material goods. Patrons are investors, not friends, reneging on their agreements can cost player’s
dearly.
Great Mentor (5)
The character was mentored by a great and well respected teacher who took special interest in the
character’s growth and success. This modifier has two options:
Select one Discipline – up to four specialties in this discipline start at Rank 1, representing the
character’s superior training and level or practice.
Or, this Modifier may be used in place of another prerequisite such as a deed or membership for
a special Discipline.
However, like most modifiers this is a double edged sword – it will be well known that the
character was the student of this Great Mentor, and may be the only one who holds the mentor’s
secrets. The character essential inherits not only the mentor’s skill, but their enemies as well.
Follower (2)
A servant, sidekick, or henchman accompanies the character on their adventures. The Follower is
generally very loyal to the character, and depending on how well they are treated may even be willing to
lay down their lives for their master. While the player may decide the personality, name, and general
origin of the character’s companion, the Judge will build this NPC. Followers start with one third the
essence of the character. The player can elect to invest more essence in the Follower, any above the
cost of the modifier is added to the Follower’s essence. Followers may have flaws, but the standard rules
apply.
Privilege (3)
Either do to social class or through award of cast the character enjoys privileged rights in their home
culture. Some example include members of the Aristocracy in Europe, or the Daimyo Class in japan, or
the Kshatriya of India. Characters form this cast are generally exempt from the same laws that impact
the lower classes, and my exclusively have the right to own land, weapons, or practice eldritch skills.
Secondary Skill (2+)
T.L. 4+
Either the character had a natural inclination to learn, or received much better education and as such
has studied additional areas of knowledge. Add 1 Specialty at rank 0 to Primary Skills Discipline. The
complexity of the Specialty determines the cost: Simple Specialties Cost 2, Challenging 3 and Intricate 4.
Eldritch Specialties cannot be selected as secondary skills. For such abilities see the Innate Ability talent.
Special: This Modifier may be purchased multiple times.
Wealth (2+)
T.L. 3+
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This modifier represents greatly increased starting wealth, though not necessarily liquid assets. For each
2 Essence spent on this modifier the character has 3 Wealth Dice in invested property, or an additional
Wealth Dice in liquid assets. If the character has more than 12 Essence is property Wealth, they are
considered to have 2 points in Authority. If the character has 20 or more Essence in property Wealth,
they have Privilege. Characters cannot start with more than 20 Essence in the Wealth Modifier.

2.6.6 FLAW CODEX
Flaws are complications that have affected the character and forced them to grow and face unique
challenges, ultimately resulting in increased Essence. This is why flaws give a character more essence to
work with: overcoming the adversity of the thing that challenges those characters results in greater
personal growth and potential.
As a general rule Flaws may only be taken once, as such some flaws have increased effects for additional
essence, such as Missing Limb or Condition.

UNDERSTANDING FLAWS
Generally flaws are categorized as either Inherent (like Talents) or Modifiers. While a missing limb may
be the result of an accident or birth defect, the result in inherent, where as social class may be the result
of birth or a criminal record, the effect is a modifier. In this way it is easy to understand which Flaws can
be overcome through character choices and behavior (or simply lying) and which require great effort
and aid to overcome (like magical healing or a cybernetic limb).
Yet the Essence gain of some flaws is inversely proportionate to the level of advancement in the setting,
do to their impact on the character in the setting. Having poor vision is life threatening in a setting with
no medical optometry, but could be negligible in a modern world with contact lenses, glasses or laser
eye surgery. By a high T.L. a character would never be born with impaired vision, or it would be
corrected in early childhood.

READING THE FLAW DESCRIPTION
Flaws descriptions are more complicated than other core traits because many are not flaws in settings
with high advance levels. When you see a cost like this: (6 minus T.L.) you would gain 6 essence minus
the settings Technical Advance Level, as the impact of the flaw decreases in more technologically
advanced societies until, after T.L. 6 the flaw simply does not exist any further. That said all flaws are set
up in the same fashion:
Name (Essence cost calculation)
Flaw Classification (inherent or modifier)
Description: The mechanical and flavor text of the flaw.
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Special: Any special rules such as the capacity to be taken twice.

FLAW DESCRIPTIONS
Artifact of Power (9 minus E.L.)
Modifier
The character has in their possession a powerful eldritch or alien artifact. Sadly though this device is
powerful, it is also cursed – either because of its side effects or because of its value. The character has
an 11 Essence Artifact, with 3 curses. See section 3.
Avarice (7)
Modifier
For whatever reason the character has a hole in their heart that can never be filled. They are simply
greedy and by extension selfish. Sharing is challenging for them, and they cannot help but succumb to
envy and lust for things. When presented with an object that is perceived of value by another player in
the party, the avaricious character must make a resistance check vs the Wealth check of the object… or
be overcome by a desire for the object that will drive them to conspire to acquire it.
Blindness (11 minus T.L.)
Inherent
The character cannot see, either because of injury, illness, or birth defect. Any activity that requires sight
is performed at +20 VS in most situations, such as combat, piloting, and may other activities. The
character cannot read, but may learn touch types.
Condition (8 minus T.L. or E.L.)
Inherent
A condition can be any number of debilitating illnesses or disorders such as asthma, multiple scleroses,
arrhythmic tachycardia, or any other similar disorder that impairs the character’s ability to engage in
significant physical activity. For a charter with this flaw, any attempt to use Dice from their Endurance
Pool come with a significant risk of an episode or sever fatigue: Select One.
Episodes: Less frequent, but life threatening. A character with an episodic condition will experience an
episode when an endurance Dice rolls a 1, or when their pool is empty. This potentially lethal event
renders the character prone and unable to take action for the scene, further the character must roll
Resistance VS 30 or laps in to a coma, dyeing without immediate aid.
Fatigue: Character’s with fatigue conditions suffer one rank of fatigue for each dice used from their
Endurance Pool – limiting the number of dice they can use at any time to 4, which will render them
unconscious.
Craven (13 minus T.L.)
Inherent
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It’s a hard thing to be afraid, it’s worse still to be unable to overcome that fear. That’s exactly what a
craven character is: unable to overcome fear. Its not that they are easily frightened, or even that they
are unwilling to face danger, they simply lake something that would otherwise allow them to face their
fears. A character with the Craven Flaw can never attempt to overcome Anxiety, Shock, or Terror. The
effect must simply run its course.

Deaf (7 minus T.L.)
Inherent
This character was born deaf. With no sense of hearing they suffer from a number of disadvantages to
situational awareness and all musical discipline require considerable effort to master. The character
loses 1 Dice from their Initiative Pool, and must learn to lip read any language they wish to understand.
Writing and Sign language are available. All musical skills are Intricate Specialties to this character.
Dependent (11 minus T.L.)
Modifier
Simply put, this character has a family to care for. They must provide food, shelter, and care for one or
more people at home. This severely limits their ability to adventure and explore. In increasingly
advanced societies this dose get easier – by T.L. 7 it’s negligible as the character can provide everything
for their family through the global infrastructure. The said, an infant depended must be with the
character the majority of the time, whereas a wife and two kids can stay at home with relative safety.
However, the dependent always represents a target for the character’s enemies.
Incomplete Education (2)
Modifier
A character with this flaw was very poorly instructed in one of their Disciplines. While the character has
the basics and can raise the Specialties for the Disciplines, they are missing one Specialty from their
chosen Discipline.
Special: This Flaw can be taken for more than one Discipline.
Inept (3)
Inherent
Maybe it is a matter of concentration, maybe the character just does not have the patience or does not
fully understand the material. Choose one Discipline; for whatever reason, the character cannot raise
Specialties of this discipline beyond Rank 5.
Special: This Flaw may be purchased more than once, affecting a new discipline each time.
Infamous Character (4)
Modifier
The character is a renowned villain – whether this reputation is deserved or not is the problem. No one
will believe that the character is a hero, after all it is well known the character is a villain. The character’s
deeds are considered Exploits, tainted by the character’s reputation. If the Optional Renown rules are at
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play the character will be recognized as a villainous character, not a hero, even there most selfless deeds
will be seen to have some kind of ulterior motive.
Laziness (10)
Inherent
Being lazy is a truly terrible thing. This character has little ambition and no desire to seek out new
challenges. Character with laziness simply have no desire to be tested or challenged, as such intricate
specialties are just too difficult for them. They may purchase the first rank, and even enjoy the benefits
of Techniques, but may not increase the rank of Intricate Specialties to 2 or above.
Special: This Flaw affects Specialties that have their complexity increased because of other flaws.
Old Injury (8 minus T.L.)
Modifier
As some point the character was badly injured, probably in adolescence or young adulthood. While they
made a full recovery, some days their old injury flairs up again and they succumb to the pain and effects
of the old damage. Roll a D10 on the Random Injury table in section 1. Any time the character exhausts
their Endurance Pool they must roll a Resistance check against their injury, or succumb to the penalties
associated with the wound, as well as rank 1 pain.
Pedantic (10)
Inherent
Characters with this flaw consider themselves consummate intellectuals by nature and get bored
extremely easily. So easily, in fact that they either cannot or will not Rank up Simple Specialties! They
may purchase the first rank, and even enjoy the benefits of synergy, but may not increase the rank of
Simple Specialties to 2 or above.
Special: This Flaw affects Specialties that have their complexity or cost reduced to Simple do talents or
techniques. If it’s easy, it is not worth doing.
Poor (1 plus T.L.)
Modifier
A character with this flaw is victim of a non-voluntary poverty. They are destitute. Character’s starting
wealth is next to nothing: only their starting package. No money or property. Cannot also have wealth.
Unfortunate (8)
Inherent
The universe simply dislikes the character. Fate disciplines only add 5 to the character’s Fate Score,
meaning it is very hard for them to gain any fortune.
Unremarkable (4)
Inherent
The character is just... forgettable. People do see them and realize they are there, but whether it is a
matter of body language or dress or simply aura. They character is not really noticeable. This has two
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impacts the first is that Deeds are far more challenging for the character to record, for each deed
recorded there needs to be at least two witnesses. Otherwise, no one believes the character. Second, if
the optional renowned rules are in play the character will not be identified by their reputation as the
hero without people attesting to the fact they are, indeed, the character.
Weakness (6)
Inherent
The character is simply deficient in one area, and no matter how hard they try are just not as good as
others. Select one Ability Score besides Fate, whenever you learn a new Discipline under this ability
score, it raises by 5, not the usual 10.
Special: This Flaw may be purchased more than once, affecting a new Ability Score each time.

2.6.7 RACIAL PACKAGE CODEX
As talents are inborn traits, a Racial Package represents the advantages and disadvantages of a nonhuman species. These will be more common in fantastic Low Order settings, as High Order settings tend
to have few intelligent life forms besides human. The rules used to create these racial packages are in
section 3.1, as creating the peoples of a world is pivotal to the generating a setting, and these serve as
great examples for several different genres.

2.6.8 ARCHETYPE PACKAGE CODEX
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BOOK 3: THE METAVERSE
3.1 SAGA SETTINGS
3.1.1 THEMES AND FACTIONS
So we have covered all the rules you need to play, the basics of making characters and actors, and
touched on the more complicated elements such as FX, the Hierarchy of realities, and Advance Levels.
All of this has led to creating your own Saga Setting, and this Section will walk you through and hopefully
inspire you a little.
Selecting a Genre Theme
While Genres in literature, movies, and games are often accused of tyranny and stifling creativity, having
two words that describe or help describe your setting can make all the difference in understanding the
saga’s theme and what you are hoping to create. For this reason most Sagas will use two of the themes
presented below to create their own unique genre. Usually there is a primary and secondary theme, in
the example of the Infernus Setting Saga the themes were pre-historic fantasy, a world at the dawn of
time where the players take on the mantle of mighty dragons ever competing against giants,
mammoths, and the young gods of mortal races.
Most of the official Saga Settings will use the thematic elements described below to lay a foundation of
the mood and feel of the setting. When creating your own setting, select two of these themes and see
what kind of ideas that gives you. While obviously some won’t mix, other will inspire a new look at the
saga you are making.
Fantasy
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A Fantasy setting is one that at its core is amazing, impossible, and magical. Fantasy settings can be set
in contemporary worlds or worlds created entirely by the judge. Generally fantastic worlds are ones that
are filled with lots of mythological creatures, magic, gods, and all kinds of things that make up incredible
adventures. Fantasy is the heart of many role playing game settings, and even Enchiridion is no
exception. Fantasy settings have a lot to offer in terms of creativity and original adventure.
Sci-Fi
Characterized by a hard departure from the unreal, sci-fi can almost be considered the opposite of
Fantasy, in that it is set in the ideas and rule of modern and postmodern science and as such tends to be
more realistic and focused on the rational, real, and unknowns of technology and the future. While an
epic space opera may be sci-fi, it shouldn’t be confused with a fantasy set is space, real sci-fi tells stories
and features themes based in real science and speculative technology, not space wizards with blades
made of light. That is pure fantasy.
Horror
A setting that relies heavily on suspense, the unknown, and the terrifying is a horror setting. In this kind
of game, regardless of whether or not there is anything supernatural, it’s what goes bump in the night
that the players have to fear. Horror settings can be contemporary, historic, or even set in the distant
future, so long as the primary story agent is fear.
Intrigue
Politics, espionage, subterfuge – the intrigue setting is one where wits and cunning are the weapons the
players must employ most. An Intrigue setting is one characterized by the social interactions between
the major groups vying for the achievement of their own agenda. These settings are ones where the
players take on significant roles in the faction agendas as planers, operatives, agents and more.
Supernatural
A setting where one of the key elements is a force, or forces, beyond this world, but also relies heavily
on the unknown or the alien nature of these forces in comparison to the players is a Supernatural
setting. These kinds of saga tend to be contemporary or historical, and may or may not feature
frightening elements; the key to a supernatural setting is not fear, but wonder, magic, and the unknown.
Pre-historic
A game with this tag defines a specific time and place: ancient history. Not necessarily the ancient
history of earth, however. This type of game takes place before the rise of civilizations as we know them,
and the antagonists are the elements and colossal beasts of the world’s infancy. In these settings there
are no ruins of the old, because everything is new. There are no kings because there are no kingdoms;
the world is fresh and young and mysterious and dangerous. Pre-historic settings are few and far
between, so there is much room to explore this kind of Saga.
Historic
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Unlike Pre-history Sagas that may or may not take place on earth of someplace similar, Historic settings
by definition do. These games feature realistic or fantastic versions of our own history and mythologies,
although the similarities end there. A historic setting could take place in a version of Europe where
Rome never fell, or in an ancient Greece where the gods walked among men. A common adaptation of
the historic saga is Steam-punk, set in a version of the industrial revolution where the power of
mechanical and steam machines allows for fantastic creations the likes of which our real world never
saw.
Contemporary
Set in the present day and the present time, a contemporary setting is one that takes place in a world all
too familiar with the same or similar nations, political events, and people, technology and culture. Of
course, from here things can go in any number of bizarre directions, from a modern world juxtaposed
with a world of magic, to a year 2000 that saw first contact with an alien race. The possibilities are
limitless, and are often easy to understand and approach because players need not abandon their 21st
century biases and point of view.
Futuristic
A saga in this category is one set in a world apart from ours by its advancement. Like Historic settings
this is one that implies the future of our modern world or universe, or one very much like it. The time
frame however is simply fast forwarded. This can be sci-fi saga set in a world of tomorrow or a world
where unknown discoveries have changed tomorrow in a way we cannot imagine. Futuristic games may
have many dangers but, as a whole, civilizations remain intact.
Post-Apocalyptic
Civilizations do not remain intact in an apocalyptic or post-apocalyptic setting. A saga set following some
tremendous catastrophe that has destroyed the world’s major cities and nations, these games need not
be set in a world like our own at all. What defines this category of sagas is the fall of civilization, whether
through war, natural disaster or even something unimaginable, like emergence of FX powers in a world
without them.
Fable
Now this is an interesting theme element for any setting, essentially a Fable setting is one with a focus
on clear dichotomies or a concise moral. There is good, there is bad, and there are the players. Fables do
not need to necessarily need to be fantastic or feature magic, really, only the kind of clear divide
between right and wrong, and some kind of moral point that each story arch in the saga features, and
whether or not the players reach that moral is the ultimate adventure.
Grim
Lastly, there are those settings with ample gravitas, worlds of seriousness and peril. A Grim Saga is one
where you will not find a happy ending, rather the reaper’s scythe sharp and waiting. Grim settings can
be nearly anything so long as the key element, danger, is ever present. Players my rise high but will
always be under the threat of some great or consistent danger, and the dark specter of mortality.
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Remember, your genre created from your themes is not meant to limit you but aid you in defining
everything else about the setting. By selecting certain themes you can quickly extrapolate how to assign
advance levels and power levels. Use the themes to focus your ideas, not shackle your imagination.
Setting Factions
As a Judge you have a theme, you understand the mood of your setting and you know what type of saga
you want to create. It’s time then to create factions (that is, groups in the setting with mutual interests,
goals, or agendas). Factions need not be organizations and may simply be little more than a way to
classify related individuals, or they can be distinct classes of people. Factions serve three major roles in
the creation your setting: the first is that they allow for players to have belonging or outsidership,
second they define the political landscape of your world, and third it delineates antagonists and
protagonist, and helps to define them.
Three Approaches
There are a couple ways to define factions in the setting, the first is Good Vs Evil – this is a fiction
standard. There are good guys and bad guys and not really any one in-between. The players are
probably on the side of the good guys, and every one not on their side is a bad guy. The Second
approach is Shades of Grey, each faction has an opinion and approach that cannot be clearly defined as
good nor evil, each believe they are probably doing the right thing. The more factions in this setting the
more intricate the politics, and the players need to manage those social interactions with care. The last
is the Us, Them, and the Others; a bit of a combination of the previous two. In this setting there are
several factions that have good and bad elements, but they are commonly united against an outside
faction that is powerful, threatening, and seen as wholly evil. This is the common theme for many
settings, and opens the most potential for story, while maintaining a clear conflict.
Start Small
It’s easy to get carried away with world building, and although for some creating a rich and varied
history helps define the setting and understand the world, it is often better to start small. Focus on the
factions and conflicts of a microcosm of the setting as a whole, a single city, region, or place. Tailor your
adventures and major players around the focal point of your setting. Many of the Enchiridion settings
are crafted in this manner.

3.1.2 POWER LEVELS
The next key element to and Saga Setting is the Power level. Power Levels go hand in hand with other
elements such as Genre and Advance levels, as they describe the overall scale of the setting.
Understanding that the a setting’s power level determines how much essence player characters are built
with, let us take a look at each power level to help you decide what is best for your setting:
Heroic
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Few settings won’t work as heroic level sagas. Heroic games can take place in fantastic settings,
futuristic settings, and contemporary. Heroic settings don’t tend to feature super powerful technology
or FX in the hands of the players, and rarely take place on inter-reality hubs – because of this the Sagas
have room to grow, develop and evolve as the Judge sees fit.
Epic
Epic setting take it a step further, usually one or two of the advance levels is remarkably high, and while
this means the setting may feature world shattering technology, eldritch powers or be directly accessing
the Metaverse, it also means that there is a lot less room for the setting to change, because it is
anchored in very high advance levels that define the struggles and oppositions in the saga.
Mythic
Sagas of this magnitude should be few and far between; in fact it is likely there will never be an official
Enchiridion saga that features this power level. The reason being is simply the scale of this game places
the challenges and scope so high that it can quickly unbalance and threaten other sagas.
As you select a power level remember, the point is to have a fun balanced game, Heroic power level is
used to define and balance everything in the core Enchiridion rules, so unless you have a clear idea why
you need to have a setting that is Epic or Mythic – make it Heroic.

3.1.3 ADVANCE LEVELS
Advance levels are numbers 1 through 10 that describe the level of Technical, Eldritch (FX), or
Metaversal understanding in the setting. All settings will have at least 1 in each Advance Level, and
usually be defined by the highest. For example, a Heroic Fantasy Fable setting would probably have a 5
or 6 in Eldritch, 3 in Technical, and 1 or 2 in Metaverse. Technical and Metaverse would not be high
simply because the Genre defines the game as magical, not based on technology and science and not
one with a strong ties to other realities.
Advance Levels describe how developed each area of understanding is in your setting. There are three
Advance Levels that will define the Setting, and also place the setting in the hierarchy of realities, but
we’ll cover that later. First let’s focus on each Advance type and describing their levels.
Understanding advances all the time. Each Advance Level represents a point in a gradient, not a ridged
line of demarcation. So while a setting may have a 4 Technical advance level (Industrial Revolution), this
describes the highest level of general understanding – not the lowest, and certainly not the absolute
limit. A lone eccentric genius may have technical knowledge 50 years ahead of the times.
Breaking the Rules
The other thing to remember is that the rules are here to enable, not disable. A fantastic space opera
might include a method of trans-luminal propulsion in a Setting that is otherwise only Advance Level 6
or 7. Remember the goal here is to help build and understand a setting, not limit what it can be. If you
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have an idea in mind for a central fixture of your setting that is way outside the standard advance levels
then by all means, it is pivotal to the story and not game breaking to make a few exceptions to the rules.
The Great Divide
There is point however, usually Advance Level 8, where progress reaches an impasse. This advance level
will last hundreds if not thousands of years or even be the point at which any given civilization destroys
itself before progressing further, simply because the huge diversity of the subject is greater than the
cumulative understanding.
Technical
This is the first and most primal Advance Level; Technical Advance Levels describe how developed
scientific and technological knowledge is in the setting. Each Advance level can be viewed as a snapshot
in the middle of technical and scientific progress.
Level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Example

Stone Age: The ability to work stone, wood, and glass with fire is common. The first signs of agriculture and cities.
Bronze/Iron age: Many kinds of basic metallurgy, wide spread agriculture, large cities, writing is relatively common.
Middle Age: Greco-Roman enlightenment to renaissance. Wide spread steel (or similar) use, sophisticated language and math.
Industrialization: The use of machines to vastly increase work capabilities, basic microbiology, advanced Newtonian physics.
Atomic Era: An understanding of quantum mechanics changes science, lays foundation for computational science.
Information Age: Rapid advancement of information science, Moors law comes in to effect. Budding space travel.
Great Expansion: Computers begins to plateau, space travel becomes increasingly possible. Local celestial bodies colonized.
Trans-Humanism: Biological aging can be beaten, local solar system colonized, Para-luminal speeds possible.
Gravity Age: space and time can be altered through science, true super-luminal travel is possible.
The Frontier: The entire universe can be explored, age and death may not mean a thing, new life can be created from nothing.

Eldritch
This Advance Level describes how common, diverse, and developed FX are in the setting. Whether it is
standard Magic presented in the core rules, or some other form of preternatural power, each advance
level is a picture of the general capabilities and diversity of FX as well as their full capability.
Level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Example

Phenomena: Rare occurrences of improbable or outstanding ability that can be explained through science.
Occultism: Traditions of practices or abilities that are very challenging to explain, wide spread superstition.
Presence: Provable, demonstrated FX, although poorly understood and not common.
Awakening: Superstitious knowledge FX exists, some actively pursuing, a few FX schools of thought.
Covenant: FX has had major impacts on the world, people widely know FX exist, Several diverse schools of thought and practice.
Revolution: FX supplants or replaces technical understanding in many cultures. Widely accepted in day to day life.
Integration: FX defines many cultures or races, and is the building block for understanding the world; FX based space travel.
Synthesis: The rules that govern FX are understood and manipulated; it powers unreal or impossible technology.
Accretion: Every person has some degree of FX, and may or may not be capable of altering its laws.
Apotheosis: Reality is subject to the will of a powerful few, and the most humble can boast immense FX.

Metaverse
There is a Paradox in the nature of the Metaverse advance level; a setting with an immensely high
Metaverse level could be devoid of most science or eldritch powers, but setting with high Technical or
Eldritch advances will develop a high Metaverse understanding inevitably. The Metaverse Advance Level
defines how well the Metaverse is understood – and how accessible.
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Level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Example

Mythological Cosmology: Alternate realities are only understood through myths and superstitions.
Hypothetical Model: The basic idea of a Metaverse may exist in science or FX traditions, energy can enter from outside.
Theoretical Grasp: A framework exists; FX may be able to open a door Primal or Existential reality at great cost.
Bridge: The Metaverse can be indirectly observed; science can open up prime reality at great cost.
First Gate: The Hierarchy is theorized. At tremendous expense it is possible to open parallel realities directly.
Second Gate: The Hierarchy has been observed directly, travel to Primal or existential reality is feasible.
Third Gate: Low order realities have mapped Primal and Existential reality. High order realities theorize low order may exist.
Multitude: Transit between realities is common for low order settings, High order realities can reliably use Primal for FLT
Convergence: Many realities are directly connected and access, lay people generally understand the hierarchy
No such level of reality is known to exist. In theory the knowledge to shape and alter the hierarchy.

The higher the Metaverse Power Level, the more easily accessible a reality is, thus, regardless of actual
size, these realities or considered bigger, and tend to be more important.
For example, the Ouroboros saga is an Epic level setting which features a very high Metaverse Advance
Level of 8, taking place in the heart of the Astral Plane. The players will be immersed in an epic war of
ideas to define the nature of reality its self. They will cross paths with the living and the dead, and may
go toe to toe with gods and their minions. The events that take place in this saga may have lasting
impact on many lower order realities, or perhaps spawn whole new settings!
The Hierarchy
But there is more to it – Advance Level will partially dictate the setting’s place in the Hierarchy of
Realities. This hierarchy divided Core reality in to High Order and Low Order domains, separated by
Primal reality. The Hierarchy is cover in depth in Section 3.4, however it is important to understand that
High order domains are realities where the fundamental laws aren’t flexible, and as such are harder to
access.
High Order realities tend to have higher Technical advance levels and little or no eldritch advancement.
Meanwhile, Low Order domains are bound by laws that can bend, break, and change. Because of this
Eldritch advancements tend to be higher, and they tend to have more exchange with the Primal and
Existential planes. Thus the names High and Low Order, one is not better than the other, low order
realities are simply less ordered, and therefore more fantastic.

3.1.4 PLAYER RACES
The Metaverse is, by definition, infinite: an infinite number of worlds, peoples, and ideas. In all that
assuming that humanity is the only, or even the most common, form of intelligent life is absolutely
ridiculous. However, it is up to the Judge to fill their setting with as much, or as little non-human life as
they want.
Don't feel pressured to include non-humans as playable characters; what is important is that the setting
benefits from the diversity. An interesting number of human ethnicities can do just as well as elves and
dwarves. Equally, don't feel pressured to make humanity the standard - a fantastic space opera set after
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the fall of human civilization where a younger species is left to pick up the pieces sounds like a great
adventure.
When filling a setting with intelligent, non-human creatures it's important to remember that regardless
of how fantastic, alien life should be more than just humans with pointed ears, they should possess
unique cultural, intellectual, and ideological elements that separate them from humanity in more than
just the most superficial ways. They should think differently than humans, regardless of their outward
similarities.

THE POPULATION OF THE METAVERSE
Because there is an infinite nature to the Metaverse, there are an infinite number of races. But, there
are some races that are so much more common throughout the realities that they and collectively called
the Known Races, these creatures and their sub-races can be found across the metaverse, although are
far more common in Low Order realities. The known races, save for the order Drukar, all share an
astonishing number of physical characteristics – they are all anthropomorphic, all bi-pedal, although in
temperament and mentality they have little in common.
Alfarsith
The sith races can be found in virtually every larger Low Order Reality. Commonly referred to as Elves
the many different sith peoples hail from some long forgotten realm. While born from natural processes
over eons, they became so infused with eldritch energies that it is almost irrelevant. As one of the oldest
metaversal races, many powers and forces of existential reality modeled their special creations after the
sith peoples, thus increasing their number. There are dozens of known Alfarsith subraces – the most
notable being the Disith and the Aersith. Most sith creatures are extremely long lived, possessing
lifetimes in to the thousands of years.
Drukar
The Druk, or dragons, are possibly the oldest thinking race. So ancient that their origin is lost to
antiquity. So populous that the myths and legends of dragon-kin has spread to virtually every corner of
the metaverse. Even now, the most powerful creatures of the Existential Plane are the Drukar Gods –
the five dragons of dawn that are rumored to have created the Gate of Souls. Being creatures of
tremendous eldritch might there are many kinds of dragons across the metaverse; traditional winged
beasts, more humanoid cousins, even some which are strange chimeric beasts.
Fey
The fairies are the eldritch embodiment of nature and natural forces. Worlds with eldritch forces give
rices to fey the same way that nature produces life – they are the spirits born form the unison of magic
and the world. The fey creatures are the most diverse in the metaverse – plucks, nymphs, kami, pixies –
there are hundreds of different fey, each representing a different element of that natural world. Fairy
kind and the elves have had a long history of kinship and community – this has impacted both.
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Goblinoid
What Fey kind are to the natural forces, goblins are to the spread of mankind and other races that
chance to harness the forces of nature through technology and reason. When the eldritch forces of a
world mix with the works of industrious races – goblinoids are born. Like fairies, there are as many
varieties of goblin as there are creations of man – a goblin for every household object. As a result
goblins often live in the trash and leavings of cities and towns of civilizations.
Humanoid
The races of mankind and their cousins have spread out across the metaverse through a number of
means – thousands of versions of earth and thousands of gods that have scooped up humans and
deposited them on a thousand worlds. Not to mention the other great humanoids – Ogres, the nearest
cousins of humans. These great hulking humanoids are nearly as common as humans, though mightier,
they are often much duller and less civilized than their cousins.
Jotun
Nearly as ancient as the dragons that have spread across the metaverse in ages past, the giant races
often rule over the primordial worlds where men and sith would see them like gods, not unlike dragons.
The footsteps of these titans often shaped the early low order worlds. Giants, trolls, daityas, and ispolin
– there are a variety of jotunkin races, all enormous in stature and strength, the largest towering four or
five times the size of men.
Changeling
Trolls, a breed of goblin, are a special case among their kin. Some Trolls, when fed the mother’s milk of
another creature become unto the likeness of the race that fosters them. Such Trolls, known as
Changelings, or Trow are as common throughout the low order realities. In worlds that give rise to such
creatures, Changelings are either reviled or worshiped when there true nature is revealed.
Orknea
What the Alfarsith races are to the fey, the Orknea are to goblins. Just as old as elves, the orcish races
have spread far and wide across the metaverse, close to the eldritch forces, but inextricably linked to
the darker nature of the world – war, violence, and pollution. Orc kind are violent and industrious and
tribal, but far from uncivilized. While they prize strength and ferocity, they recognize the value of
intelligence and cunning, and will apply these resources with guile and without remorse.
Beyond Human
Player races in the Enchiridion rules are written using humans as the base line, because we, as humans
are arrogant that way. However, your setting may feature a myriad of amazing and new sentient life.
This is especially true in fantastic settings where the probability of there being many thinking life forms
isn’t so infinitesimally low. Often these races will possess abilities and powers that are far outside what
humans are capable of.
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To balance this, when players wish to create a non-human character they must pay a number of essence
points to select the Racial Package for their character. This will include any special abilities unique to the
creature, as well as drawbacks. Generally, Races should not be limited in what they can learn and
become, but have difficulty overcoming natural handicaps humans do not possess.
Fantastic Genetics
Put simply, in High Order realities, alien races are not going to be cross fertile. Even assuming all life in
the cosmos has DNA, and that all life shares the same chemical origination cycle, it is still not possible
without engineering or intentional manipulation of the genetic material, meaning the only hybrids in a
High Order setting are ones created through genetic engineering.
In Low Order realities the situation changes slightly. On any given world it can be assumed that the races
similar to humans share a common ancestor or creation. Creatures that can shape change through
eldritch powers, or who are by nature eldritch creatures, may change or not even really have genetic
material, as we think of it. This means that under the right circumstances many fantastic races may be
cross fertile. In the case of Demihumans that bare very close resemblance to humans (Humanoids,
Alfarsith and Orknea) they are almost certainly cross fertile in a Low Order world where the rules of
reality are more likely to bend, or break. Xenophytes generally don’t reproduce sexually, but may be
perfectly capable of creating a life in a sexually reproductive creature through eldritch phenomena.
Half breeds and Hybrids should, generally, be the exception to the rules, and would be created just like
any other racial template package, building their essence cost with the steps below.

CREATING RACIAL PACKAGES
Having decided to populate a setting with non-human life, it's time to create the racial packages for
those playable races. The steps below will walk you through creating a Racial Package Talent for any
races in your setting. This process is broken down into four steps:
Origin describes how the race came to be, and also what qualities it may possess.
Morphology describes the physical characteristics creature, or the subrace of one of the major species
groups such as sith or hominid.
Ability Modifiers are the modification to the abilities scores of this race, if any.
Characteristics and Modifiers include special powers and restrictions the characters of this race possess.
The racial Ability Modifiers and Characteristics will add points to the essence cost of the package, while
drawbacks taken in the characteristics step will lower the final cost.
Step One: Origin
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In the Metaverse, the origin of life can divided in to three types: Mortal, Eldritch, and Synthetic. A
species’ advent matters usually only in the lore and cosmology of a setting – however, some qualities
are restricted based on the origin of the species.
Mortal: Born from natural selection, adaptation, and evolution; mortal races are the advent of billions of
years on biological processes. Humanity, as we know it, is a mortal race. Mortals have few advantages
by virtue of being mortal, but have no weaknesses because of their adaptation either. And that is one
thing all mortal races share in common: adaptability – even the most specialized mortal race is the
product of generation after generation of natural selection and adaptation. These creatures rise to the
top of their food chains by being adaptable.
Qualities: Mortal creatures can have any traits, but none are inherent. There are no naturally occurring
Mortal races with the Machine quality.
Eldritch: The Existential realms and low order realities often give rise to great and terrible powers, and
these in turn give rise to life. An Eldritch race is one that was not born, but rather created – either by a
god-like being or as the result eldritch forces. As the product of special creation, an eldritch creature will
have many abilities and limitations, that mortals do not. They are always bound by the rules of their
advent, this makes Eldritch creatures often resistant to change and inherently conservative. The trade is,
of course that they often possess preternatural abilities.
Qualities: An eldritch creature that originated outside core reality will have the Xenophyte, or Anomic
Quality. On the other hand, and Eldritch creature from Core Reality may be a subrace.
Synthetic: Engineered through means either eldritch or scientific, a synthetic creature is one that was
created through the work of mortals. This could be the arcane mixing of two creatures, or the
construction of intelligent machines. Interestingly, Synthetic creatures, like mortals, tend to adapt and
change over time. However, a Synthetic life form is one ever tied to and limited by, that fact that it was
the creation not of some divinity – but my mortal hands.
Qualities: As creations, synthetic creatures will be constructs, or a subrace.
Step Two: Morphology
What is the shape and form of the creature, what qualities set it apart? Is it a branch of the alfarsith
race, or perhaps it is a beast given intelligence and agency, does it resemble an earthly creature or is it
utterly alien? The Morphology of the race defines the structure and makeup of the creature; be that
humanoid, reptiles, insects, or animals – or some combination of the above. In Science fiction settings
the morphology becomes more complicated as truly alien life, is, well alien, and will bear little or no
resemblance to humankind. In Low Order realities it becomes much easier – humanoid animals and
members of the numerous subraces abound.
Subrace
A creature with this morphology is a branch of one of the major racial groups that has spread out across
the metaverse. There are several racial groups that can be found throughout the metaverse in a variety
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of incarnations. Some, like the dragon races, were spread across infinity in a great diaspora, others like
humanoids appear to naturally occur often in many different realities.
Alfarsith: There are many breeds of elf, an ancient race, spread far and wide. Most elves have
extremely long lives, and some natural aptitude with eldritch forces. Elves and fey share a
special bond – elves have taken on qualities of the spirits of nature, and in turn the fairies often
appear very much like elves. Elves in particular hate the term Demihuman when applied to
them, as they believe that it is a mere coincidence that the two races are so similar.
Drukar: These warm blooded eldritch reptiles are renowned for their ferocity and power.
Dragons and their kin are spread out across creation, and are nearly inescapable in low order
realities. True dragons are large hexapod beasts, with thick carapaces and deadly natural
weapons, and possess inherent magical abilities.
Fey: perhaps due to their long association with the sith races, these eldritch demihumans are
almost indistinguishable from elves, if often smaller. The fairy creatures are born from the
eldritch nature of a world. By definition a fairy is eldritch, immortal, and possesses some
measure of magical skill. Fairies, even as wardens of nature, make trouble wherever they go.
Goblinoid: Eldritch creatures, goblins exist in every eldritch world that has sufficiently advanced
industry and technology. Although these eldritch demihumans are often closer to men and ork
kind, they despise being regarded as such. Like fairies, goblins possess natural magical aptitudes,
are inherently ageless, and make nothing but trouble.
Humanoid: More than human, species of great apes have become common throughout the
infinite cosmos of the metaverse. Humanoids are adaptable, capable, and industrious by nature
traits that often allow them to become the most populous and industrious race in any given
world.
Jotun: Mighty as they are plentiful, the species of giants have spread across many of the ancient
worlds. Often, giants were worshiped as gods and found themselves in conflict with dragons and
other titans for territory and resources. These mighty demihumans may not be eldritch by
nature, yet greater giants often develop powerful magic.
Orknea: The Orcish races have is an unshakable will to conquer and overcome. They are hearty,
aggressive, and violent. And yet they are pack creatures, demihuman cousins of sith that have
long allied themselves with goblin kind. Like elves this long association with the spirits of the
land have change the orkish races.
Anthropomorph
Spread out amoung the meteverse are creatures not unlike terrestrial animals give the stature and
minds of men. Bipedial creatures that closly resemble an animal, and bear much in common with that
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cousin, yet with the minds and hands of a humanoid. Anthropomorphs are more commonly eldritch
creations or Synthetic beings – created, rather than evolved. Anthropomorph will have distinctly human
body structures, yet the physiological characteristic of an animal.
Arthropod
Creatures that closely resemble earthly insects and arachnids, arthropods have thick exoskeletons,
complicated multifaceted optic nerves, and often heightened tactile or olfactory senses. Few creatures
are more alien to humans and demihumans than Arthropods. Unlike most other morphologies,
Arthropods often have six or more limbs, and may even have wings. While arthropods rarely possess the
large hungry cranium that facilitates intelligence, they are rugged, adaptable, and extremely stubborn,
often surviving where no other life could. Given the chance, they could develop surprising intellects.
Avian
Bearing a strong resemblance to earthly birds, and avian race is one that while warm blooded, lays eggs
and has layer or protective feathers. While a flighted avian race is not likely to occur naturally on a world
with earth-like gravity, as flight burns up much of the energy an intelligent brain requires, it is not
impossible. Such an Avian race would struggle with the fragility of their bones and bodies compared to
creatures like humanoid and demihumans, yet be gifted with flight.
Cephalopod
These soft bodied invertebrate creatures resemble earthly octopuses and squids. While often at home in
the deep, a surface cephalopod is not unlikely given the right environmental factors. Like mammals
these creatures have dexterous limbs and large complicated nervous systems. This could easily give rise
to intelligence as we think of it, or something far stranger. A cephalopod tool user may never develop
the kind of technology we expect, but learn to mold and shape life around them.
Chimeric
While chimeric creatures may seem distinctly eldritch, as they are the mixing of two or more creatures
or morphologies, natural examples of chimeric creatures exist: the platypus for example. While a true
chimera would include parts from multiple, different, genetic sources, for our purposes we use this term
when we simply have a creature with characteristics from multiple morphologies.
Demihuman
Demihumans are a classification of creatures that bear an impossible resemblance to humans save for
one or two slight differences, but are not human. Many of the great races of the metaverse bear this
classification, as their outward similarities are far too striking not to be noticed. Unlike many
morphologies which might be used to describe a natural creature that evolved intelligence over time,
demihumans are almost by definition special creations and eldritch in origin.
Mammalia
Hairy warm blooded beasts, whether they have hooves, claws or paws fall under the classification of
Mammalia. Mammals are uniquely suited to adapt and change to find a way to survive, so it would be
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no surprise if a creature arose through natural selection that bore a strong resemblance to terrestrial
mammals. This morphology is uniquely suited to the energy hungry demands of a large brain, and often
has a predisposition for dexterous limbs, which makes it uniquely suited for tool use and curiosity.
Reptilia
These creatures are cool blooded, and have thick carapaces that protect them. Reptilia are creatures
that closely resemble reptiles of earth, be they serpents or dinosaurs. Like mammals reptilian are
adaptable and dexterous, with builds that could facilitate large energy hungry brains that offer
intelligence.
Step Three: Ability Modifiers
As a kind of Talent, Races cost essence. Ability Modifiers, Characteristics and Handicaps determine how
much. While the average of 10 for Ability Scores is set by humans, other races may treat ability scores
differently. There are three augmentations that a player race may apply to the ability scores of all
members of the race, each with an Essence cost.
Ability Modifier

+10 to one Ability Score
+20 to one Ability Score
Each Discipline increases one Ability Score by 15, rather than 10.

Cost
7
15
12

Step Four: Characteristics
Characteristics will make up the majority of a Racial Talent’s Essence Cost. Amred with a clear idea of
the race’s origin, qualities, and place in your setting, let us take a look at what they can do. The primary
characteristics are the innate abilities that most define the race, using the examples above for instance:
Many Elves have the Characteristics of Magic Resistance and can overcome harmful spells and offensive
magic, are Ageless, and have augmented Grace.
A race’s characteristics are their unique abilities and this defines the initial Essence cost of the Racial
Package. While many are similar to the effects of base talents, they are usually more potent. Most races
have 1 to 3 characteristics, powerful beings may have as many as 5. Player races should generally stick
with 1 to 3 however, as otherwise the package will be prohibitively expensive, even with handicaps.
Below are a number of examples.
Racial Characteristic

+20 to an Ability Score for the purposes of how a Derived Trait is calculated
Absorb One type of energy damage (fire, cold, electricity) to heals Wounds 2 for 1
Additional method of movement (flying, breath water, quadruped)
Additional prehensile or dexterous limbs (arms, prehensile tentacle)
Automatically Soak One Damage type (Fire, Electrical, Entropic)
Automatically Soak one type of energy damage (fire, cold, electricity)
Double an Ability score for the purpose of how One Derived trait is calculated
Drain vital life from others (Action Pools or Durability) to recover own
Gain one FX Discipline; No ability score increase
Hybrid: the creature is a mixing of two races and may be considered either for specific effects.
Immortal (Does not age or is cyclically reincarnated). Or immune life stealing/undeath
Immunity to one common type of damage (fire, cold, electricity, kinetic, psychic)
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Cost

10
10
10
7
10
6
15
20
D. Cost-4
2
4
15

Immunity to one uncommon attack (sleep, pain, paralysis, possession, telepathy)
Immunity to one uncommon type of damage (acid, poisons, extreme depth pressure)
Increase size one category
Increase size two categories*
Natural Armor Rank derived from an Ability Score÷ 10
Per Die of Damage of each natural melee attack (claws, horns, venom)
Per Die of Damage of each natural ranged attack (Fire breath, supersonic scream)
Per point of natural Armor Rank
Superior Sense (night vision, sense Aura) removes penalty or adds bonus of +/-10
Unique/Original Effect**

*Running characters of this size can be very difficult, these are creatures that are the size of elephants, or stand well over 6 meters tall!
**Making up original abilities can be challenging, use the list as a guide, when in question, use the FX creation rules to determine a unique ability.

8
5
8
20
5
2+
5+
2+
3
Var.

Racial Characteristic Handicaps
You have an idea; you have defined the species’ characteristics, now you choose what some of the
Handicaps the race experiences are. All races have natural weaknesses or drawbacks, even if it is simple
ability score penalties. Unlike the flaws presented in Section 2.6 these are all physiological or inherent in
origin, not social in any way.
However, just like flaws they add Essence points to balance out the strengths of the race you are
creating. A good balance is important, most of the Non-human races in the example setting cost one or
two essence points – not a many. However, it is possible that a Racial Package gives the character
essence. Such races will have crippling disadvantages however, and won’t be as much fun to play
normally.
Racial Handicap

A -5 to one Ability Score
Half an Ability Score for the purposes of how a Derived Trait is calculated
Disciplines only add +5 to one ability score
Disciplines cannot increase one ability score
Decrease size one category
Decrease size two categories*
Attempts to resist one common situational modifier or penalty are done at +15 VS
Cannot learn FX Disciplines in an FX driven setting
Inferior Sense (No day vision, can’t hear normal ranges) adds a +5 Situational Penalty
Less dexterous hands/no opposable thumbs (+5 VS to technical Specialties)
Environmental conflict (can’t breathe air, 10 damage per scene in sunlight)**
Presence is dangerous to others (radiates heat or emits radiation; 2 damage per scene)
Presence is Frightening (Fear VS 10)
Presence is Horrifying (Fear VS 15)
Serious allergy to a common material (copper, salt water, silver, garlic)
One type of damage is extra potent (damage dice explode on an 8-10)
One type of damage is almost always lethal (double damage)
Cannot Resist one common ailment (poison, disease, extreme heat or cold)
Must drain vital life from others (Action Pools or Durability) to recover own (doesn’t
heal)
Unique/Original Effect***

Gain
+3
+5
+5
+10
+3
+5
+5
+5
+3
+5
+8
+4
+1
+2
+2
+5
+8
+3
+10†
Var.

*Running characters of this size can be very difficult, these are creatures that are the size of a mouse, and may have no practical impact in many situations.
** An environmental conflict must be something common and persistent in the setting, not rare circumstance or uncommon effects.
***Making up original handicaps can be challenging, use the list as a guide.
†This must be combined with some kind of natural offensive ability that facilitates the need for sustenance.

Constructs and Robots
As player characters, construct present unique opportunities and challenges. Because they would
require some many exceptions to the rules, constructs are not included here in as player races.
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3.1.5 PLAYER ARCHITYPES
Archetypes in Enchiridion are an optional rule that represent groups of characters with similar
education, outlook, and objectives. It is solely up to the judge as to whether or not to include
Archetypes in a setting – it does make defining character somewhat easier, but also can limit character
individuality. Player new to pen and paper role playing games will find Archetypes easy and familiar.
Ultimately it’s a tradeoff that the Judge can make at their discretion.

DEFINING ARCHETYPES
An Archetype is a package of Disciplines, Specialties, Techniques and modifiers that grouped together
create a kind of trade or profession. While an individual may have any number of unique and specific
skills that others with the same Archetype may not possess, all members of the Archetype will be linked
by a thread of common ability, and often, outlook born form shared experience. In fantasy settings
Knights of an Order or Mages form a specific college could be Archetypes, in contemporary settings
Military MOS could be Archetypes, the same can be said of sci-fi settings.

USING ARCHETYPES
As an optional rule Archetypes are up to the Judge. Archetypes should play the role of making character
creation and conception easier, and serve as a great medium to give beginning characters access to
otherwise exclusive disciplines and modifiers. The second use for Archetypes is as a medium for the
creation of defined player organizations and creating the sense of society and belonging with these
groups. Archetypes are used in several official Enchiridion settings such as Radiant and Ouroboros to
help players make characters in settings with rich lore and history.
There are two ways to approach Archetypes: Factions and Jobs. Factions tend to be smaller Archetypes
that feature exclusive disciplines or techniques. These types of Archetypes often represent secret
societies or fraternal orders made up of otherwise very diverse groups – this is the type of Archetype
used in Ouroboros. Jobs, on the other hand, tend to be broader more restrictive Archetypes that
represent more regimented roles in the setting. These Archetypes will often have most of the
character’s Disciplines and Specialties assigned for them, but are less likely to have many unique or
exclusive Disciplines, Jobs are featured prominently in Radiant.

CREATING ARCHETYPE PACKAGES
Mechanically, Archetypes are simple to create: Pick three or four disciplines, rank up one or two
specialties, add any unique characteristics, and done. Thematically, like races they are more challenging.
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3.2 TECHNOLOGY AND EQUIPMENT
Technology is, in its simplest form, the application of scientific understanding. By exploiting the
knowledge of how materials and energies interact, it is possible to convert potential into work.
Throughout the Metaverse, Technology takes on many guises and many forms. In the upper echelons of
high-order realities, technology is the greatest power in the universe. In the most chaotic low-order
realities it may be an afterthought to a civilization that is built upon the power to alter the laws of their
universe through will alone.

3.2.1 TECHNOLOGY IN YOUR SETTING
The word technology invokes, in most people’s minds, advanced machinery or electronic devices; in
reality, the wheel, lever, and simple forge are all technology. This is the reason for the technical advance
levels, to describe what kind of technology and how developed the setting’s general understanding of
the natural laws of their universe. In settings that feature little or no eldritch power understanding
technology, and by extension, science becomes more important. This becomes all the more true of
contemporary and Science Fiction settings.
Fun not Factual
Realistically, the goal of your game should be to make sure the players have fun. The rules in Enchiridion
are built around a rather comprehensive understanding of the realism of much of the technology,
weapons, and processes presented in the mechanics. However, the goal was not to create a perfectly
realistic game, but to create one that was fun and easy to play! So with that, keep in mind that in a
system perfectly representing technology many things would not function as they do in the rules, but
technology is presented this way to keep the game fun.
Value
Most equipment listed will have a Wealth Check, and a value - common, uncommon, rare, unique, and
impossible. Value is used in situations where the items cost may not reflect its actual impact on the
world, or when players are using Wealth Checks to acquire goods.
Common Items can be purchased almost anywhere. Wealth Check is only 5 if needed at all.
Uncommon Items require some effort, or are a niche market item. Wealth Check of 15.
Rare Items are just that, Rare, hard to come by or unique to one region or area. Check is 30.
Unique Items are treasures and cannot be gotten by just anyone, Wealth Check 75.
Impossible Items generally cannot be bought, only created or acquired them from such a source. As a
rule the process of acquiring an impossible item is time consuming and will require a total wealth check
of at least 100.
Commerce
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The development of technology is intrinsically linked to the level of economy in a setting, assuming that
the dominant civilization has not collapsed, the technical advance level can determine the level and type
of economic infrastructure present in any given point in the advancement of a society.
Obviously, in a setting with eldritch forces that supplement or even replace technology there can be an
economic infrastructure the far exceeds the technical limits here. Conversely in an apocalyptic or postapocalyptic setting where the remnants of technical understanding remains very high, but the global
infrastructure has been all but annihilated the economic model will be much lower – depending on how
much, or how little, civilization has survived. As always this is a guide to help you build a compelling,
living setting; not chain you to rules.
Table 3.2.1

Level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Economic Model and Infrastructure

Hunter-gatherer: No real concept of commoditization, primitive barter systems, resources are seen as paramount
Ritual Barter, primitive currency: Bartering is a ritual affair. Currencies are based on commodities
Treasury: National coinage, Spread of banking, emergence of a debit system, continental trade and commerce
Banking: Wide spread banking and bank notes or similar bank mark. Gains lending and insurance begin to spread
Brokerage: Rise of stock and bonds trades. Globalized economic trade, rise of service based industries.
Credit debit transition: bank notes begin to phase out, most funds are transferred electronically, consumerism at its peak
Consumer models begin to collapse, people revolt on banks. Global single credit emerges
Trans-scarcity: Commodities radically devalue as most things can be instant produced. Information becomes the commodity
Socialism: Only in the outer reaches is barter used as a ritual, most everything is and can be provided by the system
The Frontier: There is no concept of wealth, need, scarcity or trade. Nothing is beyond the reach of the individual

Generally, the above table serves to illustrate how industrialized societies like our own progressed, and
by no means is this absolute or complete. A communal hive minded people, for example, may reach the
level of an interstellar empire without ever discovering concepts like trade, scarcity, or commodity;
simply because they are a biologically communist creature. On the other hand, that same galactic
empire might simply use a physical coinage precisely because of the tyranny of banks and scarcity.

EQUIPMENT
Adventuring is tough; heroes will face all kinds of obstacles, from puzzle, locks, and traps to terrifying
war-machines, monster and enemies. To face and overcome these obstacles, characters are going to
need tools: healing med-kits, magical armor, delicate lock-picks. Any tool that a character uses in the
course of their adventures is falls in to one of three categories: Equipment, Artifacts and Modifiers:
Equipment is otherwise mundane, even if treasured, gear used by the character. Virtually all mundane
weapons and armor, things like vehicles and livestock, personal pocket computers, holy symbols, and
even implements needed to cast spells are all considered equipment. Equipment is replaceable, even if
difficultly and not intrinsically tied to the character.
Artifacts are not unlike equipment, just more so. Powerful magical weapons found or purchased, alien
technology, rare super-science machines – or super technology or magical items crafted by the
character themselves. Artifacts, unlike equipment, may not be replaceable with ease, and many may be
wholly unique in the setting. As a rule of thumb, artifacts should tend to be very important if not pivotal
elements to the game or setting.
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Modifiers challenge both categorizations because they are pieces gear that the player spent character
essence on during creation. This makes them intrinsically tied to the character; cybernetic and bionic
upgrades, divine weapons grated by deities, animal companions, Magical tattoos, or a symbiotic spaceship. These things may (or may not) be as unique or world changing as artifacts, yet they are a part of
the character, and while they can be lost or stolen, the character will be lesser for it.
Personal Equipment
Generally, personal equipment includes any tool, device, or materia used by a character that is
essentially replaceable, reproducible, or otherwise mundane. Each character will be different in how
dependent they are on their equipment. For example, in a contemporary supernatural setting where a
character has no magical powers, that character will likely rely heavily on equipment, both mundane
and paranormal, to battle the supernatural forces of evil. Meanwhile, in that same setting an arcane
master may need only his crystal pendent and otherwise rely on his magical powers.
Starting Packages are sets of equipment that adventuring characters of a given Advance Level can all be
expected to have. These are meant as a guide, and not to be taken literally. Each saga will have its own
starting packages, but the following should help you build out your own:
Technical Level 1: In this setting, assuming the characters are tool users, adventurers will have: a flint,
glass, or primitive metal knife or spear, several animal hides or similar garb for harsh elements, bead
jewelry, piercings, markings or scaring to indicate passage to adult-hood, and an animal skin sack for
provisions.
Technical Level 2: A bronze knife or short spear, possibly a bow if a hunter, robes of woven cloth or
cured hides, quality sandals or moccasins, a water skin, and a satchel/pack for personal effects.
Technical Level 3: A bronze or iron dagger, hand axe or arming sword for those skilled in its use, a
walking stick, Breaches, shirt, tunic and warm cloak for traveling, boots or quality sandals, satchel for
goods, water skin, an oiled torch, woolen bed-roll.
Technical Level 4: A long black-powder rifle or wheel-lock pistol, bayonet or machete, back pack, water
sack, kerosene or gas lamp, journal, quill and ink or charcoal and pencils, rugged set of cloths and
leather jacket, and a presentable set of cloths, pocketbook/wallet.
Technical Level 5: A six or eight shot pistol, a hunting knife or machete, backpack, canteen, battery or
crank operated electric lamp/flashlight, binoculars or small telescope, sturdy compass, pocket or wrist
watch, one set of fairly rugged clothing and one set of formal wear, wool or leather and fur jacket,
pocketbook/wallet.
Technical Level 6: A personal phone or pocket computer, small car or motorcycle, a flashlight, reinforced
backpack, Sleeping bag, one set of travel cloths and warm synthetic material jacket, journal and pens,
wallet and identification papers.
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Technical Level 7: Personal computer communicator, personal transportation vehicle, HUD glasses with
optional night-sight, messenger bag style satchel, all weather cloths and casual ware, all environment
jacket, ID and credit cards.

3.2.2 WEALTH
While the personal Equipment list serves to illustrate the general type of things an adventuring
character can expect to have in a given advance level, but what about wealth and money? The concept
of wealth and impact of a character’s personal riches changes drastically as the economic and technical
advances change. In setting with lower technical advance levels, having wealth drastically impacts the
characters motivations and life style. On the other hand in a high technical advance level setting a super
wealthy character is simply not as likely to be game breaking.

WEALTH POOL
Role playing games should not be about accounting. Currency is realistic, but generally Enchiridion uses
the Wealth Pool System. This is best used in systems where starting currency is irrelevant or bogs the
game down, particularly SciFi and Post Modern settings. The Wealth Pool system uses characters
assumed financial wellbeing in terms of bank accounts, credit, liquefiable assets, and influence. Wealth
is measured 1 to 100 - like everything, and like all Pools, once you roll a Wealth dice, it is gone!
Wealth dice should generally only regenerate by 1 at the beginning of each chapter, unless loot or
earnings are gained. Such earnings should also be counted in Wealth Dice added to the Character's
Wealth Pool. Modifiers may increase the rate of wealth pool regeneration or starting Wealth Pool, and
Flaws may Cost wealth, or effect wealth regeneration.
No Roll Needed
In the event that a player is after something with a Purchase check that is less than their Current Pool,
the Item can be purchased with no impact to the character's resources - they need not roll nor spend
dice - once per scene.
Initial Wealth Pool
Player characters should start the game with a reasonable amount of resources. Unless a modifier is
taken that increases the characters starting fortunes, the table below should help determine what an
adventurer should start with. Included is the resource in currency for the sake of completeness. Any
setting with a Technical Advance level of 4 or higher should use the Wealth Pool system, and not actual
currency.
T.L.
1
2
3

Initial Wealth Pool
0
1
2
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Starting Money

None - Trade goods
5D10 Shells, gems, or ingots for trade
2D10x10 Coins of the basic currency

4
5
6
7

3
5
7
10

5D10+100 of national currency
1D10x100 notes of currency, 1D10x1000 in goods and property
1D10x1000 in currency, 1D10x10,000 in property
1D10x5000 Credit, 1D10x10,000+100,000 in property

Wealth in Low Technical Settings
It may be more comfortable to use actual currency in sagas with low technical advances where the
characters are not likely to amass the resources or influence that your average modern character might
wield. In the event that characters do amass a small fortune in money and connection, converting
currency to Wealth Dice is tricky. Generally, only convert currency to Wealth if the characters have more
than 100,000 in cash in a low technical level setting. In such cases every 5,000 currency should be
converted to one wealth dice. This is however, NOT the literal value.

3.2.3 WEAPONS
Tools and machines designed to stun, incapacitate or kill; weapons come in all kinds of shapes, varieties
and purposes. Generally weapons are divided into lethal and non-lethal by their Qualities, and can be
sorted through as Melee (close range), Ranged, and Area weapons.

USING WEAPONS
A weapon is a tool meant to harm an opponent. As such, it is reliant of the specialty of the person or
creature using that weapon. All weapons, from the humblest dagger to the most titanic artillery, require
a person to direct them. An attack roll is always some kind of Specialty roll.

WEAPON TRAITS
Beyond raw killing power, the characteristics and effect of weapons differ depending on their form and
function: Damage, Type, Speed, Durability, Quality, and characteristics. Ranged and Area of Effect
weapons will have a Range and reload Speed. These are Weapon Traits, all weapons have these
attributes.
Damage: All weapons will have a damage listing, regardless of any special qualities of this damage or
properties the weapon has. Damage Rating will generally be listed as a number; 1, 3, 5 etc. – this is the
number of dice of damage rolled on a successful attack. The reason that the dice type is not listed is
because different quality weapons, may use different dice. Small melee weapon may have a Damage
listed as SB+ some number, such as SB+2, this means the weapon only deals the character’s Strength
Bonus plus the number listed. The number in this case is the amount of damage, and not the dice rolled.
Damage Type: This will list the Damage type of the weapon – for most conventional weapons this will be
the Kinetic damage subtype: Cutting, Piercing, or Impact. Exotic weapons may have any damage type.
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Speed: For most melee weapon, the speed determines how many attacks can be performed for each
initiative dice invested in an attack action. While this holds true for ranged weapons, the speed or rate
of fire of the ranges weapon also dictates what combat maneuvers are available.
Melee Weapon Speeds:
Dread: Dread weapons are particularly large or unwieldy melee weapons. Usually these weapons deal
devastating amounts of damage, but at a cost – a basic attack costs 2 initiative dice. Advanced combat
maneuvers cost 1 additional initiative dice.
Slow: Slow weapons are weapons that have a great deal of size or reach for melee weapons. These
weapons cost 1 Initiative dice to make a basic melee attack, while advanced combat maneuvers cost an
additional initiative dice with slow weapons.
Normal: These are well balanced one or two handed melee weapons, and cost 1 initiative dice per
attack made with them.
Swift: These light one handed melee weapons are built for speed and a character trained in their use
can make one melee attack for each initiative dice, however advanced combat maneuvers with these
weapons cost one less initiative die to complete (minimum of 1).
Rapid: A weapon of this type is probably powered or specifically designed for quick attacks. These
weapon may not do much damage, but can make a basic attack twice for each initiative dice spent, in
addition, advanced combat maneuvers cost one less initiative dice.
Ranged Weapon Speeds:
Manual: Manual, or single shot weapons can fire one round, before they must be reloaded, but are
otherwise identical to single action.
Single Action: These weapons fire one round per initiative dice.
Double Action/Semi-Auto: Weapons in this speed category can fire in bursts, or as a single shot.
Fully Automatic: Machine weapons can fire bursts or lay down suppressing fire.
Range: This is the effective distance steps of a ranged weapon. It is printed in a format such as
20m/60m/200m, and determines the difficulty of the attack in that range: +0 VS/+5 VS/+15 VS.
Between 0 range and the first step, the attack is resolved normally. In the second step, the attack suffers
a +5 VS penalty, and in the third, the attack suffers a +15 VS penalty.
Area: Like range, most area of effect weapons will have a three tiered area of effect, such as
5m/8m/10m. This is the spherical area of effect of the weapon. Those in the first area category suffer
full damage, targets inside the second category suffer minus 1 dice of damage, and those in the third
category suffer -3 dice of damage. Some weapons will only have one are listing, these weapons only
effect that radius, such as a grenade.
Reload Speed: This is the number of Initiative dice the Reload action takes. All ranged weapons require
ammunition, whether this is arrows, bullets, energy canisters or fuel, the munitions or propellant will
eventually deplete. When it does the character has the option to drop the weapon, or reload it. The
reload time will be listed as a flat number, this is the initiative dice in time needed to reload it. Weapons
listed with a T require rounds or scenes to reload, and cannot be reloaded on firefight conditions.
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Character not proficient in the weapon in question must always spend one full round reloading a new
weapon until they are proficient and competent with that particular weapon.

WEAPON QUALITY
The advanced weapon quality rules herein are not suited for every game. Weapon quality should only
come into play when it is thematically appropriate or aids the narrative. Unless the story is a gritty war
story players should not have to spend excess of time worrying over the quality and care of their gear.
Not all weapons are created equal. This is weapon quality, and can impact a number of traits of the
weapon. A weapon’s quality is determined by its components and craftsmanship. For melee weapons a
low quality means less resilience under stress, for ranged weapons this means increased chance of
misfire and increased load times.
Critical Weapon Failure
There are a number of ways to use weapon quality, including different damage dice or lower durability.
However, the simplest is the chance of weapon failure on a critical. The type of failure depends on the
quality, the weapon – ranged or melee, and the severity of the critical.
A critical weapon failure occurs when the player rolls a critical attack roll for most weapons, whether
that is a critical success or a critical failure. Most of these effects occur depending on the number of dice
that roll a critical (a minimum or maximum value). For example, a poor quality sword will blunt if a single
dice rolls critical, an ordinary pistol will jam if three or more dice critical.
Weapon Quality
Feeble
Poor
Ordinary

Blunt
+
1
3

Break
1
3
-

Jam
1
2
3

Misfire
2
3
-

Reload
+2
+1
--

Blunt
A blunted weapon has its extant lethality decreased considerably, and they keep one less dice of
damage, the highest. For example an axe that has a Damage of 3D10 only keeps 2, dropping the highest.
If the highest damage dice is a critical, then only the second roll is counted, and the critical (maximum
value) dice is dropped. All feeble melee weapons are considered blunted.
Break
A Broken weapon decreases the damage dice rolled and kept by 1. For example a 2D10 damage arming
sword is broken, it becomes a 1D10 damage sword. If this reduces the weapons damage dice to 0 it is
rendered useless. A weapon can also be broken by directly attacking it, or by reducing its durability if
those optional rules are in play.
Jam
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When a firearm or crossbow jams, some part of the mechanism becomes locked or stuck in place,
preventing it from firing. To clear a jam requires a number of initiative dice equal to the reload period
(modified by quality, of course). For conventional bows a Jam actually means the bow string has broken.
If the character has no replacements, the weapon is rendered useless.
Misfire
Firearms are powerful and dangerous, even bows can be very dangerous in the case of failure. A misfire
is when the weapon fires back on the user. In the case of a Misfire the character wielding the weapon
takes 1D10 damage + the number of critical dice in the roll that caused the misfire. If this misfire
damage dice is also critical, the weapon is jammed.
(Optional Rule: Weapon Quality and Damage)
A bronze sword is no less lethal than a steel sword, but the steel sword will hold up under greater stress,
and can potentially deal much greater killing power, represented as different damage dice. Unlike
Weapon quality and critical effects, if these rules are in play, weapons that are of superior craftsmanship
will see increased effect.
Weapon
Quality

Feeble
Poor
Ordinary
Heroic
Epic
Mythic
Legendary

Damage
Dice
D4
D6
D8
D10
D12
D20
D30

WEAPON DURABILITY
Generally, the durability of a weapon only comes into play when a weapon is attacked or is used for an
unconventional purpose. All weapons have natural armor and two durability ranks. For melee weapons
those ranks are Used and Blunt. Ranged weapons durability ranks are Used and Wreaked.
Weapon Armor Rank
Weapons, by definition are tough and can withstand damage form regular use. This gives all weapons a
natural armor rank against attacks, which is subtracted from the damage it takes.
Weapon Durability Ranks
Weapons only take damage form specific attacks against them, or potentially forces that would damage
them (stabbing a fire-beast, deflecting an energy beam). Weapon durability works like everything else,
damage is taken and when it drops a rank, penalties are incurred.
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Used Durability Rank: A weapon is considered Used after sustaining any damage, but before the last
25% of its durability. For example, a sword with 50 durability is considered used after being attacked
once and sustaining 5 damage (after A.R. of course). Used weapons suffer no immediate penalties.
Blunted Durability Rank: A melee weapon that has unstained more than 75% of its durability in damage
is considered Blunted (see above). A melee weapon that sustains more damage than this is considered
Broken (see above).
Wreaked Durability Rank: When a ranged weapon has sustained more that 75% of its durability in
damage, it is considered Wreaked. A Wreaked ranged weapon is extremely hazardous to use. A wreaked
weapon will misfire on any critical roll (not just critical failure), and may potentially harm the user. A
ranged weapon is rendered useless after its durability reaches 0.

3.2.4 ARMOR
Tools designed to protect and shield the wearer from harm, armor and shields can take a number of
forms, from suits of plate and mail to fields of energetic force. Armor is generally classified in to four
categories: soft armor, hard armor, powered armor, and shields.

USING ARMOR
When a character wearing artificial armor suffers damage from an attack, an amount of that damage,
equal to the Armor Rank, is transferred to the armor. Each time armor absorbs damage form an attack,
it suffers that damage to its durability. This is the default protection offered by armor. A character with
the Armor Soak Specialty could allow them to transfer even more damage from an attack to their armor.
Half Suits
Full suits of body armor became largely obsolete as weapon threat increased and weapons focused on
high powered attacks such as crossbows and firearms. Armor in turn focused on protecting only the
essential parts of the body: the head and chest.
These half suits make up virtually all modern body armor, and while they do not cover the extremities
provide reasonable protect. An attack against a character in a half suit sees the damage reduced all the
same, as it is less likely that a blow to the extremities will deal lethal damage. If the judge rules that the
optional injury rules are in play, then any called shot against an exposed limb may ignore armor rank and
result in an injury, however.
Shields
Unlike Armor, hand held Shields – be they sheets of steel and wood, or advanced force fields – do not
automatically absorb incoming damage. Rather the shield barer can choose to use a shield to soak an
attack, in which case the damage is transferred to the shield in its entirety. This may outright destroy
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many shields. Or, if the shield barer possess the requisite specialty, they can use a shield to deflect an
incoming attack. Some shields may even add bonuses to Shield Deflect action rolls.
Power Armor
Any armor that mechanically assists by supporting its own weight, increases the user’s strength, and
increases the user’s stamina by carrying loads and assisting in motion is considered powered armor. It
requires special training to take full advantage of most powered armor, someone without the Power
Armor Use technique suffers a hefty penalty to their Grace and Reflexes, but can usually can get by using
it. Whether technological or eldritch, most power armor takes full advantage of the load bearing
exoskeleton to add a ridiculous amount of protection.

ARMOR TRAITS
All armor, regardless of the type or form has three core characteristics: Armor Category, Armor Rank,
and Durability. Some armors may have special qualities and characteristics on how they absorb damage,
just as weapons may feature special damage types and damage qualities.
Armor Category
Armors are classified by their material composition; soft armors are made from flexible materials that
prevent cutting and dampen impacts, hard armors are made from ridged plats that ablate and absorb
incoming damage, and powered armor that are mechanical hard armors that protect the wearer within
and ignore some damage. Armor Category usually only come in to play under a couple of conditions:
Armor techniques, when optional kinetic damage types are in play, or when special armor
characteristics are in play.
(Optional Rule: Armor Attack Type Resistance)
If these rules are in play, the Expanded Kinetic Damage type rules should also be in play. With the armor
attack type resistance, each armor category reacts differently to the three kinetic damage types:
Cutting, Piercing, and Impact damage. Depending on the armor category and the damage type of the
attack, the armor will be either Good, Normal, or Weak against that kind type of kinetic damage. Armor
category does not impact the AR against typed damage attacks or energy attacks, but all armor does
defend against typed damage unless the type specifically bypasses armor. The table below lays out how
these damage types interact with the various armor categories.
Armor
Category

Soft
Hard
Powered

Cutting
Damage
Good
Good
Weak

Piercing
Damage
Weak
Normal
Good

Impact
Damage
Normal
Weak
Normal

Good: The AR versus this damage is doubled.
Normal: The AR versus this damage is unchanged.
Weak: The AR against this damage is halved (round up)
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Armor Rank
With all artificial armor, the AR is the amount of damage that a suit of armor absorbs from each attack.
The armor in turn suffers this damage it its durability in place of the character. For example, a character
wearing a suit of leather armor suffers 12 damage from an axe strike, leather has an AR of 5, so the
armor would suffer 5 damage, and the remaining 7 damage would be suffered by the character.
Armor Durability
Each time a suit of artificial armor absorbs damage from an attack, it take that damage to its durability.
When an armor suit’s durability reaches zero, it is rendered useless and can no longer effectively offer
protection to the character until it is repaired. Optionally armors may have durability ranks, with the
armor’s protection value (Armor Rank) decreasing with each Durability rank until it is no longer useful.
Powered armor, because it has a number of far more complicated components actually has Durability
ranks like creatures. At each rank more of the armor’s systems shut down or are damaged, and the
bonuses provided by the powered exosuit’s systems disappear.
(Optional Rule: Armor Durability Ranks)
Judges who wish to add another layer of realism and challenge to their games may include the optional
Armor Durability Ranks for all armors in their games. With Armor Durability ranks, as a suit of armor’s
Durability is decreased the armor’s Armor Rank Also decreases. Armor with Durability ranks has three
Durability Ranks:
Rank 1: Worn: The Worn durability rank makes up the first 50% of the Armor’s Durability. I.e. if a suite
had 100 durability, from 1 point of damage to 50 points of damage the armor would be considered
worn. Worn armor does not suffer any penalties to its AR.
Rank 2: Ragged: The Ragged Durability rank is the next 51 to 75% of the armor’s Durability. A suit with
100 durability would be ragged after suffering 52 total points of damage. At this point the Armor Rank is
Cut in half (round up). So a suit with an AR 15 would drop to an AR 8 once it becomes Ragged.
Rank3: Tattered: A suit of Tattered armor is on its last legs; this represents the final 76 to 100% of the
Durability. Keeping with our example, a suit with 100 Durability would be Tattered after suffering 76 or
more damage. Tattered armor has only one quarter of the AR, rounded up. So the 15 AR would become
an AR 4. Powered armor that is tattered loses any bonus to Stamina, and can no longer effectively carry
its own weight, meaning it becomes heavily encumbering. There is no rank past tattered. Once the
armor reaches 0 Durability, it is destroyed and offers no protection to the wearer.

ARMOR QUALITY
Like weapon quality, the comprehensive armor quality rules are only fitting for some games. Not all
Armors are the same – a suit of plate and mail is not just a suit of plate and mail, the material and
craftsmanship can have a huge impact on the armor’s functionality, use, and durability.
Armor Rank and Durability
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When a suit of armor is created with inferior material, craftsmanship, or both, it suffers significant
penalties to its primary characteristics: Armor Rank and Durability. Like-wise, a masterful piece of
legendary armor is going to be far and away superior to other suits of lesser make.
Armor
Quality

Feeble
Poor
Ordinary
Heroic
Epic
Mythic
Legendary

Durability
Modifier
-75%
-25%
+25%
+50%
+100%

Armor Rank
Modifier
1/4th
½
-1
+5
x2
x5

Unlike weapons, Armor does not have any critical effects. Simply put, low quality armor will break much
faster, and offer less protection than armor of quality. This means critical damage will more quickly
erode and break the armor, so there is no need for added critical effects.

ARMOR AND ENCUMBRANCE
Regardless of whether a suit of armor is soft or hard, most armor is heavy, and should be counted for
encumbrance. The average suit of medieval field armor weighed in at 30kg, which would lightly
encumber the average Strength 10 person alone. Bulky fantastic armor might weigh considerably more.
That said properly fitted armor of any kind tend to allow for a great deal of mobility and by distributing
the weight across the body allows for easy of movement. Characters should suffer virtually no penalties,
save those normally associated with encumbrance, when performing any athletic action in armor. The
notable exception being swimming.

ARMOR CHARACTERISTICS
Just as different damage types have unique qualities, armor and protective forces have different Armor
Characteristics. Generally, only specialized armor will have Armor Characteristics, these traits change
how armor deals with a specific kind of Damage type: A Dragon Scale Shield might be fireproof, a suit of
advanced power armor will likely be radiation sealed.
Insulated
Any armor with this characteristic is specifically insulated against one form of attack: Electrical, Thermal,
Cold, or Radiation.
Thermal or Cold Insulation: With this characteristic the Armor Rank against the damage type is doubled,
and the armor ignores up to AR damage from each attack. For example, a Thermal Insulated suit with an
AR of 10 would have an AR 20 against fire attacks, and the armor would ignore the first 10 damage from
each fire attack to its durability.
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Electrical or Radiation Insulation: This armor is resistant to the attacks of this type and has a Normal AR
against this type of damage if it would normally ignore armor. Otherwise the armor itself only suffers
half damage.
Frequency: Armor insulated against these kinds of sonic attacks will have three times the AR against
frequency damage, and the armor will suffer only one third the normal damage. As such armor prevents
the propagation of the waves the armor, and its wearer, are heavily protected.
Elemental
Armor with the Elemental characteristic is, much like insulated armor, resistant to a form of damage. In
this case, however, it is the eldritch damage types. Elemental armor will strongly resist one of the
eldritch elemental damages. Armor with this characteristic takes no damage from its chosen elemental
damage type attacks. It still offers only its AR in protection to the wearer, however, the eldritch damage
type will not reduce the armor’s Durability. Damage qualities that would damage, ignore, or reduce the
armor are ignored against the armor’s element.
Neutralizing
This type of armor is made from a chemically non-reactive or has been treated with a neutralizing agent
that prevents it from being damaged by acids and bases. Such armor will provide the usual AR
protection against Chemical damage, and is itself immune to the damage from this damage type.
Ballistic
Any armor with this characteristic is a kind of hard armor designed to absorb the impact of armor
piercing attacks, specifically, firearms. Ballistic armor will negate an amount of the Threat value of high
impact attacks such as bullets, crossbow bolts, and shrapnel. How much depends on the armor,
however, the armor still takes damage normally.

3.2.5 TOOLS AND MATERIA
Few specialties can be performed without the appropriate implements: a painter needs paints and
brushes, an engineer needs metal and solder, a programmer needs a computer, all these things are
tools. But what of the mage or diviner? Materia is a reference to eldritch tools, the implements needed
by the arcane and pious specialties that are not actually the casting of spells. Not all specialties require
Tools or Materia, those that do clearly state so. As a general rule tools are ranked by quality, which
impacts the player’s specialty roll.

USING TOOLS
Regardless of the specialty, be it mundane or magic, tools generally have two applications:
Skilled Check: A character trained in the specialty in question uses the tool to perform or augment the
specialty. A character trained in a specialty can often find uses for the skill that do not require tools, and
will find that quality tools increase the character’s chances of success.
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Unskilled Check: A character not trained in the specialty can use tools to attempt the action. Like a
person with a compass, most tools can perform their function even in untrained hands. However,
untrained characters gain no bonuses for the use of quality tools.
Tools and Specialty Complexity
As a Specialty become more complex, the tools needed to perform elements of the specialty
successfully increase in complexity as well. Simple specialties often require no tools or simple small
objects, whereas Intricate specialties might require a full laboratory of shop to make use of the skills.

TOOL QUALITY
It is a poor craftsman indeed that blames their tools for their failure, but the quality of the tools and
material a character employs will impact their chances of success, and their level of success. This is
reflected in Dice Challenges or free Chances depending on the quality of the tools in question.
Tool Quality
Feeble
Poor
Ordinary
Heroic
Epic
Mythic
Legendary

Effect

2 Challenges
1 Challenge
None
None
One Free Chance
Two Free Chances
Three Free Chances

WORKSHOPS, LABORATORIES, AND LIBRARIES
Characters who wish to make use of many Intricate specialties, as wells as Research, fabrication, or
invention need a lot more than one simple tool, they need a suite of equipment and resources.
These workshops, laboratories and libraries have the same effects on specialty use as tools based on
their quality, but also impacts cost and space.
Quality: The Quality of the workspace dictates most other elements.
Feeble: A feeble workspace is one put together with make shift and improvised tools of low
quality in a very confined space. A feeble library would be a collection of pop literature and trashy
periodicals, with few real scholarly texts. Any character could assemble a feeble workspace at little cost.
Poor: This kind of workspace is assembled from low quality or repurposed tools and functions at
reduced capacity. A Poor library is one that is a collection of largely out of date or antiquated material,
or a selection that is limited to one specific subject. A character with Improvise Tools could assemble a
Poor workspace with little expense. A character with Research could assemble a poor library.
Ordinary: Such a workspace or library is professional but unremarkable. A character could
assemble such a resource, but at cost.
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Heroic: A Heroic workspace is large, features many quality tools, and is well stocked. A Heroic
Library has a large selection on a variety of subjects of use. It takes a great deal of resources to assemble
a heroic workspace, and would be a character’s base of operations.
Epic: Workspaces of this caliber are often sourced by governments or large corporations. Such
as space would have every kind of tool in high quality, and much space. An epic library would have
factual texts on virtually every subject, well organized.
Mythic: This one of a kind workspace would feature the very best of everything, including
assistants. Such a workspace could operate at a high capacity and produce the very best in the world.
Mythic libraries would be the stuff of stories, containing many ancient, rare, and invaluable texts from
all over the world, and potentially, many others.
Legendary: Such a workspace is fit for the divine, tools to accomplish any task needed,
automation systems, and materials of unsurpassed quality. A legendary library would contain insights
that stretch comprehension.
Effect: The effect of the workspace on the specialty action rolls made using it.
Cost: This is the Wealth Check to assemble the workspace. The Wealth Check cost to upkeep each
month or rent such a work space is listed in parentheses.
Size: This is the square foot needed to assemble such a workspace.

3.2.6 VEHICLES AND TRANSPORTATION
From horses to giant robots, vehicles are anything and everything that gets the characters around.
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3.2.7 CREATING EQUIPMENT, ARTIFACTS AND MODIFIERS
Adventurers are always acquiring new equipment; loot from enemies, troves of alien technology,
ancient artifacts of civilizations long gone, and sometimes inventions and creations of their own. Rather
than create a huge list of equipment, below you will find the rules for creating your own custom
equipment. This will allow you to use these rules for players to create their own inventions and artifacts.
Equipment creation is one of the most complex processes in the Enchiridion Engine, this is due to the
immense scope of technology and technical application. There are six steps to create any piece of
equipment: Select the chassis, select the material composition, select a power source, build features,
and finally define flaws. Each step will add to Invention VS, Time to construct, and the Wealth Check cost
to build and purchase. With each piece, there will be a list of available options for each device, from
armor to compasses. Finally, the Technical advance level will be subtracted from these final numbers, as
technology becomes easier to build.
Prototype vs. Production
When creating custom equipment it is important to understand the distinction between a prototype and
a production unit. Prototypes are often the ideal form of a piece of equipment – having more features
and characteristics, however they will also often have a higher cost and are more likely to contain
defects and flaws. Production equipment is usually less expensive and more reliable, but lacks features
and quality. When a character is creating custom equipment, they are creating prototypes – specific fully
featured devices to meet a specific need of the character. In reality, building machines and electronics is
often an iterative process with the designers going through multiple versions before arriving at a final
version. In fiction, player character inventors could be able to create nearly final devices.
Chassis
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The form and structure of the device, the chassis of a piece of equipment defines its function. There are
weapon, armor, tool, and vehicle chasses. Each Chassis type determines all of the devices other traits.
Some devices have multiple chassis components relevant to their function.
Material Quality
What is the device constructed from? Devices often have multiple components and multiple materials,
however, the quality of these materials acts as a base line for the cost of the device. Each type of
equipment will have different materials associated with different quality tiers, form poor to legendary.
Power Sources
Power sources are made up of two parts, that actual component that generates or adds power to the
device, and potentially a part that transmits the energy. Melee weapons generally have no power
source, and not all devices have a transmissions, while some only have a transmission. This will make
sense later on as we discuss building each kind of equipment.
Features
Generally these are the specific characteristics and options for a piece of equipment. Vehicles carry
people, weapons cause damage, but vehicles might have advanced drive train or breaks, a weapon
might have a scope. For some devices, the features define the use of a tool as well.
Flaws
Not all pieces of equipment are perfect, flaws reduce the cost and difficulty of a piece of equipment. A
device might produce waste product
Cost for equipment is determined as a wealth check.
Time is determined in man-hours to build.
VS is set by the variables of the equipment.

BUILDING WEAPONS
Weapons are divided into two categories, projectile and melee. Each weapon class has several chassis
components. Each component of the chassis and power source will define the specialty to use the
weapon. The right combination of components, or lack thereof, can create any weapon imaginable.
Melee Weapon Chassis Components
A melee weapon chassis is made of a grip and a head. Generally, the rules assume that a weapon is
medium (human) sized. The Grip, where and how the weapon is held sets the weapon size, speed and
base weight. The Head is the lethal component of the weapon, and sets the type of damage. The head
will have a size and weight multiplier for the grip. For example, the length of a Cutting head is a multiple
of the the size of the grip, depending on the number of damage dice. Exactly how much damage a
weapon is capable of depends on the features of the weapon. Generally each dice of damage that the
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weapon inflicts takes up one grip slot, and the material quality sets the maximum damage a weapon is
capable of with some exceptions.
Grips
Weapon grips each feature a number of Slots – essentially the amount of space for features, such as
damage. Each grip chassis component has the same characteristics: Size, Speed, VS, and Slots.
Affixture or Head Grip
A weapon with an affixture grip has none, it is strapped to the wielder’s limb or held in the hand as a
punching weapon. A weapon with a head grip is held by the weapon’s head, common in small throwing
weapons such as shuriken and chakram.
Size: Special (125 mm, attaches to an extremity).
Speed: Normal (weighs 0.3kg)
VS: +5
Slots: 1
Short Hilt
Typically found on weapons with a small blade or axe head, a short hilt is a balanced one hand grip for
speed and control.
Size: 1 Hand (100 mm)
Speed: Swift (weighs 0.1kg)
VS: +5
Slots: 1
Full Hilt
Long blades, or heavy axe heads or hammers affixed to an unusually short handle, a full hilt offers
control and the capacity to use one or two hands effectively.
Size: 1 or 2 hand (200 to 350 mm)
Speed: Normal (weighs 0.3kg)
VS: +15
Slots: 2
Rod
Longer than a full hilt but with similar characteristics, and shorter than a haft but with similar
construction, a rod is a grip type usually found on maces, picks, war hammers, and flails. Occasionally
extremely long blades will be used.
Size: 1 or 2 hands (400 to 600mm)
Speed: Normal (weighs 0.5kg)
VS: +15
Slots: 3
Haft
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With a haft a weapon has a two handed grip and the leverage to swing and slid down the grip for extra
force. A full haft is usually reserved for axes, mauls, and short spears.
Size: 2 hands (1 meter)
Speed: Slow (weighs 1.5kg)
VS: +10
Slots: 4
Pole
Unsurprisingly a pole is the grip type of polearms, spears, and similar reach weapons.
Size: 2 hands (1.5 to 3 meters)
Speed: Slow (weighs 3kg)
VS: +15
Slots: 4
Head
The head dictates the type and amount of damage a weapon is capable of. The size and weight of the
head are determined by the grip and the amount of mundane, un-augmented damage the weapon
inflicts. This means energy damage, powered damage, and material bonus damage are all excluded
when calculating the size of the head portion of the weapon chassis. All heads feature the same
characteristics: Base Cost, Form-factor, and VS. If the expanded optional kinetic damage types are in
play, each head is classified by its damage type, i.e. a cutting head deals cutting damage, and so on.
Cutting
Blades, axes, and razors – cutting heads feature a sharpened edge, and slice to deal damage.
Cost: +2
Form-factor: A cutting head is either 2.5x the length of the grip, weighing 0.5 kg per damage dice or
weighs 1kg and has an edge 1x the length of the grip per damage dice.
VS: +15
Impact
Hammers, clubs, maces and bludgeons of all kinds deal traumatic impact damage.
Cost: +1
Form-factor: An Impact head is at least 1/3rd the length of the grip, and weight 1kg per damage dice.
VS: +5
Piercing
Commonly picks, pikes, spears and shivs, piercing weapons are designed to puncture to cause damage.
Cost: +2
Form-factor: A Piercing head is usually 75mm per damage dice in length, and weights 0.3 kg per damage
dice.
VS: +10
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Energy
Energy weapons deal electrical, heat or radiation damage to the target, and require an advanced power
source (besides melee force). Stun-guns, beam swords, scorching brands are energy melee weapons.
Cost: +4
Form-factor: An energy head housing is 0.5 the length of the grip, and weights 0.5 kg. Additional weight
comes from the power source.
VS: +20
Material Quality
While any weapon is constructed form a number of materials, the overall quality of these components
sets the bar for the Material Quality. This has a number of impacts on the weapon, it sets the maximum
number of damage dice for melee weapons with no power source, it sets the weapons durability and
Armor Rank based on the total number of slots (base grip slots plus additional slots added as features),
and is adds a cost multiplier. Particularly exotic materials may have specific attributes beyond the
inherent material quality, but we will not cover those here.
Material
Quality
Feeble
Poor
Ordinary
Heroic
Epic
Mythic
Legendary

Max
Damage
SB+1
SB+3
1
3
5
7
10

Weapon
Durability

Number of Slots
Slots x2
Slots x5
Slots x10
Slots x15
Slots x20
Slots x50

Armor
Rank
0
No. Slots
Slots x2
Slots x4
Slots x8
Slots x10
Slots x15

Example
Material

Soft Wood, bone, or copper
Bronze, raw iron, Plastics
Steel, exotic bronze, Hardwood
Advanced Steel alloys, ceramic polymers
Enchanted Steels or Super science alloys
Neutronium alloy, astral glass
Archon bone, Rift metal

Cost
Multiplier
x0.25
x0.3
x0.5
x1
x2
x5
x10

Power Source
Because melee weapons are dependent on strength, most weapons can only do so much damage,
unless they have a power source that adds to the lethality. A power source can allow for features that
add damage beyond what the chassis and material would normally allow. Features that required a
power source will explicitly state so, and the type. Each power source lists the required Technical
Advance Level, Cost, crafting VS, the number of slots and the weight added to the weapon.
Clockwork Mechanism
T.L.: 3
Cost: +3
VS: +15
Slots: 1
Weight: 0.2kg per damage dice
A melee weapon with such a mechanism power source somehow stores mechanical energy, perhaps in
the form of springs or a crank, and then can release the energy when triggered. The energy in a
mechanism can only be released once before it must be mechanically rewound again. Generally cranking
or winding a mechanism requires a number of initiative dice equal to the damage of the weapon.
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Motor
T.L.: 4
Cost: +3
VS: +10
Slots: 2
Weight: 1kg per damage dice
A motor powered melee weapon convers energy or fuel into motive force, such as spinning blades or
chain-saws. Due to the size, motion, and weight a weapon with a motor is one speed category slower.
Generally a motor has power or fuel for 3 uses unless additional slots are added for fuel or power cells.
Fuel Cell
T.L.: 3
Cost: +2 per cell
VS: +5
Slots: 1+
Weight: 0.3kg per slot
A fuel cell stores a reactive compound used to add effect to the weapon, such as flammable liquid,
radioactive material, or some other exotic compound. A fuel cell needs to be refiled after 3 uses per slot
it occupies. If combined with a motor, two additional fuel cells will operate the motor for one full scene
per fuel payload.
Charge
T.L.: 5
Cost: +4, +1 per cell
VS: +10
Slots: 1+
Weight: 0.2kg per slot
A capacitive weapon has some method of storing energy potential, such as power cells or batteries,
which can be released when triggered. Each charge in the weapon is good for 3 uses, after which it must
be recharged from a power supply, taking one scene. Each power cell added to a motor will extend the
number of uses of the motor by three.
Exotic Material
T.L.: 6 (or E.L. 4)
Cost: x10
VS: +30
Slots: 1
Weight: x1.5
A portion of the head is affixed with or manufacture from an extremely exotic material, above and
beyond the material quality. An exotic material power source is consistently generating energy due to its
physical or chemical properties. A radioactive spear point, an iconizing hammer, or a mono-molecular
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blade are all examples of weapon heads that are exotic materials. These are on the edge of pseudoscience, and may have dangerous side effects.
Features
A weapon’s features add the characteristics and values that make each weapon unique. Features might
take a grip slot, increase the crafting VS, or increase the cost – and potentially all of the above.
Feature

Added Slot
Balanced
Burning
Chain
Concealable
Damage
Damage,
powered
Double
Headed
Dual
Function
Durable
Flail Head
Flexible
Gilded
Guard
Length
Mighty
Modular
Quick
Rending
Searing
Stunning
Threat
Throwing
Weakening
Weather
treating

Effect

Cost

VS

Increase the weapon grip slots by one to a maximum of +4.
A balanced weapon is easier to maneuver and wield granting 1 free chance on attack rolls
made with the weapon.
Any Powered Damage dice from a fuel cell, charge, or exotic material have the burning quality,
and light the target on fire.

X2 each

+10 each

+2

+5

A concealable weapon appears to be something else: a belt, walking stick or so on. A
perception VS 30 is required to realize it is a weapon in disguise.
Each damage dice of a weapon take one slot. Damage dice are kinetic, of the appropriate type
for the weapon’s head.
Powered Damage dice are 2 per slot, however, require a power source. If no additional
qualities are selected, the type of damage is appropriate to the head.
This weapon as two heads for one of two effects: either the damage form the weapon can be
of one of the two types, or the weapon can have powered and non-powered damage dice
(purchased separately).
A dual function weapon also has qualities of a tool of some kind, such as a shield, forge
hammer, screw driver, and so on. The tool is built separately and cost added.
A Durable weapon is more resistant to harm, and has a higher Armor Rank than similar
weapons. Increase the weapons armor rank by the number of weapons slots.
The head(s) of the weapon are attached to the grip by a short length of rope, cord, or chain.
Flails add considerable lethality to weapons, but may also be used to entangle and disarm
opponents. Requires 1 slot. Add 1 damage dice (can exceed material maximum).
Resists brake
Gilding has no mechanical application besides increasing the apparent value and difficulty of
the weapon.
The weapon features a substantial guard on the hilt, pommel, cross, or head that allows the
weapon to be used very effectively to Deflect or Parry attacks. Guarded weapons receive a free
chance with these defensive maneuvers or specialties. Guards require 1 grip Slot.
This feature is a length of rope, cord, or chain that attaches the heat to the grip, or bisects the
grip. The weapon can be swung on the length like a kusarigama, or it may function like a whip.
A length gives the weapon a range of 3 meters, and requires one slot.
Increased crit range
Weapons that can be broken apart into pieces, a weapon with this feature can be quickly
disassembled or reassembled for maintenance, travel or concealment.
This weapon is one speed category faster, due mainly to construction and distribution of
weight.
Up to two of the weapon’s Powered Damage dice have the Rending quality, and destroy armor.
All of the weapon’s powered damage dice have the searing quality and cause significant pain.
Up to two of the weapon’s damage dice have the Stun quality, and damage initiative poll rather
than durability.
Very few melee weapons are armor piercing. A weapon can have threat up to 3 without a
power supply, or powered weapons may have up to 2x the number of powered damage dice.
The weapon is aerodynamic and weighted such that it can be thrown effectively. The range
Steps are 5/10/20 for one handed weapons and 10/15/30 for two handed weapons. Throwing
feature takes 2 grip slots for two handed weapons.
Up to two of the weapons
A weapon with this feature has been treated to with stand the elements and exposure, and
generally requires slightly less maintenance than its counterparts.

1/grip slot
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3.2.8 COMPUTERS
Exactly what role computers play in your setting is up to you. The advanced computer rules presented
below should only be used is setting where the technical aspect of computers, hacking, and technical
operations are part of the setting suspense and action.

ADVENT OF COMPUTERS
The first devices capable of computational math can occur as early as T.L. 3 in the form of analytical or
difference engines, such as the Antykithera Mechanism. These are marvels of mechanical engineering
allowing for complex mathematical models to be operated by the machine based on the programming
of the physical components. That said, we're going to focus on electrical and electromagnetic Von
Neumann architecture commuters that use transistors and resisters in various states to perform
computational operations, either as binary bit operations or quantum-bit state operations.
Technical Advance Level 5 sees the birth of modern computer technology and the first processors. The
importance of this is that these machines can perform calculations faster than mechanical difference or
analytical engines for a fraction of the size, and with much greater ease of programming. After inception
of the first processor, Moore's theory comes in to effect: Every 18 months the amount of transistors that
can be added to a processor doubles as the technology increase in availability. When the physical limits
of Von Neumann architecture are reached (at the point of one multi-state transistor per atom),
Quantum Computation takes on a life of its own, the beginning of Advance Level 7.
At this point, the computational capabilities are limited only by the availability of energy, recourses, and
programming. This creates a plateau of computer technology - while it is within the ability of the science
to build computers that could virtualize the entire universe - the energy and programming to accomplish
the feat simply does not exist.
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As a judge, it can be difficult to deal with the advanced computers in a Science Fiction or contemporary
setting - after all, with the aid of the internet there is virtually no knowledge that is outside the reach of
characters that are connected. Even today a user can find tutorials on everything from how to disarm a
bomb to how to build a fighter jet. In the future information will only get more available. Even more
importantly algorithms that can decrypt messages, learn languages, and solve puzzles already exist. This
makes Computer related specialties extremely potent in Contemporary and Post contemporary settings
when information and knowledge are the weapons used to win wars.

ADVANCED COMPUTER RULES
Computers have two parts - the software applications, and the hardware that execute the application
operations. Characters with the knowledge can use computer applications to perform tasks that they
may not be capable of, or things that can do, but at an increased speed or efficiency. Some examples
include a targeting program that tracks enemies and helps the user aim, to a piece of software that
translates languages on the fly.
Using Computers
To use a computer the character must have a computer that can run the application that they want to
execute. Executing a program requires that the player roll a relevant computer specialty VS the App's
Launch VS - this is the difficulty of getting the application in the state needed to gain the application
benefits in a round.
What an application can do depends on the hardware and the Technical Advance Level - Each
application requires a number of Processor Cycles and Access Memory Slots, and possibly hardware
peripherals such as HUD and Camera or Network Connection. Furthermore applications have a Launch
time depending on the number of Cycles they require once loaded.
Lastly all Computers have an Operating System - this may or may not include a number of Apps, but at
the very least the OS can Detect hardware, Execute Apps, Save files, Open files, Copy files, and Delete
files. Generally an OS should not take up Cycles or Memory.
Hardware
The physical machine that executes code is made up of at least four parts - the Processor, The Access
memory, the Storage, and the Interface:
Processor
Applications require a number of Cycles each round they are used. Assuming that the user has multiple
applications loaded in the Access Memory, only the applications they chose to use in a round require
Processor Cycles (not unlike Initiative Dice). If the character has used all the available Cycles in a round,
the must wait until the next round to use an application on their computer.
Access Memory
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Access Memory is where applications live after they have been loaded from Storage. Apps in Access
memory can be executed immediately if there is sufficient Processor Cycles available. Computers have a
limited number of Access Memory slots, meaning only so many Apps can be loaded into Access Memory
at any given time.
Storage
Apps that are not loaded are in storage - most computers have limited storage, although probably
considerably greater than Access Memory. To load an application from Storage to Access memory so
that it can be executed takes a number of Cycles from the processor as its Run requirement, although it
is not launch immediately in most cases, unless twice the number of cycles is allocated (once to load,
once to execute).
Interface
The method by which the user inputs data and receives information and feedback is called the interface.
The interface can and will take on many forms, from keyboards and mice and screens, to touch-screen
interfaces, to holographic displays, to direct neural links.
Peripherals
Hardware that inputs or outputs specialized information to the computer is called a peripheral scanners, printers, cameras, accelerometers, network and radio connectivity, and media readers are all
kinds of peripherals.
Types of Computers
Computers take on many shapes and sizes, in Technical Advance level 5 and 6 the form computers take
changes nearly every year, however they can be defined pretty simply as:
Integrated Devices Include implanted computers and wearable computers - they are small, modestly
powerful, but are not easily lost and tend to be cutting edge.
Mobile Devices such as handheld assistants, smart phones, and gaming devices. These computers tend
to have sampler functions or are highly specialized (but not always) and tend to have long battery life.
Tablets or Slim books are mobile but usually more versatile and powerful than mobile devices, the
tradeoff is of course size and power consumption increases.
Notebooks are movable if not actually mobile, these devices tend to have, or closely approximate, the
power of a desktop but in a small all in one package that includes its own battery and display.
The Desktop makes up for is size in exchange for cost and modular nature, as they are often cheaper for
more power. Of course they are not mobile or easily moved and require a direct power source.
The Workstation like desktops trade mobility for power, the difference is cost. Workstations are cutting
edge and very powerful, but also quite expensive, but not beyond consumer availability.
Mainframe is a cluster of computers. It is powerful and probably takes up a room. Most Mainframes
serve as backbones of larger networks or manage complicated hardware that requires huge calculations.
The Supercomputer is a cluster of Mainframes. As they name implies it is super powerful, but probably
takes up a building. The cost of a supercomputer is probably outside the range of most characters.
In each advance level the cost and power of Computers changes - smaller computers are more
expensive than mid-range computers, larger computers cost a small fortune.
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Advance Level 5 Computers
Computer Form Factor
Processor Access
Storage
Cycles
Memory Capacity

Wealth
Check

Advance Level 6 Computers
Computer Form Factor
Processor Access
Storage
Cycles
Memory Capacity

Wealth
Check

Advance Level 7 Computers
Computer Form Factor
Processor Access
Storage
Cycles
Memory Capacity

Wealth
Check

Advance Level 8 Computers
Computer Form Factor
Processor Access
Storage
Cycles
Memory Capacity

Wealth
Check

Integrated Devices
Mobile Devices
Tablets or Slimbooks
Notebooks
The Desktop
The Workstation
Mainframe
Supercomputer

Integrated Devices
Mobile Devices
Tablets or Slimbooks
Notebooks
The Desktop
The Workstation
Mainframe
Supercomputer*

Integrated Devices
Mobile Devices
Tablets or Slimbooks
Notebooks
The Desktop
The Workstation
Mainframe
Supercomputer*

Integrated Devices
Mobile Devices
Tablets or Slimbooks
Notebooks
The Desktop
The Workstation
Mainframe
Supercomputer*

1
2
2
4
5
8

1
2
4
4
6
8
64

1
2
4
6
6
8
32
128

4
6
6
8
32
32
64
256

1
2
2
4
6
10

2
4
6
8
12
24
128

2
4
6
8
12
24
128
512

6
8
12
24
128
256
512
2048

3
3
8
16
24
68

4
8
16
32
64
128
512

8
16
32
128
256
512
1024
2048

32
128
256
512
1024
1532
2048
4096

60
40
30
40
85
300

25
20
25
25
35
75
200

30
20
15
20
20
30
50
150

20
15
15
25
30
40
60
120

*At the point that Supercomputers have effectively unlimited resources, they probably cannot run most Apps that players would want to use
anyway. These machines require very specific programs and programming and are not user friendly. By Advance Level 7 most supercomputers
are effectively A.I.s and may not want to deal with two-bit hackers.

3.2.9 CYBERNETICS
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3.3 ELDRITCH POWERS
Where technology is the manipulation and application of the forces of an ordered universe, it can be
said eldritch powers are the application of the forces of a universe with more loopholes. While eldritch
forces will undoubtedly break or bend the laws of physics as we know them, they do have odd rules of
their own. In Enchiridion there are two Archetypes of Eldritch Powers: Magic and Resonance.

3.3.1 ELDRITCH FORCES
Eldritch forces do not have a place in every setting; it is as simple as that. On the other hand, a highly
magical fantasy setting should feature a variety of eldritch forces and traditions. In this it is important to
have the right level of Eldritch Advancement for your setting. A game that focuses on a shadow world of
supernatural powers, monsters, and struggles should - regardless of how powerful the forces are - have
a lower Eldritch Advance level than say, an epic fantasy.
Resonance vs Magic
Two forms of eldritch power are presented below, these are Magic and Resonance. Both have a place in
some settings, but don’t belong in all settings. Magic is more fantastic, and given the broad and
interesting rules presented below, players will get more out of magic in settings that feature a high
eldritch advance level. Resonance is different, while it can be used in settings with high eldritch
advancement, it is not as varied and complex as magic. Resonance lends its self to low eldritch settings,
as well as settings that are more pseudo-science oriented.

3.3.2 MAGIC
Throughout the vast Metaverse, Magic takes many shapes and guises. It is understood as the art of
manipulating an eldritch energy, either from outside the reality (Exoteric) or from a vital force of the
reality (Empyreal).

MAGICAL ARCHETYPES
What role Magic plays in your setting is ultimately up to you as the Judge, however, below are some of
the most common Archetypes of magic that exist throughout the Metaverse. If your setting features
magic you should choose one or more of the following archetypes for magic in your setting. A setting
with an eldritch advance level of 4+ should feature at least two of the below archetypes, to ensure
diversity and allow for a magic rich setting to be filled with interesting and unique forces.
The Archetype of magic is represented through the types of Eldritch Specialties that Disciplines of that
archetype offer, and through any Mechanical Considerations that impact how that method of magic is
manifest in the rules beyond the simple flavor text.
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Animus (Empyreal): Animus is magic powered by the soul, whether the soul of the nethermancer or the
soul of a sacrifice, the magic requires vital life energies to create forces upon the world. Animus magic is
not inherently evil, in fact, animus magic should bare the convictions of the wizard whose soul powers
the spells, ergo a wicked man would weave wicked spells, but a pure-hearted maid would wield pure
magic.
Specialties: Masteries, Aspects
Mechanical Considerations: In settings that feature Animus magic, all characters should have an
additional Ability Score or Dice pool for their Soul, regardless of if they use magic or not.
Apocryphal (Exoteric): This magic is a dark and dangerous thing, as the name implies, it is false power
provided by entities vast, cruel, and unknowable. Perfect for macabre mystery settings, Apocryphal
magic is dangerous and takes a wicked toll on the mind of the magi who attempts to master these
forces. The truth of this magic is that it is simply an awful entity using the unwitting magi to gain a
foothold in the mortal world.
Specialties: Mysteries, Aspects
Mechanical Considerations: Because this power is drawn directly from an existential creature of truly
awesome and evil power, Characters should not be able to use Dice Pools for Apocryphal magic,
however, should have the option to gain Antipathy, in exchange for Additional dice that function just
like Pool dice, on a 1 to 1 basis.
Arcane (Exoteric): This is one of the basic forms of magic in the Metaverse, Arcane Sorcery is the art of
using complex rituals and incantations to compel entities, forces, and spirits from Pleroma and Astral
planes. Arcane Sorcery, while akin to Theurgy, is different in that it generally makes use of deals, loopholes, tricks and rules that bind otherworldly forces to draw upon their power rather than devotion,
prayer, and supplication.
Specialties: Masteries, Mysteries
Mechanical Considerations: Characters that use Arcane magic should have the option to use their Focus
Pool when casting spells, as most Arcane Disciplines are Memory, Resolve, or Creativity based.
Fracture (Exoteric): One of the most unusual archetypes presented here. Where other forms of exoteric
magic draw upon energy and entities beyond the caster's own realm, Fracture Magic draws power from
the boarders that separate the realms! This makes it extremely dangerous when wide spread. By
weakening the walls the separate realities, Fracture magic can accomplish nearly anything.
Specialties: Aspects
Mechanical Considerations: Like time travel, tampering with the dimensional boundaries has
unforeseeable consequences. Fracture magic should be based on Fate, and failed rolls should always
have disastrous repercussions for the magic user, including dimensional anomalies, paradoxes, and
insanity.
Geomancy (Empyreal): One of the more common forms of Magic, Geomancy draws power form some
kind of worldly energy. This mana permeates all things, and may be directly tied to the living essence of
the world. Settings that use this form of magic may include such elements as Lay Lines and Places of
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Power where mana accumulates. Geomancy is very similar to Animus magic, but focuses on the
interconnectivity of life, rather than the power of the individual soul.
Specialties: Masteries, Aspects
Mechanical Considerations: Setting that use Geomancy should include a separate Pool for magic users,
as well as environmental Magic pools for locations that are high in magical energy.
Infernal (Hybrid): Infernal magic can be either Exoteric or Empyreal, and is a dark parallel to other
magical architypes. This magic comes from something insidious and vile. It corrupts those who wield it,
tainting them slowly and surely, infecting them and seeping in to them. Whether this is power offered
by entities from the great realms, or from some unknowable darkness depends on the tradition. All the
Eldritch disciplines offered by a corruption portfolio are inherently Infernal architype.
Specialties: Masteries, Mysteries, Aspects
Mechanical Considerations: Infernal Magic should draw upon a Corruption Score as ability, seconded by
Resolve and/or Physique. Like Apocryphal, there should be no Pool associated with this magic, but
sorcerers can gain additional dice by accepting increased Corruption.
Kismet (Empyreal): As the name may imply, this magic is the power of fate, or more accurately, chance.
Kismet magic is not generally going to be the flashy kind of sorcery you see in other Archetypes but is
just as powerful. This magic is essentially a force that changes the rules of the universe just long enough
to make things happen, much like Fracture magic, just less dramatic.
Specialties: Aspects
Mechanical Considerations: Kismet should be based on Fate, and possibly have its own Pool for magic
users. Playing with fate means playing with the balance; for every time the Kismet user changes things
to have great fortune, some misfortune will befall them or those around them.
Materia (Empyreal): Unlike most of the methods above, Materia Magic focuses on a supernatural
material that is the key to magic. In some settings the material may be so common it is not unlike
Geomancy, with places of power and the energy from the materia permeating everything, in others it
may be so rare that there is no way to use magic without a personal piece of materia. This material is
usually a crystalline stone called Dithicite, and may have other unique properties as well.
Specialties: Masteries, Aspects
Mechanical Considerations: Settings that use Materia Magic should not have a dice pool for spell
casters, rather, dice can be stored in the material, and used to cast spells, with Reason or Creativity the
Ability Scores for magical Disciplines, although a Magical Ability Score works just as well.
Theurgy (Exoteric): The second basic form of magic in the Metaverse, theurgy is the act of calling upon
specific entities from the Astral plane - Usually (but not always) Gods or God-like beings: the Archon.
Like the Arcane Sorcerer, the use of complex rituals and invocations are requires, but it is the theurgists
devotion, belief, and supplication that drive the intervention of their patron powers unlike arcane magic.
Specialties: Mysteries, Aspects
Mechanical Considerations: Characters that use Theurgy magic should have the option to use their
Focus Pool when casting spells, as most Theurgist Disciplines are Empathy, Resolve, or Memory based.
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Word (Empyreal): This archetype is suited for a variety of settings, Word magic is power brought about
through some ancient tongue "the language of creation", and those who learn to speak the words of
power command their very reality. Speaking the words correctly is however, not enough. The speaker
must have the imagination to envision the force they wish to evoke.
Specialties: Masteries, Mysteries
Mechanical Considerations: Like Arcane Sorcery, Word magic should draw upon the Focus Pool,
Creativity and Memory should be the Ability Scores for Word Magic. If the character cannot Speak (or
write, possibly), they cannot make magic.
Empyreal vs Exoteric
It is rarely important where a character's magic comes from, unless they try to leave their reality, of
course. This is the reason Magic has been divided in to Empyreal and Exoteric forces - with perhaps one
exception, Empyreal magic does not work in other realities, whereas Exoteric magic does. For many
sagas this may not mean much, for others in may be the driving force behind the entire setting. It is
especially relevant in Metaverse campaigns.
For more on Metaversal travel, the implications of magic across dimensions, and the importance of
magic to the hierarchy of realities, see section 4.

USING MAGIC
To cast a spell they know, a magic user must succeed the Spell's VS on a Mastery, Mystery, or Aspect
specialty Action roll.
Disciplines and Specialties
When a character learns a Magical Discipline, they are learning one magical tradition, method of magical
practice, or the theosophy of one god (or one of the Pantheon’s traditions). Each such Discipline will
contain several specialties, standard skill Specialties and more exotic Eldritch Specialties: Masteries,
Mysteries, and Aspects.
Masteries, Mysteries, and Aspects
Eldritch Specialties are what define and separate Eldritch Disciplines. Unlike regular specialties that are
mundane (if extraordinary) skills and capabilities, Eldritch Specialties are supernatural powers. Within
Magic, there are three kinds of Eldritch Specialties, and the archetype of the magical Discipline will
dictated what Kind of specialties are available:
Masteries are arcane Specialties, associated with bending external forces and entities to the will of the
caster. Masteries often are associated with Wizards, Warlocks, and other spell casters that look to
control powers greater than themselves.
Masteries are Intricate Specialties.
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Mysteries are theosophy Specialties, the kind that learn to entreat, invoke, and draw upon entities and
forces. Unlike Masteries that are command and control, Mysteries are pleas, prayers and riddles that
open the caster to external forces that she may be a conduit.
Mysteries are Challenging Specialties.
Aspects are instinctual Specialties which draw out and manifest the caster’s intrinsic powers. Aspects
are associated with magic that is innate to the caster, such as racial abilities, soul magic, and granted
powers.
Aspects are Simple Specialties.
Spells and Rituals
Characters learn spells by increasing their rank with an Eldritch Specialty (or through talents and
modifiers). Each Eldritch Specialty contains a number of spells, with each rank in the Specialty, a spell
caster learns one or more spells from that Specialty’s Spell list.
Spells have static VS to cast properly. The power, range, and effectiveness of each spell that a magic
caster knows are dependent on their rank with that individual spell’s Specialty. For example, if an Arcane
Sorcerer attempting to summon a fire spirit with his Elemental Mastery (Rank 3) spell Conjure Elemental
Spirit (VS 20) and succeeds his casting roll, he would invoke a Rank 3 (his Elemental Mastery rank) Fire
Spirit to fight for him.
The power and complexity of a spell determines the spell's VS. When creating spells, very powerful
magic can have the VS reduced by increased casting time, adding material or ritual components, or
requiring a kind of sacrifice. This is how complex and powerful rituals are created, and cast. Many spells
have casting times in excess of 8 or 9 initiative dice. These spells take several full rounds to cast; as such
there is a risk that the caster will be interrupted before they have completed the spell. See section 1.4
for more Distractions and Interruptions.
Spell Duration
Most spells have a Duration of Instant or Concentration.
Instant spells take effect immediately, and then disappear, such as most attack spells, healing,
divinations, and teleportation.
Concentration spells require that the Caster spend one free action each turn maintaining the magic; as
characters only have one free action each turn, spell casters attempting to maintain multiple
Concentration spells must spend 1 Initiative Die per spell beyond the first they wish to maintain.
Fixed spells (those with Fixed durations) once cast remain active until a set amount of time or
circumstances are met. Such spells are often much more difficult to cast, but will last as long as the
duration period of the spell is set for, regardless of the caster.
Resisting Magic
Magic is resisted in one of three ways: If the spell generates physical energy of some kind, whether it is a
bolt of lightning, spray of acid, or hurtling a boulder the target may use any standard defensive specialty,
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such as Dodge, Deflect, and Soak. Furthermore, normal armor can protect versus this kind of magical
attack. However, spells that target the mind, spirit, or other non-physical aspect of the character, or
target the character through supernatural means are resisted through a Resistance check, lessening or
avoiding the impact of the spell. Alternatively, a magical Defensive Specialty such as Counter Spell and
Mental Evasion may be used to overcome the magic if applicable.

LEARNING SPELLS
Characters learn spells by increasing their rank in an eldritch specialty, or any time thereafter if they
have not yet learned a spell. Each rank, a character may attempt to learn a new spell, either one they
have in a Grimoire or other form, from a teacher, or from research. Once the spell is chosen and the
character has time, they must spend eight full hours in study or meditation, at the end of which they
may attempt to learn the spell by beating the spell’s casting VS on a normal specialty roll. The character
may not use focus or other pool dice on this roll, and if the roll fails, may not attempt to learn that spell
again until they increase a rank in the chosen specialty.
Spell Suites
While there is no limit to the number of spells a character can know, there is a limit to the number of
spells as specialty can teach a character. This is called the spell suite. Generally a specialty will have a
large number of spells associated with it, and it is up to the character to choose which spells they learn.
Masteries can teach a character up to 20 spells, Mysteries can teach a character up to 10 spells, and
Aspects can teach a character up to 5 spells.
Depending on the specialty these may be predetermined and set in a spell suite, as with many Aspects,
or they could be practically limitless and part of a huge catalogue of spells known to practitioners of the
particular specialty – as is common with Masteries.
Grimoires
Because there are limits to the number of spells a magic user can simply cast at will, many casters will
keep a Grimoire – a spell book or text where they will record rituals and spells that they have
researched, found, or are simply too complicated to memorize. These spell books act as a place to store
arcane knowledge and are as such often encrypted or indecipherable to someone without the
appropriate skill (such as the Arcane Literacy Specialty).
Characters can attempt to learn spells contained within a grimoire when they increase a specialty rank
and have not already tried to learn a spell. Additionally, some casters may be able to cast a spell from a
Grimoire through the use of a technique such as Ritual Book.
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3.3.3 RESONANCE
Resonance, also called Psionic powers, is that act of exerting the power of the mind over the self and the
outside world, 'mind over matter', essentially. Whether this is the power of a gifted psychic, or the result
of dedicated monastic training, resonance differs from magic in that it is not the command of eldritch
force, but the force of will over matter, energy, time, space, or the body.
Psionic abilities are a popular element in science fiction and contemporary settings because they are
often understood as less 'mystical', and regularly explained with pseudo-science. Should you choose to
include them in your game, remember that these effect can be much more versatile than magic, if less
powerful and world breaking.

PSIONIC SCIENCES
The five Resonance specialties, the Psionic Sciences form the foundation for all psionic ability. First, a
Science has a direct application, second a Science can be augmented or applied through Psionic
Techniques that are specific power sets rather than the more generic application of the ability. As
Specialties, the Sciences follow that layout, below:
Biotic (Physique)
Intricate
Actions and Applications: The Biotic Science, also called biofeedback, is the ability to master internal
biological functions. A character with this Science can you the Biotic specialty to recover from injuries,
poisons and toxins, pain, and fear. As a general rule a character with this specialty can use Biotic in place
of any Resistance roll to overcome a physiological effect as well as Fear effects, or attempt to overcome
such effects. Advanced application of Biotic Science include techniques that resist damage, slow aging,
alter the body, and modify the very building blocks of life. Any modification of the biological systems of
the user or another falls under this Science.
Feats:
Regeneration: The character can recover Science Rank points of damage with a successful
Action roll. This requires one full round of concentration. The VS depends of the durability rank of the
damage: Wounds VS 15, Shock VS 25, and Blackout VS is 40. The most severe damage must be healed
first, i.e. the character cannot recover Wounds until Shock damage is fully recovered.
Overcome poison or toxin: The Save VS of the Poison or Toxins.
Overcome Fear: Fear effect VS.
Overcome Pain: Specific Pain Rank VS.
Psychokinesis (Resolve)
Intricate
Actions and Applications: A character who possesses the Psychokinetic Science has the awesome ability
to move objects through the power of their mind. The mass of the object sets the difficulty, and the
target must be one connected object, e.g. a person, a car filled with people, a bucket, or a bucket of
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water. In this fashion multiple targets can be lifted with the same action check. Advanced psychokinetic
techniques include the ability to fly, fire telekinetic blasts, heat or cool objects, even master electricity
and electromagnetism. The ability to effect physical systems without physical interaction fall under the
portfolio of the Psychokinesis science.
Feats:
Lift: A psychokinetic may lift and manipulate objects with their mind. The VS 1 per 2 Kilograms
of mass, however, they suffer encumbrance just like lifting objects with the body. Psychokinetic
encumbrance is based on twice the character’s Resolve Ability Score (Resolve x2). The degree of control
and precision depends largely on the task and person, while the character could use this Science to
perform a Specialty at range, they would still need to see or hear their work, as such, the range for fine
control such as fighting, lock picking, or crafting is 3 meters. Additionally objects move slowly, equal to
the Psion’s walking speed. Offensively this Science is surprisingly limited, most attacks will do 1D10
damage, or weapon damage, whichever is greater.
Telepathy (Empathy)
Intricate
Actions and Applications: The ability to intercept and project the thoughts and feelings of another is the
power of the telepathic science. Characters can use this science to intercept the surface thoughts of
nearby people, send telepathic messages, and even feel a person’s current emotional state. Some of the
advanced Telepathic techniques include group and long distance communication, causing hallucinations
and confusion, and even extracting or altering the memories of the subject. In all cases the target is
entitled to a Resistance VS the Telepath’s Science roll to resist unwanted intrusions of the mind.
Feats:
Read: This allows the character to “hear” the surface thoughts of the target. Creatures rarely
think in simple words, so this is probably a jumbled and complicated stream of conscious activity.
Language, culture, and species will all come in to play. The telepath will receive glimpses of imagery,
words, and concepts that may be confusing without context. The VS to decipher this depends:
VS 15: Learn the subject’s current mood, train of thought, and activity.
VS 25: Identify the whether the subject is being forthright or obfuscating in a conversation.
VS 30: Detect the presence of Antipathy in the subject.
Project: By sending out their thoughts the telepath can communicate with another. While to
communicate in words the subject must be able to understand the telepath’s language, the character
can just as easily send emotions and vague imagery. This will allow Fellowship test across language and
species barriers if the Telepath rolls successfully.
VS 15: Communicate with someone who speaks the same language.
VS 25: Communicate across a language barrier.
VS 30: Give a general impression to an animal.
Telepresence (Creativity)
Intricate
Actions and Applications: The ability to perceive things outside the scope of the human senses, the
teleprecence science allows the user to project their senses a great, almost limitless distance. The key to
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this is a point of reference – an object, picture, or even strong attachment. Telepresence has many
applications such as gaining intelligence, scouting, and espionage. The advanced techniques of this
science allow the Psion to witness the past, future, and even activate psionic abilities through their
distant visions. Clever use of these techniques could let the Psion find people, places, and things thought
lost, and learn secrets long buried.
Feats:
Remote viewing: The basic application of remote viewing is the ability to witness a person,
place, or thing in real time at distance. The character must possess something relevant to the target: a
personal belonging, a piece of an object, or a photograph of a location. Creatures that are well known
and close to the psion require no other bond. Once active, the character’s senses will be sent to the
target as long as the character concentrates. The number of senses that the character sends dictates the
VS, the Base VS is 15 to send one sense such as sight or hearing, +10 per additional sense. Normally a
character cannot activate additional psionic sciences through remote viewing.
Teleportation (Reason)
Intricate
Actions and Applications: The ability to travel without moving, Teleportation is an awesome Science
that allows the Psion to shift through the fabric of time and space, instantly crossing a huge distance.
Like Telepresence the character must be able to see, or have some kind of link to the target location,
and the strength of this link as well as the mass of the character’s cargo figures in to the difficulty to
make a teleport. There is no danger of missing a teleport, such as teleporting into solid mater, a failed
roll means the psion simply does not teleport. That said, inertia and momentum are preserved when
teleporting at speed. This is the major danger of teleporting while falling or teleporting from a moving
car. Advanced teleportation techniques include the ability to teleport objects through touch, phasing
through matter, even slowing the effects of time on the psychic.
Feats:
Teleport: This resonance allows the psychic to move through space without traveling. Generally,
the distance is irrelevant, so long as the Psion has a clear connection to the site – either having visited
the location, seeing it clearly, or possessing a reference to it, such as a picture or video. This sets the
basic difficulty of the teleportation. The mass of the cargo the character wishes to transport with them,
including clothing and equipment, then effects the difficulty.
VS 15: A very familiar location, someplace visited often.
VS 25: A location visited at least once, a location that is clearly visible from the starting point.
VS 35: Someplace seen only in a recent picture or video.
VS +50: Someplace more than ten thousand kilometers away.
VS +5: Each 3 Kg of mass teleported along with the psion.

USING PSIONIC RESONANCE
To use a Resonance ability, a psychic must succeed a power's total VS on a Science specialty Action
Roll. To use a science, the character must possess the specialty.
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Specialties
Resonance is based on the five Psionic Sciences, specialties that a character can learn. Each of the
Sciences is a power that the player can use, with a VS determined by the effect the player is trying to
accomplish. For example the Psychokinetic Science allows the character to move objects with the power
of their mind, the mass of the object determining the VS to move the target.
The Psionic Sciences are Intricate Specialties.
Techniques
The Sciences form the groundwork for more advanced Psionic Techniques. Like regular Techniques, the
Psionic Techniques modify how a specialty is used. In this case a Psionic Technique is a special
application of a Resonance Science with a predetermined VS, not unlike a spell. Psionic Disciplines are
not limited in the number of Psionic Techniques it may have, and Psionic Techniques do not increase the
cost of a Discipline.
Psionic Techniques cost 2 Essence to acquire.
Disciplines and Talents
While there are potentially infinite number of Disciplines, Talents and Techniques associated with
resonance, there are only five psionic specialties, the sciences. Like all specialties the Science are learned
as part of a Discipline, and that Discipline but bare the same ability score as the Science.
Activating Psionics
Activating resonance has an Initiative Dice cost of 1. A psionic can only maintain one psionic Science at a
time – although they could maintain multiple targets of the same science, such as lifting multiple objects
psychokinetically, or speaking with more than one person telepathically. Regardless, unless the
character possesses some technique or modifier that allows them to activate more than one power at a
time, they could not say, lift the target telekinetically and then assault their mind telepathically.
Psionic Duration
All psionic powers have duration of Instant or Concentration.
Instant psionic effects take effect immediately, and then disappear, such as throwing someone with
telekinesis, seeing danger before it happens, or folding time-space to leap across the world. The basic
Biotic and Teleportation Sciences are instant effects.
Concentration powers require that the Psion spend one free action each turn maintaining the psychic
effects; as characters only have one free action each turn, psychics attempting to maintain multiple
Concentration effects must spend 1 Initiative Die per additional psychic effect they are trying to
maintain. There is an exception to this rule of course, and that is powers that have the Subconscious
technique added. Such effects can usually be maintained so long as the Psion is conscious!
Psychokinetic, telepathic, and telepresence sciences have at duration of Concentration.
Range and Area of Effect
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Unlike spells with a specific range, a resonance power has a range of line of sight or touch, depending on
the specific power. With the exception of Biotic and Teleportation, the Sciences have a range of Line of
Sight – the Psion bust be able to perceive and clearly make out the target, so this is about 150 meters.
Resonance have either one target or an area of effect. Each additional target or area of effect requires
the Psion activate the power again for the new target or area. In most cases the target's size or ability
scores determine the difficulty of the feat. This is not to say that a power cannot affect multiple targets;
for example Teleportation allows the Psion to teleport himself and a number of kg of weight vast
distances so long as they are all touching - this could be multiple people holding hands or a crate full of
supplies. The same principle applies to telekinesis - so long as the objects are all connected or held
together they can be affected by the same power check.
Resisting Psionic Resonance
Resonance is resisted in one of two ways. In the case of a psionic attack against the target’s biology or
mind, the defender is entitled to a Resistance VS the psychic’s Science Specialty Role to resist a specific
psionic attack or effect. Usually this will be a Biotic or Telepathic attack. On the other hand,
Psychokinetic and teleportation attacks will invoke a Dodge or similar specialty, unless a very specific or
clever attack is made, in which case a Resistance roll may be called for.
Psionic Resonance as Superpowers
In a contemporary setting that features super-powered vigilantes, the Psionic Resonance rules are the
most suited for use as the super-human powers of these heroes. In fact, many of these comic-book
characters' powers are described in terms of psychic ability or similar mutations.
Psionic Resonance as Martial Arts Powers
Chi or Ki are an idea of universal energy that exists in most eastern martial art traditions as a
harmonious energy. In High eldritch settings magic may be very suitable for use as an eastern
philosophy, but in low eldritch settings, biotic, telepresent, even some psychokinetic psychic abilities
born from rigorous martial and spiritual training work just as well.

3.3.4 CREATING ELDRITCH DISCIPLINES, SPELLS, AND POWERS
Eldritch disciplines are broken down in to Magic and Resonance. Both are very powerful, but also very
different. The rules for creating individual Disciplines is actually almost identical to the rules for crafting
standard disciplines presented in Section 2.2.

CRAFTING MAGIC DISCIPLINES AND SPELLS
Magical Disciplines each represent one magical tradition, method of magic, or the theosophy of one god
or similar entity. The more broad and complicated the tradition, the higher the essence cost. The
essence cost for Magical disciplines is calculated much like that of standard disciplines: Base Cost of 5 +
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Number of Specialties + Number of Techniques - Prerequisites. The Ability Score used depends of the
Archetype of the Discipline.
Step One: Concept, Archetype and Ability
Just as with standard disciplines, before you create your Magical tradition, come up with a clear idea of
where this kind of magic came from, why it exists, and what it does. Each Magical Discipline is a school
of thought on the archetype of magic in the setting. Once you have a Concept, select an associated
Ability Score for the discipline based on the Archetype of magic, as all Magical Disciplines have a base
cost of 5.
Table 3.3.1

Archetype

Ability Score Options

Animus (Empyreal)
Soul, Resolve, Empathy
Apocryphal (Exoteric)
Resolve, Empathy, Antipathy
Arcane (Exoteric)
Memory, Creativity, Reason
Fracture (Exoteric)
Fate, Floating
Geomancy (Empyreal)
Empathy, Reason, Mana
Infernal (Hybrid)
Resolve, Physique, Corruption
Kismet (Empyreal)
Fate, Creativity
Materia (Empyreal)
Reason, Creativity, Mana
Theurgy (Exoteric)
Empathy, Memory, Resolve
Word (Empyreal)
Memory, Creativity
"I" Denotes a Floating Ability Score
"B" Denotes an optional disability score.

Remember, each discipline under an Ability Score increases that Ability Score by 10. Magical Disciplines
are no different. However, Magical Disciplines that use a form of Corruption or a character's Antipathy
as the Ability Score also increase these values by 10!
Step Two: Specialties and Eldritch Specialties
As with Standard Specialties, each Magical Specialty normal Specialty increases the cost of the Discipline
by 2. Just like regular disciplines, a Magic Discipline should include at least two specialties, one regular
skill and one Eldritch Specialty - no less. Most magical Disciplines include skill specialties like arcane
languages, research, cryptography, alchemy, and the like. Combat oriented magic Disciplines may even
include weapons skills and defensive specialties! As always, look to the example disciplines for
inspiration as needed.
Eldritch Specialties: Mastery, Mystery, or Aspect
Like Normal Specialties, Eldritch Specialties are Actions, things that a character can do. Unlike normal
specialties, that action is invoking a spell, prayer, or special ability. When creating an Eldritch Specialty,
the Archetype (as the source of magical energy) dictates the type of Eldritch Specialties that Disciplines
from that Archetype feature. Details on Creating Unique Eldritch Specialties can be found below.
Whether they are Mastery Specialties, Mystery Specialties, or Aspect Specialties, Eldritch Specialties act
as a suite of spells, prayers, and abilities that character may learn and cast, as well as their skill at doing
so. Each rank in an Eldritch Specialty gives a character one spell from that Specialty’s Spell List.
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Characters can learn spells at an augmented rate through Techniques such as Adept Wizard.
Additionally, talents and modifiers can increase the number or rate of spells learned.
Step Three: Techniques
Each Technique a Discipline has increases the cost of the Discipline by 2. Magical Techniques often have
profound impact on how magic is used by the character; they can change spells, Eldritch Specialties, or
even grant unusual abilities! However, Techniques are, as always, not action rolls, but methods of using
magic in new ways.
Technique Effect

+1 Spell per Mastery Specialty rank, with Masteries from discipline
+1 Spell per Specialty rank, with Aspect or Mystery Specialties from discipline
+1 Free Chance with a single Specialty’s spells
Soak with a defensive spell that normally does not soak (Specialty rank roll)
Improve the Explode range on Action or Spell Effect rolls by 1
Alter the effect of one Aspect's spells on the fly, changing spell's VS
+1 Resistance to one Specialty of magic, element, or other magical attack type
Magic Action Pool with dice purchased with Essence, 2 per die
Magic Action Pool with dice gained by accruing 5 Corruption or Antipathy per
die
Magic Action Pool with dice derived from Ability Scores
Unique/Original Effect*

*Take a look at Modifiers and the Techniques in other Disciplines to get an idea of what you would like to do.

Cost
+5
+8
+5
+8
+10
+10
+3
+3
+8

+15
Var.

Like specialties, each technique must be purchase and is not automatically granted. The essence cost of
a Technique depends on what it does; most magical Techniques change spells or how an Eldritch
Specialty is used. There is a pretty clear definition of what a Technique can do, and thus the cost is
calculated on the table above. As with specialties if you are having trouble coming up with original
Techniques, use the examples.
Step Four: Prerequisites
Lastly, Magical Disciplines may have requirements before they can be learned, just like other disciplines.
Almost all magical discipline prerequisites are a Talent or Modifier that grants the character a Magic
Action pool of some kind. Apocryphal or Infernal Disciplines may require Antipathy or Corruption before
they can be learned. Because Prerequisites decrease the cost of the discipline, a Discipline should have
Prerequisites only if absolutely relevant.
Prerequisites

A Discipline with no other prerequisites, or a mundane Specialty
A Discipline with other prerequisites
An Eldritch Specialty
At least 10 Antipathy, Corruption, or similar effect.
A Technique
A Talent
A Modifier
A Specific Deed of Experience*
Non-mechanical/role play specific prerequisite**
Unique/Original Prerequisite***

Cost
-1
-2
-2
-3
-3
-2
-1
-3
-3
-2

*Specific Deeds of Experience mean that the character must have completed the task and applied a deed of experience to the deed at the end of the chapter, such as slaying a dragon,
completing a rigorous challenge, or finding the ancient crystal of knowledge
**Non-mechanical or Role Play specific prerequisites mean that the Discipline can only be learned under a situation that the player must role play out, such as convincing the last master to
teach him, losing a loved one in a violent and horrifying manner, or inventing the discipline entirely.
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***There could be other stranger prerequisites – a combat discipline that only functions with one specific enchanted sword, a Discipline that requires the effects of a Spell to learn or use, or a
Discipline based on situational modifiers (magic that only functions during the equinox, etc.)

Crafting Eldritch Specialties and Spells
Magic can, by its very definition do almost anything. Spells represent the power of magical disciplines.
Each spell is a very specific application of magical power that creates specific effects; magic users
depend on their arsenal of unique spells. When creating Spells, it is important to remember that the
more powerful the eldritch force, the harder it is to control. The rules allow for virtually any magic to be
created, but the cost of super powerful spells is that the VS for such magic are absurdly high!
Step One: Eldritch Specialty and Spell Suite
The first step in creating an Eldritch Specialty, and its suite of Spells, is to pick the type of magical effects
and spells you want in the suite. Creating an Eldritch specialty without a clear idea of what is should be
able to do can be daunting. Elemental Mastery for example summons and commands one of the
classical elements from Pleroma, whereas Sanguine Aspect allows a vampire to command and compel
victims. Eldritch Specialties are divided in to three groups that relate to the Discipline’s Archetype:
Masteries are Specialties that command, compel, or control a force or entity. For example spells that
summon and command an elemental entity, summon an attack from bound demon, conjure up magical
armor. The effect of the spell matters less that the source of the power for the magic – if it comes from
beyond the caster, and the caster is using some method to command it, then that is a Mastery Specialty.
Masteries are Intricate Specialties, and may have up to 20 Spells in the suite.
Mysteries are Specialties that invoke, entreat, and pray to a force or power. These specialties call upon
the miracles and intervention of entities and energies through devotion. The forces that respond to the
caster’s call do so because they wish to, not because the must. Equally, if the power is responding to the
desire and heart of the caster, not his will and command, it is a Mystery Specialty. Mysteries are
Challenging Specialties, and may have up to 10 Spells in the suite.
Aspects are Specialties that manifest, direct, and alter internal energy or innate powers. If the power is
within the caster – even in the form of Corruption – or if the caster is the lens through which an internal
force is made real, the Specialty is an Aspect. Aspects are Simple Specialties, but may only have 5 Spells.
With the specialty type decided, and the number of spells available to the specialty, it time to create the
individual spells:
Step Two: Creating Spells
In Enchiridion, each spell is an absolutely unique combination of thematic and mechanical elements.
Spells have no levels, nor are they broken up by school of thought or effect. Rather, all spells belong to a
family of spells that a character can learn from a Spell Suite, under an Eldritch Specialty. What sets more
powerful rituals apart from the simple hexes is their difficulty to cast – the spell’s VS. A spell’s VS is
determined by the Effects of the spell – the more powerful the effects, the higher the VS.
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Spell effects are broken in to four types: Range, Duration, and Area of Effect, Direct Effects, Indirect
Effects and Modifiers. A spell can only have one range, duration and area of effect - in fact MUST have
one range duration, and area of effect. However, it can have as many and as complicated of effects as
desired so long as it has at least one effect. By mixing and matching the effects the follow you should be
able to create virtually any spell you can imagine. The only real limitation is that very powerful spells will
have obscenely high VS to cast unless really ridiculous Constraints are added to the spell.
Spell Range, Duration, or Area of Effect

Range: Self or by touch
Range: 10 meters per Specialty rank, per +1 to VS
Range: Unlimited but must see, know, or have a connection to target
Range: Across Realities or dimensions
Duration: Instant (1 Action)
Duration: Concentration
Duration: 1 Scene
Duration: 1 Day per Specialty Rank
Duration: Until next Lunar/Solar/Esoteric Cycle such as full moon, winter solstice, or reincarnation of a repeating entity
Duration: Until triggered, such as a ward or until a magic phrase is spoken
Duration: Permanent
Area of Effect: One Target no VS, +2 VS for each additional target with-in range.
Area of Effect: Sphere with a diameter of 1 meter per +1 VS, range added separately.
Area of Effect: A sheet or wall that is 9 meters squared per +1 VS, or a sheet that is 9m2 per Specialty rank for +5 VS
Area of Effect: A cone emanating from the caster, with an end size of 1/2 the Range. Range added separately.
Area of Effect: A cylinder emanating from the caster, 0.3 meters in diameter per +2 VS. Range added separately.
Area of Effect: Chaining: Spell will jump to next target within half range, and inflict half effect, halving each jump.

Spell Direct Effects

Type* Damage or Heal: 1 damage for each +1 VS up to 4 or 1D10 per +5 VS
Type* Damage or Heal: 1D10 per Specialty rank or D10 Damage based on 2 Ability Scores calculated on Table 2.4.2
Type* Damage or Heal: D10 Damage based on 1 Ability Score calculated on Table 2.4.2
Protection: Armor Rank increases by +1 per +1 VS
Protection: Add 1D10 to Soak incoming damage with, or use Specialty rank for +10
Weaken: Armor Rank Decreases by -1 per +2 VS
Weaken: Damage dice explode on a 8, 9, or 10
Action Roll Challenge Modifier: + 5 per Dice Challenge imposed on target(s)
Increase or decrease Action Pool: +5 per Die for Focus, Endurance, and Floating Pools. +10 per die for initiative pool.
Increase or decrease Ability Score for how movement, encumbrance, melee damage or recovery is calculated
Increase or decrease Ability Score for the purpose of how Resistance, Durability, or Chances are calculated
Increase or decrease an Ability Score: +10 VS per +/-10 to the Ability Score
Increase or decrease creature Size category: +10 VS per size to/from tiny to medium, +15 to/from medium to colossal
Grant Specialty, +2 per rank, +10 VS for a specialty the caster knows, +20 for one they does not
Grant Technique or Talent, VS=Cost +10 if the caster knows, +20 if the caster does not
Grant Spell The caster knows (but not the specialty to cast the spell)VS=1/2 Granted Spell’s VS
Remove a Specialty or Technique +15 VS, +20 VS if it is an FX Specialty or Technique
Cause a Flaw: VS = 10+Flaw bonus points (Victim DOES NOT gain essence from this curse)
Grant Superior Sense: Hawk vision, See auras, hear surface thoughts, detect spirits
Grant Additional form of locomotion to a creature (flight, swimming, burrowing, water walking)
Increase Locomotion speed by one multiple, i.e. double base speed
Grant or remove normal human sense to a creature (hearing, sight, smell and taste, touch, balance, pain)
Paralyze a Limb
Change a creatures appearance - facial structure, eye color or shape, hair or fur color,
Transform a creature into another species. Mass and size remains unchanged.
Add or Remove Trivial Memories (Name and face of a person you just met, memories of a city you've never been)
Add or Remove Significant Memories (Name of parents, home nation, rank and title, name of betrothed)
Add or Remove Essential Memories (Name, identity, cultural elements, memories of true love)
Summon immaterial or illusionary objects or images (visible and can make sounds, have no physical effect)
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VS

0
+1/10 meters
X2
X4
0
+10
X3
X4
X5
X10
X50
0, +2/target
+1/m sphere
+1/+5
+4
+2/0.3m wide
+5 VS/jump

VS

+1/+5
+15
+10
+1
+5/dice
+2/-1 Armor
+7
+5
+15
+2 VS per +/10
+5 VS per +/10
+10 VS per 10
+10/+15
+2/rank
Cost
Half spell VS
+15/20
10+cost
+5
+15
+8
+10
+3
+8
+15
+10
+20
+35
+10

Summon Inanimate object: +5 VS/Kilogram of common material/ little value, +5 VS per gram of rare, precious, or
special
Summon or banish creature/entity: +10 VS per Risk level, +20 to enslave/compel the creature
Alter the shape or structure of an object +15 VS for 10 Kg per Specialty rank, +25 VS to reshape a living being.
Alter the material of an object +25 VS, 1 Kg per Specialty rank, +40 VS to make precious material, +80 to effect living
beings
Animate otherwise inanimate objects: +10 VS, +10 VS per Risk if it can fight, +15 VS for Unusual form of locomotion
Move or control an object: +5 VS per 10 simulated Strength (use for weight ) speed is based on size
Teleport an intervening distance based on range: +30 VS, +25 per person/100Kg
Cause Death or Resurrect the dead: Succeed a VS of the casting roll or die, or roll spell VS to come back to life

*If the spell inflicts damage, choose one of the standard Damage types save Kinetic. All Spells also have the Type of Eldritch, regardless of the secondary damage type.

Spell Indirect Effects

Reveal Obscure Knowledge (Locating a hidden door, revealing traps, deciphering an recent encrypted message)
Reveal Lost or Otherworldly Knowledge (Finding a missing person or lost treasure, reading magic, speaking with spirits)
Reveal Knowledge unknown to the world (Decoding an ancient magical tome, contacting an ancient elder god)
Reveal Impossible or unknowable knowledge (decrypt an ancient deity’s codex, revealing an old one’s true name)
Create or negate sounds or lights - no physical impact, +20 to effect a creature (invisibility/stealth)
Create illusionary objects or scenery - no physical impact - area of effect dependent
Create Illusionary creatures or people - no physical impact - area of effect dependent
Create a portal linking two distant points: range dependent, portal is 1 meter in diameter per +15 VS
Ward: Creatures cannot touch target or enter ward area without succeeding resistance check
Absorb: Damage of particular energy signature heals target (heat, lightning, raw magic)
Invulnerability: Damage of a particular energy signature is ignored completely (heat, lightning, Eldritch)
Reflection: Damage is reflected back upon an attacker from the target
Ensnare: Contact with the target or area snares creatures, and a Strength check VS Casting roll +5 is needed to escape
Dispel: This will instantly negate another spell with duration. However, the VS to cast this effect is equal to the target
effects casting roll +10; or all spells cast at the target in the area have their VS increased by the spells casting roll.
Command/Compel: +15 VS for a single suggestion, +25 to enthrall for duration, +35 to rob of all free will.
Possession: Caster's Body left in a coma: +30 VS, Caster physically enters the target: + 45 VS
Form Pocket Dimension: Area of Effect: Sphere dependent.
Speed or Slow time: For each +25 VS relative time is affected two fold, so to make one person ten times as fast as the
outside world would have a VS of 125!
Increase or decrease temperature: Each degree C change is +1 VS, does not cause damage.
Change Weather: +15 VS per Kilometer radius around casting point, or +40 for 1Km per Specialty Rank, +15 for very
unusual or out of season, +25 for impossible or dangerous (raining stone or frogs, dangerous whether deals 1D10
damage every scene to those caught in it, can be stacked with Damage effects.)
Trigger geological event: This can Trigger (but not halt) massive geological events such as earthquakes and volcanoes at
the judge's discretion. +30 VS per Kilometer radius effected or +60 for 1Km per Specialty Rank, +20 to cause damage
(1D10 damage every scene caught in it, can be stacked with Damage effects.)

Spell Modifiers

Damage Quality*: Add the Quality associated with the spell’s Damage Type, or change Type to Kinetic.
Damage Quality*: Add Conductive, Searing, Freezing, or Burning to any Damage Type
Damage Quality: Energy that only effects Living, Nonliving, or spirit, and will bypass non-effected material (such as
armor)
Damage Effect: Causes Injuries
Damage Effect: Absorb: Damage done by spell is transferred to caster, healing them
Damage Quality*: Threat, Rending, or Stun - The spell has a Threat or Rending of 1 per +3 to the VS
Protection Effect: Armor Rank or Soak are x2/x5/x10 better against ONE attack type for x2/x3/x5VS
Protection Effect: Ignore all incoming damage Threat
Protection: Allow Soak to add Resistance
Inflict Antipathy: +15 VS per point of antipathy inflicted
Inflict Fear: Anxiety: +15 VS, Terror: +5 VS + Terror effect VS (terror VS 20 would add +25 to the spell VS)
Inflict Pain: Rank One Pain: +15 VS, Rank Two Pain: +25 VS, Rank Three Pain: +40 VS
Inflict Fatigue: +15 VS per Rank caused
Inflict Corruption: +15 VS per point of Corruption inflicted. If the caster has corruption VS is +10 per point
Causes knockback of 1D10 Meters
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+5 per
+10/
+15/+25
+25/40/+80
+10
+5
+30/+25
+50

VS

+5
+10
+20
+50
+10
+15
+20
+15/m
+30
+30
+50
+20
+15
+10
+15/25/35
+30/+45
+40
+25
+1
+15 or more
+30 or More

VS

+5
+10
+15
+10
+15
+3/point
x2/x3/x5
+15
+8
+15/point
+15/+5
+15/25/40
+15
+15/+10
+5

Dormant until triggered: Once the spell is cast it lays dormant on the target until it is triggered by a specific event,
circumstance or key word, at which point the spell activates.
Contagious: This spell must have a single target area of effect. For the duration of the spell anyone this target touches is
subject to the spell. For +15 VS the spell is half effect, for +20 Full effects, x2VS if the new targets are also contagious.
Selective Targeting: This spell will only effect those people the caster wishes it to, regardless of Area of effect or
modifiers
Accurate: Spells that require an attack roll receive an addition Action Die to roll for each +5 VS for the spell
Lasting power: Non-instant spells do not just vanish after the duration, but fade: 75% first unit, 50% next, 25% final unit
before vanishing. Time units are +15 VS for rounds, +20 VS for Scenes, and +40 VS for days
Subtle Casting: The spell is intentionally subtle and cannot have constraints that are dramatic, +5 VS
Combined Casting: For each additional spell caster of the same archetype with the specialty, add their Specialty rank to
the primary caster’s to determine leveled effects OR add their Ranks to the primary caster’s Casting Roll. +20/+15 VS
Mundane Specialty: The Spell is learned from an Eldritch Specialty, but uses a Para-magical Specialty such as Alchemy,
Rune carving, or Painting rather than the parent Eldritch Specialty!

+10
+15/20/x2
+10
+5/D10
+15/20/40
+5
+20/+15
+15

*Damage Qualities are discussed in both section 3.2 and section 1.3

Stacking Effects, Modifiers and implied effects:
There are a great many effects listed above, and should, hypothetically allow you to create any spell you
desire. However, there are some effects that are implied through the proper combinations of effects
and modifiers. For example, adding the Increase Time effect and the Paralysis effect with could create a
horrifying spell that ages a creature to death in a matter of moments! Combining the Animate Object
effect with permanency and Contagion could be used to create contagious zombies! Ultimately, it is the
judge’s discretion as to what the limits of any magic are; however, the rules are intentionally left open
to interpretation and implication.
Step Three: Constraints
The VS of simple spells adds up fast, a simple attack spell can have a VS or over 30, making it very
challenging for inexperienced spell casters to cast. To balance this out, spells can have Constraints. Like
Effects and Modifiers, Constraints change the VS of the spell, lowering it, in exchange for Casting or
Effect limitations. Most commonly increased casting time, material components, or difficult
maintenance of the spell is chosen, but there are many more limitations that can be placed on a spell to
decrease the base VS.
Archetype Constraints
Any spell with VS of 15 or higher is subject to certain inherent limitations based on the origin of its
power. These are called Archetype Constraints, and they fundamental to how magic works. Below are
the standard archetype constraints for each. Remember these constraints reduce a spell’s VS:
Table 3.3.5a

Archetype

Animus (Empyreal)
Apocryphal (Exoteric)
Arcane (Exoteric)
Fracture (Exoteric)
Geomancy (Empyreal)
Infernal (Hybrid)
Kismet (Empyreal)
Materia (Empyreal)
Theurgy (Exoteric)
Word (Empyreal)

Constraints

Requires Pool OR Sacrifice
Ritual Component OR Antipathy
Verbal OR Ritual Component
Backlash OR Collateral Damage
Requires Pool OR Casting Time
Corruption OR Blood Magic
Resistible OR Backlash
Material Component
Verbal OR Ritual Component
Verbal Component Always
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Table 3.3.5b

Spell Constraints

Requires pool dice: To cast the spell dice must be spent from an Action Pool. These dice are not rolled. -5 VS per die
cost
Casting Time: Each additional Initiative die needed to cast the spell reduces the VS by 3. These dice are not rolled, If the
spell requires more initiative dice then the character has in one Round, the casting takes more than one round to cast.
Dramatic: The Spell casting and effects are dramatic, bright, noisy, or in other ways very obvious. It is impossible to hide
who cast the spell or that it is a spell, this also makes the caster easy to spot in poor visibility and from afar.
Esoteric Component: Things like a full moon, celestial alignment, a being sacrificed born from a magic blood line. An
esoteric component rarity decreases the cost (common, uncommon, rare, unique, impossible) by -5/degree of scarcity
Target limitation: The Spell only has an effect one very specific group, or cannot have an effect the same person twice.
Verbal Component: To cast the spell the user must be able to speak audibly and legibly
Material Component: An object or ingredient is needed to cast the spell. For -2 it is not consumed in the casting, for -5
the material is consumed (destroyed). The value of the item (common, uncommon, rare, unique, impossible) increases
the deduction from the VS by -5 per step up in value from Common.
Ritual Component: The caster must prepare a stage or alter taking at least one scene, and then perform a complicated
ritual, taking one scene/day/week/month/year.
Sacrificial Component: A creature’s life must be taken to cast the spell, for -5 only roll dice from the creatures pools
Mudra: The Spell requires the caster to perform bizarre and difficult hand and body motions. It cannot be cast
otherwise.
Implement: The spell requires a specially crafted tool (wand, staff, orb, etc) to cast. The item is unique to the caster and
must be specially crafted. Multiple spells may require the same implement.
Corruption: Casting the spell give the character 1 point of corruption for each -15 VS
Antipathy: The magic stretches the mind, when cast gives the character 1 Antipathy, per -10 to the spells VS
Fatigue: The spell causes the caster one rank of Fatigue per -5 VS, up to -15 (the caster will pass out)
Difficult Concentration: The spell requires additional effort to maintain, require one additional action (initiative die) per
-3
Blood Magic: The spell requires blood be spilled by the caster, each point of damage the caster must take before casting
-2
Backlash: If the spell fails or hits the VS the caster suffers a violent backlash: 1D10 damage per point they miss the VS
by
Esoteric Cost: Like Backlash but the spell will have unforeseeable consequences: a roll will fail at some future point
Resistible: Those attempting to resist the effects of the spell do so as if the Caster’s roll was 5 less per -3 to the spell VS
Secondary Skill: To complete the spell requires an additional specialty roll against the Spell’s VSor target's resistance
such as an Alchemy, Calligraphy, or Weapon Skill attack roll.

VS

-5/Die
-3 per Die, up
to -30
-3 for obvious,
-5 if traceable
-5 for each
degree
-10
-2
-5 for each
degree
-10/20/30/40
or 50
-2/-5 per Risk
-5
-3
-15/point
-10/point
-5/10/15
-3/die
-2/point
-10
-5
-3 per 5
-7

Calculating VS
Once you have generated all the mechanical effects of your spell, and added constraints it’s time to add
it all up. Spell creation follows a stander order of operation: Add all your Effect and Modifier VS
together, but do not multiply it yet if the spell has multipliers. Next deduct all your constraints. Finally
add all the multipliers together and multiply your cumulated VS to find your spell’s final casting VS.
Minimum VS
No spell, regardless of its effects or constraints can have VS less than 5. Any spell that did would be
impractical or too costly to cast, requiring far too much for the otherwise menial effects it creates.
Spell Flavor
Finally, make sure to give your spell some flavor – it is, after all, magic! Just because you can use building
blocks to create the spells mechanics does not mean you should ignore the best part of creating your
own magic: adding the touches that make it unique. What does it look like? What are the spiritual
implications of the spell? Does your fire attack spell summon a fragment of the elemental demon, a little
fiery sprite that slams in to your enemies? It's your spell; make it colorful, memorable, and above all –
yours.
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CRAFTING RESONANCE DISCIPLINES AND TECHNIQUES
Resonance Disciplines each represent one manifestation of mental power or tradition of mental practice
of one Science. A Discipline can only have one Science specialty, but may have an unlimited number of
Psionic techniques at no additional cost to the Discipline. The essence cost for Resonance disciplines is
calculated much like that of standard disciplines: Base Cost of 8 + Number of Specialties + Number of
Standard Techniques - Prerequisites. The Ability Score used depends of the Discipline’s Science.
Step One: Science
The First step in creating a resonance Discipline is the Science. The Science will decide what ability score
the Discipline falls under, and the effects of the Psionic Techniques that can be crafted:
Table 3.3.6a

Science
Biotic
Psychokinetic
Telepathic
Telepresent
Teleportation

Ability
Physique
Resolve
Empathy
Creativity
Reason

Step Two: Specialties
Each Resonance Discipline will include the Psionic Science and at least one standard specialty – no less.
As with standard Disciplines, each Specialty increases the cost of the Discipline by 1. Most Resonance
Disciplines include skill specialties like meditation, bio-feedback, body hardening, and the like. Combat
oriented Resonance Disciplines may even include targeting skills and defensive specialties centered on
resonance powers. If you need inspiration, look to the examples.
Psionic Synergy: In rare cases where a character has more than one Resonance Discipline of the same
Science, they are considered to have Psionic Synergy. Like normal Synergy, this will add one free chance
with that power.
Step Three: Standard Techniques
As with all Disciplines, each Technique a Discipline has increases the cost of the Discipline by 2. While
Psionic Techniques often allow the character to perform amazing stunts with their powers, Standard
Techniques should enable the psion to use their resonance abilities in new and interesting ways.
Remember, Techniques are not action rolls, Techniques should change action rolls.
Technique Effect

+1 Resistance to powers from one Science
+20 to one Ability Score for how a variable of the Science Is calculated.
Activate and Maintain one specific Science or Psion Technique in addition to other abilities
Activate resonance in place of a specific combat specialty (teleport dodge, telekinetic weapons)
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Cost
+3
+10
+10
+4

Immunity to one specific Psionic Technique the character also possesses
Increase focus dice recover through Meditation or similar specialty
Maintain a certain power with a duration of Concentration, without costing a free action, or while unconscious.
Psychic Action Pool with dice derived from Ability Scores
Psychic Action Pool with dice gained by accruing 5 Antipathy per die
Psychic Action Pool with dice purchased with Essence, 2 per die
Store Focus Dice in a crystal or gemstone to use at a later time
The VS is decreased by 10 when the Power used against specific targets (telepathy on animals, telekinesis on metal)
Unique/Original Effect*

*Take a look at Modifiers and the Techniques in other Disciplines to get an idea of what you would like to do.

+7
+4
+10
+15
+8
+6
+8
+5
Var.

Step Four: Prerequisites
Resonance Disciplines may, and often do, have requirements before they can be developed. More often
than other disciplines, Resonance disciplines will require an inherent talent or modifier before they can
be developed. This talent need not necessarily grant an action pool, at least for psionic resonance, as the
Focus Pool suffices very well for such mental exercises. Because Prerequisites decrease the cost of the
discipline, a Discipline should have Prerequisites only if absolutely relevant.
Prerequisites

A Discipline with no other prerequisites
A Discipline with other prerequisites
A Specialty or Resonance Science
At least 10 Antipathy, Corruption, or similar effect.
A Technique
A Talent
A Modifier
A Specific Deed of Experience*
Non-mechanical/role play specific prerequisite**
Unique/Original Prerequisite***

Cost
-1
-2
-2
-2
-1
-3
-2
-3
-3
-2

*Specific Deeds of Experience mean that the character must have completed the task and applied a deed of experience to the deed at the end of the chapter, such as slaying a dragon,
completing a rigorous challenge, or finding the ancient crystal of knowledge
**Non-mechanical or Role Play specific prerequisites mean that the Discipline can only be learned under a situation that the player must role play out, such as convincing the last master to
teach him, losing a loved one in a violent and horrifying manner, or inventing the discipline entirely.
***There could be other stranger prerequisites – a combat discipline that only functions with one specific enchanted sword, a Discipline that requires the effects of a Spell to learn or use, or a
Discipline based on situational modifiers (magic that only functions during the equinox, etc.)

Creating Psionic Techniques
Resonance, unlike magic, has effects that are at the discretion of the user. It also has techniques that are
specific applications of psionic powers, with otherwise set VS. These effects are not unlike spells, and
are built in much the same way – by mixing and matching mechanical effects, modifiers and constraints.
Step One: Science
The first step in creating a psionic technique is to select the appropriate Science for the ability. Biotic
techniques should effect the biological functions of the psychic or a target, a technique that fires a bolt
of telekinetic force would be a Psychokinetic ability. The effects available to a technique are grouped by
Science in step two. Additionally, the parent science also dictates how the ability would be resisted in
combat.
Step Two: Range and Effects
Building the actual Psionic technique, you will first select the range or area of the ability, then the
distinct effects of the technique. Each will increase the VS necessary to activate the technique with the
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parent Science Specialty. Range or area is unique in that each range or area will increase eth VS
differently depending on the science of the Psionic Technique. The Science will also determine what
Effects a power may have. Like spells, all these are simply generic mechanical effects, uniquely
combined – the flavor and important distinctions come from the creator.
Resonance Range and Area

Range: Self or by touch
Range: Line of Sight (see “Using Psionic Resonance” above.)
Range: Unlimited but must see, know, or have a connection to target
Area of Effect: Self or One Target
Area of Effect: Sphere with a diameter of 1 meter per +VS value, range
added separately.
Area of Effect: A sheet or wall that is 9 meters squared per VS value

Biotic

P.Kinetic

Telepathic

Telepres.

Teleport

+0
X3
X5
+0
X2

+5
+0
X6
+0
X3

+5
+0
X2
+0
X2

+0
X2
+5
+0
X3

+0
X3
X2
+0
X5

X3

X2

X4

X2

X2

Biotic Effects

VS

Add physiological characteristic such as gills or lungs, immunity to a specific toxin, polarized eyes, or wings) – mass
remains unchanged.
Armor Rank increases by +1
Cause a Genetic disease or mutation**
Cause vivid hallucinations in one of the six primary senses
Change physiological characteristic such as shape, organ positioning, or bone structure. The creature’s mass remains
unchanged.
Cure a disease caused by an infection
Cure a genetic disease** or repair organ damage (including Option Injuries)
Increase or decrease an Ability Score: +/-10 to the Ability Score for self/other
Inflict Fatigue per rank caused
Inflict Pain per rank caused
Modify Genetic material**
Paralyze or Seize control of a Limb
Soak incoming damage (roll Power Rank D10)
Type* Damage or Heal: 1 damage for each +1 VS up to 4 or 1D10 per +5 VS
Type* Damage or Heal: 1D10 per Specialty rank or D10 Damage based on 2 Ability Scores calculated on Table 2.4.2
Type* Damage or Heal: D10 Damage based on 1 Ability Score calculated on Table 2.4.2

+15
+25
+3/+8
+10
+5
+30
+8
+5
+1/+5
+15
+10

Psychokinetic Effects

VS

*Biotic psionic techniques are limited to Chemical, Electric, Heat, and Toxic damage types. If eldritch damage types are in play, Necrotic is also an option.
** An appropriate Specialties and Techniques such as Lab Methodology, or Biochemestry is required to perform these complicated tasks.

Armor Rank increases by +1
Cause an object to become radioactive through change in atomic structure**
Cool and object or part of an object
Direct and control decreased thermal energy (cold)
Direct and control the flow of one Energy types, such as thermal, electromagnetic, or hard radiation
Harden or soften a solid object: +VS per kg
Heat an object or part of an object
Launch small objects at an extreme speed for Kinetic damage: 1D10 per Specialty rank
Lift and propel self through the air: +VS per multiple of walking speed
Remove radioactive property from an unstable material**
Selectively alter molecular structure, forming new molecules or compounds**
Soak incoming damage (roll Power Rank D10)
Type* Damage or Heal: 1 damage for each +1 VS up to 4 or 1D10 per +5 VS
Type* Damage or Heal: 1D10 per Specialty rank or D10 Damage based on 2 Ability Scores calculated on Table 2.4.2
Type* Damage or Heal: D10 Damage based on 1 Ability Score calculated on Table 2.4.2

*Psychokinetic abilities are limited to Heat, Electrical, Radiation, cold and Kinetic damage types.
**An appropriate Specialties and Techniques such as Lab Methodology, or Physics is required to perform these complicated tasks.

Telepathic Effects

Add or Remove Essential Memories (Name, identity, cultural elements, memories of true love)
Add or Remove Significant Memories (Name of parents, home nation, rank and title, name of betrothed)
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+25
+3
+25
+10
+15

+5
+20
+8
+15
+20
+4/kg
+10
+20
+25
+25
+30
+3
+1/+5
+15
+10

VS

+45
+30

Add or Remove Trivial Memories (Name and face of a person you just met, memories of a city you’ve never been)
Block or disable one of the six primary sense.
Create a mental barrier against telepathic interception or communication, increasing the VS to reach the psion’s mind
by their power roll.
Create hallucinatory creatures or people – no physical impact – area of effect dependent
Create hallucinatory objects or scenery – no physical impact – area of effect dependent
Create hallucinatory sounds or lights – no physical impact – area of effect dependent
Cloud the mind making something or someone invisible or unseen
Disrupt a psionic power being maintained in range
Extract and learn Essential information (nuclear access codes, darkest secret, worst fear) in the form of one targeted or
specific question.
Extract and learn Significant information (Name of parents, secret lover, or happiest moment) in the form of a few
targeted or specific question.
Extract and learn Trivial information (what was for lunch, a conversation from earlier that day) in the form of several
targeted or specific question.
Implant a specific targeted suggestion, urge or impulse (lust, self-destructive ideas, doubt, trust, or concern)
Implant Specialty the Psion knows up to the psion’s rank in said specialty
Implant Technique the Psion knows
Inflict Antipathy: +15 VS per point of antipathy inflicted
Inflict hallucinatory Fear: Anxiety. +15
Inflict hallucinatory Fear: Terror. Terror rank +10.
Inflict Pain per rank caused +15
Mental Stun: Specialty Attack VS Resistance, Stun of 1 per +5 VS.
Open a creature’s mind to psionic potential*
Possession: Psion's Body left in a coma: +30 VS
Project Emotions, influencing a target’s Attitude or Posture

*This may be the prerequisite to Psionic abilities. The VS should reflect the presence of Psionic in the setting.

Telepresence Effects

Acquire a Specialty through psychic osmosis
Acquire a Technique through psychic osmosis
Action Prescience: Declare actions in combat retroactively
Action Prescience: Take chances after actions are rolled
Divine the presence and direction of the target within range
Perceive Spiritual or incorporeal entities
Project the psion’s spirit in to pleroma. Psion's Body left in meditation.
Project the psion’s spirit in to the astral shore. Psion's Body left in meditation.
Project the Psion’s Spirit into the physical world. Psion's Body left in meditation.
See auras indicating anomic and xenophyte creatures and plane of origin
See auras indicating things such as level of essence and axis
See auras showing the presence of corruption or eldritch capability
See the emanations of eldritch force in the setting such as magic and magical materials
Witness 1 Scene of time from past year through the target’s eyes*
Witness 1 Scene of time from the present, at range
Witness glimpses and vague visions of 1 Turn of time from upcoming scene**

*The target can be an objects, person or place.
**Observing the future changes it, this can only give general ideas about the future and what may come to pass.

Teleportation Effects

Accelerate: Act for one round in a world that is frozen in time.
Anchor of space: Prevent Teleportation within area.
Become intangible, passing through solid material and weapons.
Open a portal like wormhole to a distant location. Aperture is 1 meter in diameter.
Phase Attack: shift a melee weapon past armor and defenses.
Summon remote object to the character. +15 for Modifiers or bound objects, +25 for equipment.
Teleport into pleroma
Teleport object by touch. VS calculated by mass as per Teleportation Science.
Teleport to the Astral shore
Temporal leap: Teleport one round into the future.
Temporal regression: Reverse the flow of time one round. This is not limited to the Psion’s time frame.
Type* Damage: 1D10 per +4 VS
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+15
+15
+20
+35
+25
+15
+40
+15
+45
+30
+15
+30
+20/rank
Cost X2
+15
+15
Rank+10
+15/rank
+5/Stun
Special
+30
+15

VS

+10/rank
Cost X2
+20
+10
+15
+10
+30
+30
+25
+15
+15
+20
+20
+25
+20
+30

VS

+30
+25
+30
+35
+15
+15/+25
+35
+10
+40
+40
+50
+4/D10

Waypoint: Create a location that can be effortlessly (no roll needed) teleported to

*Teleportation attacks are limited to kinetic and entropic type damage.

+35

Step Three: Modifiers and Constraints
Now that you have the core effects of the technique, it is time to add specific modifiers to the effects.
Modifiers are general mechanical attributes of the technique that can be applied to almost any psi
ability, and modify that technique. Constraints make the power easier to activate by adding specific
limitations or circumstances necessary to activate the technique.
Resonance Modifiers

Accurate: Powers that require an attack roll receive an addition Action Die to roll for each +5 VS for the technique.
Combined Mind: For each additional psion with the specialty, add their Specialty rank to the primary caster’s to
determine leveled effects OR add their Ranks to the primary psion’s power activation Roll. +20/+15 VS
Contagious: This power must have a single target. For the duration of the technique anyone this target touches is
subject to the power. For +15 VS the technique is half effect, for +20 Full effects, x2VS if the new targets are also
contagious.
Damage Effect: Absorb: Damage done by power is transferred to caster, healing them
Damage Effect: Causes Injuries
Damage Quality*: Add Conductive, Searing, Freezing, or Burning to any Damage Type
Damage Quality*: Add the Quality associated with the technique’s Damage Type, or change Type to Kinetic.
Damage Quality*: Threat, Rending, or Stun - The technique has a Threat or Rending of 1 per +3 to the VS
Dormant until triggered: Once the power is activated it lays dormant on the target until it is triggered by a specific
event, circumstance or key word, at which point the power comes into effect.
Lasting power: Non-instant powers do not just vanish after the duration, but fade: 75% first unit, 50% next, 25% final
unit before vanishing. Time units are +15 VS for rounds, +20 VS for Scenes, and +40 VS for days
Protection Effect: Armor Rank or Soak are x2/x5/x10 better against ONE attack type for x2/x3/x5VS
Protection Effect: Ignore all incoming damage Threat
Selective Targeting: This power will only effect those people the psion wishes it to, regardless of Area of effect

Resonance Constraints

Antipathy: The power stretches the mind, when activated inflicts 1 Antipathy, per -10 to the techniques VS on the Psion
Backlash: If the technique fails or hits the VS the caster suffers a violent backlash: 1D10 damage per point they miss the
VS by
Casting Time: Each additional Initiative die needed to activate the power reduces the VS by 3. These dice are not rolled,
If the technique requires more initiative dice then the character has in one Round, the casting takes more than one
round to cast.
Difficult Concentration: The power requires great effort to maintain, requiring one additional initiative die per -3
Dramatic: The power and effects are dramatic, bright, noisy, or in other ways very obvious. It is impossible to hide who
activate the power or that it is unnatural, this also makes the caster easy to spot in poor visibility and from afar.
Fatigue: The technique causes the Psion one rank of Fatigue per -5 VS, up to -15 (the caster will pass out)
Mudra: The power requires the psion to perform bizarre and difficult hand and body motions. It cannot be activated
otherwise.
Requires pool dice: To activate the power dice must be spent from an Action Pool. These dice are not rolled. -5 VS per
die cost
Resistible: Those attempting to resist the effects of the power do so as if the psion’s roll was 5 less per -3 to the
technique VS
Ritual Component: The caster must prepare a stage or alter taking at least one scene, and then perform a complicated
ritual, taking one scene/day/week/month/year.
Sacrificial Component: A creature’s life must be taken to activate the power, for -5 only roll dice from the creature’s
pools
Secondary Technique: The power requires knowledge of the intricate systems involved, specifically a specialty that
provides such knowledge such as Biochemistry Solutions, Physics Solutions, or similar.
Target limitation: The Technique only has an effect one very specific group, or cannot have an effect the same person
twice.
Violent cost: The power damages the psion, each point of damage to the psion decreases the VS -2

Calculating VS
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VS

+5/D10
+20/+15
+15/20/x2
+15
+10
+10
+5
+3/point
+10
+15/20/40
x2/x3/x5
+15
+10

VS

-10/point
-10
-3 per Die, up
to -30
-3/die
-3 for obvious,
-5 if traceable
-5/10/15
-5
-5/Die
-3 per 5
-10/20/30/40
or 50
-2/-5 per Risk
-5
-10
-2/point

Once you have generated all the mechanical effects for a resonance technique, and added constraints,
it’s time to add it all up. Like spell creation, resonance follows a stander order of operation: Add all your
Effect and Modifier VS together, but do not multiply it yet if the technique has multipliers. Next deduct
all your constraints. Finally add all the multipliers together and multiply your cumulated VS to find your
technique’s VS.
Minimum VS
No Resonance ability, regardless of its effects or constraints can have VS less than 5. Any such technique
that did would be too hampered and limited it use, requiring far too much for the otherwise menial
effect of the application of psionic power.
Psionic Flavor
Finally, remember, resonance comes from the mind, it is the power to bend and shape reality through
the ingress of consciousness. Just because you can use building blocks to create the resonance
mechanics does not mean you should ignore the best part of creating your own powers: adding the
touches that make it unique. What does it look like? What are the mental costs? It's your power; make it
colorful, memorable, and above all – yours.

3.3.5 ELDRITCH CODEX
The Disciplines below follow the same format and structure as the disciplines and specialties in the
previous codex. Adaptations of these eldritch disciplines will probably be seen again in further Sagas.
Each was created using the rules above, and written to be open to modification and interpretation.

ELDRITCH DISCIPLINES
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3.3.6 ELDRITCH ARTIFACTS
Any tool or implement that is imbued with eldritch power is considered an Eldritch Artifact. In fantastic
settings, weapons and armor enchanted with magic are standard of the genre. In more contemporary
settings that feature eldritch powers ancient amulets and modern contrivances play pivotal roles in
thrilling tales of supernatural suspense.
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3.4 HIERARCHY OF REALITIES
3.4.1 THE METAVERSE
Imagine if you will, that there is an infinite number of worlds, each unique, similar, yet different. In each
of these universes the rules are varied, as are the fundamental properties that we take for granted.
Now, imagine these worlds are all connected by a vast ever present membrane that divides and contains
them. This is the Metaverse, and as its name implies it is the setting that all the settings are nested
within.
The Metaverse can be imagined as three separate planes – the first, and most essential is Core Reality.
This is the realm of universes and time. The second is Pleroma, the Primal Reality, an infinite sea of
chaos and potential – it is synonymous with ideas such as sub-space or elemental realms. From Pleroma
universes in Core reality are born, and to it they return. The last is Astral, or Existential Reality. This is
the realm of ideas, thoughts and impossible things. In this realm live the spirits, gods and demons of
mortal theosophy.

CELESTIOGRAPHY
The term Celestiography refers to the order and organization of the components of the Metaverse.
While it is impossible to map the moving, changing, ever impossible nature of the Metaverse, it is
possible to understand the position, separation, and connections of all the differing portions that make
up the various agents of existence.
To visualize the architecture of the Metaverse, fist think of an infinite ocean of energy - this is Pleroma,
an absolute and vast sea of possibility. Within Pleroma float the universes of Core Reality, so many and
so infinite that they are all touching and jostling up against one another. They are however divided those that are more ordered 'float up', those that are less ordered 'sink down', thus the great rift
between them, created within the non-space of Pleroma its self. As one approaches the higher order
realities, the membrane of Pleroma takes on the quantum nature of probability and non-dimensionality,
whereas among the lower order realities the in-between takes on the characteristics of elemental and
eldritch powers.
Yet, Pleroma is the realm of possibilities and energy, and the universes that it separates are the
creations of probable and real physicality. Those things that are impossible, those things of imagination,
dream and consciousness seep out of the lower order realities and form the existential plane - ever
separated from Pleroma by the low order realities that have given rise to it and ever distant from the
high order realities that have no space for impossible things.

TIME AND THE METAVERSE
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The inherent problem with the metaverse is time. Different realties were conceived at different points,
or age differently. In high order realities especially things like the relativistic effects of gravity can bend
and warp time. This means that time travel, by the very definition of the metaverse, is permissible (even
if only by entering closely linked parallel realities). So how does one keep time strait?
Well for starters, Time on the Astral Plane is non-relativistic, and by all accounts seems to be constant. A
character can never enter the Astral before the moment they last left, and more importantly will always
return after an amount of time consistent to their personal experience. Meaning a character who leaves
the astral plane and experiences three months, the next time they return to the astral plane three
months will have passed.
This effect is known as the Aeonic Gnomon – The Dial of Ages.

3.4.2 CORE REALITY
The entire infinity of multiple and parallel universes that make up the spiraling expanse of possible
existence comprise what is known throughout the Metaverse as Core Reality. Core reality is infinitely
infinite, but, that does not mean that it is unknowable. The universes of Core Reality can be categorized,
and more importantly, assigned coordinates, based on aspects of the existence within them, and their
impact of the existences beyond them.
High Order Realities
While the name might imply that high order realities are somehow better that other realities, this is
simply a description of how internally organized and inflexible the laws of the universe are. Essentially a
high order reality is one with strict laws of physical and metaphysical existence. These realities tend to
develop high technical advance levels because the physical laws are nearly perfectly predictable and the
scientific method works in them reliably.
Low Order Realities
By contrast, Low Order realities are universes that have rather flexible or somewhat unpredictable laws.
These universes tend to develop forces such as Magic and Resonance by virtue of their ability to
conform to the perception and will of consciousness. However, as such, these universes don’t regularly
develop high technical advance levels. Low Order Realities may be more fantastic, but they also may
give rise to the development and exploitation of advanced "science", technology that exploits the
unpredictable laws of the universe.
Dead Realities
Not all universes are coherent enough to bloom in to their own existence, some universes are either to
disorganized or occasionally too weak from inception to ever become vast infinite ever expanding
creations. These so called Dead Realities are ones that are simply too small, too weak, or too improbable
to exist. Such are universes that are slowly being consumed by the Metaverse, rather than joining the
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endless cycle of universal rebirth. Dead Realities tend to have the most flexible laws of all, very close to
Pleroma or the Astral where will and perception alone define the universal constants.

3.4.3 EXISTENTIAL REALITY: THE ASTRAL PLANE
Of all existence the Existential Reality is the most bizarre and unfathomable. Here, time space mind and
matter are all one. Here, physical laws are meaningless. It is at best challenging to define this existence;
the Astral Plane may only exist because consciousness and beliefs exist, blooming from the thinking
minds of all the infinite number of creatures. Or, it could be that thinking minds draw upon this reality.
The astral plane is itself not unlike Pleroma – within it there are nearly infinite and vast universes,
known as Realms and Kingdoms. And like Pleroma there is the space outside these creations, known as
The Wilds. This is the end of all similarities. The places in the Astral are not creations of any physical
laws, rather they are birthed by the will of immense and powerful beings, as often as not these powers
are the deities and demons of the mortal races.

ASTRAL CELESTIOGRAPHY
Realms
Pockets of the astral plane that have been shaped and recreated by a being or beings with immense
power are known as Realms. These beings usually feed upon the strength of belief siphoned from the
Core Realities, or from the collective energy of innumerable slaves or tortured souls. Their power and
the conviction of their mortal subjugates allows for vast regions of the Astral to be shaped according to
the will of the power. This also creates a link to the Core Realities from where the power draws in belief
and will. These corridors through Metaversal space are however, two ways. Any realm that draws upon
core reality may be drawn upon by those in core reality with the will and knowledge to command the
existential beings!
Realms are often the size of planets and the Great realms are even larger, yet by comparison to a true
universe, miniscule. Unlike the worlds of core reality, Realm takes on the physical properties and laws
deemed by their creator, as such within realms many of the rules of Astral Plane do not apply. Rather
than ever changing and subject to the will and imagination of those who perceive it, the realms become
fixed, static, and defined by specific and sometimes obscure existential laws. Beings born from these
Realms inherit these rules, and become subject to them. It is through this that many forms of exoteric
magic function – just as technology exploits physical laws, this magic exploits eldritch laws.
Kingdoms
The Astral Plane is far from empty, and unlike Pleroma, far from uninhabitable. Not all creatures that
live in the Astral Plan are Existential beings of thought, belief, and impossibility. In fact, an
overwhelming majority of the life on the Astral plane are beings from, or descended from the Core
Realities! Those that have colonized the Astral Plane inevitably form or migrate to Kingdoms. Kingdoms
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are like Realms in that the astral Plan conforms to those with enough will and power. The scope, and
impact, is simply smaller. Usually cities or even nation states mostly maintained through the collective
will of the inhabitants, it is not at all uncommon to find powerful sorcerers at the head of these outposts
in the wilderness of existential reality.
The largest Kingdoms of the Astral Plane are known far and wide, and the greatest among them is the
City of Io, also known as The Great Ring and the Soul gate. Io is widely considered the “center” of the
astral plan, although such distinctions are meaningless, because it is from the soul gate that the river
Acheron flows. Another Kingdoms of note is Yggdrasil, a Kingdom centered on a massive corridor nexus.
The Wilds
In the astral, anyplace that isn’t someplace is referred to as the wilds. This is the plane in its natural
state: a chaotic ever-changing expanse of pure impossibility. It is widely agreed that the wilds best
resemble a desert, shifting and moving as if the sands move through time faster than those who witness
it. While up and down are difficult to begin to explain, what people recognize as the “sky” looks
something like looking up at the surface from under water most of the time. Some people say that if you
stair too long there things swimming up there. Other say those that lose their minds looking at the sky
too long become astral raiders.
Gravity and movement are another issue with the astral wilds. People who move through the wilds tend
to walk, because they expect gravity – so there is gravity. The same odd rules seem to command almost
everything else. This is the ultimate trick of the wilds though – space, time, matter are all relative, so the
consciousness becomes the power of the realm. If you spend enough time in the wilds you become as
strong, and fast, and tough as you think you are. The wilds are dangerous because of this phenomena –
people can and do loose themselves to the effect; these wilders become known as Astral Raiders,
nomadic madmen roaming that astral attacking anyone and anything for any reason. But this trick also
means you're usually only as far from a place as it takes for you to realize you're already there. As long
as you don’t run in to something that's not where you want to be.
And the Wilds are far from empty; things that simply couldn’t exist in the Core for very long have a
tendency to slip through the cracks and end up on the astral plane – impossible materials, formations,
and occasionally creatures. No one really understands why or how things from low order realities end up
on the astral, just that they do, and so the wilds are filled with a lot of things that are a bit hard to
explain or describe, and exert their own force on the wilds. Some of the more interesting locations
include fallen Kingdoms that are slowly returning to the astral wilds, but the most dangerous are the
fragments of fallen realms - these are not places one should want to go.
Corridors
While traversing the wilds might be as easy as thinking your way to where you want to go, traveling
between kingdoms, realms and the Core Realities, is not. Corridors are some kind of naturally occurring
events that exist throughout the Astral. These whirling tunnels through the not-space of the astral plane
and connect realms and kingdoms to core reality in some manner that is not even remotely understood.
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Corridors are often compared to a tornado knocked on its sides snaking across the wilds - as their
"mouths" are invisible; when one reaches the openings which are often fixed near realms and large
kingdoms, an uncomfortable vertigo and pulling sensation are the only indicators of the opening.
Existential natives - or beings who may as well be given the length of time they have inhabited the
plane, rely on these corridors, as most true existential creatures are unable to travel through the wilds in
the same fashion and their Core reality counterparts. This makes their ability to use them all the more
important and their defense of them all the more fierce.
The Astral Shore
With the exception of powerful magic and ancient corridors when someone or something arrives in the
astral plane they arrive at one of two locations: Io, the City of Souls or the Astral shore. That astral shore
is the nearest part of the astral wilds, if you can call it that, to the core realities. This is an exceptionally
lawless and chaotic region of the wilds that appears not unlike a sandy beach at the edge of a tireless
ocean of liquid silver. The ocean – as far as any can tell is the barrier that separated this from there.
Needless to say, things that drift into the astral realm by accident or intent but have no means of
navigating the realm of though wash up here. Impossible things, creatures and unlucky people spirited
away. This makes the shore the ideal hunting ground for astral raiders, scavengers, and other far more
terrible things.

THE NINE GREAT REALMS
Of all the realms, there are nine that stand apart in both size and importance. These nine are home to
multiple pantheons of extremely powerful beings, and have given rise to the overwhelming majority of
xenophytes in the metaverse. Regardless of how immense, the Nine Great Realms are not static,
unchanging things. In fact, centuries ago a huge war shook the astral realm; gods, giants, and ancient
archons warred, destroying realms, and giving rise to new ones.
The Infernal Realms
Hellish lands of torment and domination, the infernal realms are truly horrific. Regardless of their
origins, these realms became the domain of cruel entities of punish and torment. Now, the Infernal
Realms are powered by tortured souls, and imprisoned giants.
Makhon
Once, the greatest city of the High Heaven of Vilon, ancient mutiny broke into civil war and one of
mightiest of the Shaddai tore the city from the realm and from these ruins forged his own domain.
Makhon is the realm of corruption, cruelty, and power. A mockery of the High Heaven, here many of the
Asura were born, and many infernal and fallen Archons have flocked to Samael’s banner. Unlike other
infernal realms powered by faith or damnation, the Archons of the realm are often more than eager to
offer aid and power to the core realities in exchange for souls and pacts. Souls taken by the Archons of
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Makhon are often twisted into becoming Ahriman and Valravn. This makes the realm unique in that few
of the mighty beings here are worshiped like gods – just feared, and sometimes, brokered with.
Tartarus
This stony realm is filled with lakes of fire and jagged rock not unlike the primordial worlds – a domain of
torment and fear, here fire giants and ancient beasts dwell. Long ago this realm was home to old and
mighty Risar who fashioned a kingdom from which to rule and raid countless worlds. Eventually, some
came to be worshiped as gods which gave birth to a vast expanse in the realm as the souls of the dead
rained upon its shores. In ancient times, a new breed of gods imprison their immortal enemies here, and
eventually they came to use this realm as a house of punishment and torture, the wardens of these
damned beings giving rise to all manner of horrors and Asura.
Niflheim
Rime, ice, and cold – Niflheim is a realm of mist and frost and one of the oldest in the astral. So old in
fact that it has been known by many names. Ancient legends say that Niflheim is a remnant of a core
reality that somehow survived the Rift, and was then drug down into the astral through the will of some
terrible force. Souls lost in the Astral wilds seem to find this cold harbor somehow, mingling in to the
very mists and darkness. Besides the hungry souls of the lost, giants and sith have come to make parts of
this realm home. But even they fear the ancient things that lurk deep in the ice.
The Bright Realms
While the astral is a strange, sometimes unfathomable place, it’s not always a cruel place. The bright
realms are ancient bastions of the guardians and benefactors of the core reality. While these being are
not cruel, they are not necessarily nice.
Vilon
Known as the High Heaven, Vilon is the realm of light and glory. A vast radiant plane of white, like being
above the clouds, Vilon is made up a great floating continents and islands, at the center of which is the
white gold city of An-Araboth. The High Heaven is home to the Shaddai and the Ishim, and host to some
of the greatest of the benevolent Archons. Benevolent realm of light or not, even now the conflict that
gave rise to the realm of Makhon still wages, and the greatest of the Shaddai and Ishim bare terrible
arms against the infernal realm, and all who deal with them.
Elysium
Forged by giants who once ruled mortal worlds, the realm of Elysium takes the shape of great
mountainous islands in a vast shallow ocean. Over the ages, many creatures and great Archons have
settled these islands, the largest of which is a great and impossibly tall mountain called the Ouros,
surrounded by shining isle that are not unlike a paradise. Perhaps because of these verdant lands and
temperate nature, many of the Archons of Elysium are indulgent and selfish, having settled this realm
because of its comforts.
Ithavoll
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Forged from the ashes of one of the older great realms during the terrible war that shook the astral and
spawned Makhon, Ithavoll is cold realm of imposing glacial mountains, vast verdant fields, and stormy
seas. Here Rephaim warriors known as Einherjar drink and celebrate by night, while hunting demons,
monster, and giants by day in a grand contest to earn immortality and become a power in their own
right. The Archons of Ithavoll are warriors, hunters, and champions, yet this realm is also huge, and
much of it untamed making it home to many Archons of exploration and discovery.
The Wild Realms
Untamed and rugged, the wild realms are the domains of natural forces and Archons of hunt,
agriculture, and fertility. While the Wild realms may, on the surface seem more real than the bright or
infernal realm, this also makes them the most dangerous; familiarity breeds contempt. Taking the fact
these are the domains of ancient and wild Archons will be even the bravest adventurer’s undoing.
Abaddon
This is a realm of dualism, a great flat disk one side of the realm is a never ending desert of unflinching
sun and shifting sands. Beneath, on the other side of the realm is a domain of endless night, lit only by
pail moons. To some, this realm of sand and shadow is counted among the infernal realms, to others
this is a realm of blessed light. Fed at the headwaters by the Astral River Acheron, the great river Iss
flows through Abaddon, in places cutting great almost bottomless canyons, in others flowing in to great
seas and oases of life. The Archons of Abaddon are judges of the dead, beings that see it as their place
to maintain order and balance throughout the worlds in their sphere of influence.
Asphodel
Of all the wild realms, Asphodel is the one most like a core reality – the realm itself is an immense halfsphere covered with verdant fields, seas, oceans and islands. The climate is rather temperate, and the
seasons are rarely changing. While this may seem like a bright realm, it is home to an endless host of
monsters. The Archons of Asphodel are the embodiment of forces such as the earth, wind, and seas. Of
all the powers of this ream, it is the dragon gods that are most fearsome; these beings govern many of
the natural forces of the realm, from the rains to the seas. Among them are the four that rule over the
season, and the cardinal winds.
Vanahiem
Also known as the great wood, the land of beasts, and the home of the wild hunt, Vanahiem is the most
wild of the wild reams. Here animal spirits and hunters dwell amid huge forests, vast savannahs,
towering mountains, and impossible oceans. This realm was the first settled by the giants that emerged
from the Astral Shore, in ancient times, these hunters and farmers migrated from Vanahiem to other
realms. While once a realm of hunters and beasts, a great force shattered many animal spirits, known as
Yekyua, and the splinters merged with men and sith. In balance, Rephaim merged with Yekyua to make
them whole. This event gave rise to the Yekaide.
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ARCHONS
As it has been stated - most deities and similar beings feed upon and require the belief of conscious
beings that dwell with in core reality. The peculiar nature of how they came to be and what they are
made from necessitates that they cultivate influence in the realms of men. Beings that are elevated high
through the power of faith or mortal souls are known as Archons, the kings of the astral realms.
Of course, the nature of Archons itself becomes a self-perpetuating cycle, true Archons are shaped by
the perceptions of their followers who in turn perceive the will of their god on the reality in which they
live, which changes of their conception of the god and so on. But deific beings are not the only things
that take shape in the astral wilds from the will of mortal minds - nightmares, monsters, and ideas all
have power here when fueled by the belief that seeps into the astral plan.
And, as so many people believe it, souls too take shape on the astral plane. What is known as the
Soulgate is a massive artifact through which a never ending torrent of souls passes. Many of these
entities are swept up into the realm of their gods; others are simply fall back through the gate. A few are
rained down upon the astral wilds.

ASTRAL DENEZINS
There are a number of inhabitants of the astral realm, these creatures are known as Xenophytes. Some,
like the giant Risar were born from the astral wilds. Others such as the Rephaim are thought to be the
souls of mortals who died on worlds tied to the astral plane. Collectively these beings are known as
xenophytes, and are divided in to five general categories by origin and power.
Asura are wicked creatures that torment and corrupt mortals. Ever hungry for mortal flesh, they shape
hideous bodies from the offerings of the mortal worlds. Deva are the shepherds and guardians of mortal
souls, as they themselves are souls elevated through benevolence and belief. The Deva are radiant
beings, and protectors of their flock. Giants are primordial entities that are deeply tied to the elemental
forces of the natural words. Spirits are entities that manifest the will and mind of mortal creatures on
the astral plane. Almost every living thing is, after a fashion, reborn as a spirit in the astral through the
soulgate. Finally, Archons are the highest order of creature that resides on the astral plane, these are
beings that feed on the belief (and sometimes souls) of the mortal world. This gives them tremendous
and terrible power.

3.4.4 PRIMAL REALITY: PLEROMA
For all practical reasons, the Pleroma is not a place at all. It is the membrane and sub-strata of Core
Reality. However, this unknowable sea of probability and energy has too many practical uses, and as
such as been consistently invaded. Unlike Existential Reality with its bizarre dream logic and
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comparative hospitality, Pleroma is not some place anything can survive for very long. Here energy and
entropy and physicality break down into their component parts – becoming and unbecoming at once.

PLEROMA CELESTIOGRAPHY
A person exposed to Pleroma would last only moments before they suffocated, were torn apart at the
atomic level, or imploded into a singularity. Still - Pleroma for all its chaos and danger is rather well
traversed.
Subspace
Higher Pleroma - that membrane that separates High Order Realities is called usually called subspace or
something along those lines. Unlike the Pleroma of the lower order realities or even The Rift, between
Higher order realities the Pleroma simply doesn't exist as a place. One cannot enter it, see it, or
experience it. It is a mathematical necessity; it is the corridor of Einstein-Rosen bridges and the
firmament of quantum gravity. In higher order realities, entering Pleroma is analogous with creating a
pocket of space-time, usually for things not unlike an Alcubierre Drive. Pleroma only exists as the
boundaries between, and pathways that connect universes.
All this said, if one enters the Pleroma from a higher order reality, and is not violently torn apart at the
sub-atomic level because all of their bosons lose mass, they are shunted almost instantly into The Rift.
Elemental Chaos
Low order realities, on the other hand, are separated by a rather odd thing commonly referred to as the
Elemental Chaos; a sea of energy and forces. Lower Pleroma takes on the Infinity of Possibility - a radiant
place that, should one be so unfortunate as to find themselves unprepared, a person would erupt and
burn away in a matter of moments. Here, matter and energy and potential all mix about in a pure chaos.
But unlike the Pleroma of the Higher Order, it is quite expansive and quite occupied.
Being known as Jinn are native to this realm. Among the Jinn, five with power to rival the Archons have
shaped an unimaginable expanse of the Low Order Pleroma into realms corresponding to the classical
elements of fire, water, earth, air, and shadow. These Elemental realms are filed with beings both
existential and otherwise that can thrive in the region of Pleroma shaped by the Elemental Lords.
Because of their influence, pockets of survivable space drift throughout the raw chaos and many
creatures from Core realities and settled in those niches, almost entirely through the use of sorceries
and resonance.
The Rift
The region of Pleroma known as The Rift as the deepest, darkest place in the Metaverse; it is here
universes that go to die. This infinite entropy "separates" High and Low Order realities, and their own
unique manifestations of the potential of Pleroma. It is here unstable universes spill out ancient stars
and galaxies, tattered shards of space-time and unfathomable dark energies to be consumed by the
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reality eating blackness, and spun back in to light and energy and possibility in the sub-space or
elemental Pleroma.
Yet among the cosmic ruins swim… things, both vast and unknowably ancient. What truly unspeakable
creatures feed on the death of reality is best left unknown and occult, yet they are collectively known as
the Azbul. In Low Order realities, the few and horrific pathways that lead to this realm are known only as
the Outer Gates. Among High Order realities this realm when discovered is simply the bottom, the
quantum base state, and the abyss to which all things must return.
And The Rift, a realm where matter and energy begin to break apart the instant they arrive, the place so
far beyond cold and dark that the only way to see cosmoses around you dying is to bring your own space
time along to die too, this nothingness is the only way to traverse between High and Low Order realities.
Good Luck.

BEINGS OF PLEROMA
The most common Anomic creature are the Jinn, beings born from the elemental energy of Pleroma.
Jinn thrive in the energy of the realm, here they have lives, and families, and ambitions not unlike
mortals. In this realm of energy and chaos, the Jinn have many clans and subspecies, many of them
under the banner of one of the Elemental Lords. Then there are the Ulgosoth, beasts of primal madness
that emerge from the rift from time to time. These... things are powerful beyond measure, and nearly
incomprehensible to understand, only appearing when called forth by those foolish enough to open the
outer gates. Some believe these beings are the emissaries of the Azbul – those impossible ancient elder
beings that swim through the deepest part of the Rift devouring realities.

3.4.5 CROSSING DIMENSIONS
Leaving one’s home universe is a challenging proposition. While a number of naturally occurring
phenomena exist that can cross dimensional barriers, the energy and power required to force your way
through are tremendous, but not at all impossible.

CORRIDORS AND ROSEN-EINSTEIN BRIDGES
The easiest way to cross through realities is through the Corridors. The pathways are part of the
structure of reality, born from a number of factors and forces. In high order realities, corridors are a
form of Lorentzian wormhole that connect differing parallel worlds. These naturally occurring bridges
can be accessed with advanced tunneling engines. Hypothetically, this could be invented as early as T.L.
5 – but such an advent would require a special kind of genius. Low order realities change the nature of
corridors, while they are the same structures, in low order realities they are far easier to fashion.
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Corridors in Low order realities are often the product singularities of belief – connecting worlds with the
astral, and other worlds. Corridors can be brought into being through eldritch powers, such gateways
exist for only an instant or a few moments.
Accessing Corridors
Technology can hypothetically access a Corridor starting at T.L. 5. Such a machine would require a VS of
no less than 75 to construct, and would require Invent and many mathematic specialties to design. Each
Technical Advance Level the VS to create a device to access Corridors decreases by 5. Eldritch forces are
a little easier, with the simplest spell to access a corridor starting at VS 20 to cast.

ASTRAL TIDE
In low order realities, the rules are more flexible, and as such can sometimes allow for things that are
nearly impossible. As if by gravity, these things, these impossible thing, get pulled towards the astral
plane. This is called the astral tide; the tide of the silver ocean. Things that are simply too improbable, or
are simply in the wrong place at the wrong time can get pulled in by this tide, swept away to the astral
shore. That said, one cannot choose to ride the astral tides, they are primal and tied to fates. That said,
there are places, and ways, that can lead through the seams and onto the silver ocean.
Riding the Astral Tide
Finding, and then riding the astral tide is how some of the first migrants to the astral plane arrived, that
said, it is not easy. If the tide is indeed even touching a world at a time, a character with a
Celestiography specialty roll of 65 for better could identify this seem and leap in. Unlike corridors, such
action will simply take the character to the astral shore.

THE RIVER ACHERON
Sages say that all mortal soul will one day find themselves amid the astral realms, as in death all pass
through the Soulgate in the never ending torrent of spirits known as the River Acheron. This means
there is one sure way to gain access to the River, one most are not eager to take. That said, from time to
time, the ferrymen that row along this river can be bribed, but these ancient and strange Archon are not
to be dealt with lightly. Wayward passengers on the river usually end up in Io or in a realm that is fed by
the river, but not always.
Traveling the River
Finding an opening to the river Acheron whilst alive is no easy task, as such gates or portals are ancient
and eldritch and burdened with terrible sorrow. Simply leaping in to the river means a fate worse than
death – the living cannot survive amid the souls of the dead, and are doomed to join them. Finding an
entrance to Acheron on a core world, if it exists, would require a great deal of knowledge of history and
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a Celestiography roll VS 55. No rolls can be used to bribe or treat with the ferrymen of the river,
however.

THE OUTER GATES
Some things are so ancient, so terrible, they are better remaining mystery and myth. In the farthest
reaches of the Rift dwell beings collectively known as the Azbul. The ways that lead to their domain are
old, they are the roads that realities take as the die. These are the Outer Gates, doorways at the end of
creation, the edge of the knowable.
Calling the Outer Gates
Eldritch craft or even more bizarre machines could hypothetically call upon the outer gates. This is
important because it is impossible to simply open these doorways; one can only knock. Such an
endeavor has a VS of 70.

3.5 SETTING KEY
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BOOK 4: EPILOGUE
4.1 THE JUDGE
From here on out, the text will focus entirely on the Judge, running the game, and how to manage the
saga setting you have created. If you are new to Role Playing Games - the epilogue can be invaluable to
you if you are planning on learning to be the judge for your group. If you are an experienced gamer
perhaps some of what follows can broaden your horizons and you may learn something too.

4.1.1 THE ROLE OF THE JUDGE
You are the narrator, the story teller, and the director. The Judge can be one of the most rewarding and
challenging roles to play in any role playing game. After all, the Judge sets the stage, describes the
world, and controls the outcome of the events as they transpire. But this means the Judge must be fair,
and must strive to help the players have fun with their characters.
As the Judge you will play the role of every person that the player characters meet, every adversary they
face. You must plan out the adventures that the players embark on, and be prepared for the
unexpected. The Judge is also the arbiter of the rules, meaning if the outcome or definition of the rules
is not clear, it is the Judge's role to make the final call and determine the precedents by which the rules
should be followed.
Above all: Role Play! That is the point of the game, take the opportunity to get in to each non-player
character and flesh them out. From simple store clerks, to reoccurring villains, role-play each of these
unique characters! Doing so creates a living world, and soon you will realize that the Saga has taken on a
life of its own, with memorable and unique personalities that the players are talking about after each
chapter, and characters that fill up your own living legend.

4.1.2 OWNING THE GAME
As the Judge you must be the leader and director of each game. As the chapter starts it is your
responsibility to keep your players focused, and more importantly keep control of the scene you are
weaving. Sometimes this means firmly guiding players back to the adventure you have planned, other
times it means knowing when to throw your planning out the window. This is what it means to own the
game, not purchasing the books. Not that we would mind if you did that too.
Taking ownership of the game is one of the biggest challenges the Judge faces. As the arbiter of the rules
you have to set precedence that are fair and balanced, you have to avoid playing favoritism, and you
must at all times remember that you are the world, the saga, and the stage; not the players.
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Particularly clever or strong willed players may find it hard to deal with this. Occasionally you will have a
player who has memorized all the rules and disagrees with your interpretation or is simply a literalist. In
such cases don't be afraid to gently point out that this is your game, and your understanding of the
rules. As the Judge it is your responsibility to do just this!

4.1.3 RULES AND PRECEDENCE
Rule Number One: The Players don't always need to roll dice!
If you are making the player roll for every single minuscule action, the tension of it is lost. Rolling dice
should be a part of the action and the drama not part of the rote of every event - the dice are there to
add chance and the possibility for fantastic failure and success. The dice are not part of the game to
dictate exactly what a character can and cannot do.
And the same is true of you and Non-Player Characters. You should only roll when chance decides the
outcome, more importantly; you don’t need to let the players know why you are rolling! Is the party
being stalked by a trained assassin from the shadows? Roll a few Stealth action rolls while the party sets
up camp for they night and watch the tensions rise. After all they have no idea why you are rolling all
those dice! This is a great way to build suspense and keep the players engaged.

PRECEDENCE
Eventually, as a judge, you will have to make a call on how the rules should be interpreted for a very
unique situation. While the rules are clear and can be applied to most situations, there simply are not
mechanical rules for every single thing - and this is a good thing. Do you really want rules for every little
triviality? Or is it better to have rules that cover the vast majority of situations, and let you, the Judge set
the precedence in your game.
When you as the Judge have made this call, and you will eventually, you have set a standard. You have
said that under this circumstance, the rules should be interpreted this way. This is the essence of setting
Precedence, and as the judge this is part of your role, part of your job. But another part is being
consistent. Once the interpretation of the rules is set it becomes the baseline by which your players will
operate. Furthermore the rules you establish can go on to become the standards by which more junior
gamers in your group operate the rules.
Some of the best examples I can give are younger gamers that as a Judge I played with for a time, who
when they left my gaming group, continued to use the precedence of the rules I set in my games with
their own groups. Be fair, fun, and consistent and you will have a lasting impact on your players and your
games will take on a style all their own.
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OPTIONAL RULES
Much like setting precedence (actually part of setting precedence) is the use of the Optional Rules.
There are many optional rules presented in the text, everything from how to use dice to character
insanities to how damage is calculated. What optional rules you use will decide the fate and flavor of
your games.
The rules marked as Optional are Optional for a reasons: In most cases they are complicated,
thematically challenging, or very specific. This means that these rules do not fit in every game, and
should not have a place in every game.

4.2 TELLING THE STORY
4.2.1 IMAGINING THE SCENE
Telling the story is the Judge’s job, your words will become the seeds that flower in the minds of your
players, so imagine the scene; describe the sensations, sounds, sights, smells, the motions of the people
present and the atmosphere of the moment. Use your words to tell a story - it is through your
descriptions that the players will see, and based on what you imagine and describe that the players will
act. It is up to you, the Judge to tell the story, to let the players take a part of that story and make it their
own, and to make that story fun and interesting for all the players.
As the Judge, want your games to be a saga that keeps everyone interested, and at the same time fills
them with wonder. Often in the end, a good chapter will leave everyone locked in suspense and thinking
of the next adventure, but a truly great chapter will leave everyone's minds wandering in the wonder of
life. That's the point, to grasp at the threads of human nature and tell a tale that relates to every one’s
life; it should be about the wonder of it all, not gaining levels or having the most power.
Sure, those are a part of it, but those alone kill the whole of what Role Playing should be. The greatest
adventures are just pretense for an allegory, a story that can teach you something new about your own
self. Never forget that a great story is about love, drama, and transcending simple heroism, it is an epic
adventure that really gets something meaningful across to the players who have a hand in shaping that
story, and creating that saga.

4.2.2 PUZZLES AND HINTS
Eventually you will have a puzzle or planned event that your players just cannot figure out. Part of
narrating the story is giving players the opportunity to use their specialties to see things through their
character’s eyes. Perhaps they notice a clue with their Investigation Specialty, or maybe they are able to
crack a complex riddle with a Cryptography Specialty.
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The important part about giving your players hints is making sure that it is the characters that have
earned the information, and that the players are not acting on knowledge that the character would not
otherwise have. However, in certain games, the exact opposite issue can become a problem, particularly
in far future or science fiction sagas – your players may be confronted with technical problems their
characters understand, but to which they are themselves ignorant. Allowing for players to substitute
their characters specialties for their own knowledge becomes pivotal. An engineer character should not
suffer in ignorance because their player does not understand obscure mechanical principles; it should be
assumed that the character can use his or her knowledge.
When in doubt however, two specialties come in to play impacting a character’s (not the player’s) ability
to solve problems or notice a key pieces of information: Perception and Problem Solving which are
discussed in detail later on. With these two specialties players have the opportunity to substitute their
character’s knowledge, experience and intuition for their own, when faced with some situations.

4.2.3 A SCRIPT OR IMPROVE
Some judges prefer to have carefully planned and scripted adventures, others prefer to play it loose and
on the fly. What style works best for your Saga is ultimately for you to decide.
Scripted adventures tend to lead to sagas that last longer, and give you the opportunity to craft
characters and places in great detail before you play. However, the unexpected can ruin your game.
Ad-hoc stories are better at handling the unexpected, but lead to short lived sagas.
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4.3 PERCEPTION AND PROBLEM SOLVING
Some specific Specialties such as Perception and Problem Solving are tools that allows you, the Judge, to
give information to the players based on what their characters perceive. As such, Perception and
Problem solving both serve a number of roles in the game: they can be used to build tension, or used to
aid players in seeing through their character’s eyes.

4.3.1 USING PERCEPTION
Like all Action Rolls, Perception is something that characters do – it is an Action. All characters possess
the Perception Specialty at Rank 1 (unless they do not have this skill through a flaw) – and may develop
this specialty normally. What sets Perception apart is at this it is one of the few specialties that you the
Judge can call upon the player to roll in a situation to see if that character notices something, and there
for if the player becomes aware of this knowledge. There are a few situations that will call for the use of
Perception, either by the Judge or the Player.

SITUATIONAL AWARENESS
The most common of application of Perception is the Situational Awareness Perception roll, where the
Judge calls the player to roll their perception specialty so see if they notice a sight, sound, smell, or
feeling in their environment that is not obvious, apparent, or reasonably noticeable. Sometimes called a
perception check, this is the judge’s opportunity to see if the player characters take notice of events
going on around them. While the players may choose to roll perception to notice something specifically,
Situational Awareness is a roll that is only made at the Judge’s behest – players cannot choose to roll a
situational awareness check, but may enable bonuses to this action roll by take steps such as being on
over-watch or explicitly stating that they are searching an area.
There are some very specific circumstance where the player should be called on to make a perception
check, and the rolls they should meet or exceed are pretty clearly laid out below.
Situational Perception Check

Being aware of enemies preparing a tactical maneuver on the field
Detecting a lie
Detecting an antagonist Moving Unseen through their area
Detecting an antagonist shadowing them
Detecting Social engineering or manipulation
Noticing a prepared ambush
Observing key information to a distant or large scale situation in the immediate area
Observing key information to their current situation in the immediate area.
Seeing through a disguise

Situational VS

25
Liar’s Lying Roll
Enemy’s Move Unseen Roll
Enemy’s Shadow Roll
Opponent’s Specialty Roll
Ambush Specialty Roll
35
25
Opponent’s Disguise Roll

4.3.2 USING PROBLEM SOLVING
Another Specialty that has a considerable effect on the game is Problem Solving: A character’s ability to
ascertain a solution to a problem based on their deductive reasoning. Unlike Perception which allows a
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player character to notice things in their environment, problem solving allows the player character to
reach answers that the character would be able to deduce, but the player cannot – in essence the
specialty is an engine for getting hints about a situation from the Judge.
Using Problem Solving is more challenging however, because it is important to balance letting players
reach answers easily with placing a level of challenge on the game. Characters with particularly high
Problem Solving Specialties can cause problems when the player relies heavily on the Specialty rather
than trying to solve issues on their own. That said a character with a Rank 7 or 8 Problem Solving could
also be a great Sherlock Holms style detective. Like perception, problem solving can be used for specific
actions by a player character, if can also be called upon by the Judge on some circumstance.

COMMON SENSE
In the instance that a player asks a question that is not assumed knowledge of the character, the Judge
may call for a Problem Solving action roll to see if the character can deduce an answer the player
cannot. Remember, players should not have to roll to see if their character knows something that is in
their assumed knowledge. Instead, these kinds of questions should be answered with no roll needed.
There are a number of situations where this can come in to play: a player asking the Judge if their
character can deduce real information such as a type of car, house insignia, or kind of weapon based on
a witness’s description, a player asking whether or not an honest explanation of an event is plausible, or
a player asking “Is there any way I can see to accomplish X”. These scenarios are situations where there
is probably no assumed knowledge, but it is not unreasonable to think that a character can figure it out
– even if the player can’t. Even the player with the best imagination will not be able to fully capture ever
minute detail of the scene – as such, characters that rely on their perception and deduction to address
issues should not suffer because the player cannot see the world. For example:
Judge: Marduke stands inside the massive mana reaction chamber, it’s over fifty meters high, with pipes
and polished Lenz reflectors on all sides. Your bomb was a success, and the reactor is shutting down. But
you hear pipes bursting in the distance, and the containment system is clearly damaged. You can smell
something foul, and see poisoned mana pooling at your feet, what do you do?”
Marduke’s Player: Do I know what the poisoned mana will do to me?
Judge: Nothing good. It is already making your feet and lower legs tingle.
Marduke’s Player: Crap! Ok, I need to get out of here! Do I see any way out?
Judge: There is a maintenance hatch ten meters up to your left, but there is no ladder or anything like
that.
Marduke’s Player: Oh no, and I don’t have climbing! I don’t know what to do! Can I see anything I can
use to get up there?
Judge: Hmmn, roll me Problem Solving…
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In the example above, the player didn’t think to ask about the composition of the wall or the pipes that
were mentioned in the description, and was not sure what action to take, so the Judge let the player use
the character’s abilities to give him insight in to what his character would see, and figure out.
Given enough time, with a high enough Problem Solving, a character should be able to do a lot –
including imitate many Simple and Challenging specialties such as Jury-rig, Improvise tools, and
improvise weapons. However, for the untrained character the challenges should always be two or three
higher; Problem solving is sloppy and undisciplined compared to focus Specialties with a detailed action
description. This should help prevent players from using Problem Solving as a crutch during game.

4.3.3 BEYOND PERCEPTION AND PROBLEM SOLVING
There are many specialties that, depending on the situation, can and should be used in place of
Perception or Problem Solving: Deduction can be used to ascertain logical information or recognize
patterns, Scientific Method can be used to answer question regarding the physical world following
experimentation, and Gather Evidence can be used to notice details and collect forensic evidence.
Others, like Profiling can be used to detect lies or predict behavior.
In all of these cases a character with a more focused Specialty should have be afforded information or
opportunities based on the lens of that specialty. On the other hand a character relying on their trained
perception or problem solving ability should see things form a more general perspective, and miss
details that would stand out to a character with the more focused area of action.
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4.4 ENCOUNTERS
An Encounter is any event in which the players come in to contact with another party – whether it’s an
enemy or potential ally, one lone gunman, or one hundred mounted knights. This scene can be conflict
or combat, or it could be parley. But the key is that an encounters is a moment where player characters
are interacting with non-player characters, from first impressions, to moving audiences.

4.4.1 USING ENCOUNTERS
A character walks in to a bar and orders a drink. This is the kind of situation that does not need to be an
encounter. On the other hand, let’s say that same character walks in to a bar, and starts probing the
bartender for information about a missing comrade. Suddenly the bartender’ attitude and posture
towards the player character come in to play, as well as the player character’s ability to influence and
engage the bartender. The difference in these scenes is what makes an encounter. There are a number
of types of encounters you will leverage in your games, and each takes a different direction in play.

RANDOM ENCOUNTERS
When players encounter something in the game through chance alone, it is known as a Random
Encounter – now, players might encounter something that is unexpected to them, but that you the
Judge have planned in advance. What defines a random encounter is that it is the product of a roll of the
dice on the random encounter tables for the setting, terrain, and biome. Unlike other encounters,
random encounters are almost always conflict! Monsters, bandits, guard patrols – Random encounters
occur in areas where the player characters have the opportunity to happen across these NPCs and
adversaries by chance.

PLANNED ENCOUNTERS
On the other hand you might have a fight lined up for the players and are just waiting for them to walk
in to it. The most challenging part of a planned encounter is that players are unpredictable – while you
may have an outcome in mind, they may not defeat the opponent, or may not fight them at all. With
planed encounters there are a number of factors to take in to account:
Desired outcome: If this is a pivotal point in the plot of your story you should make sure that the players
will actually work towards your desired outcome. If the encounter ends in conflict, it is important that
the players actually want to fight. If it is not meant to be a brawl, then give the player’s a reason to keep
the peace. Remember, expect the unexpected, players my attempt to negotiate with villains, or take
offense at allies. It’s not uncommon to see the party turn against one of their own, or the other way
around. Make sure that your desired outcome can be reach from more than one road.
Acceptable loss: After painstakingly creating a unique and powerful boss for your players to fight at the
apex of the dungeon, stop and ask yourself: what happens if this adversary kills a member of the party.
What if by pure chance he defeats the entire party? What is your level of acceptable loss? If this is an
adversary that the players are not meant to beat, what if they get clever and defeat them? It is
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important to understand with any planned encounter that there are any number of things that can
happen in the moment, and the players will surprise you with the choice they make, and the actions of
their characters. When planning any encounter make sure you know what you can lose to
unpredictability.
Contingency: Finally, with any encounter that is planned out – you need to have contingency plans. As
we have spoken to above, players are unpredictable, and that is a good thing. It is that unpredictability
that brings the game to life and makes it fun and exciting. When the players go off script and really
become their characters – these are the moments that make the Judge’s job worthwhile and make
memorable games. As the Judge, this also means you need to plan for the unexpected, and have
contingencies for encounters. Generally it boils down to:
•
•
•
•
•

If the encounter gets violent
If the encounter does not get violent
If the players suffer losses
If the NPCs suffer losses
What the long term impact of the outcome on the game is

AD-HOC ENCOUNTERS
Sometimes an encounter happens out of a situation that was not otherwise and encounter. In the
example that we used above about the character walking in to a bar, the first could have easily
progressed in to the second. A character walk in to a bar and orders a drink. After a moment the player
character unexpectedly leans over the counter and whispers to the bar tender “I’m looking for this girl”
flashing a picture. Suddenly a simple scene turns in to an encounter. Not surprisingly these will probably
be the most common form of encounter that most judges will leverage.
In an ad-hoc encounter you will take advantage of the majority of the rules for encounters: First
impressions, posture, and attitude. Players attempting to manipulate or influence an NPC have turned a
simple exchange in to an encounter. A player character that decides to lift an NPC’s purse has suddenly
turned walking down the street in to an encounter. As you can see at any instant in the game players
can turn the situation in to an encounter as soon as the posture and attitude of the NPC’s come in to
play.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
In an Encounter, First Impression s set the NPC’s initial Posture and Attitude. A grizzled battle hardened
mercenary armed to the teeth walks in to a vegan all organic tea-shop. As you can imagine, this first
impression sets the stage for the encounter that is about to play out. The circumstance of an encounter,
and the characteristics of the parties, determine the initial Posture and Attitude of the NPCs. If we
imagine our player character as the Mercenary on the line above, then the staff at the Tea shop are our
NPCs. Even if the player is friendly – he is enough of an inherent threat to the NPC’s that they would
likely be Indifferent Attitude and Unsure Posture.
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Setting initial Posture and Attitude depends largely on the situation and the Player’s behavior.

4.4.2 ATTITUDE AND POSTURES
When it comes to dealing with NPCs in an encounter, whether it’s an attempt at seduction, or a player’s
rousing speech to the troops, there are many factors that come in to play besides the character’s
abilities. Are the NPCs friendly or hostile, do they think they are going to all die, or are they excited and
ensured of their victory? These conditional variables are described at Posture, and Attitude.

POSTURE
The position of the non-player characters in relation to the player characters is called their Posture.
Generally a non-player character’s Posture is only relevant to their interactions with the Player
Characters and allies during an encounter. There are three axis of the posture scale: Aggressive, Fearful,
and Cordial. In the center you have indifferent – the NPC’s don’t particularly care.

Violent
Hostile
Weary
Indifferent
Welcoming
Friendly
Enthralled

NPC Posture Matrix

Unsure

Frightened

Terrified

Indifference
Depending on the encounter, the players, and any number of other factors the starting Posture of NPCs
may be anything. However, if there is no reason for the NPCs to have an opinion of the players then the
default posture is that of indifference: they simply don’t particularly care about the players at all. NPCs
in this posture are neutral to the party – although they may seem friendly enough, they are not
Aggressive, Cordial, or fearful – but can be pressed in any of those directions depending on what the
players choose to do – or not do, as the case may be.
Aggressive Postures
Most encounter with enemies take place with adversaries that have already decided that they are
looking for trouble. NPCs in the Aggressive Postures are likely to turn to attack at the drop of a hat, or
have already become violent! Any attempts to provoke or annoy NPCs in the Aggressive Postures that
are not attacking the players will succeed and may push the NPC to Violent.
Violent NPCs are already engaged in combat with the players, or another foe, and see the players as a
threat and wish to do them harm. These NPCs have no time for talking, and are far more interested in
killing or subduing the characters. A Violent NPC is hard to engage, a violent mob is nearly impossible.
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Hostile Posture NPCs are ready to attack the players unless they say something really important. If an
attacker stops to listen, for whatever reason, they are Hostile, and still ready for a fight. Any aggressive
action from the players will warrant a violent response from the NPCs, as they are looking for a fight.
Weary is a Posture where the NPCs are ready for a fight but not committed to aggression. Weary NPCs
are just that, cautions and guarded, they may be trying to instigate conflict with the players, or just
ready for the players to attack them at any time. Aggression from the players will result in hostility.
Fearful Postures
NPCs in a fearful posture are afraid of the players, whether it is the apprehension of armed strangers or
the mortal terror of what the players might do to them. Unlike Aggressive and Cordial postures that are
diametric, NPCs can be sent to fearful postures from any point in the Aggressive/Cordial gradient. For
instance a welcoming shop-keeper could be shifted to Unsure if the Players started trashing their store
and threatening them. A hardened bandit could be shifted from Violent to Frightened after seeing all
their comrades dispatched by a player in a single round. A cornered NPC can just as easily go from
Frightened to Violent, but not to Friendly.
Unsure NPCs are concerned that the players are dangerous. While not overcome by fear they will try to
keep any engagements with the players brief and leave the area of the players quickly, quietly, and
safely. Generally Unsure Characters want to avoid trouble and are still rational in their actions.
Frightened Posture NPCs are just that, legitimately frightened. NPCs will flee from the players if able,
and make every effort to escape them. If cornered and pressed, they can very easily shift to violent if the
players make any kind of aggressive motions.
Terrified non-player characters are overcome by pure terror, they are panicked, irrational, and
dangerously unpredictable. In addition to attempting to escape, they are likely unreachable through
reason. Moreover, such panicked characters will shift to Violent at the slightest chance to use force to
escape the player’s presence.
Cordial Postures
Of course not every encounter is conflict. Sometimes NPCs are genuinely happy to see the player
characters, and may even be quite fond of them. NPCs in this posture are helpful and good spirited
towards the players, and will be open to engaging with them. However, that doesn’t mean they are
easier to manipulate – just that they are willing and open to communication. This can have its own side
effects too. Friendly NPCs could just as easily become an annoying nuisance in a crisis constantly trying
to help the players, an enthralled NPC could become dangerously preoccupied with the player
character, following them in to dangerous situations. Or worse, try to help.
Welcoming NPCs are encouraged to interact with the characters – shop merchants, travelling pilgrims,
good natured villagers, hungry vampires; these characters are happy to interact with the players,
although not particularly invested in them. The NPCs can be made indifferent if the players are
standoffish, or give the NPCs no reason to continue being Welcoming.
Friendly Posture is one of positive and happy engagement. Friendly NPCs are interested in the players,
care about what they have to say, and are invested in their wellbeing. The generally like the players for
whatever reason. NPCs in this posture are more likely to take the player’s side in a fight than run away.
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Enthralled NPCs like or love the players, are loyal to them, and generally believe what the players say.
Other characters who are dismissive or hostile towards the players will find that the Enthralled NPCs are
aggressive and threatening if the players to whom they are enthralled are trespassed against. NPCs
whose trust and admiration the players have earned are likely to be more rational about this than NPCs
that the players have Shifted to Enthralled through a Specialty or Technique.

MOVING POSTURE
Armed with an understanding of the Postures, let’s discuss how Postures move, and how the players can
shift NPCs Postures. There are two steps to moving NPC posture, the first is the Engagement, where the
player gets the NPC talking or open, and the second is the Influence where the player uses a Specialty or
Technique to Shift the target NPC’s Posture. It is also possible to move a posture through actions – such
as intimidation and violence.
VS to Engage: When attempting to get an NPC to talk or listen to the player, they need to beat this VS
with their Specialty. This is required when attempting to influence an NPC in any way with an
interpersonal specialty, such as Shift an NPC’s Posture away from Violent or Terrified, and towards a
cordial posture. An Engage it is equally required when trying manipulate a friendly NPC against another
friendly player or NPC. Even intimidating a character requires an Engage action roll. Remember, not all
interpersonal specialties can be used to Engage.
VS to Influence: This is the VS the player must beat to have any effect on an NPC – not just shift an
NPC’s Posture. In the case of Specialties such as Intimidation, the player can only succeed this VS to shift
the posture towards frightened. Friendly NPC’s can be asked to perform tasks, and Hostile or Violent
NPCs can be provoked by beating this VS. Enthralled NPCs will generally just do things the players ask of
them, but if the player is trying to get rid of the NPC, they would need to beat this VS as well. The VS to
Influence is the bar to move an NPC’s posture, or direct their behavior.
Posture Influence Matrix
When moving posture, the NPCs Attitude will come in to play as well, as high or low moral affects how
NPCs react to specific interactions. Generally each interpersonal Specialty will have one narrow focus of
manipulation: Intimidation can frighten, Taunt can cause aggression, and Fellowship can bring
characters around to liking the character. Once a character likes you, Specialties like Manipulation can
direct their behavior, Lying can convince them of a false truth, and so one. There is no specialty that can
allow a player to shift an NPC on all axis of this chart.
NPC Posture Influence Matrix

NPC Posture
Violent
Hostile
Weary
Indifferent
Unsure
Frightened
Terrified
Welcoming

VS to Engage
30
25
20
15
20
25
30
10
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VS to Influence
20
15
15
15
15
15
25
15

Friendly
Enthralled

5
5

10
5

ATTITUDES
Each NPC will have an Attitude in addition to their Posture. While Posture is the more telling of the two,
an Attitude gages the NPC’s moral and outlook about the situation. Attitudes modify the chance of the
NPC beings successfully engaged and manipulated. There are only three Attitudes:
Bleak: The NPC has no will to engage or interact the player – this does not mean that a Bleak character
will be helpful or broken, just that they have no positive outlook. When combined with Violent or
terrified this means that the NPC is hopeless and completely unresponsive. Combined with enthralled
this means the NPC is likely clinging and irrational, and potentially dangerous.
Effects: Bleak characters are +10 VS against all attempts to engage and influence, but the VS to move
them towards Indifferent Posture is -10.
Uninvolved: This is an indifferent NPC – regardless of their Posture, this is just the way things are, they
are not particularly excited, nor are they at all grim. Uninvolved NPCs have no modifiers to their VS to
Engage or Influence.
Enthused: These NPCs are excited, invested, and dangerous. With high moral, an Enthused character is
far more likely to care about and maintain their posture – further, they are also very easy to move up
the gradient away from indifference, but virtually impossible to calm down. Unlike Bleak NPCs, an
Enthused and Terrified character is probably being exceedingly rational and using their fear to survive.
Effect: An Enthused NPC is easy to engage, the VS is -5, they are virtually impossible to influence, +15 VS.

4.5 CONFLICT AND COMBAT
No story is complete without a little action. Conflict plays a major role in most stories; it is often the key
ingredient in drama. That said the best dramas will force the players, in character, to overcome
adversaries through will, determination and role-playing. As the Judge part of your role, arguably one of
the more challenging, is facilitating the suspense and drama born from conflict, and mediating the rules
of engagement in combat.

4.5.1 USING CONFLICT
At the beginning of the Epilogue we discussed using dice and rules to enable drama, rather than just
letting it decide the course of events. Knowing when to use conflict – contests between characters,
whether they are Players or NPCs - is the key to good pacing. Pacing being the art of keeping the
audience engaged with the story and the events as they unfold.
The tempo of the action in your game should depend, deeply, on the mood and feel of your story. For
example, in a horror or mystery setting – the conflicts should be attempts by the player characters to
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realize the nature of the clues they have. The antagonists being unseen, mysterious dice rolled, and the
mood set by you, the judge, painting a picture of suspense. On the other hand High Adventure should be
about facing true villains and overcoming tests of skill, power, and determination. As always there is
room for both in any setting and each game will have its own pace.
Isn’t there a formula of when to use action? Actually, yes: A good rule of thumb is to present challenges
in every third scene. What constitutes a challenge and action depend on your game, it can be a fight, a
puzzle, a specialty test, or something else entirely, such as a role playing objective. The point is too keep
the players engaged and interested, without throwing random monsters at them.
At times however, a throng of monsters is precisely what is called for. Admittedly, the rules can enable a
hack and slash game, but are not optimized for that kind of table top violence.

4.5.2 RUNNING COMBAT

4.5.3 DEATH AND CHARACTERS
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4.6 ADVERSARIES
Villains, rivals, minions and monsters; every good story needs antagonists to challenge the heroes. These
can be reoccurring and lasting characters with the full range of disciplines, specialties, and abilities the
same as player characters or simple cannon fodder monsters with few attributes beyond what they
need to fight and kill – or be killed. These are Adversaries – those that threaten and confront the heroes.

4.6.1 MONSTERS, MINIONS, AND RISK
You have probably seen Risk mentioned a little bit already. For monsters, minions, and generic
adversaries, Risk is much like a player character's power level. The higher a monster’s risk, the more
powerful and dangerous it is. Monsters and minions are cannon fodder with limited, combat oriented
statistics. Risk gauges and determines those statistics.
Risk is ranked from 1 to 100 like everything else; a Risk 1 monster is hardly a threat to anyone, while a
Risk 20 monster is probably a serious challenge for a group of experienced adventurers. A creature with
a Risk of 100 is an unthinkable legendary world eater, beyond what the players could ever hope to
survive an encounter with.
Monsters VS Minions
There is one important distinction between monsters and minions – Minions are monsters controlled by
a player character. While these rules are intended for non-or semi intelligent creatures that are
inherently hostile, they can be easily used to create street thugs or random encounter adversaries.

MONSTER PRIMARY CHARACTERISTICS
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Just as characters have Disciplines, Specialties, and Ability Scores, monsters and minions have primary
characteristics. In this case however, it is only the bare minimum; characteristics essential to combat,
conflict, and encounters.
Attack Skill: Much like a character’s armed or unarmed specialties, Attack Skill is the number of dice
used when the monster attempts to attack with its natural capabilities or artificial weapons. This can be
considered as a version of Scrapping, Shooting, or Whacking (or all three). Like a specialty, if a creature
has an Attack Skill of 3, they roll 3D10 when making their attack roll.
Defense Skill: Many monsters won't have a defense skill. Like attack skill this is the number of Dice the
Creature has to roll to avoid incoming attacks, in the form of either dodging or deflecting.
Initiative: In practice this is identical to a character's initiative pool.
Durability: Unlike characters, monsters only have two durability ranks: Wounds and Blackout. When a
creature's wound rank reaches zero, they take -1 step penalty, and when their back out reaches zero
they are incapacitated (or dead).
Resistance: This is identical to a Player Character’s resistance, and represents the creature's ability to
overcome mental and physical effects and attacks.
VS: The base VS to strike any monster or minion is a 15. Particularly tough or agile creatures may have
higher than 15, but very really less than 15.
Cunning: The final characteristic is Cunning; this describes roughly the mental faculties the monster
possesses. This is much like Attack and Defense skill in that it is the number of dice the creature gets to
roll for any specialties it may possess or other mental tasks.

MONSTER SECONDARY CHARACTERISTICS
Monsters and minions will also have secondary characteristics, special abilities and defenses that
contribute to their risk but also set them apart from other creatures.
Attacks: Not to be confused with Attack Skill, Attacks are any natural offensive abilities that the creature
may possess such as claws a bite attack, stingers, or other natural weapons. Special attacks such as a
semi-magical breath attack or poisonous secretions will be listed under Special Abilities.
Specialties: Monsters may possess natural abilities that simulate a standard specialty, such as tracking
or swimming or quit possibly are intelligent tool users and may have advanced skills. In the case of
minions these are mostly like operational specialties.
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Techniques: Many creatures that the players will face have a technique or two like the players. These
are almost exclusively techniques that modify their attack or defense skill, in rare cases these abilities
might modify the monsters special abilities (common in the case of creatures that have fx abilities) or
simply allow them to perform feat on par with player characters.
Special Abilities: Generally special abilities include Specialties, Racial powers and FX abilities that the
monsters possess such as poisons, acids, or eldritch attacks. If the monster has the ability to use true
spells that is included here as well.

4.6.2 BUILDING MONSTERS
Monsters and minions are built with essence just like player characters. The amount of essence a
creature possesses and how that translates in to primary and secondary characteristics is what
determines the creature's Risk.
Monsters and Minions gain a degree of Risk for every 15 Essence; this does not mean that monsters are
crafted with 15 point blocks, rather, that Risk is calculated based on the amount of essence used to
construct a monster. Thus a monster with 10 Essence is a Risk 1 adversary, a monster with 98 Essence is
a Risk 7 monster, and so on. Most monsters fall between one degree and another, and are not the
absolute minimum or maximum Essence for their Risk rating.
Step One: Concept
By now you should have gathered that making anything in Enchiridion starts with a solid concept of
what you are crafting, without that you will probably get lost with the number of options. With that in
mind, you should be creating monsters for your saga that serve a purpose in the theme and ecosystem
of your world, not simply trying to fill out the ranks of the enemy. Fantasy classics and monsters from
mythology are a great point to start from.
Step Two: Making Monsters
By far the most exciting part, now you need to purchase the characteristics you want your monster to
have, from damage, size, special abilities, to basic combat ability. All must be purchased with Essence.
How much essence a creature has is ultimately up to you. A challenging group of monsters will have a
total two Risk per character, per Deed of the characters. So a group of 4 heroes with 3 deeds each could
face a group of monsters with a total risk of about 24, but would probably get annihilated by a single
creature with a risk that high!
Table E1

Primary Characteristics
Attack Skill
Defense Skill
Initiative
Durability: Wounds
Durability: Black Out
Reflexes (Increase VS from 15)
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Essence Cost

3 times Next Rank
4 times Next Rank
2 times Next Die
3 Per 5 Points
2 Per 1 Point
5 Per +1 to VS

Cunning
Resistance

6 per Rank
5 Per Dice

Table E2

Secondary Characteristics

A natural ability functionally identical to a Specialty
A natural ability that simulates an FX Specialty
A Spell or Similar FX (based on specialty)
A Technique
Absorb One type of energy damage (fire, cold, electricity) to heals Wounds 2 for 1
Additional method of movement (flying, breath water, quadruped)
Additional prehensile or dexterous limbs (arms, prehensile tentacle)
Automatically Soak One method of attack (physical attacks, FX attacks)
Automatically Soak one type of energy damage (fire, cold, electricity)
Damage Characteristic on a natural attack (+3 per Threat or Rending point)
Drain vital life from others (Action Pools or Durability) to recover own
Immunity to one common type of damage (fire, cold, electricity, kinetic, psychic)
Immunity to one uncommon attack (sleep, pain, paralysis, possession, telepathy)
Immunity to one uncommon type of damage (acid, poisons, extreme depth pressure)
Increase size one category (by default it is assumed most monsters are medium sized)*
Outsider (This race hails from the Existential or Primal realities and has those
modifiers)†
Per Die of Damage of each natural melee attack (claws, horns, venom)
Per Die of Damage of each natural ranged attack (Fire breath, supersonic scream)
Per point of natural Armor Rank
Presence is Horrifying (Fear VS 15)
Superior Sense (night vision, sense Aura) removes penalty or adds bonus of +/-10
Tool using/opposable thumbs (not always relevant, creature can use weapons and
tools)
Undead (Normally another creature, but the undead version there-of)†
Unique/Original Effect**

Cost

4
6
2
Cost
10
10
7
10
6
5
20
15
8
5
8 each
Cost + 6
2+
5+
2+
8
3
4
Cost + 4
Var.

*By default monsters are around human sized (medium).
**Making up original abilities can be challenging, use the list as a guide, when in question, use the FX creation rules to determine a unique ability.
†The Advantages and Flaws of Undead and Outsider creatures can be found below

Step Three: Handicaps
Not all monsters are created equal; some will have a clear advantage, others, inherent weaknesses.
Flaws give the monster additional Essence to increase characteristics, but do not count towards the
Creatures Risk! Meaning a monster could be risk 1 but be built on 20 points of Essence if it possess 5
points worth of disadvantages!
Table E3

Monster Handicaps

Slow or Big enough to hit easily (VS to hit -5)
Decrease size one category
Decrease size two categories*
Inferior Sense (No day vision, can’t hear normal ranges) adds a +5 Situational Penalty
Inferior mobility (treat as encumbered)
Environmental conflict (can’t breathe air, 10 damage per scene in sunlight)**
Serious allergy to a common material (copper, salt water, silver, garlic)
One type of damage is extra potent (damage dice explode on an 8-10)
One type of damage is almost always lethal (double damage)
Cannot Resist one common ailment (poison, disease, extreme heat or cold)
Must drain vital life from others (Action Pools or Durability) to recover own (doesn’t
heal)
Invader: The race hails from a paralleled reality (see the Invaders under Adversaries)
Unique/Original Effect***

Gain
+4
+3
+5
+3
+5
+8
+2
+5
+8
+3
+10†
+4
Var.

*Running characters of this size can be very difficult, these are creatures that are the size of a mouse, and may have no practical impact in many situations.
** An environmental conflict must be something common and persistent in the setting, not rare circumstance or uncommon effects.
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***Making up original handicaps can be challenging, use the list as a guide.
†This must be combined with some kind of natural offensive ability that facilitates the need for sustenance.

Crafting monsters can be fun but also challenging. If you’re stumped remember that the FX, Cybernetics,
and other rules can help inspire or be adapted to create unique creatures. Don't feel pressured to come
up with a roster of monsters either, when in doubt use those printed in the Bestiaries.
Monster Equipment, Hoards, and Loot
One of the best ways to avoid a game becoming a hack and slash slaughter-fest is to simply not reward
the player characters for butchering creatures left and right. But, that said, an Ancient Dragon with no
hoard is no dragon at all. Rewards will be covered in greater detail below.
There are three ways to approach monster loot:
Common: Monsters that fall into this category generally have nothing, or in the case of primitive tool
users, just the most basic equipment. In settings that use Currency (see section 3.2), as most archaic
settings will, skirmishers only have or be worth 1D10 Currency per Risk; whether this is equipment,
bounty, or the price for selling the hide depends on the monster. If Wealth is used then these
adversaries have one Wealth Die per 4 Risk.
Rare: With Monsters of this category, there is a significant chance they will be worth something in
bounty or their components, or that they have equipment of some value. Rare Monsters generally don’t
have Hoards but will have 1 Wealth Die per 2 Risk. How this is commoditized should depend on the
actual monster.
Epic: Any monster in this category is rare and dangerous. They will have 1 Wealth Die per risk in
Powerful equipment or the rarity of their components, and may also have a Hoard of up to 2 Wealth
Dice per Risk - assuming the players can find the monster's lair.

4.6.3 CREATURE CHARACTERISTICS
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4.6.4 INFAMY
Like player character’s renown, a creature’s infamy is the chance for the players to recognize it for its
type and abilities as well as the individual monster for its deeds.

4.7 ALLIES
Just as conflict is an essential part of any good drama, so too is the supporting cast to flesh out the story.
Non-Player characters are all the characters in a world that are not the players.

4.8 THE ENVIRONMENT
4.8.1 TERRAIN AND BIOMES
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4.8.2 ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS

4.9 REWARDS AND DEEDS
4.9.1 JUDGING DEEDS
One of the most unique things about Enchiridion is the Deeds experience and growth system. It allows
player to focus on having amazing and unique characters, and not how many goblins they've killed for
experience. But doling out experience to players fairly and honorably is a daunting task. This is one of
the main purposes of the Deed system; earning experience and growth through daring and action.
By accomplishing Deeds, the players grow characters through their actions and accomplishments, not an
arbitrary reward system. In fact, the Deeds experience system is specifically designed so that how a
character matures is entirely dependent on how the character is played; the more notable and amazing
things that the character accomplishes the more his personal growth and personal Essence will increase.
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4.9.2 ACCOMPLISHED NOT EARNED

RANDOM CREATION TABLES
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